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Through the efforts and collaboration of community leaders, industry experts led by 
Southeast New Mexico Economic Development District (SNMEDD), NMSU Cooperative 
Extension Service, Community Resource and Economic Development Department, 
Purdue University Center for Regional Development, strategies have been identified to 
support a vision for economic recovery from the COVID 19 pandemic and develop 
resiliency for future prosperity.  Goals are supported by a process that evaluated the 
economic impact from the COVID-19 pandemic and analyzed economic opportunities 
for sustainability and resilience. This Executive Session outlines priorities, 
recommended goals, and strategies with a focus on building community capacity and 
creating opportunities for economic growth and resilience.  
             

Vision  

 To create a Vibrant, Diverse, Innovative, and 
Inherently Resilient Southeast New Mexico Economy  

 

Mission  

 Moving forward to Build a Vibrant, Resilient Economy 
SNMEDD’s mission is to sustain and grow our region’s 
economy and enhance the quality of life, by providing 
innovative leadership and economic strategies for 
business creation, expansion, retention, new business 
recruitment and community development resulting in 
prosperity for all.  

 

Executive Summary 
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On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19, the disease 
caused by the SARS-CoV-2, a pandemic. The announcement followed a rising sense of 
alarm in the preceding months over a new, potentially lethal virus that was swiftly 
spreading around the world. In March 2020, U.S. lawmakers agreed to pass a $2 trillion 
stimulus bill called the CARES (Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security) Act to 
blunt the impact of an economic downturn set in motion by the global coronavirus 
pandemic. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act funded 
the Economic Development Administration (EDA) with $1.5 billion for economic 
development assistance programs to help communities prevent, prepare for, and 
respond to the coronavirus.  

In the face of uncertainty about the COVID-19 virus itself, as well as the local and 
regional stresses that make recovery more challenging, the Southeast New Mexico 
Economic Development District (SNMEDD) identified a need to connect with the 
communities within their region. In July 2020, SNMEDD was awarded funding from the 
CARES Act to assist municipalities and counties in southeast New Mexico in applying 
for CARES Act funding through EDA; upgrade technology in SNMEDD Office; and to 
collaborate and engage with municipalities, counties, community leaders and industry 
experts to assess the economic impact from the pandemic and develop a Recovery 
Resilience Plan for a sustainable future.  
 
A Regional Disaster Economic Recovery Coordinator was 
selected and quickly formed a SNMEDD Economic Recovery 
Team (ERT) to work with communities and businesses and 
share knowledge, collaborate with one another, and establish 
priorities for recovery and resiliency. The SNMEDD Economic 
Recovery Team members represented the local government 
entities, community leaders and industry experts.  It also 
included the New Mexico’s Recovery Coordinator and other 
NMEDD representatives for information sharing and 
collaboration. In addition, Dr. Michael Patrick, Community 
Resource and Economic Development Specialist with the 
Cooperative Extension Service at New Mexico State University 
joined the effort to contribute to the process of assessing 
economic opportunities and developing strategies for recovery, 
sustainability, and resiliency.  At Dr. Patrick’s direction, Purdue 
University, Center for Regional Development was 
commissioned to provide an Industry Cluster Drill-Down 
Analysis and help identify strategies that will strengthen and 
support the base and non-base industries resulting in new 
dollars into the economy creating a more resilient region.  
 

1. Agribusiness, Food 

Processing and 

Technology 

2. Arts, Entertainment, 

Recreation and 

Tourism 

3. Defense and Security 

4. Energy (Fossil and 

Renewable) 

5. Transportation and 

Logistics   

An economic analysis 
revealed five industry 

clusters that drive economic 
activity in southeast New 

Mexico: 

       General Overview 

https://www.yalemedicine.org/conditions/covid-19
https://www.investopedia.com/how-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bills-affect-you-4800404
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Purdue University then prepared a Shift Share analysis which evaluated the changes in 
our regional economy and reported regional economic conditions that differ from 
national level trends over a period of time. It identified where the regional economy has 
a competitive advantage and where regional growth could be attainable.  
 
Focus groups were then selected with Industry experts and community leaders 
participating in group discussions about the current situation and impacts resulting from 
the COVID 19 pandemic. They also reviewed and discussed the Industry Cluster 
Analysis, Shift Share Analysis, Leakage Analysis of the top 15 industries and top 
occupations in each Industry. 

The County focus group meetings were scheduled, and industries discussed were as 
follows:    

• Eddy County and Lea County – September 28, 2021 
Energy (fossil & renewable)   
Transportation and Logistics 

• Lincoln County – October 18, 2021 
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism, Hospitality 

• Otero County – October 19, 2021  
Defense and Security 
Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology 

• Chaves County – October. 20, 2021 
Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology 
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism, Hospitality 

 
Each county focus group discussed at least one of the five industries and listed 
strengths, challenges, and solutions as it related to their specific community. The 
groups discussed the shift-share analysis, leakage analysis and the top 
occupations in each industry prepared by Purdue University Center for Regional 
Development. This Analysis focused on three key components that results in the 
net effect and expected changes in employment in the region and they are: 

• National Growth Effect 
• Industrial Mix Effect 
• Regional Competitive Effect 

All focus group participants and Economic Recovery Team members were then invited 
to meet and discuss all information collected, top priorities, and goals for each of the 
industries that could increase potential job growth and economic benefit in their 
communities. 
  
With this information, the Southeast New Mexico Economic Development District 
remains committed to restoring and enhancing economic stability and reducing the level 
of local unemployment and negative impact to the communities.  By focusing on its 
competitive advantages such as its diversity of the regional economy, natural resources, 
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Create Opportunities for Economic Resilience
Retain, grow and and attract new emerging 

business activities for target industries

oil and gas production including linkage to nuclear energy waste products, regional air 
service, universities and colleges, desirable climate, and its strategic location and 
proximity to US-Mexico International Border, this region can compete for new job-
creation and public and private-sector investment.  

The Economic Recovery Team identified economic priorities and recommendations for 
creating resilience and regional competitiveness that will: 

• Retain, grow, and attract new and emerging business activities using the Industry 
 Cluster and drill down analysis for Target Industries 
• Build Community Capacity  
• Collaborate with Universities and Colleges to support needed workforce with 
 Industry training and education 
• Invest in capital projects, Infrastructure, technology, and specifically broadband 
 connectivity 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, there are challenges that must be addressed but 
integrating the competitive advantages with strategic planning and resources, the region 
can be successful in accomplishing their mission.  

Priority areas were listed that need immediate intervention to strengthen the economic 
base and successfully facilitate strategy implementation  

 

 

 

 

Strengthening the Economic Base

Funding Resources and Programs 
for People and Businesses

Build 
Affordable   
Workforce 
Housing

Invest in Capital 
Projects, 

Infrastructure-
Broadband 
Technology 

Build Comunity 
Capacity

Collaboration with 
stakeholders to 

empower a collective 
process toward a 

shared vision

Preparedness & 
Emergency 

Planning
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Develop and implement strategies for economic recovery and long-term economic 
growth focusing efforts on strengthening the economic base and regaining fiscal 
stability through several programs and initiatives. Listed below are programs and 
funding sources that have been utilized or are available along with priority areas for 
immediate intervention.  

Resources and Programs for People and Businesses 
• Small Business Recovery Loan – One of the programs most used in southeast 

New Mexico was the Small Business Recovery Loan Fund providing nearly $500 
million of assistance to businesses that experienced financial hardship resulting 
from COVID-19. Loans up to $150,000 at very low interest rates, 1.625% fixed 
for a 10-year term and interest only payment for the 2nd and 3rd years.  

 
• WESST -Small Business loans ranging from $500 - $50,000 at no or low interest 

and reduced payment for the first six months. It has opportunity for an annual 
forgiveness incentive. 

 
• Re-Emerging Loan Fund – RCAC provides a flexible loan program to assist 

business restart or enhance continued viability of their business. RCAC provides 
training, technical, and financial assistance and advocacy for rural communities.  

 
• Value added Producer Grant helps agricultural producers enter into value added 

activities related to the processing and/or marketing or bio-based, value-added 
products. This is a USDA Rural Develop program. 

 
• $200 million in grants through the Local Economic Development Act (LEDA) 

Recovery Grants program, with each business eligible for a maximum of 
$100,000. 

 
• Restaurant Revitalization Fund: $28.6 Billion – American Rescue Act to help 

restaurants owned and operated or controlled by women, veterans, and 
oppressed groups such as socially and economically disadvantaged individuals. 

 
• SBA: Shuttered Venue Operators Grant Program: The Shuttered Venue 

Operators Grant (SVOG) program was established by the Economic Aid to Hard-
Hit Small Businesses, Nonprofits, and Venues Act, and amended by the 
American Rescue Plan Act. The program includes over $16 billion in grants to 
shuttered venues, to be administered by SBA’s Office of Disaster Assistance.   

Priority Areas for Immediate Intervention 
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• Paycheck Protection Program Forgivable Loans: provides small businesses with 

forgivable loans to pay up to 8 weeks of payroll costs including benefits. Funds 
can also be used to pay interest on mortgages, rent, and utilities. 

 
• Economic Injury Disaster Loans for Small Businesses: New Mexico small 

businesses throughout all 64 counties and on all tribal lands may seek up to 
$2M. Apply through SBA.  

 
• SBA Express Bridge Loan: This loan allows small businesses who currently have 

a business relationship with an SBA Express Lender to access up to $25,000 
with less paperwork and a faster timeline 
 

• NM Department of Workforce Solutions COVID-19 Unemployment Insurance: If 
you work for an employer that closed or reduced  hours to help stop the spread 
of COVID-19, you can file or reopen an unemployment claim. 

 
• DVR - Department of Vocational Rehabilitation – A small grant for people with 

disabilities that are accepted into their program. It is a tiered grant with 100% 
funding up to $5,000 and then tiered after that (business owner matching DVR's 
contribution).  

 
•  EDA - American Rescue Plan programs 

✓ Travel, Tourism & Outdoor Recreation Program 
✓ Build Back Better Regional Challenge 
✓ Good Jobs Challenge 
✓ Economic Adjustment Assistance and Indigenous Communities Program 
✓ Indigenous Communities Grant 
✓ Travel, Tourism and Outdoor Recreation Grants 
✓ Research and Networks Grants 

 
• New Mexico Small Business Development Center. 

✓ Economic Injury Disaster Loans 
✓ Paycheck Protection Program 
✓ Express Bridge Loans 
✓ NMEDD Help for Businesses Negatively Impacted by the COVID-19 

Health Emergency 
✓ NMBuyLocal.com  

 
• Resources to support businesses: 

✓ USDA Rural Development: Disaster Resiliency and Recovery Resources   
✓ Ready New Mexico Education 
✓ Employment, Business Support 
✓ Ready New Mexico (nm.gov) 

https://covid19relief.sba.gov/#/
https://covid19relief.sba.gov/#/
https://www.sba.gov/page/coronavirus-covid-19-small-business-guidance-loan-resources#section-header-2
https://www.dws.state.nm.us/COVID-19-Info
https://sam.dws.state.nm.us/Core/Login.ASPX
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/disaster-assistance
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/paycheck-protection-program-ppp
https://www.sba.gov/document/support--express-bridge-loan-pilot-program-guide
https://gonm.biz/about-us/covid-19-response
https://gonm.biz/about-us/covid-19-response
https://www.buynmlocal.com/
https://www.rd.usda.gov/sites/default/files/rd_disastertoolkit-final508.pdf
https://ready.nm.gov/
https://ready.nm.gov/
https://ready.nm.gov/
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✓ Bringing the Change New Mexico Families Deserve (governor.state.nm.us) 
✓ NMDOH – Coronavirus Updates 
✓ A healthier NM - Coronavirus Updates in New Mexico (nmhealth.org) 
✓ Links to Grant Information: Grants.gov and GrantStation,com  
✓ Business Continuity guide 
 

• Business Finance Finder 
Many businesses struggled to re-open and needed financial resources for 
operating and capital. NMEDD has created a Business Finance Finder where 
businesses can match their projects and financing needs directly to fund 
opportunities; https://edd.newmexico.gov/BFF.  It’s important to continue to help 
those business in need stay open and regain operating capital.  
 

• Educational Resources and Training  
The Universities and Colleges in conjunction with Workforce Solutions offer 
business training, programs, and services to help businesses reopen and hire 
qualified staff. A coordinated effort is beneficial to support local business 
activity in the communities while also supporting the Universities and Colleges.  

 
• Outreach marketing campaign - Launch an Outreach marketing campaign to 

improve community image and brand reputation. An initiative to promote the 
southeast region’s assets and amenities could be managed through Lodgers Tax 
funding and collaboration among the Boards.  This campaign is needed to enrich 
the customer experience and educate local people as well and invite new 
business activity.  

Workforce for Business Activity 
Many industries such as hospitality, restaurants, small business providing services and 
medical are affected by a potential labor shortage creating a worker’s market. Childcare 
or senior care is listed as one of the reasons people don’t go back to work as it is 
difficult to find. Businesses are facing two challenges in one, keeping the current 
workers and finding new ones. Workers can shop around for job offers with the best pay 
and benefits and if hired, often leave without notice. To overcome the labor shortage, 
identify strategies that: 
• Recruit in-state and out-of-state candidates using a variety of sources. 
• Make the job application process easy.  
• Create a safe and respectable work environment with competent supervision. 
• Offer career growth opportunities. 
• Offer flexible scheduling and work environment. 
• Assist with child and/or elderly care.  
• Employer’s Guide to Supporting Employee Child Care: The Early Child Education and 

Care Department employer toolkit to empower the private sector.  
• Provide hiring incentives or bonuses, healthcare, and paid vacation. 
• Host job-fairs. 

https://www.governor.state.nm.us/
https://cv.nmhealth.org/
https://cv.nmhealth.org/
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Affordable Housing 
Stable, decent-quality, and affordable housing is critical for communities in southeast 
New Mexico to grow the economy. Housing instability can impede workers’ ability 
to secure and maintain employment. The housing sector creates a multiplier 
effect throughout the economy, so when construction is active with new development, 
remodels and active sales, this translates into increased employment and consumer 
spending, deepening the ability to recovery and grow. Successful housing interventions 
need to reflect local housing market conditions as well as the resources of local 
governments and other stakeholders. Policymakers should make every effort to meet 
the demand for housing and reduce the number of households who lack affordable, 
stable, decent-quality housing,  They should  focus on three goals:  1) Increase the 
amount of long-term affordable rental housing, especially in high-opportunity areas;  2) 
Protect existing affordable rental housing from physical deterioration and financial 
insecurity and work with property managers and realtors on the impact that short term 
rentals have on available housing; 3) Support affordable housing projects currently in 
the pipeline that face financial or other obstacles due to the pandemic. 
 
Technology – Broadband Connectivity 
Technology is essential for economic growth and job creation. To ensure long-term 
prosperity and competitiveness we must address the need for digital infrastructure, such 
as high-speed broadband and internet access, wireless networks, new healthcare 
information technology and a modernized electrical grid. As a result, the President 
signed into law the much-anticipated Infrastructure and Jobs Act that includes over $40 
billion for states and territories to fund the building of new networks in unserved and 
underserved areas.  To increase the availability of broadband services for New Mexico 
residents and businesses, the State of New Mexico Department of Information 
Technology (NM DoIT) was awarded a U.S. Economic Development Administration (US 
EDA) CARES Act Recovery Assistance grant, the result of which is the New Mexico 
Broadband Technical Assistance Program (NM TAP).  

• Senate Bill 377: Broadband Appropriations - $100M to the Connect New Mexico 
Fund (FY2021-FY2026) to plan, design, engineer, construct, and purchase and 
equip broadband infrastructure ($70M). Grants to local governments, tribes, 
electric and telephone cooperatives for planning and grant writing ($5M) 
additional funding to equip broadband infrastructure for public schools ($25M). 
Connect New Mexico Council is responsible for evaluating and prioritizing grant 
proposals and making grant awards from the Connect New Mexico Fund. 

 
• SNMEDD communities lacking adequate broadband need to coordinate with NM 

DoIT TAP who will assist organizations needing to build their broadband planning 
and deployment capacity. In addition to spurring economic development, these 
efforts will have an enormous impact on alleviating current connectivity 
challenges and will provide a foundation for Resiliency against future crises.  

https://academic.oup.com/socpro/article-abstract/63/1/46/1844105
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0094119099921587
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0094119099921587
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Preparedness and Emergency Planning  
With the increasing trend of global warming, the frequent occurrences of natural 
disasters and the recent COVID-19 pandemic have brought serious challenges to 
the sustainable development in the region. Disasters can happen anywhere, and 
communities are vulnerable to both man-made and natural disasters, including flash 
flooding, wildfires, drought, thunderstorms, and viruses’ like COVID-19. No one can stop 
natural disasters from occurring, but you can limit the impact they have on your 
community.  
 
• Every county/municipality should have an Emergency Preparedness Plan.  The 

first step is to conduct a risk assessment to identify potential emergency 
scenarios. An understanding of what can happen will enable you to determine 
resource requirements and to develop plans and procedures to prepare for an 
emergency event.  Emergency preparedness is a “quality of life” issue and 
requires proper planning, preparation, and practice. The most important factor is 
communication and coordination with participating members and community.  
 

• Coordinate with the New Mexico Department of Homeland Security and 
Emergency Management and work with their Local Preparedness Program staff 
and technical assistance for prevention, protection, mitigation, response, and 
recovery while also working towards a multi-year planning, training, and exercise 
goals. 

 
Identify Opportunities for Economic Stability and Growth  
SNMEDD remains committed to restoring economic stability and building resilience by 
working with industries and economic development organizations that drive economic 
activity.  The following actions are recommended: 

• Identify industry clusters and business expansion opportunities to retain, grow, 
and attract companies including promoting expansion of existing and emerging 
business sectors that generate job growth and economic benefit.   

 
• Review with Industry leaders the Job Creation and Income Growth Opportunities 

Report that evaluated total business activities in each of the five Clusters. Using 
the Leakage analysis and Job Creation report, identify where industry activities 
could be increased with 10% input in-region purchases impacting job creation, 
business transactions and consumer spending. 

 
• Continue to collaborate with the Universities and Colleges to develop or enhance 

industry training and programs that support the existing businesses and potential 
new business industry activities.  

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/environmental-impact-assessment
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• Enhance regional marketing efforts to highlight the advantages of doing business 
in southeast New Mexico with the diversified cultures, unique attributes, 
amenities, and natural resources. Partner with Energy Conservation 
Management Division (ECMD) to enhance marketing efforts for renewable 
energy technologies in NM. 

 
• Review the detailed energy alternatives study to determine the feasibility, cost 

effectiveness, and optimum mix of hydrogen (different types), wind, solar and 
nuclear to provide electricity and produce additional hydrogen that can be sold on 
the open market.  

 
• Develop a research center dedicated to the exploration of efficient and cleaner 

extraction of resources including oil, gas, and water usage.  Collaborate with 
national partners who are working to improve resource extraction methodologies 
as well as efficient processes and use of materials.  
 

• The completion of critical path infrastructure facilities supporting economic 
development will be necessary to attract base sector businesses. 
 

           Strategies for Economic Resilience 
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A SWOT analysis is a compilation of the 
region’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats to facilitate recommendations and 
strategies for economic growth and 
sustainability. It is a technique for assessing the 
performance, competition, risk, and potential 
opportunities that guide the Vision.  

Strengths 

 
• Natural Resources/National Parks, Land, Oil, 

Gas, Potash, Water 
• Tourism with National Parks, Forest, 

museums, Arts and Culture, Western 
heritage, Historic District, Theaters, deep 
history, and western heritage 

• Regional Air Service 
• Education: Universities/colleges providing 4- 

and 2-year curriculums (ENMU-R location 
and facilities; ENMU Ruidoso and facilities, 
College of the Southwest, NM Junior 
College, NMSU Carlsbad, Career and 
Technical High School (CTECH) 

• Water availability for the future – 
Desalinization & Research Facility 

• Easy highway access from any direction and 
rail transportation  

• Strong agriculture industry/economy 
(farming, ranching, added value crops and 
processing facilities) Value added 
agriculture/ industries 

• Holloman Air Force Base and White Sands 
Missile Range with available air space-
testing and training.  

• Retired and former military personnel from 
Holloman AFB and WSMR skilled in 
aerospace, defense, and homeland 
security industries 

• Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 
(FLETC) 

• Hospitals and Healthcare Services 
• New development occurring 
• One Stop Location for new developers to 
  submit plans, permits, preliminary plats, 
   conditional use permits, zone changes, etc. 
• Incentives for new developers - Municipal 

Infrastructure Reimbursement Program –  
• Strong public/private partnerships 

 

• Natural Resources- Oil & Gas, Solar, Wind, 
Desalinization  

• Proximity to US-Mexico International Border-
trade/commerce 

• Incentives for public-private partnerships 
• Regionalization-further expansion of 

economic diversity 
• Energy Industry Growth  
• Agriculture industry added value crop and 

processing  
• Affordable and achievable workforce 

housing 
• Regionalize resources and services 
• Government entities should build 

understanding amongst each other and 
work together 

• Branding and re-branding to inform 
population about opportunities -Market 
area to overcome perception and invite 
new business activities  

• Short Term Rentals – Tracking for visitor 
numbers  

• Industrial Park-energy Plex Park with 9600 
acres.  Three projects in various stages 
of development 

• Ski Apache and Inn of the Mountain Gods  
• Alternative Energy-Wind, Solar, limited 

Geothermal and Nuclear energy 
• Land leases with State Land Office – 

(energy - long term lease 40 years) 
 

 

SWOT:  Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats 
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                                                                                               Threats 

• Lack of reasonable and affordable housing – 
need to match with job pay 

• Workforce – reliable and trained workers 

• Broadband-Internet connectivity, cell service 

• Lack of childcare keeping people from 
returning to work 

• Affordable Housing 

• Single Industry dependent economy 

• Selling community to spouse of 
professionals-Quality of Life 

• Drought and National Disasters 

• Lack of financing/capital 
• Water management – adequate long term 

water supply (groundwater and surface) 
• Attitude of local people – need customer 

service training to address unfriendly 
business practices 

• Lack of business incentives 

• BRAC 

• Government regulations and tax structure 

• Lack of good dependable railroad service – 
no interstate highway  

• Aging and retired population 

• Petroleum industry growth with executive 
order on federal leases 

• Non sustainable water usages 

• Drug culture 

• Forest and wildfires 

• Aging infrastructure 

• Climate change 

• State Tax Policy/Static/Declining tax base 
and too many unnecessary regulations, 
rules for business 

• Government overreach/polarization of local 
government 

• Competing with Texas 

• Negative publicity-perception of unattractive 
place to live and work 

• Aquifer recharge-drought potential call on 
Pecos River by CID 

• Endanger species act and its impact on 
numerous area industries Ag and Oil/Gas 

 

Challenges 

• Automation – replacing jobs but could 
create new jobs in Technology 

• Workforce:  motivation lacking in 
unemployed along with day care 

• change how people work 
• Shift to home base -income producing 

jobs 
• Broadband, connectivity 
• Employees need soft skills -customer 

service 
• Need to change negative attitude  
• Potential risk for investment, adequate 

water supply 
• Take the finished products and export 

them directly 
• Community branding – expand 

marketing 
• Competitive pay 
• Scarcity mentality 
• Affordable Housing 
• Real estate values 
• STR – eliminate available housing 
• Keep youth from leaving 
• Childcare not adequate  
• Minimum wage – impacts to businesses 
• Rule & Regulations to oil & gas 
• Corporate Offices leakage 
• Long-haul trucking and regulations 
• Shortage in CDL drivers 
• Need improvements on State Roads  
• Investment in key roads coming into 

SENM  
• Defense and Security red tap 
• Access to the Base 
• Molding and mentoring youth 
• Vocation training needed  
• Accept nuclear energy business cluster 

and win people over 
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Opportunities 
• Air and Rail Service 
• Inter-Government Tax Free Zone 
• Apprenticeship programs  
• Main Street USA in communities 
• Tourism – draw to cooler temperatures and 

outdoor recreation 
•  Universities and Colleges in state and out of state 
• Workforce Office at ENMU Campus 
• ENMU offering basic computer skills, basic 

employability skills, entrepreneurship skills, 
alcohol server certification to local businesses  

• Two plus two - - six-year pilot project with public 
post-secondary educational institutions in the 
southeastern region 

• Agriculture Classes added to High Schools 
Hagerman, Dexter and Lake Arthur. 

• Agriculture production and value-added agriculture  
• Art and wine venues/social outlets 
• Expand Farmers Market 
• Research and develop Bio-mass activities 
• Inter-Government Tax Free Zones 
• Natural Resources – Oil & Gas, Desalinization,  
• Alternative Energy-Wind, Solar, limited geothermal 

and nuclear cluster 
• Oil & gas Industry a strong leader in the US 
• Holloman AFB, White Sands Missile Range – 

mentorships, public/private partnerships  
• Air space for expansion of unmanned aerial 

vehicle and avionics testing 
• – specialty areas 
• Analyze Industry Clusters for expansion of existing 

businesses and recruitment for business 
activities defined in the leakage analysis 

• Premier locations for filming with unique eco-
zones and popular filming locations (WSNM) 
and Annual White Sands Fil Festival and Desert 
Lights Film Festival 

• Man Camps – contracts for spacing related to the 
Oil & Gas Industry 

• Create a tourism experience site doing vs site 
seeing 

• Entrepreneurship opportunities 
• Between transportation corridors from Mexico to 

Canada 
• Long tradition of farming including pistachio 

growing – Alamogordo is a perfect location for 
food processing facilities and other value-added 
agriculture industries. 

 

Weaknesses 
 

• Lack of reasonable and affordable housing 
and apartments 

• Workforce – lack of trained and dependable 
workforce 

• Need to diversify economy – single industry 
dependent 

• Broadband / Infrastructure  
• Lack of financing/capital  
• Retaining youth to attend local universities 

and colleges / jobs  
• Selling communities to spouse of 

professional – quality of life 
• Readily available land for development 
• Attitude of local people – need customer 

service training 
• Dilapidated buildings 
• Transit population 
• Scarcity mentality – lack of collaboration 
• Attitude – lack of customer service 
 
 

This SWOT Analysis was developed 
by the Economic Recovery Team 

and Focus Group Participants. 
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To become a region with resilient communities, the Economic Recovery Team placed a 
high priority on understanding and mitigating vulnerability and identifying those industry 
clusters important to the region. To facilitate this effort, the Economic Recovery Team 
commissioned Purdue University and used the Industry Cluster Analysis process. The 
Industry Cluster Analysis is a tool to better understand a region’s economic strengths and 
challenges and identify realistic ways to shape the region’s economic future. Using NAICS 
codes, five industries were identified for an industry drill-down analysis. With this analysis, 
the Economic Recovery Team discussed opportunities, challenges and solutions with 
industry experts and community leaders on the top industries driving the southeast region. 

The industries listed in blue are key industries important to the southeast region as they 
represent 64.8% of all jobs and 65.3% of total businesses in the region.

 

What are Industry Clusters?  Industry clusters are regional concentrations of related industries with 
linkages between industries that buy and sell from each other, use similar technologies, share a labor 
pool, and share supply chains. Clusters consist of companies, suppliers, and service providers, as well as 
government agencies and other institutions that also provide education, information, research, and 
technical support to a regional economy. They promote innovation and may need supporting services and 
specialized infrastructure. Clusters are a network of economic relationships and the linkage that can 
promote innovation and create a competitive advantage for the related firms in a particular region. This 
advantage then becomes an enticement for similar industries and suppliers that drive the creation of 
wealth in the region.  
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Focus Group Priorities, Recommended Goals and Strategies 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY CLUSTER DRILL-DOWN ANALYSIS  
Top SNMEDD Industry Clusters (TIC)  Jobs    % Establishments % 
 
Agribusiness, Food Processing & Technology  6,023     10.9  248  9.8 
 
Transportation and Logistics    4,783       8.7  402  16.0 
 
Energy (fossil and renewable)    32,792     59.6  1,476  58.5 
 
Defense and Security      6,566     11.9  119    4.7 
 
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism   4,910      8.9  277  11.0 
 
 
TIC Total      55,063       2,522  
 
SNMEDD Region Total -      85,028   3,854 
 
TIC % of Region               64.8%     65.3% 
 

 

 
The Economic Recovery Team met in focus group sessions with industry experts and 
community leaders and discussed the Cluster Analysis and the five industries driving 
the region economically.  They listed opportunities, challenges and identified priorities 
along with goals that can be adopted to capture opportunities considering key factors 
such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws rules, regulations, policies, 
and programs. During this process, they also listed recommendations and strategies 
that if implemented would ensure resilient communities within the region.  Here are the 
industries discussed with the Economic Recovery Team and focus group participants. 
Agribusiness 

The Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology provides 6,023 plus jobs 
representing 10.9% of the total industry clusters and 248 businesses or 9.8% of the total 
regionally. The combination of agriculture and food processing is an important part of 
New Mexico’s economy and attracting agriculture-related businesses or subsidiary 
businesses could be an opportunity with the region’s strong agricultural base. 

Agribusiness is the business sector encompassing farming and farming-related 
commercial activities. It involves all the steps required to send agricultural goods to 
market, namely production, processing, and distribution. This industry is an important 
component of the economy in our region with arable land where agricultural products 
can be exported. The technology sector is comprised of businesses that sell goods and 
services in electronics, software, computers, artificial intelligence, equipment, and other 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/export.asp
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industries related to information technology (IT). Companies, specifically those of 
Agribusiness, rely on the technology sector to help them operate efficiently and thrive 
and is often one of the most attractive growth investments in an economy. Intellectual 
flexibility is required to take advantage of a dynamic changing market.  

The Leakage analysis in this cluster identified animal production, animal food 
manufacturing, crop production, dog food production, soybean, and other oilseed 
processing as possible businesses to attract. Value-added production of regionally 
produced commodities such as pecans and grapes and value-added manufacturing 
would increase the economic based with new opportunities in the Agriculture Industry.  
Agri-tourism was also viewed as an opportunity to provide a destination associated with 
the agricultural industry corresponding with the strong tourism base that currently exists.  
The planning process for this industry cluster would be critical in coordinating with the 
local producers of nuts, vegetables, honey, and other byproducts as they would be key 
players in the implementation of the goals identified in this plan.  

  GOAL Agribusiness        Priorities Recommendations and Strategies   

Build 
Community 
Capacity 

 

Conduct a thorough needs assessment with Agricultural Industry leaders by 
meeting with them quarterly and compiling the results by December 2023  
 
Communicate with potential employers and employees about workforce needs 
and opportunities and develop strategies to implement 
 

Workforce 
Business 
Assistance 

Market and recruit businesses activity and potential employees to work in 
Agribusiness and evaluate incubators to recruit start-up businesses 
 
Work with Department of Workforce Solutions (DWS), schools and Industry 
leaders to address workforce needs and collaborate on training programs and 
vocational awareness 

  
Address areas of need such as training, marketing services, certification 
programs, health care, day care, and include family friendly policies 
 

Retain and 
Recruit New 
Business 
 

Recruit and assist with start-up, expanding and new businesses  
 
Using the leakage analysis, meet with target industries and discuss in-region 
purchases and opportunities to bring business activities into the region 

 
Promote 
Intellectual 
Flexibility 
 

Collaborate with the Center for Workforce and Community Development (ENMU)     
to take advantage of a dynamic changing market 
 
Create solutions and family friendly policies for day care to support employees' 
return to work and to recruit new employees 
 
Evaluate value added production of regionally produced commodities such as 
pecans and grapes and include value-added manufacturing   
 
Increase market presence of local-produced food in southeast NM 
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Promote Agri-tourism as an opportunity to provide a destination associated with 
the agriculture industries 
 

Plan 
Resource 
Management 
 

Develop a long term and sustainable water plan including water rights, 
technology, and infrastructure projects  
 
Build relationships with partners and users to leverage resources 
 
Educate communities and users on the long-term sustainable water plan 
 

Visionary 
Leadership 
 

Mayors and community leaders meet quarterly to discuss regional challenges, 
progress, and success 
 
Market regionally and educate the public on a common vision and solicit input 
 
Evaluate EPA Policies and identity need for change and political influence 
 

 
Energy (Fossil and Renewable)  

The Energy (fossil and renewable) industry accounts for 32,792 jobs in the region 
representing 59.6% of all jobs and 1,476 businesses or 58.5% of the total. The energy 
sector is a large complex and inter-related network of companies, directly and indirectly 
involved in the production and distribution of energy needed to power the economy and 
facilitate the means of production and transportation.   

The Shift Share analysis identified several business activities supporting or related to 
the Energy sector that could provide new opportunities for economic growth. The 
natural resources of land, sun and wind, potash, water, oil, and gas in the region are 
needed for this industry and help to attract new businesses and jobs into the region.  
The companies within the energy sector are involved in various types of energy and 
are often categorized based on how the energy that is produce is sourced. They 
typically fall into two categories: 1) Non-renewable:  petroleum products and oil, natural 
gas, gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and nuclear energy; and 2) Renewable:  
Hydropower, biofuels, wind power, and solar power.   

Of significant importance in the southeast region but not included in the Energy (fossil 
and renewable) NAICS Code is the U.S. Department of Energy’s Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP). Located in Carlsbad, it was constructed for disposal of defense-generated 
TRU waste from Department of Energy. WIPP, related to nuclear energy waste 
products, has several industry activities reporting in various NAICS codes including 
hazardous waste treatment and disposal, waste treatment production, hazardous waste 
operating, transportation of hazard materials, research, nuclear armourment, nuclear 
waste weapons, arms dealer manufacturing, and disposition of nuclear weapons. Based 
on this linkage to nuclear energy waste products, it should be considered as part of the 
energy cluster.  WIPP employs 925 people supporting the Department of Energy, 
Nuclear Waste Partnership, Sandia National Laboratories in Carlsbad, and 
environmental contractors including Navarro.   
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It’s also important to highlight another industry in southeast New Mexico called Urenco 
USA Energy Services, LLC which is a non-classifiable establishment that deals with 
products and processes in the energy area. Urenco which is in Eunice, NM has an 
essential role in the nuclear fuel supply and supports the sustainable generation of 
electricity and employs 230 people. This Industry will play a significant role in the future 
with its intention to expand its enrichment capacity at the Eunice Urenco facility by 
adding three new separation building modules (SBMs) and associated support facilities. 
Doing so would allow Urenco to expand further when additional enriched uranium is 
required by the market creating economic benefit and new jobs.  Also, currently in 
progress is the HI-STORE CISF which is a significant step on the path to resolve the 
nation’s continuing used nuclear fuel storage challenge by providing a supremely safe, 
secure, retrievable, and centralized facility for storage of used nuclear fuel on an interim 
basis. HI-STORE CISF will be located on undeveloped land in the Eddy-Lea Energy 
Alliance (ELEA), an incorporated four-entity consortium (cities of Hobbs and Carlsbad 
and the counties of Eddy and Lea), with the charter to attract safe and environmentally 
friendly industries that will create well-paying jobs in the region.  This project has zero 
impact on the oil and gas industry in region.   

 Focus group participants identified the importance of diverse economies to sustain a 
viable future and believe that the Energy Industry has a significant influence on growing 
southeast New Mexico. Working with hydrogen development companies using the 
spectacular rock formations and new technology will boost oil production creating new 
opportunities. Carbon capture and storage was also identified as an opportunity as it is 
a way of reducing carbon emissions which could be key to helping to tackle global 
warming.  The solar energy center near Tularosa along US Highway 70 and County 
Road 545 is clearly an example of an asset that generates the energy equivalent 
needed by 2,250 typical homes and reduces carbon emissions by 7,200 tons annually.   

Also, having a small nuclear reactor serving the region would be a strength as it would 
be noncarbon emitting with advanced reactors. Governor Susana Martinez, the EMNRD 
led a process that focused on energy market expansion and identified Small Modular 
Reactors (SMRs) as one possible pathway to provide needed carbon-free power.  

 “Seizing Our Potential”, the New Mexico State Energy Plan” from 2015 focused on the 
key principle that New Mexico cannot afford to exclude any energy assets from its 
portfolio of development opportunities 

Attracting business activity such as investment professionals, lawyers and custom 
computer programming services would also generate new jobs and revenue into the 
region.  These businesses currently support the Energy sector, but their services are 
contracted outside the region which was revealed in the Leakage Analysis.  
Energy is a primary industry supporting this region and has been a significant revenue 
source for the State of New Mexico as well.    
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GOAL Energy (Fossil  & Renewable) Priorities Recommendations and Strategies   

Become 
Recognized as a 
Leader in the 
Development of 
Clean 
Technology 
based on 
Products and 
Solutions 
 

Analyze the feasibility, cost effectiveness, logistics, market analysis and 
recommended types of Hydrogen projects to provide electricity 
Hydrogen can be sold on the open market and produce hydrogen for use 
in the production of chemical projects.  
 
Devise strategies to support studies by scientists, engineers, 
corporations to set up in Lea and Eddy County to collect data and 
encourage corporate offices to locate in the region. 
 
Work with Hydrogen development companies to locate in southeast NM. 
Explore the use of natural gas to produce blue hydrogen as a more 
desirable alternative to green hydrogen since it uses less pure water.  
 
Explore having a small nuclear reactor serving the region possibly 
microreactors as they are noncarbon emitting and are advance reactors 
 
Carbon Capture should be considered whenever energy related planning 
or projects are being considered.  
 
Develop a research center dedicated to the exploration of efficient and 
cleaner extraction of resources including oil, gas, and water usage. 
Collaborate with national partners who are working to improve resource 
extraction methodologies as well as efficient processes and use of 
materials 

Build 
Capacity 
and 
Reliability for 
New 
Business  
Opportunities 
 

Focus on energy market expansion with a small nuclear reactor serving 
the region possibly with microreactors and invite investors to create 
more capacity with a reliability factor 
 
Support the development of alternative ideas in our own fossil fuel 
industry such as the $350M Bio Diesel expansion which is adding rail 
facilities as well as a whole Bio Diesel processing facility to convert 
soybean oil and animal fat into biodiesel and sell to the California 
market. 
 
Devise strategies to support studies by scientists, engineers, 
corporations to set up in Lea and Eddy County to collect data and 
encourage organizations to locate their corporate offices in the region.  
 
Innovative research on water cleanup; produced water, that could 
provide a whole extra stream of opportunities (Lea County) 
 
Promote the development of hydrogen production facility using natural 
gas as part of the NM renewable energy transition plan 
.  
Work with Energy Minerals and Natural Resources Department's 
Economic and Energy Diversification Coordinator on inventorying 
renewable resources and educational programs on clean energy.  
Identify in a gap analysis how to meet the demands of the industry and 
keep jobs in NM  
Look at the energy mix used for electricity generation and identify 
what kind of mix (fossil fuel and renewable) are needed to make 
up for the changes that seen now and in the future. This energy 
mix should line up with the Energy Transition Act.  
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Lea County EDC is pursuing a detailed Energy Alternative Study 
to analyze the feasibility, cost effectiveness, logistics, market 
analysis and recommended types of Hydrogen projects to 
provide electricity, produce Hydrogen that can be sold on the 
open market and produce hydrogen for use in the production of 
chemical projects.  
 

Lobby and 
Educate on 
Energy 
Industries  
 

Lobby for exemptions until alternatives are determined 
 
Implement Regulation Relief of the Oil and Gas Industry before 
the new regulations take effect in 2025 
 
Support efforts of the American Petroleum Institute to boost oil 
production at home before looking overseas 
 
Lobby by non-industry groups to show current process results in 
less emissions than foreign production and inform people that we 
can continue to reduce our remaining emissions in the future 
 
Educate Legislators, Regulators and public on Energy Industries, 
new technologies, progress, and benefits to NM 
 
 

 
Build up the 
Workforce 
 

Identify workforce training opportunities with the Universities and 
Community Colleges and include High Schools, Career Technical 
Education (CTE) to support workforce locally. (Hobbs has 
become a leader in this effort)  
 
Focus groups team up with clean energy private industry 
stakeholders and organizations with clean energy 
degree/certification programs to determine where existing 
programs can be modified to be more effective. Identify where 
there are gaps in training and recruit employees for workforce 
 

 

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism (Visitor Industries) 
The tourism industry includes arts, entertainment, recreation, and visitor industries and 
provides 4,910 jobs in the region representing 8.9% of all jobs and 277 businesses or 
11% of the total regionally.  The travel and tourism sector are an integral part of the 
economy in southeast New Mexico and continues to be a key driver of business sales, 
employment, and tax revenue.  Visitors generate significant economic benefits to 
households, businesses, and government alike and provide opportunity for future 
economic growth and prosperity. A report prepared for the NM Department of Tourism 
shows that visitors spent $2.4 billion on lodging, $1.7 billion on food and beverages, 
$1.3 billion on retail shopping, $1.2 billion on transportation, including both local 
transportation and air, and nearly $1.0 billion on recreational activities in 2019 
Approximately 8.6% (1 in 12) of all jobs in the state were sustained by tourism. 
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Lincoln County is considered a tourist destination with the many trails, historic Lincoln, 
Grindstone Lake, and Alto Lake, but each County has assets that bring tourists to 
southeast New Mexico. The newest National Park, White Sands National Park draws 
many people from all over the country and with the railroad line into Tobaggan Canyon, 
visitors can see the mountain scenery and stay at the historic Pavilion Resort in 
Cloudcroft. White Sands National Park as established “to protect, preserve, and restore 
its scenic, scientific, educational, natural, geological, historical, cultural, archaeological, 
paleontological, hydrological, fish, wildlife, and recreational values and to enhance 
visitor experiences. The Focus Group participants identified the Roswell Air Center and 
Lea County Airport as assets with flights to Houston, Dallas and Phoenix, possibly 
adding flights to Denver making it possible to connect anywhere to and from Roswell. 
Roswell is also recognized worldwide with their UFO marketing and festivities. Skiing in 
the morning and golfing in the afternoon has been a huge draw for people to come to 
southeast New Mexico. Also, the mild climate makes this region a destination for many 
out of Texas, Arizona, and Mexico. Opportunities are available with networking and 
cross promotion.  Marketing as a region would enhance the industry and entice new 
businesses to locate.  

GOAL  Tourism                  Priorities Recommendations and Strategies     

Enhanced 
Regional 
Marketing 
 

Leverage resources and collaborate with all communities in southeast 
NM to promote the regions assets, activities, and events 
 
Increase attendance at art venues by 25% region wide in 2022 through 
enhanced targeted marketing and advertising efforts in Texas and 
Arizona.  Raise awareness of Arts Entertainment Recreation Tourism 
industries located in southeast NM 
 
Marketing campaign (internal and external) that will create new culture 
and attitude change that promotes the good in living and working in the 
region and its communities  
 
Partnering with Workforce Development and promote ENMU R and 
ENMU Ruidoso by publicizing programs and customized training for 
businesses, non-profits, and government entities (soft skills, OSHA, etc) 
 
Develop a message to support a new culture that promotes taking pride 
in the community and “pay it forward” 
 
Develop a message to send out to local kids that instills a sense of 
hope and pride and there are opportunities and jobs at home.  
 
Work with High schools to teach youth work ethics, values and 
encourage job market positions in the region 
Develop a mentoring program in the high schools 
 
Market and promote global attractions and historical sites in southeast 
NM including Billy the Kid and Lincoln community, Carlsbad Caverns, 
White Sands National Park. Identify the hidden assets and create a 
destination location for tourism. Market tours of the region. 
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Invest in 
Infrastructure 
Projects 

Identify where Broadband is currently located and where it is needed  
Apply for funding through DoIt and other funding options 
 
Have shovel ready projects to access grant funding and leverage loans 
that will support smaller communities and entice new development 
 
Create a development fund to help meet match requirements to 
leverage grants and funding opportunities 
 

Create Affordable 
Housing 
 

Identify housing developers and funding for housing projects 
 
Evaluate housing options and consider man camps for temporary 
housing 
 
Review regulations for infill development and make recommendations 
for policy revisions that support the development of workforce housing  
 
Use Housing Plan to collaborate with builders and build in volume 
targeting housing for $60,000 annual salaries 
 

Recruit and 
provide Childcare  
 

Recruit new childcare businesses into the region 
 
Government entities/schools offer free childcare for school age children 
 
Identify grants and funding to support a new childcare business 
 
Work with regulators to help streamline the regulations encouraging 
new childcare facilities in the region 
 

Enhance 
Workforce 
 

Develop a campaign to recruit, train employees to help businesses stay 
open and possibly expand 
 
Collaborate and Host Job Fairs  
 
Pair employees to share jobs where feasible 
 
Bring in oversea workers 
 
Develop family friendly policies – https:/nmfamilyfriendlybusiness.org/ 
 

 
Transportation 
The transportation industry generates 4,783 jobs in the region and 402 businesses.  
This industry ties directly to the Energy sector and other business activities and 
supports the region as a strong contributor.  The transportation sector is an important 
industry sector in the economy that deals with the movement of people and products. 
These include companies such as airlines, trucking, railroads, shipping, and logistics 
firms, as well as those that provide transportation infrastructure.  With subsidiary 
businesses that use air and rail services and ship out or receive products, this industry 
should be attracted to this region. There is currently an effort to conduct a rail analysis 
that would give a better option for Lea County to connect to the north-east side. The 
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railroad between Alamogordo and Capitan, which passed through Tularosa and 
Carrizozo, was opened in 1899 to serve the shippers of coal and gold ore from the 
mines in Lincoln County. This railroad later became part of the Southern Pacific System.  
The Cluster analysis reported that specialized freight trucking, pipeline transportation of 
natural gas and refined petroleum along with other transit and ground passenger 
transportation outperformed in this region reflecting an opportunity for job growth and 
economic benefit.   

The airports in the region are a tremendous asset and provide flights that connect to 
anywhere in the US.  The Roswell Air Center has attracted Accent Aviation, a company 
from Arizona who is expanding into Roswell creating 360 jobs and potentially $18 
million in project costs. Lea County Airport serving United Airlines has daily flights to 
Houston supporting the Energy Industry as well as routine and visitor travel. Also, a 
contributor to economic benefit is the apprenticeship program coordinating career 
education with job shadowing for young people who want to work in the aviation sector.  

GOAL Transportation           Priorities Recommendations and Strategies    

Invest in 
transportation 
improvements that 
enhance public 
safety and 
contribute to the 
economic benefit 
 

Improve and enhance County roads with high traffic counts and make 
improvements that predominantly serve the oil & gas industry 
 
Address the County roads that have traffic counts that rival the State 
Highways.  Work with NMDOT and Counties to address high traffic 
areas and road conditions 
 
Communicate and coordinate with the State Legislature and NMDOT 
to reserve or allocate funding annually for road improvements, 
focusing on roads with high traffic counts and contribute to the 
economic benefit of the State but are sparsely populated. 
 
Conduct a functional classification review for Lea and Eddy County to 
ensure that roads are properly classified. Traffic counts and functional 
classification by the State could benefit the high traffic county roads 
 
With Federal money available, identify road projects and invest in NM 
roads to enhance public safety (short term spending for a long-term 
investment).  Consider the cost per lane mile and work with NMDOT 
to identity ways to get the most and best option for public safety and 
economic benefit 
 
Assist regional partner(s) by securing funds for a 5-year rail analysis 
that would give a better option for connections and entice new 
development to locate in southeast NM. Analysis costs vs benefit 
 
Create an inventory of the roads that are the highest priority for 
maintenance and determine a budget for this funding source 
depending on the severity of the need and work with NMDOT to lobby 
for an allocation of funding  
 
Invest in the bypasses in Carlsbad 
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Recruit and 
Train 
Workforce 
 

Recruit and develop a new workforce, possibly proving financial 
assistance or incentives to strengthen the workforce. 
 
Recruit CDL drivers or carriers and study the freight rates for the 
region  
 
Team up with educational hubs and industry leaders to identify where 
there are gaps in education and create opportunities for more NM 
jobs 
 
EDC analyze gaps and funding opportunities or ways to recruit and 
sustain truck drivers and carriers in the industry in NM  
 
Study the freight rates for the southeast region and collaborate with 
carriers to recruit CDL drivers and more carriers 
 

Invest in 
Transportation 
Projects 

Build new Truck Stops with Accommodations to encourage long-haul 
drivers to stop in our region (hours driven -new CDL regulations) 
 
Lea County- potential short line connections but will need to improve 
the quality of rails on the east side of the state.  
 

  

Defense and Security 

Defense and Security account for 6,566 jobs in the region representing 11.9% of all jobs 
and 119 businesses.   The Holloman Air Force Base, located in Holloman AFB, NM in 
Otero County, acts as a center of military command for U.S. military personnel. The 
Military Base houses personnel, conducts training operations for active duty and 
reservist forces, stores equipment, and supports military operations. On the Military 
Base, facilities and infrastructure support the military personnel as well as enables 
research and development, design, production, delivery, and maintenance of military 
weapons systems, subsystems, and components or parts, to meet U.S. military 
requirements. These include Military Base housing and amenities for members of the 
Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marines, or Navy. The growth of the base spurred the 
development of a large local service industry in the form of motels, retail and service 
establishments, wholesale distributors and several small industrial firms, most of which 
are in or around Alamogordo.  

White Sands Missile Range, also an asset, is Department of Defense’s largest, full-
instrumented open-air range and provides America’s Armed Forces, allies, partners and 
defense technology innovators with the world’s premier research, development, test, 
evaluation (RDT&E), experimentation, and training facilities to ensure our nation’s 
defense readiness.  Transportation equipment and supplies, computer facilities 
management services, computer system design services, aircraft parts and auxiliary 
equipment manufacturing are all industries supporting Defense and Security and 
outperformed.  Opportunities for growing the Defense and Security Cluster identified by 
the Focus Group participants were recruiting aircraft mechanics with apprenticeships 
through NMSU and more ancillary businesses to support the military personnel that live 
in the Alamogordo area.  
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GOAL Defense and Security         Priorities Recommendations and Strategies  

Build Community 
Capacity 
 

Improve the working relationship between base command and local 
governments, major employers and land user in Otero and Lincoln 
Counties on the roles and training mission of Holloman Airforce Base 
(HAFB) over the next five years 
 
Talk to military recruiter and collaborate with schools and universities to 
get younger people involved:  Junior leadership forum, introduction of 
various industries/careers and create a mentorship program  
 
Partner with Boys and Girls Club to address needs of military personnel 
 
Collaborate with Chambers, Small Business Development Center, and 
Base personnel to recruit ancillary businesses to support needs of 
military members and their families 
 
Collaborate with Chambers, Small Business Development Center, and 
Base personnel to recruit ancillary businesses to support needs of 
military members and their families 
 

Recruit and 
Train 
Workforce 
 

Create training and mentorships for employment and civilian career 
opportunities for young people under the age of 25 within distance of 
HAFB by reducing red tape and access issues  
 
Recruit aircraft mechanics with apprenticeships through NMSU along 
with more ancillary businesses to support the military personnel 
 
Address the need for affordable housing by working with Housing 
Developers and community leaders  
 
Recruit and assist new childcare businesses into the region 
 
Collaborate with high schools and Universities/Colleges to educate and 
train employees  
 
Evaluate Government entities/schools offering free childcare for school 
age children 
 

Retain and 
Attract new 
Emerging 
Business 
Activities 

Recruit aircraft mechanics with apprenticeships through NMSU 
 
Identify and recruit ancillary businesses to support the military personnel 
that live in the Alamogordo area. 
 
Identify business activities with purchases out of region and collaborate 
to purchase at least 10% more in-region resulting in increased jobs and  
support  for military activities and personnel 
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Southeast New Mexico’s economy rebounds with responsiveness and adaptability 

The economy shows indications of rebound across a range of Industries in the five 
Counties. These signs of recovery and other feedback mechanisms inform the local 
government entities that response and recovery is successfully in motion.  However, it 
would be important to continue to monitor economic outcomes regionally and 
proactively engage in strategies that would build community capacity. This effort will 
require collaboration from the stakeholders in the region and implementation of the 
strategies recommended to ensure economic resilience.  
A focus on building community capacity fosters a sense of empowerment resulting in 
more effective community solutions. It is about promoting the capacity of local 
communities to develop, implement and sustain their own solutions to problems in a 
way that helps shape and exercise control over their physical, social, economic, and 
cultural environments.   Creating opportunities for people to participate in solving 
problems and supporting the vision will enhance the outcome to succeed. One way to 
accomplish this is through collaborative partnerships with the Universities and Colleges, 
where members of the community are encouraged to develop skills and competencies 
that would benefit local development and business activity while also addressing the 
shortage of workforce. Not only will the region be more cohesive, but it can also be 
more resilient and better placed to confront economic challenges within their counties 
and municipalities.  
Meaningful and effective community capacity building can be stimulated and fostered by 
local governments promoting innovation in business and public services as well as 
building assets and networks for business activity and community gatherings. The 
objective would be to create sufficient capacity in each community and for the SNMEDD 
regional economy to be strong enough to withstand any future disaster such as the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The ideal outcome is that the southeast New Mexico economy 
would be balanced, adaptive, and vibrant resulting from successfully implementing the 
recommendations, goals and strategies that support a diverse regional economy. 

  

 

 

 
 

Focus on building 
community capacity by 

building assets and 
networks for business 

activity and 
community gatherings

Collaborative 
partnerships to 

encourage community 
members to develop 

skills and 
competencies that 
benefit business 

activity

Investment with 
Federal State and Local 
funds for infrastrucutre 
projects that recruit or 

enhance business 
development

Foster community 
pride with local 

leadership that invites 
community members 
to solve problems and 

take a leadership 
rolein planned 
development 

Building Community Capacity 

Building Community Capactiy 
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To be a vibrant region in southeast New Mexico, accelerating economic recovery and 
creating resilience will require that SNMEDD and community leaders seek new ways to 
enhance regional competitiveness to ensure our economies are more resilient to 
change. Resilience is the ability of a community or region to absorb disturbance and still 
retain basic function and structure. Building resilience means intentionally guiding the 
process of adaptation to preserve some qualities and allowing others to fade away, all 
while retaining the essence, or “identity” of the community or region. This is essentially 
determined by what people value about where they live and work and their investment 
in building community capacity.   
Industry clusters are based on linkages between industries and a cluster-based 
approach and starts with the industries and assets that are already present in the 
region. Stakeholders should pursue initiatives and investment to create benefits and 
opportunity for growth. These geographic concentrations of industries are related by 
knowledge, skills, inputs, demand, and other linkages but provide opportunities for 
connecting regional and community development strategies with industry cluster 
strategies. Integrating these strategies enables a community and region to leverage 
greater resources and investment to improve the economic climate, thus creating 
opportunity.  
Policy decisions can focus on relationships among industries rather than the needs of 
specific businesses. By understanding the needs and strategies of cluster industries, 
targeted actions and investments can identify gaps and opportunities in the local 
economy. This approach can be used to enhance economic development, recruitment 
efforts and make more efficient use of limited resources while promoting the 
competitiveness of the region.  
Historically, southeast New Mexico’s economy has been dependent upon a few key 
industries. These industries include Energy (oil and gas) and Retail and are significant 
contributors to the economy. It’s important to note that the oil & gas industry provides 
more than 33,000 well-paying jobs in our region and is ranked #1 in the Nation for oil 
production. Oil and natural gas are integral parts of our economy, and through revenues 
and royalties, this industry contributes more than any other industry to fund New 
Mexico's schools, public safety, projects, and health care.  The energy sector is a large 
complex and inter-related network of companies, directly and indirectly involved in the 
production and distribution of energy needed to power the economy and facilitate the 
means of production and transportation. The impact from the COVID-19 pandemic 
highlighted the significance that this Industry has in southeast NM and the State of 
New Mexico. It also demonstrated resilience with the industry strategies in motion to 
improve and diversify this business activities.  
An example is Urenco Energy Services LLC which is classified as a non-classifiable 
establishment that deals with products and processes in the energy sector. Urenco has 
an essential role in the nuclear fuel supply and supports the sustainable generation of 

Creating Opportunity and Resilience 
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electricity. This Industry will play a significant role in the future with its intention to 
expand its enrichment capacity at the Eunice Urenco and by doing so would support 
further expansion when additional enriched uranium is required by the market creating 
economic benefit and new jobs.   
Tourism is an industry that supports the whole region and where Lincoln County is very 
dependent on.  It includes retail, accommodations, food, arts, entertainment, and 
recreation. This industry is one of the largest employment and revenue sectors in the 
state and in southeast New Mexico generating state and local taxes. The tourism 
industry is considered the front door and often the first impression that support people’s 
decision to move or retire to a community, buy a vacation home, or locate a business. 
The first point of entry for most people is as a visitor and is a magnet for bringing in new 
opportunities and potential new business activity.  
Collectively, the five industry clusters that were analyzed make up 65% of jobs in the 
region and have opportunity to generate new business activity and linkage to other 
industry clusters with new jobs and income gains. 
Cluster activity creates jobs, catalyzes investments and innovation, and enhances 
quality of life in the communities where people live and work. A Shift Share Analysis 
was conducted reporting the business activities in each target industry, the number of 
jobs, cumulative and actual growth that occurred along with regional performance.  This 
information along with a leakage analysis of the top 15 industries in each cluster 
provided the details needed to target specific business activity for recruitment and or 
expansion. 
To support this concept, NMSU and Dr. Michael Patrick developed a Job Creation and 
Income Growth Opportunities Report evaluating total business activities in each of the 
five Clusters. This report identifies the increase by industry in employment and labor 
income gains if there were an additional 10% input in-region purchases made. It shows 
the direct effect (jobs created by businesses because of the increase of 10% input in-
region purchases, indirect effect (jobs created by businesses-to-business transactions 
because of the 10% input in-region increase in purchases and induced effect (jobs 
created by increased consumer spending).  
It is recommended that SNMEDD work with economic development corporations, 
community leaders and industries through a series of workshop activities where people 
can understand how money circulates in their local economy and develop ideas and 
projects to strengthen the economy in their area by keeping the money circulating 
locally for longer. 
Listed below is a diagram of the effect on each industry if an additional10% input in-
region purchases are made. 
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AGRICULTURE

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1670 Total Jobs

AGRICULTURE

Labor Income

Direct 

$61,153,753

Total Effect 
(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced)  
$89,277,813

DEFENSE

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

684 Total Jobs

DEFENSE

Labor Income

Direct 

$29.604.863

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 
Induced)  

$39,208,957.430

ENERGY

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

11,013 

Total Jobs

ENERGY

Labor Income

Direct 

$764,122.604

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced) 

$1,090,863.455

TOURISM

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1146 

Total Jobs

TOURISM

Labor Income

Direct 

$27,770,792

Total Effect 
(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced)

$37,662,248

TRANSPORTATION

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1,107 

Total Jobs

TRANSPORTATION

Labor Income

Direct 

$527,716,694

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced) 

$37,817,604

Definition of Employment Impact types: 

✓ Direct:  jobs created by businesses as a result of the 10% input in-region purchases 

✓ Indirect:  Jobs created by business-to-business transactions as a result of the 10% input in-region 
purchases 

✓ Induced: Jobs created by increased consumer spending as a result of the 10% input in-region 
purchases 
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Conclusion: Implementing the recommendations and strategies listed in this Recovery 
Resilience Plan is the next step to endorsing southeast New Mexico’s economic 
sustainability and resilience. For successful implementation, SNMEDD regional 
collaboration with community leaders will require supportive actions from many 
stakeholders. It would be imperative to align an action plan with what is in progress in 
each community and define efforts needed to connect action to the strategies included 
in this Plan.   
These goals and strategies have been developed by the Economic Recovery Team, 
SNMEDD staff, community leaders and industry experts and support a unified vision to 
create a Vibrant, Diverse, Innovative, and Inherently Resilient Economy. Collectively, 
everyone working together in southeast New Mexico will be the region to set the pace 
for progress.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To Build a Vibrant, Resilient Economy and enhance the quality of life 
by providing innovative leadership and economic strategies 

for business creation, expansion, retention, new business recruitment 
and community development resulting in prosperity for all. 

 
 

 

Innovate 
and Adapt

Invest in 
Local 
Assets

Connect 
people and 

places

Diversify 
for 

Resilience

Inherently Resilient 
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It has been an emotional time marked by the infamous date of March 11, 
2020 when the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a 
pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 disease. The announcement 
followed a rising sense of alarm in the preceding months over a new, 
potentially lethal virus that was swiftly spreading around the world 
referred to as a Public Health Emergency International Concern. This 
pandemic has had far-reaching economic consequences resulting in the 
second largest global recession in recent history, decreased business in 
the services sector, specifically during the lockdowns and had a 
significant impact on the financial market.  COVID-19 changed lives, 
relationships, and the economy. 
 
The economic situation in the Southeast New Mexico Economic 
Development District (SNMEDD) related to the COVID 19 pandemic was 
among many who were severely impacted. An economic evaluation was 
conducted for the region in the first three months and reported loss 
revenue from gross receipts tax alone of -$14,910,994. Mining, (oil & 
gas) declined precipitously and the entities most affected by this were 
Eddy County, Artesia, Lea County, Hobbs, Jal, Lovington, and Eunice.  
These entities saw as much as a 65% decrease in their overall general 
fund budget and Eddy County reported a loss of $452 million of matched 
taxable gross receipts in the third and fourth quarter of FY 2020.    Like 
others, the reduced economic activity overall led to a spike in the local 
unemployment rate, ranging, amongst the five county areas, from 13.7% 
in July 2020 to 3.9% as of March 2022. Loss of revenue from the Energy 
(Oil and Gas) Industry felt the greatest negative impact but the Retail, 
Construction and Accommodation-food was also reduced, which in turn 
has affected other industries that support this region.  
 
Southeast New Mexico Economic Development District is made up of 
municipal and county governments of Chaves, Eddy, Lea, Lincoln, and Otero counties and 
cover over 26,000 square miles. When the pandemic hit the region, communities in the 
SNMEDD went to work even with a backdrop of multiple existing shocks and stresses, and 
emerging vulnerabilities.  They focused on service at the center of their approach to deal 
with the pandemic.  Local Government entities are dependent on various revenues to 
provide general services to the public but faced a projected General Fund revenue shortfall 
that resulted in difficult decisions but made trade-offs to develop the Fiscal Year budget and 
deliver services to their constituents. As the nation looked to Washington for funding and to 
help develop and implement strategies for economic recovery and long-term resiliency, our 
regional communities looked to their local government leaders and SNMEDD for 
progressive planning and assistance to quickly bounce back and prepare for future 
sustainability. It would be important to focus efforts on strengthening the economic base 
and regaining fiscal stability through defined goals and economic strategies. As a result, the 
SNMEDD Recovery and Resilience Plan was developed to support the southeast region.   

In March 2020, U.S. 
lawmakers agreed to pass a 
$2 trillion stimulus bill called 
the CARES (Coronavirus 
Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security) Act to blunt the 
impact of an economic 
downturn set in motion by 
the global coronavirus 
pandemic. The Coronavirus 
Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security (CARES) Act 
provided the Economic 
Development Administration 
(EDA) with $1.5 billion for 
economic development 
assistance programs to help 
communities prevent, 
prepare for, and respond to 
the coronavirus.  
 
In July 2020, SNMEDD was 
awarded funding from the 
CARES Act to assist 
municipalities and counties 
in southeast New Mexico in 
applying for CARES Act 
funding through EDA; 
upgrade technology in 
SNMEDD Office; and to 
collaborate and engage with 
municipalities, counties, 
community leaders and 
industry experts to assess 
the economic impact from 
the pandemic and develop a 
Recovery Resiliency Plan for 
a sustainable future.  
 

Introduction 

https://www.yalemedicine.org/conditions/covid-19
https://www.investopedia.com/how-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bills-affect-you-4800404
https://www.investopedia.com/how-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bills-affect-you-4800404
https://www.investopedia.com/how-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bills-affect-you-4800404
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There are nine Core Principles that will guide recovery and Resiliency when put into 
practice and maximize the opportunity for achieving recovery success.  

• Public Health and Safety: Ensure continued COVID-19 related public health and 

safety while building resiliency and fostering economic stability for the communities 

in southeast New Mexico.  

• Community Resiliency: Ensure households and businesses affected by COVID-19 

have the resources and tools to become financially resilient and better prepared to 

withstand future economic challenges.  

• Stakeholder Involvement and Collaboration:  The planning process encouraged 

the active participation of the regional partners and local government entities in 

Chaves, Eddy, Lea, Lincoln, and Otero counties. 

• Communication and Transparency: Planning deliberations are communicated 

regularly with the Economic Recovery Team and SNMED Board of Directors to 

support strategic decisions in a timely, open, and transparent process.  

• Data-supported: The plan is based on systematically gathered and analyzed 

information from economic experts and recognized and accepted economic data 

centers.   

• Relevance – The plan reflects the SNMEDD’s role in the region and articulates the 

technical services and leadership provided by the members of SNMEDD. Where 

applicable, the plan aligns with Comprehensive Economic Strategy (CEDS). 

• Realistic but Ambitious: The plan establishes ambitious goals yet with 

consideration of the realities of the fiscal environment in each of the local 

governments and available staff to accomplish the goals.  

• Actionable:  The plan provides the strategic foundation upon which operational 

action plans can be developed and executed.  

• Resource Allocation and Alignment – The final plan will serve as a guide for 

aligning the local government’s human, physical, technological, and financial 

resources with implementation. 

Guiding Principles 
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The southeast region of New Mexico is driven by agriculture, oil 
and gas, transportation, defense, retail, and tourism and is the 
largest planning district in New Mexico covering over 26,000 
square miles.  The Southeast New Mexico Economic 
Development District/Council of Governments (SNMEDD), 
along with the federal Economic Development Administration 
and the State of New Mexico entered into agreement to provide 
planning and development management services on a regional 
basis with the local government jurisdictions in the region. 
Chaves County is the population center of the five-county 
region comprising of 6,071 square miles. Historically, a strong 
agriculture economy rich with dairy farms, corn fields, grass 
fields and other crops necessary for the dairy industry. It is also 
a county with thousands of acres of green and red chili crops. 
Chaves County sits atop of the largest recharging aquifer in the 
entire southwest thus supporting the long-term sustainable 
growth in agriculture. Producing nearly 2 billion pounds of milk 
annually, Chaves County’s dairy industry is one of the largest 
in the nation.  Leprino Foods, a mozzarella cheese plant, is the 
largest employer in the County. The Roswell Air Center, a 
former Strategic Air Command Base, has one of the longest 
runways in the United States. Today, it is the home for a 
growing avionics clusters serving the air industry from painting 
to maintaining and storing airplanes. It is also the home of the 
New Mexico Military Institute, a four-year high school as well as 
a two-year junior College.  NMMI is the only state-supported 
co-educational college preparatory military boarding high 
school and junior college in the United States. Chaves County 
is world known for the Roswell Incident and entertains tourists 
year-round.  

Eddy County is a beautiful and scenic place, rich with natural resources, five lakes 
along the Pecos River, sprawling ranches, profitable businesses, and an abundance of 
wildlife. It is located along the Texas state line in the center of the Delaware Basin and 
known for the world’s largest oil and natural gas reserves.  As the regional center of 
operations for the basin, Eddy County houses over three dozen gas processing plants 
and Holly Frontier’s Navajo Refinery, which is the only active large-scale oil refinery in 
New Mexico.  In addition to the oil and gas, the County is blessed with other abundant 
geological resources. Eddy County is the leading producer of potash (a key component 
in fertilizer) in the nation. The County also boasts of Carlsbad Caverns National Park 
and the nearby Guadalupe Mountain National Park, which together attract well over half 

• Chaves County, 
Roswell, Hagerman, 
Lake Arthur, and 
Dexter. 
 

• Eddy County, 
Artesia, Carlsbad, 
Hope, and Loving 

 
• Lea County, Hobbs, 

Lovington, Jal, 
Eunice, and Tatum 

 
• Lincoln County, 

Corona, Capitan, 
Carrizozo, Ruidoso, 
and Ruidoso Downs 

 
• Otero County, 

Alamogordo, 
Cloudcroft, and 
Tularosa 

 

REGIONAL   LOCAL 

GOVERNMENTS 

Regional Description 
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a million visitors each year to see the world-class, natural underground wonder and 
Texas’ highest peak. Probably one of the county’s greatest natural resources in the 
Chihuahuan Desert is the availability of sufficient water resources for decades of 
growth.  Eddy County has a thriving nuclear industry, housing a Department of Energy 
Field Office, two national laboratories, and WIPP, the nation’s only deep permanent 
repositor for nuclear materials.  Manufacturing, agriculture, and construction are also 
very strong and growing in Eddy County. Carlsbad, the county seat, also ranks as the 
city with the lowest tax rate in the western United States of all cities of 25,000 or greater 
population and the fastest growing city in the State with an estimated daytime 
population of over 63,000 people as of 2020.   
 
Lea County is the home of oil and gas exploration and development supported by wind, 
solar and nuclear energy enrichment. Lea County was created from Eddy and Chaves 
counties in 1917 and named as a state for Captain Joseph Calloway Lea, just five years 
after New Mexico was admitted to the Union.  Located in New Mexico’s southeastern-
most corner, Lea County is known as the Energy Plex, a place where traditional and 
renewable energies co-exist to create a stronger efficient economy.  From oil and gas to 
wind and solar and nuclear energy, Lea County leads New Mexico in energy production 
and innovation. New Mexico is the second-largest domestic oil producer with over half 
of the state’s production coming from Lea County.  A growing array of processing 
facilities and over 180 oilfield services companies support the increasing production of 
oil and natural gas.  Within the nuclear sector, the $4 billion Urenco Facility is the only 
commercial uranium enrichment facility within the US. In addition to energy, Lea 
County’s prominent industries include healthcare, manufacturing, retail, transportation, 
and logistics. Although Lea County has miles upon miles of open range, with endless 
horizons dotted by cattle and rows of pump jacks that are mirrored by the infamous 
clear sky, its five municipalities are meccas of activity and progressive thinking.  While 
each city is fiercely independent and proud of its own accomplishment, all five 
communities work closely together to provide excellent educational facilities, business 
opportunities, cultural events, and a collective quality of life.  

Otero County   A diverse tourism destination where you can be in the desert of New 
Mexico and 20 minutes later be in the tall pines of the Sacramento Mountains at 9,000 
feet. Otero County is home to Holloman Air Force Base (HAFB), White Sands Missile 
Range (WSMR), and over 90% of Ft. Bliss training areas. The Army has selected Fort 
Bliss as the location to evaluate and test leading-edge technology for the Future 
Combat Systems Program. Fort Bliss was selected because of its access to White 
Sands Missile Range, which provides the requisite land, airspace, and facilities for 
soldiers to fully train, evaluate and test combat systems’ capabilities. Otero County has 
a large population of retired and former military personnel from Holloman AFB and 
WSMR that are highly skilled in the aerospace, defense, and homeland security 
industries. This makes Otero County an attractive place for companies that develop 
technologies for the aerospace, future combat systems, defense contracts, and at the 
Southwest Regional Spaceport (SRS) located in Sierra County. Otero County is the 
home of one of New Mexico’s premier locations for filming. Surrounding Alamogordo 
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are eight unique eco-zones and many popular filming locations including White Sands 
National Park (WSNM).  Alamogordo is also the home of the annual White Sands Film 
Festival and the Desert Lights Film Festival. In addition to major motion pictures, 
Alamogordo promotes local sites to the still photography industry. Due to the unique 
setting at White Sands National Park, many fashion shoots are conducted there as well 
as sessions for automotive and catalog ads.  The City of Alamogordo has access to an 
extensive water supply; however, most of it is brackish and requires desalination for it to 
be portable. Due to this situation, Alamogordo was chosen as the site for the Tularosa 
Basin National Desalination Research Facility (TBNDRF). The TBNDRF research new 
technologies in the treatment of saline groundwater. Alamogordo is targeting companies 
in the water treatment technologies to relocate to Alamogordo to be near the TBNDRF 
and the New Mexico State University Water Resource Research Institute. Alamogordo 
offers a variety of advantages to these companies including a well-educated and skilled 
workforce, access to customized training programs offered by the Alamogordo Branch 
of New Mexico State University and access to high speed/high bandwidth 
telecommunications. With a long growing season and stable climate, Otero County has 
a long tradition of farming including the largest number of pistachio groves in New 
Mexico. Centrally located between several agricultural areas, Alamogordo is a perfect 
location for food processing facilities and other value-added agriculture industries. 

Lincoln County is located in south central New Mexico. Named after Abraham Lincoln, 
the County was established in 1869. It comprises 4,858 square miles which range from 
sprawling ranch lands to mountain settings. Important natural features in Lincoln County 
include the Lincoln National Forest, Sacramento Mountains, Capitan Mountains, Bonito 
Lake, and the Valley of Fires lava fields. Lincoln County also has a rich history and lays 
claim to some of the most well-known figures of the West, including Billy the Kid and 
Smokey Bear. The community of Lincoln has maintained the atmosphere and actual 
structures of the famous Lincoln County War of 1878.  Additionally, nearby Fort Stanton 
is largely preserved as it was during that early territorial time period.  The County is also 
dotted with ghost towns and artists’ enclaves, as well as the resort town of Ruidoso. 
There are several small airports throughout the County, including the Carrizozo and 
Ruidoso Municipal Airports. Lincoln County has become increasingly popular as a 
second home and retirement destination, particularly for people from other parts of New 
Mexico, as well as California and Texas. This influx of new residents, as well as tourism, 
has been an important economic generator for the County. Hence, it is not surprising 
that retail trade, recreation, construction, and the accommodations and food sector are 
some of the main industries in Lincoln County.  It features Ruidoso Downs, the home of 
the “World’s Richest Quarter Horse Race”, a resort haven from the summer heat in the 
Lincoln National Forest and a year-round playground in the winter. Cold water fisheries 
and hundreds of thousands of acres and miles of hiking and biking trails entice tourists 
to Lincoln County.  Carrizozo is the Lincoln County seat, although Ruidoso is the largest 
town in the County. Other incorporated places include Ruidoso Downs, Capitan, and 
Corona. The County also embraces several small communities, including Alto, Alto 
Crest, Ancho, Arabela, Fort Stanton, Glencoe, Hollywood, Hondo, Lincoln, Nogal, 
Picacho, San Patricio, and Tinnie. 
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Economic Recovery Team and Focus Groups 

The Southeast New Mexico Economic Development District includes five counties and 
twenty-one municipalities in the southeast corner of the state. Lea, Eddy and Chaves 
Counties share oil and gas production where Otero and Chaves are strong in agriculture 
and tourism; however, Otero is strongly supported by Defense and Security with the 
military bases located there; however, attract a lot of visitors as well.  Lincoln County 
and the Mescalero Apache Reservation are strong in tourism and enjoy the benefits of 
horse racing, skiing hiking, and golf.  Collectively the assets in this five-county region 
are equipped for economic resilience. 
During the process of developing this plan, participants from an Economic Recovery 
Team were asked to identify strengths in the region as it relates to economic 
opportunities. The conversations included agriculture with local farmers, value added 
agriculture production, available land, climate, regional diverse economy, educational 
opportunities, education/training resources with the Universities and Colleges, energy 
production, entrepreneurial spirit, military, natural resources, nuclear storage, air 
service, robust tourism, strong community ties, strong public/private partnerships, and 
work ethic. They also defined their historical sites with cultural significance and included 
Carlsbad Caverns, White Sands National Park, the Lincoln Historic site, and the 
Roswell incident. Also, they added the region’s enchanting natural areas, with open 
trails, outdoor recreation, wildlife, and forest area as the foundation for economic 
vibrancy because they provide jobs and revenue in the local communities. Tourism 
alone is the state’s second largest industry, bringing more than $5.7 billion to New 
Mexico annually and supports the southeast region with significance. Investments in 
conservation and restoration is in progress and will not only provide an immediate return 
through employment and revenue, but also help promote long-term economic growth 
and development that extends far beyond tourism. In today’s economy, the greatest 
value of southern New Mexico’s natural amenities and recreation opportunities lies in 
their ability to attract and retain people, entrepreneurs, small businesses, and the 
growing number of retirees who locate for quality-of-life reasons. Recommendations, 
priorities, and strategies that would enhance economic growth and sustainability for this 
region are included in this plan.  

 

 
To address the economic impact resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, a Regional 
Disaster Economic Recovery Team was formed with community leaders, 
representatives from the five counties along with industry experts to meet and develop 
an Economic Recovery Resiliency Plan. In a series of Economic Recovery Team 
meetings, hosted by SNMEDD, this diverse group of community leaders discussed the 
impact from the COVID-19 pandemic and their efforts toward recovery. They 
commissioned Purdue University, Center for Regional Development to produce a 

Regional Assets 
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Cluster Analysis for southeast New Mexico to proactively 
assess the regional economy and assist in planning for 
economic sustainability and resilience. Five industries rose to 
the top of this analysis as they represented 64.8% of total jobs 
in the SNMEDD region and 65.3% of all establishments. 
Purdue University then conducted a shift share analysis on the 
five top industries for further evaluation.  

The details from the Cluster Analysis and Shift Share Analysis 
were presented in five focus group meetings where each 
group discussed at least one of the five industries and listed 
opportunities, challenges, and solutions while also identifying 
priorities specific to their communities. The theme from these 
meetings can be categorized as: 

• Strengthening the economic base: Retain, grow, and 
attract companies to promote expansion of existing and 
emerging business sectors. Promote local sales and 
purchases, direct and indirect to keep jobs and revenue 
in the region.  
 

• Promote the expansion, attraction, and retention of 
industries with the objective of growing the region and 
becoming a recognized leader in the development of 
clean technology-based products and solutions.  
 

• Aggressively pursue increased investment by State/Federal government for local 
infrastructure projects which are important to recruit or enhance the business 
community. Apply for Federal stimulus funds for public infrastructure necessary 
to expand and entice new development and leverage applications so requests 
are exceptional.  Additional funding should be sought for other needed projects to 
support business expansion and increased efficiency. (Broadband and 
connectivity)  
 

• Address the need for workforce, training, and affordable housing. Challenges are 
centered around these areas and should be addressed swiftly. 

The final focus group meeting was organized to discuss priorities and develop SMART 
Goals and strategies. Everyone was invited to attend.  These goals and strategies align 
with the Stronger Economy Together plans and the Comprehensive Economic Strategy 
that were adopted by SNMEDD Board of directors and their local governments.  

 

Retain, grow, and attract 
companies to promote 

expansion of existing and 
emerging business sectors 

Become recognized as a 
leader in the 

development of clean 
technology based on 

products and solutions

Investment with Federal 
State and Local funds for 

infrastrucutre projects that 
recruit or enhance 

business development

Address the need for 
workforce, training and 

affordable housing

1. Agribusiness, food 
processing and 
technology 
 

2. Transportation and 
logistics 

 
3. Energy (fossil and 

renewable) 
 

4. Defense and 
security 

 
5. Arts, entertainment, 

recreation, and 
tourism.  

 

TOP FIVE 

INDUSTRIES 

EVALUATED 

 EVALUATED 
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The coronavirus clearly had no boundaries, as evidenced by its impact on the lives and 
livelihoods of people around the world.  In the beginning, the global COVID-19 pandemic 
brought most business activity across the country to a halt with isolated outbreaks and 
government mandated shutdowns. Within a short time, the economy was adversely 
impacted, and business activity moved to mostly isolation resulting in loss revenue and a 
struggle to pay employees and cover operational costs. However, cities and counties in 
southeast New Mexico rose above the challenges and continued to provide critical services 
necessary to support the needs of their communities. Counties and municipalities quickly 
reacted, drastically reducing their estimated revenues and operating budgets which 
included freezing vacant positions, reducing personnel hours worked, freezing capital 
projects, and using fund reserves to meet their operational demand. Many offices were 
closed to the public and non-essential employees worked from home. The economic impact 
from the COVID-19 pandemic to southeast New Mexico in the first six months was 
significant.  The graphs below report the loss of revenue from gross receipts tax for each 
entity and a comparison from FY 19-20 to FY 2021.  
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The fiscal capacity of local government relies on a healthy economy and as this crisis 
unfolded, the impact on the bottom line was driven not only by overall economic 
conditions but specifically the industries within the economy where revenue is 
generated and where people work. In southeast New Mexico, the primary industries that 
drive this economy are mining (oil and gas extraction), retail, construction, 
accommodation/food services, recreation, agriculture, health care, educational services, 
and information. The top three Industries in 2019 were Mining (oil and gas), Retail and 
Construction; however, that soon changed because of the pandemic. In evaluating the 
economic impact, New Mexico’s total matched taxable gross receipts (MTGR) are used 
as an indicator which includes the local gross receipt tax distribution paid to counties 
and cities. This is a primary revenue source that supports operating costs for local 
government entities. The economic impact evaluation reported a monthly comparison of 
gross receipts tax activity for the same three months in 2019 to 2020 for each of the 
Counties and Cities of SNMEDD. Below is a graph that demonstrates the impact to the 
southeast region. 

 
After three months into the pandemic, the impact to the economy left communities along 
with business owners facing economic hardships.  The greatest revenue loss over the 
first year was seen in Eddy County and their respective municipalities along with Lea 
County and their entities which represents the state’s most active oil revenues.  These 
two areas are heavily supported by the mining (oil & gas) industry and the financial 
impact felt was (-$20,797.785.20).  The communities in Otero County, Chaves County 
and Lincoln County do not rely on this industry and were not as dramatically affected; 
however, the total loss of gross receipts tax revenue for all communities in the 
southeast region in the first six months was (-$24,252,810.28).  
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By Fiscal Year 2021, the retail industry had moved to the top as the primary industry 
supporting the southeast region followed by the construction industry and mining (oil & 
gas) fell to third. Overall, construction saw a      loss of (-$9,352.933.73) from all 
communities and the impact realized from    Retail was (-$5,680,816.48). The 
Accommodation/Food service was in the top three industries for Otero County, Lincoln 
County, Village of Ruidoso, and the City of Ruidoso Downs.  Chaves County and City of 
Roswell are also supported by the Health Care Industry. The smaller communities 
depend on the Industries of Professional Services, Information, Transportation, Utilities 
and Real Estate along with the Small Cities Assistance from the State.  At the end of the 
first year into the pandemic, with financial assistance from the Federal and State 
government, Otero County and Lincoln County started seeing economic recovery. 
Overall, the negative impact from FY 2019-20 to FY 2020-21 representing one year 
including all industries was ($71,961,960.77).  Here is a recap of the four primary 
industries total GRT. 

 

     RECAP     Mining Oil Gas   Construction Retail      Accom/Food 

2020-2021 $ 36,280,536.89 $ 37,064,181.53 $ 75,530,298.45 $ 19,381,538.44 

2019-2020 $ 57,151,178.06 $ 48,705,186.79 $ 84,181,930.20 $ 29,780,617.78 

 -58% -31% -11% -54% 
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The biggest threat from this pandemic brought to light that the State and Local 
governments are more reliant than ever on the oil & gas industry to pay for basic public 
services. Prior to COVID-19 pandemic, the southeast region was experiencing one of 
the biggest oil booms in history. Energy is considered the engine of economic growth 
and oil which contributes one-third of the global energy consumption is considered the 
main energy source. In recent years, energy consumption, predominant by oil, has been 
increasing at an extraordinary speed. However, due to the volatile behavior of oil during 
the period of crises and the strong connectedness of the oil with other markets, the 
energy sector was significantly affected in the first year of the pandemic. This COVID-19 
virus brought a series of chain reactions such as a surge in unemployment, a drop in oil 
prices, and a decline in the stock markets.  

 

 

 

Fueling New Mexico:  Oil & Gas 
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In 2019, the oil and gas industry contributed $3.1billion to the State’s budget and in 
2020 an analysis from the nonpartisan New Mexico Tax Research Institute reported that 
State revenue from oil and natural gas production in New Mexico totaled $2.8 billion 
accounting for 33.5% of total State spending. Despite lower commodity prices 
throughout the spring of 2020, record production kept the oil and gas revenue at the 
second highest total ever reported. This upswing in oil production was due to horizontal 
drilling and adaptation of hydraulic fracturing methods to horizontal wells in 
unconventional deep basial reservoirs in southern Eddy and southwestern Lea counties. 
The result of this activity was oil production at 147 recoveries of new trends in the 
Permian Basin and redevelopment of underdeveloped fields (nmt.edu). The growth 
happening this year, 2022, led New Mexico to be ranked second in the nation in oil 
production, overtaking North Dakota and behind only to Texas which shares the 
Permian Basin. New Mexico is among the top 10 natural gas-producing states and has 
about 5% of the nation’s proved dry natural gas reserves. Production in the Permian 
Basin is forecasted to steadily rise and reach more than 4,900 thousand barrels per day 
(mbd) and 18,000 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd) of crude oil and natural gas 
production, respectively, by mid-2022. By 2025, both the commodities are forecasted to 
recover, exceeding their respective level reached in 2020.  

Quick Facts:  How the Oil & Gas Industry Benefit Southeast New Mexico 

 CHAVES - $42.5 M Education Funding  

• 5,649 jobs supported 

• $488.7 M Labor Income 

• $832.4 M Added to the 

economy 

EDDY  - $38.6 M Education funding 

• 16,752 Jobs supported 

• $1.3 B Labor income 

• $3.8 B Added to the economy 

LEA - $49.3 M Education Funding 

• 18,329 Jobs supported 

• $1.3 B Labor income 

• $3.2 B Added to the economy 

Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds 
This unprecedented public health crisis had a profound impact in southeast New Mexico 
where many individuals and business owners suffered financial difficulties leaving the 
five counties and twenty-one communities facing economic hardship. To help with this 
crisis, the State and Federal Government provided a $50 million local government 
allocation designated for the establishment of local grant programs to support small 

LINCOLN - $9.9 M Education Funding 

• 1,163 Jobs supported 

• $41.4 M Labor income 

• $79.1 M Added to the Economy 

 

OTERO - $24.7 M Education Funding 

• 1356 Jobs supported 

• $50 M Labor income 

• $86.4 M Added to the Economy 

 

https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/publications/periodicals/litegeology/35/lg_v35.pdf
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/publications/periodicals/litegeology/35/lg_v35.pdf
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/resources/petroleum/home.cfml
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businesses that were impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. This funding provided a 
wide range of assistance to the entities and to some businesses through the CARES 
Act and through the Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds. The 
Economic Development Department created a program to assist businesses seeking 
emergency loans or lines of credit to deal with negative economic impacts and 
guaranteed a portion of a loan or line of credit up to 80% of principal or $50,000. Loan 
proceeds were flexible and could be used for working capital, inventory, and payroll. As 
a result, the NM Department of Finance and Administration was able to award $100 
million to local governments and $50 million grants for small business via local 
governments in September 2020. Based on criteria related to lost revenue due to 
direct expenses supporting the pandemic, several communities were awarded 
funding.  

           Awards for Direct Local Govt Grants   Small Businesses 
  

• City of Alamogordo     $486,726  
• City of Artesia      $2,661,982   $1,065,000 
• City of Carlsbad   $90113 
• Chaves County   $537,500  $   336,659 
• Eddy County   $50,000  $   931,875 
• City of Hobbs   $928,125  $   658,969 
• Lea County    $50,000  $   530,750 
• Lincoln County   $63,334  $    18,638 
• City of Lovington   $176,341  $   131,794 
• Otero County   $168,750  $1,688,750 
• City of Roswell   $5,556,250 
• City of Ruidoso Downs  $9,700 
• Village of Ruidoso   $2,787,792  $1,171,500 

 

The COVID-19 public health crisis and resulting economic crisis continued with the Delta 
variant followed by the Omicron variant putting communities under unprecedented strain. 
On March 11, 2021, the American Rescue Plan was passed by President Biden providing 
$350 billion to the Coronavirus State and Local Recovery Fund program (SLFRF) in 
emergency funding for eligible state, local, and tribal governments to meet their present 
needs and build a foundation for a strong recovery. For New Mexico, the SLFRF 
supported response to and recovery from the COVID-19 public health emergency and 
ensures that governments have the resources needed to:  

• Fight the pandemic and support families and businesses struggling with its 
 public health and economic impacts 
 
• Maintain vital public services, even amid declines in revenue 

 
• Build a strong, resilient, and equitable recovery by making investments that 

support long-term growth and opportunity 
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New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration received their funding for 
eligible entities on June 16th, 2021, to be distributed to non-entitlement units of 
government (NEUs”) within the required 30 days with a term for use of these funds by 
December 31, 2026. The entitlement cities (Farmington, Las Cruces, Rio Rancho, 
Albuquerque, and Santa Fe} and counties received funding direct from the federal 
government.  

Local governments will receive funds based on the entity’s approved budget as of 
January 2020 and will come in two tranches, with 50% provided beginning in May 2021 
and the balance delivered 12 months later. All entities were encouraged to identify best 
use of funds within the eligible uses and consider leveraging these funds with other 
municipalities, counties and other governmental entities on projects and services that 
maximize and optimize their use and aid in moving all communities in New Mexico 
forward. It was strongly encouraged to consider using these funds to replace lost public 
sector revenue to strengthen support for vital public services and help retain jobs.   

Use of Funds 

• Replace lost public sector revenue, using this funding to provide government 
services up to the amount of revenue lost due to the pandemic 

 
• Respond to the far-reaching public health and negative economic impacts of the 

pandemic, by supporting the health of communities, and helping households, small 
businesses, impacted industries, nonprofits, and the public sector recover from 
economic impacts 

 

• Provide premium pay for essential workers, offering additional support to those 
who have and will bear the greatest health risks because of their service in critical 
sectors 

 

• Invest in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure, making necessary 
investments to improve access to clean drinking water, to support vital wastewater 
and stormwater infrastructure, and to expand affordable access to broadband 
internet. 

Southeast New Mexico began showing signs of economic recovery one year into the 
pandemic. This recovery was evidenced in the quarterly economic summaries and 
economic evaluations.  These summaries report on New Mexico’s total matched taxable 
gross receipts (MTGR) and the local gross receipt tax distribution paid from MTGR to 
counties and cities which is a primary revenue source that supports operating costs for 
local government entities. This, along with unemployment rates and unemployment 

Signs of Economic Recovery 
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claims plus employment and weekly wages make up the economic summaries that is 
reviewed quarterly. The graph below, using local gross receipts taxes from all industries, 
show a comparison from when the pandemic began in March 2019 through February 
2022.  Recovery is in progress and southeast New Mexico is moving forward. 

 

Economic Summaries Report Recovery 
Economic Summaries report that FY 2021 has been a remarkable year, defined not just 
by the challenges we encountered, or the routines disrupted, but the resolve, and 
rebound in each of our communities. 

New Mexico Economic Development Department releases a quarterly economic 
summary for the State and for each county.  The most recent summary released in March 
2022 reports that New Mexico’s total matched taxable gross receipts (MTGR) increased 
by 5.5% from Q1 FY 2022 to Q2 in 2022. The retail trade industry continues to be the 
largest contributor to MTGR in New Mexico and reported a 18% year over year (YOY) 
increase and a 24% increase compared to two years ago before the pandemic. The arts, 
entertainment and recreation industry saw the highest YOY percent change in Q2 FY22, 
increasing by 149%. Other industries reporting an overall YOY increase were 
Accommodation and Food Service at 40%; Real Estate and Rental and Leasing at 48%; 
Transportation at 46%; and Wholesale Trade at 39%.  The quarterly average total 
employment and weekly wage also reported an increase along with a significant increase 
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in initial unemployment claims. The value of goods and services produced in New Mexico 
(GDP) and reported a year over year increase in all industries except Agriculture, Real 
Estate and Wholesale Trade. All five counties in southeast New Mexico are continuing to 
report increases in the second quarter of FY 22. 

Unemployment: 

The national unemployment rate in November was 4.2%, down from 4.6 % in October 
and down from 6.7 % in November 2020. The highest unemployment rates were in July 
2020 where Lea County had a 19.4% unemployment rate. The US Bureau of Labor 
Statics reports New Mexico unemployment rate in December was 5.9% and 5.3% in 
March 2022. The current National unemployment rate according to NM Workforce 
Solutions is 3.8%. 

Unemployment Rate    Mar 2022 Dec 2021 Dec 2020 Jul 2020 

• New Mexico     5.3%    5.9%      8.6%     12.5% 
• National     3.8%  4.0%      6.7%     11.1% 
• Chaves County    4.9% 4.9%     8.3%     13.1% 
• Lea County     6.0% 6.4%    12.4%     19.4% 
• Eddy County     3.9%  4.1%     7.8%      12.0% 
• Otero County     4.4% 4.3%     7.7%      12.7% 

It is important to understand the dynamics in each of the counties in southeast New 
Mexico and their respective municipalities’ including their unique challenges in creating 
jobs and growing the economy in the region. The economic evaluations and economic 
summaries used in this plan combines data from the NM Taxation and Revenue 
Department, NM Department of Workforce Solutions, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and 
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.  This information was presented to the Economic 
Recovery Team and to the SNMEDD Board of Directors quarterly.  

American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA) 

On March 11, 2021, President Joe Biden signed the federal American Rescue Plan Act of 
2021 (ARPA) into law apportioning $1.9 trillion to address the devastating health and 
economic impacts caused by the ongoing COVID-19 crisis. Through ARPA, Congress 
established the Coronavirus State Fiscal Recovery Fund and Coronavirus Local Fiscal 
Recovery Fund. These funds provide a combined $350 billion to eligible state, local, 
territorial, and tribal governments to meet pandemic response needs and rebuild stronger 
and more equitable economies. On May 17, 2021, the United States Department of the 
Treasury (Treasury Department) issued an interim final rule outlining the implementation 
of the Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (SLFRF). In summary, the 
Treasury Department’s rule allows recipients to use federal aid to:  
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✓ Support public health expenditures; for example, funding COVID-19 
 mitigation efforts, medical expenses, behavioral healthcare, and certain public 
 health and safety staff.  
✓ Address negative economic impacts caused by the public health emergency, 
 including economic harms to workers, households, small businesses, impacted 
 industries, and the public sector.  
✓ Replace lost public sector revenue, using this funding to provide government 
 services to the extent of the reduction in revenue experienced due to the 
 pandemic.  
✓ Provide premium pay for essential workers, offering additional support to those 
 who have and will bear the greatest health risks because of their service in 
 critical infrastructure sectors.  
✓ Invest in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure, making necessary 
 investments to improve access to clean drinking water, support vital wastewater 
 and storm water infrastructure, and to expand access to broadband internet.  

Economic development strategies often provide the context for policies, programs, and 
capital investments that local governments undertake to attract and retain business and 
residents, increase employment, promote private investment, and influence the type 
and location for development to occur in a community.  Development potentially 
increases demands on existing services, transportation, and utility infrastructure as well 
as on schools, parks and public safety facilities and services. Therefore, the goal is to 
adopt economic strategies with coordinated long-term capital project planning to ensure 
that the necessary infrastructure is in place to support new development and to 
enhance quality of life in communities. 

Local governments participate in developing and annually updating an Infrastructure 
Capital Improvement Plan (ICIP) which establishing priorities for anticipated capital 
projects.  This state coordinated process encourages entities to plan for the 
development of capital improvements up to five years that support economic growth, 
enhance the delivery of services and to be better prepared for emergencies or disasters 
that may occur.  Capital improvement plans are an important mechanism to ensure 
jurisdictions have the capacity to adequately finance, provide and maintain 
infrastructure, public facilities, and general services for current and future development. 
It is used to guide capital budgeting decisions, support applications for capital funding 
sources available and is submitted to the New Mexico Legislature every year where 
projects are considered for Capital Outlay funding. Southeast New Mexico has been 
fortunate to have received funding for a variety of capital projects and the 2022 
Legislative Session will again enhance construction activity with $45,436,540.00 

Capital Projects 
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invested in the communities to support recovery and sustainability.  Economic 
Evaluations reported the Construction Industry as the second top revenue supporting 
the southeast region in 2021.    
 
Projects and Requests for Funding 
 
The COVID-19 crisis starkly illuminated key shortcomings and challenges in 
infrastructure for recovery and sustainability but communities in the southeast region 
recognized opportunities that could support recovery and applied for federal funding to 
support job growth and sustainability. Here are the projects that were submitted and 
received funding. 
 

• The City of Roswell operates the Roswell Air Center and experienced the worst 
financial decline in the history of aviation due to the pandemic.  Government 
funding provided a backstock for the airlines resulting in enplanements numbers 
coming to a halt; however, the air cargo industries blossomed as government 
mandates required people to stay home and ordering on-line comes in a box and 
is moved by air freight.  Creative ideas reconfigured Airplanes from passengers 
to cargo for either a temporary or permanent reconfiguration. Also, Aircraft 
storage and airplane maintenance was in demand during the pandemic and the 
City of Roswell applied for and was awarded a $2.8 million CARES Act Recovery 
Assistance to construct an airport hangar addition at the Roswell Air Center to 
support business expansion. This EDA grant is expected to create 45 jobs and 
retain 30 jobs.  

 
• The Artesia Industrial Park will receive a $1.5 million grant to support business 

location and expansion plans in addition to infrastructure improvements. The 
EDA grant will be matched with $1.5 million in local funds and is expected to 
create 75 jobs.   

 
• LEACO Jal Broadband Project has applied for $4.6 million. Reliable and 

affordable high-speed internet e-connectivity, or electronic connectivity, is 
fundamental for economic activity. This project will provide broadband service 
from Hobbs to Monument down to Eunice and over to Jal.  It will be owned by 
LEACO, a rural telephone cooperative and the City of Jal. The Jal Medical Clinic 
partnered on this application and provided the match money needed to support 
the request.  This project has been submitted but not yet awarded.  
 

• The City of Carlsbad received $500,000 funding from the CDBG-CV set aside for 
San Jose Senior Center Renovations. 
 

• The Village of Corona received $571,323 from the CDBG-CV set aside for Water 
System Improvements. 
 

• The Village of Ruidoso received $750,000 from the CDBG-CV set aside for 
Improvements to the Town and Country Water and Sewer System.  
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• City of Carlsbad received $2 million from the American Rescue Plan, Economic 

Development Administration Economic Adjustment Assistance Program for 
infrastructure improvements to the Double Eagle Water System.  

Construction is an important sector that contributed to the economic activity during this 
pandemic. The Construction Industry supports and impacts local businesses by 
procuring local supplies and materials and contractors have connections with plumbers, 
electricians, and other local vendors that benefit. Some construction brings in talents 
from nearby areas which will support the local businesses contributing to the economy. 
Contractors and workers support local coffee shops, gas stations, restaurants, and 
other businesses in the region. The construction industry has gained the spotlight in 
terms of its contribution to the economy, causing a positive ripple effect throughout 
different industries. The Construction Industry brings solutions to potential developers 
and investors that align with economic priorities and goals for growing a region.  For 
prosperity of any community, the construction Industry is quintessential. 

Economic development and competitiveness are dependent on the regional industrial 
mix and southeast New Mexico is rich in history, oil and gas, and a land of beauty 
attracting tourism from all over the world. The regional economy in southeast New 
Mexico is driven by oil and gas, retail, agriculture, tourism, transportation, and defense.   
 
Lea County is known as the Energy Plex, the home of oil and gas exploration and 
development supported by wind, solar and nuclear energy enrichment. Lea County has 
two major companies planned for 2022 including a new Covenant Hospital and a Career 
and Technical High School. An Industrial Park-Energy Plex Park with 9600 acres has 
three projects in various stages of development and will be able to fill out that park in 
the coming year.  
 
Eddy County is in process of expanding solar energy production along 326 acres of 
state trust land. This project will generate 20 megawatts of energy to serve Chevron’s 
electrical load needs in the Permian Basin.  Eddy County is largely agriculture with 
nuclear waste storage, oil and gas development and tourism with the magnificent 
Carlsbad Caverns National Park. Eddy County locates the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) which was constructed for disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste from Department of Energy. WIPP, related to nuclear energy 
waste products, has several industry activities including hazardous waste treatment and 
disposal, waste treatment production, hazardous waste operating, transportation of 
hazard materials, research, nuclear armourment, nuclear waste weapons, arms dealer 
manufacturing, and disposition of nuclear weapons.  Currently in progress is the HI-
STORE CISF which is a significant step on the path to resolve the nation’s continuing 

Regional Economy 
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used nuclear fuel storage challenge by providing a supremely safe, secure, retrievable, 
and centralized facility for storage of used nuclear fuel. HI-STORE CISF will be located 
on undeveloped land in the Eddy-Lea Energy Alliance (ELEA) and incorporated four-
entity consortium (cities of Hobbs and Carlsbad and the counties of Eddy and Lea), with 
the charter to attract safe and environmentally friendly industries.    
 
Otero County is the home of Holloman Air Force Base along with White Sands Missile 
Range and the mesmerizing White Sands National Park.  Otero County has a large 
population of retired and former military personnel that are highly skilled in the 
aerospace, defense, and homeland security industries. This makes Otero County an 
attractive place to recruit companies that develop technologies for the aerospace, future 
combat systems and defense contracts. Otero County also operates the Otero County 
Film Office under the New Mexico Film Office as a participating member of the NM Film 
Statewide Network.  It is one of five accredited and registered AFCI membership offices 
serving the world’s studio industry through the Association of AFCI Commissioners 
International. Otero County actively attracts film making and media production to boost 
their economy. 
 
Lincoln County serves as a region of diverse tourism destinations and promotes the 
enduring legends of Billy the Kid along with Smokey Bear coupled with the desert of 
New Mexico and the tall pines of the Sacramento Mountains at 9,000 feet. The events 
that made Lincoln famous was the history surrounding the Town of Lincoln and the 
teen-aged killer, Billy the Kid along with the gold discovered at White Oaks leading to 
development of the county’s mineral resources. Fort Stanton also played a part with its 
existence to protect the settlers and is a tourist attraction today. Lincoln County features 
Ruidoso Downs, home of the “World’s Richest Quarter Horse Race”, a resort haven 
from the summer heat in the Lincoln National Forest and a ski mecca in the winder.  
Cold winter fishers and miles and miles of hiking and biking trails draw tourists from all 
over making short term rentals a booming industry. Tourism, recreation, and livestock 
raising drive the economy where Carrizozo is the county seat and Ruidoso is the largest 
town.     
 
Chaves County is the population center of the five-county region.  An agriculture-based 
economy, it is the site of the largest mozzarella cheese factor in the United States. It is 
an area rich with dairy farms, corn fields, grass fields, and other crops necessary for the 
dairy industry.  It is also a county with thousands of acres of green and red chili crops.  
Successful rebranding initiatives has generated increased tourism to the community 
with an interest in aliens. The Roswell International Air Center, a former Strategic Air 
Command Base originally known as Walker Air Force Base has one of the longest 
runways in the United States and covers 4,600 acres.  Ascent Aviation is expanding at 
the Roswell Air Center and is moving forward with a commitment of $4 million of 
economic assistance from the State of New Mexico’s Local Economic Development Act 
(LEDA) job-creation fund.  Chaves County has committed an additional $3 million in 
utility and infrastructure improvements and Ascent plans to invest $20 million into this 
New Mexico location. Ascent plans to hire 360 employees in Roswell with an average 
salary of over $60,000. This project is expected to have a statewide economic impact of 
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$545 million over 10 years. Ascent is also partnering with Eastern New Mexico 
University’s branch campus in Roswell and Central New Mexico Community College in 
Albuquerque to provide scholarships and internships for the next generation of aviation 
maintenance technicians. The Roswell Air Center is a critical transportation lifeline for 
southeastern New Mexico, bringing new opportunities and bolstering economic 
development in the region and as a result, the Department’s Economic Development 
Administration (EDA) recently awarded a $2.8 million CARES Act Recovery Assistance 
grant to the City of Roswell to construct an airport hangar addition at the Roswell Air 
Center for business expansion. This effort is expected to create 45 jobs and retain 30 
jobs. Roswell has approved a Municipal Infrastructure Reimbursement Program which 
provides incentives to new developers to help offset some of the costs of construction.  
Other initiatives such as one-stop permitting has been implemented to streamline the 
permitting process. New construction is also planned for car dealerships and single-
family residential housing projects.  
 
The regional economy would not grow without the support of the Universities and 
colleges that include ENMU Roswell, ENMU Ruidoso, College of the Southwest, NM 
Junior College and NMSU Carlsbad. They provide workforce training for local business 
as well as formal education for students and adults wanting to advance their learning for 
professional careers.  In January 2022, SB77 was passed relating to higher education 
and creating the regional two plus two pilot project that will establish a seamless 
transition from community colleges to universities. This initiative will be an investment in 
attracting new business and industry to the region.  
 
It is increasingly apparent that regional economic prosperity is linked to a clear vision 
and defined set of goals with an investment of resources and the ability to adapt to 
changing conditions. Working with regional partners and target industries will increase 
business investment, expand economic opportunity, and diversify the economy. This will 
position the region to attract and grow new businesses, retain skilled workers, and 
promote a high quality of life.  As a result, communities in southeast New Mexico will 
benefit from job creation and investment moving the region forward to economic 
vibrancy.  Overall, the regional economy in southeast New Mexico is strong and moving 
forward with excitement and commitment. 

To accomplish economic resiliency, it is important to plan long-term, identify targeted 
industries with local businesses and entrepreneurs and promote workforce development 
and education. To accomplish resiliency and sustainability, an Industry Cluster Drill-
Down Analysis was prepared by Purdue University, Center for Regional Development 
on five target industries in southeast New Mexico. Industry clusters are regional 
concentrations of related industries that consist of companies, suppliers, and service 
providers, as well as government agencies and other institutions that provide education, 
information, research, and technical support to a regional economy. Clusters are a 

Cluster Analysis and Target Industries 
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network of economic relationships and linkage that can promote innovation and create a 
competitive advantage for the related firms in that region. This advantage then becomes 
an enticement for similar industries and suppliers to those industries to develop or 
relocate to a region. Strong industry clusters fuel the regional economy, generate 
payrolls that can sustain economic vitality as well as create strong innovation. Industry 
clusters also help position specific regions be uniquely competitive for jobs and private 
investment resulting in economic resilience. 
Using the NAICS codes, five target industries were identified as economic drivers in 
southeast New Mexico. They are Agribusiness, Food Process and Technology; Arts, 
Entertainment, Recreation and Visitor Industries; Defense and Security; Energy (Fossil 
and Renewable); and Transportation and Logistics. These five industries represent 
64.8% of all jobs in the region and 65.3% of all establishments.   

Cluster Drill-Down Analysis  
       Jobs    % Establishments % 
 
Agribusiness, Food Processing & Technology  6,023     10.9  248  9.8 
 
Transportation and Logistics    4,783       8.7  402  16.0 
 
Energy (fossil and renewable)    32,792     59.6  1,476  58.5 
 
Defense and Security      6,566     11.9  119    4.7 
 
Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism  4,910      8.9  277  11.0 
 
 
TIC Total      55,063       2,522  
 
SNMEDD Region Total -      85,028   3,854 
 
TIC % of Region     64.8%    65.3% 
 
 

Shift Share Analysis 

The Shift Share Analysis was completed with the Cluster Analysis on the target 
industries.  This is an economic analysis with indicators that reports which industries or 
occupations are competitive in the region. It helps to determine how much of a region’s 
growth can be attributed to national economic growth trends and how much can be 
attributed to unique regional factors. It identifies industries where a regional economy 
has a competitive advantage over the larger economy and reports what portions of 
regional economic growth or decline can be attributed to national, economic industry 
and regional factors. The Shift Share analysis will also show the national growth, in 
terms of jobs of a particular industry based on the national growth and calculates how 
much the industry is likely to grow in the region. It then compares this estimation with 
how much the industry grew over a specific time 
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.  
A Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by the top industry sectors was 
presented to the Economic Recovery Team and included expected growth, actual 
growth, and regional performance for each industry sector. This analysis shows 
investment targets and high-performing regional industries that continue to outperform 
national trends. This information can also identify underperforming industries who need 
to catch up with national trends so that the regional economy is not left behind in those 
sectors.  An Industry Leakage Analysis, which highlighted industry activities based on 
potential growth, can be utilized to identify those industries dollars spent outside the 
region. The Analysis also provided the top occupations for each Industry and showed 
the number of jobs, median earnings, level of education and potential for automation. All 
this information is included in this Regional Recovery Resilience Plan.  
With this information, Focus Group sessions were scheduled in each County where 
Industry leaders and the Economic Recovery Team members were invited to discuss at 
least two of the five industries and details from the Drill-Down Analysis, Leakage 
Analysis, and top occupations for each industry. Also Focus Group participants 
requested that Purdue University provide a Drill-down Analysis by County for the top 
three industries specific to their area.  The county analysis was conducted as follows: 

✓ Chaves County:  Agribusiness, food processing and technology; Transportation  
    and Logistics; and Energy (fossil and renewable)  

✓ Eddy County:       Energy (fossil and renewable), Mining and Transportation and  
    Logistics 

✓ Lea County:         Energy (fossil and renewable), Mining and Transportation and  
    Logistics 
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✓ Lincoln County:    Arts/Entertainment/Recreation/Visitors, Energy (fossil and   
    renewable) and Agribusiness food processing and   
    technology 

✓ Otero County:       Defense and Security; Biomedical/Bio-Technical, and   
    Arts/Entertainment/Recreation/Visitors 

Requested by the Lea and Eddy County participants, the Energy Cluster (fossil and 
renewable) was separated into two clusters to be clear as to how many industries and 
jobs in each of those industries are in the region.  Purdue University provided the two 
additional reports which resulted in Renewable industries having less than 1% out of 
32,792 jobs and 1,476 establishments working and located in the southeast region.   
The Focus Group sessions ended with a discussion on a report prepared by NMSU 
titled Job Creation and Income Growth Opportunities   This report lists the cluster 
industries showing the total output, jobs, employment income and what percent of 
purchases are made out of the region.  This information was instrumental in drafting the 
recommendations and strategies for economic sustainability and growth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
AGRIBUSINESS, FOOD PROCESSING AND TECHNOLOGY  

The Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology provides 6,023 plus jobs representing 
10.9% of the total industry clusters and 248 businesses or 9.8% of the total regionally. The 
combination of agriculture and food processing is an important part of New Mexico’s economy 
and attracting agriculture-related businesses or subsidiary businesses could be an opportunity 
with the region’s strong agricultural base.  Agribusiness is the business sector encompassing 
farming and farming-related commercial activities. It involves all the steps required to send 
agricultural goods to market, namely production, processing, and distribution. This industry is 
an important component of the economy in our region with arable land where agricultural 
products can be exported. The technology sector is comprised of businesses that sell goods 
and services in electronics, software, computers, artificial intelligence, and other industries 
related to information technology (IT). Industries, specifically Agribusiness, rely on the 
technology sector to help them efficiently operate and thrive and is often one of the most 
attractive growth investments in an economy. 

Develop 
Strategies for 

Economic 
Growth and  
Resilience

Promote 
Workforce 

Development 
and 

Education

Identity 
Target 

Industries 
leakage and  

out of 
region 

purchases

Identify 
regional 

competitive 
advantages 

from Industry 
Drill Down 

Analysis

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/export.asp
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Opportunities Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology  

Opportunities that exist for growing the Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology 
Industry today and in the future considering the key factors of infrastructure, technology, 
workforce, finance laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs are
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Farm to Table - fresh 
agriculture

A local facility for 
animal processing:  

certification, supply, 
and capacity

Value added ag     
Turn crops into 

production;  pecans, 
grapes

Cheese niche for 
local stores

Agritourism –
providing a 

destination associated 
with the agricultural 

industry

Fried and dehydrated 
food manufacturing

Farm and Garden 
Machinery and 

Equipment Merchant 
Wholesales

Breweries and 
supporting economic 

activities

Postharvest crop 
activities

Meat processing

Grocery merchant 
wholesalers

Corporate, subsidiary 
and regional managing 

offices

Techology to 
increase productivity

Colleges/University to 
programming and 

technology to attract 
the manufacturing 
companies to build 
equipment locally

Change how people 
work more from 

home

Market and bring bus 
tours and travel to 

southeast NM

Adding flights to 
Dallas, Phoenix, 

Denver and possibly 
Salt Lake City 

Training for CDL, 
youth employment 

and other specialized 
jobs

Smaller producers -
cooperatives
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Challenges: Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology 

 
 

 

Workforce: 
fillingvacancies,getting 

peopleback to work

Training for small 
business, management, 
softsills, and speciality 

jobs

Water availaability - Long 
Term

Limited water/drought 
conditions

Marketing Message -
ability to take the finished 

products and export 
them

Broadband connectivity

Infrastructure - network 
connectivity is inadequate

Attract, recruit 
manufacturers, and 

Regional Manaing Offices

Need to find Financial 
Institutions to lend -

collateral risk

Cost of Euipment

Technology is needed to 
increase productivity

Technoloty - Internet 
connectivity  for 

businesses

Reliable Cell Service 

Automation - replacing 
jobs  but could create 

new jobs in Technology

Impact on our educaiton 
and bringing families into 

the area - Marketing is 
needed 

Negative publicility -
perception of 

unattractive place to live 
and work

Available, reliable and 
trained workforce

Affordable Workforce 
Housing to support and 

keep workers local

EPA Policies - Need for 
change  Other States out 

compete

Cannais - understanding 
the regulations 

New business activity 
need start-up money

Daycare - need to find 
creative ways to assist 
workers so they can 

return to work

Recruit and support Beer and 
Wine businesses that support 
this industry such as bottling, 

labeling, etc.
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Solutions to address the Challenges    Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology 

 

 

Resource 

Management

•Water - Develop a long term water resource plan 

•Collaborate and build relationships to leverage resources

•Technology- evaluate new technology to  improve efficiey and 
production

Industry 

Training 

•Collaborate with ENMU Center for Workfrce and Community Development 
for training

•Short term courses in basic computer skills, basic employability skills, 
entrepreneurship skills

•Education of existing workforce: attitude and knowledge of the area

Visionary 

Leadership

•Mayors and Elected Officials come together and collaborate and develop 
regional long term strategies 

•Marketing Campaign to educate  the public on common vision

•Branding or rebranding initiatives and public communications

Policies 

Regulations

•Lobby for needed change 

•Look at what other countries do that out complete US

Daycare

•Find creative ways to help get people back to work

•Recruit new or expanded Day Care Facilities

•Government Entities provide day care for employees

Workforce

•Recruit local youth people outsidethe region to live and work in the 
communities. 

• Help get small business back open

Attract New 

Business 
Activities

•Evaluate and create incubators to support cluster business activities

• Identify new opportunities from the leakage analysis

•Recruit Beer and Wine businesses and their supporting  acitivites, specifically the 
bottling, labeling, etc. 

•Work with Cannabil -new businesses to find start up money
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GOAL Agribusiness        Priorities Recommendations and Strategies       

Needs 
Assessment 

Conduct a thorough needs assessment with Agricultural Industry leaders by 
meeting with them quarterly and compiling the results by December 2023 

Communicate with potential employers and employees about workforce 
needs, opportunities, and solutions for improvement  

 
Workforce 
Business 
Assistance 

Market and recruit business activity and potential employees to work in 
Agribusiness and evaluate incubators to recruit start-up business 

Work with Department of Workforce Solutions (DWS), schools and Industry 
leaders to address workforce needs and collaborate on training programs and 
vocational awareness  

 
Retain and 
Recruit New 
Business 

 

Meet with businesses and address areas of need such as training, marketing, 
service programs, health care, day care, family friendly policies 
 
Recruit and assist with start-up, expanding and struggling businesses  
 
Evaluate leakage and target industries to purchase in region  
 

Intellectual 
Flexibility 
 

Collaborate with the Center for Workforce and Community Development 
(ENMU)  to take advantage of a dynamic changing market 
 
Create solutions and family friendly policies for day care to support 
employees' return to work and to recruit new employees 
 
Evaluate value added production of regionally produced commodities such as 
pecans and grapes and include value-added manufacturing   
 
Increase market presence of local-produced food in southeast NM 
 
Promote Agri-tourism as an opportunity to provide a destination associated 
with the agriculture industries 
 

Resource 
Management 
 

Develop a long term and sustainable water plan including water rights, 
technology, and infrastructure projects  
 
Build relationships with partners and users to leverage resources 
 
Educate communities and users on the long-term sustainable water plan  
 

Visionary 
Leadership 
 

Mayors and community leaders meet quarterly to discuss regional challenges, 
progress, and success 
 
Market regionally and educate the public on a common vision and solicit input 
 
Evaluate EPA Policies and identity need for change and political influence 
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ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATION, TOURISM  

Art, Entertainment, Recreation and Tourism Industries account for 4,910 jobs in the 
region representing 8.9% of all jobs and 277 establishments or 11% of all 
establishments 8regionally. This industry is significant in Lincoln County, Chaves 
County, Eddy County and Otero County. 

The tourism industry includes arts, entertainment, recreation, and visitor industries 
related to tourism. The travel and tourism sector are an integral part of the economy in 
southeast New Mexico and continues to be a key driver of business sales, employment, 
and tax revenue.  Visitors generate significant economic benefits to households, 
businesses, and government alike and provide opportunity for future economic growth 
and prosperity. A report prepared for the NM Department of Tourism shows that visitors 
spent $2.4 billion on lodging, $1.7 billion on food and beverages, $1.3 billion on retail 
shopping, $1.2 billion on transportation, including both local transportation and air, and 
nearly $1.0 billion on recreational activities in 2019 Approximately 8.6% (1 in 12) of all 
jobs in the state were sustained by tourism. 

  Lincoln County is dependent on tourism and as a tourist destination and has a lot of 
outdoor recreation, shopping, lakes, and historic Lincoln but each County has assets that 
bring tourists to southeast New Mexico. The newest designated National Park, White 
Sands National Park draws many people from all over the country and with the railroad 
line into Tobaggan Canyon, visitors can see the mountain scenery and stay at the 
historic Pavilion Resort in Cloudcroft. White Sands National Park was established “to 
protect, preserve, and restore its scenic, scientific, educational, natural, geological, 
historical, cultural, archaeological, paleontological, hydrological, fish, wildlife, and 
recreational values and to enhance visitor experiences.  

The Focus Group participants identified the Roswell Air Center and Lea County Airport 
as critical assets to tourism with flights to Houston, Dallas, and Phoenix, with plans to 
add flights to Denver making it possible to connect anywhere to and from the region. 
These airports are integral in recruiting new business activity and tourism to the region. 
Lea County Regional Airport serving United Airlines provides the most convenient 
gateway options to the Permian Basin and Pecos Valley often serving the Oil and Gas 
Industry professionals. The Roswell Air Center is one of the largest commercial aviation 
industries in the southwest and will be receiving $4 million in funding from the State’s 
Local Economic Development fund along with Chaves County’s pledge of another $3 
million for utility and infrastructure improvements. Skiing in the morning and golfing in the 
afternoon has been a huge draw for people to come to southeast New Mexico. Also, the 
mild climate makes this region a destination for many out of Texas, Arizona, and Mexico. 
Opportunities are available with networking and cross promotion.  Marketing as a region 
would enhance the industry and entice new businesses to locate.  
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Opportunities - Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism 

Opportunities that exist for growing the Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism today 
and in the future considering the key factors of infrastructure, technology, workforce, 
finance laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs are: 

 

Flights to Dallas and Phoenix; 
Add flights to Denver to 

connect anywhere making it 
easy and affordable to come to 

southeast NM

Regional Marketing

Target Oilfiled Companies

Create a series of immersive 
destinaton events

Concerts and festivals 

Rebranding - message that 
support local shops and small 

businesses

Promote Flight Services

Digital campaign targeting 
tourism related businesses

Outdoor recreation  including 
Ski apache

New business activity that 
support Lakes, Trails, Biking, and 

Golfing

Liquid Tourism: Breweries and 
Regional wineries

Enhance Marketing into Mexico 

Promoters of performing arts, 
sports and art / events

Cannabis Industry and business 
acitivities that support them

Bowling Centers, Sports Teams

Partnership: ENMU, Mescalero 
Tribe - marketing and 
coordination of events
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Challenges:   Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism 

Challenges that exist for growing the Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism cluster 
today and in the future considering key factors of infrastructure, technology, workforce, 
finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs are: 

 

Solutions to address the challenges   Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism 

The tourism industry includes arts, entertainment, recreation, and visitor industries and 
support a variety of industries including food and accommodations, retail, 
communications, real estate, landscaping and other.  Solutions/strategies that can be 
adopted to capture the opportunities and address the challenges for growing the Arts, 
Entertainment, Recreation, Tourism Industry today and in the future considering key 
factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws, rules, regulations, 
policies, and programs, and other are listed below. 

Workforce  - not able to take 
advantage of opportunities 

with new companies

Minimum wage - impact to 
businesses

Community branding

Need to expand marketing to 
support local businesses 

Lack of local buy-in 

Need community attitude 
ajustment

Workforce training: soft skills 
and customer service

Competitive Pay: Tourism 
industries are too low

Scarcity mentality- Not in my 
back yard (NIMBY) and Build 
absolutely nithing anywhere at 

any time (BANANA)

Businesses operating at 50%

Lack of Employees 

Cuurent employees are exhausted

Lack of adequate day care

Real Estate values -

Skyrocketing rentals

Can't keep young families local -
income can't support

Workforce Housing

Need to find investors

Short Term Rentals eliminating 
housing

Multifamily living in one house

Marketing - each county is 
different. Focus more on hiking 

and biking regionally

Ski Apache closed during the day 
when tourists are here and Lift 

tickets  the highest

Reliable transportation

Childcare not adequate and cost is 
very high and not availalbe for 
younger than 1 yr old which 
reduces available workforce

Potential risk for investment with 
water supply

Drought and National Disasters

Competing with Texas

Lack of business incentives

Cannabis - Black market to legal 
market, Need to educate public

Negative publicity - public 
perception of unattractive place to 

live and work

Broadband Connectivty

Lack of internet connection 

Difficult to attract new businesses
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Workforce 
Housing

•Collaborate with builders

•Work with contractors to build volume of affordable housing

•Transportation for workers

•Clearing house to help people understand programs, VISA

•Man Camps and RV Parks as temporary Housing

Childcare

•Need to create more child care for school age children

•Understand licensing and identify grants or funding 

•Meet with regulators to seek ways to streamline process

Broadband 
Connectivity

•Identy where broadband is needed and apply for funding - DoIt

•NMDOT - use open trenches when highway projects are being constructed

•Help smaller ocmmunities with match requriements - Development fund

•Have shovel ready projects identified and coordinate installation of fiber

Career and 
Education

Training

•Parter with ENMU and colleges on career education, apprenticeships and job 
shadowing

•Apprenticeship program - market young people to the work place / Micro 
trainings

•Soft Skills Training

• Industry Skill Training

•Local tuition and fees paid for local people to attend

•Mentoring Program

Workforce

• Jobs Fairs - recruit and market outside the area

•Work with schools - train students to: build houses, welding, carpentry

•High Schools teach work ethics, values and encourage job market positions

•Educate Adults - instill a sense of hope and pride with job opportunities

•Mentoring program

•Minimum wage going up - address the impact to businesses, university and local 
governments

Marketing

•Regional Marketing of natural resources, events, activities

• Internal Marketing to change attitdue:  Promote the community, create a new 
culture

•Promote ENMU and Colleges as an asset to live and work in the region

•Publicize TECH ED and Vocations

•Hidden assets - market as a destination location for tours and global attrations
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GOAL   Tourism                  Priorities Recommendations and Strategies     

Enhanced 
Regional 
Marketing 

Leverage resources and collaborate with all communities in 
southeast NM to promote the regions assets, activities, and 
events 
 
Increase attendance at art venues by 25% region wide in 2022 
through enhanced targeted marketing and advertising efforts in 
Texas and Arizona.  Raise awareness of Arts Entertainment 
Recreation Tourism industries located in southeast NM 
 
Marketing campaign (internal and external) that will create new 
culture and attitude change that promotes the good in living and 
working in the region and its communities  
 
Partnering with Workforce Development and promote ENM R and 
ENMU Ruidoso by publicizing programs and customized training 
for businesses, non-profits and government entities (soft skills, 
OSHA, etc) 
Develop a message to support a new culture that promotes taking 
pride in the community and “pay it forward” 
Develop a message to send out to local kids that instills a sense 
of hope and pride and there are opportunities and jobs at home.  
Work with High schools to teach youth work ethics, values and 
encourage job market positions in the region 
Develop a mentoring program in the high schools 
 
Market and promote global attractions and historical sites in 
southeast NM including Billy the Kid and Lincoln community, 
Carlsbad Caverns, White Sands National Park. Identify the hidden 
assets and create a destination location for tourism.  
 
Develop and market tours of the region 
 

Invest in 
Infrastructure 
Projects 

 
Identify where Broadband is currently and where it is needed  
Apply for funding through DoIt and other funding options 
 
Have shovel ready projects to access grant funding and leverage 
loans that will support smaller communities and entice new 
development 
 
Create a development fund to help meet match requirements to 
leverage grants and funding opportunities 
 

Affordable 
Housing 

Identify housing developers and funding for housing projects 
 
Evaluate housing options and consider man camps for temporary 
housing 
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Review regulations for infill development and make 
recommendations for revisions that support the development of 
workforce housing  
 
Use Housing Plan to collaborate with builders and build in volume 
targeting housing for $60,000 annual salaries 
 

Childcare  
Recruit new childcare businesses into the region 
Government entities/schools offer free childcare for school age 
children 
Identify grants and funding to support a new childcare business 
Work with regulators to help streamline the regulations 
 

Workforce Develop a campaign to recruit, train employees to help 
businesses stay open and possibly expand 
Collaborate and Host Job Fairs  
Pair employees to share jobs 
Bring in oversea workers 
Develop family friendly policies – 
https:/nmfamilyfriendlybusiness.org/ 
 

ENERGY (Fossil and Renewable)  

The Energy (fossil and renewable) industry accounts for 32,792 jobs in the region 
representing 59.6% of all jobs and 1,476 businesses or 58.5% of the total. The energy 
sector is a large complex and inter-related network of companies, directly and indirectly 
involved in the production and distribution of energy needed to power the economy and 
facilitate the means of production and transportation.  The natural resources of land, 
potash, water, oil, and gas in the region are needed for this industry and help to attract 
new businesses and jobs into the region. The Shift Share analysis identified several 
business activities supporting or related to the Energy sector that could provide new 
opportunities for economic growth. The companies within the energy sector are involved 
in various types of energy and are often categorized based on how the energy that is 
produce is sourced. They typically fall into two categories: 1) Non-renewable:  
petroleum products and oil, natural gas, gasoline, diesel fuel, heating oil and nuclear 
energy; and 2) Renewable:  Hydropower, biofuels, wind power, and solar power.   

Of significant importance in the southeast region but not included in the Energy (fossil 
and renewable) NAICS Code is the U.S. Department of Energy’s Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP). It is in Carlsbad and was constructed for disposal of defense-generated 
TRU waste from Department of Energy. WIPP, related to nuclear energy waste products, 
has several industry activities reporting in various NAICS codes including hazardous 
waste treatment and disposal, waste treatment production, hazardous waste operating, 
transportation of hazard materials, research, nuclear armourment, nuclear waste 
weapons, arms dealer manufacturing, and disposition of nuclear weapons. Based on this 
linkage to nuclear energy waste products, it should be considered as part of the energy 
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cluster.  WIPP employs 925 people supporting the Department of Energy, Nuclear Waste 
Partnership, Sandia National Laboratories in Carlsbad, and environmental contractors 
including Navarro.  It’s also important to highlight another industry in southeast New 
Mexico called Urenco USA Energy Services, LLC which is a non-classifiable 
establishment that deals with products and processes in the energy area. Urenco which 
is in Eunice, NM has an essential role in the nuclear fuel supply and supports the 
sustainable generation of electricity and employs 230 people. This Industry will play a 
significant role in the future with its intention to expand its enrichment capacity at the 
Eunice Urenco facility by adding three new separation building modules (SBMs) and 
associated support facilities. Doing so would allow Urenco to expand further when 
additional enriched uranium is required by the market creating economic benefit and new 
jobs.  Also, currently in progress is the HI-STORE CISF which is a significant step on the 
path to resolve the nation’s continuing used nuclear fuel storage challenge by providing a 
supremely safe, secure, retrievable, and centralized facility for storage of used nuclear 
fuel on an interim basis. HI-STORE CISF will be located on undeveloped land in the 
Eddy-Lea Energy Alliance (ELEA), an incorporated four-entity consortium (cities of 
Hobbs and Carlsbad and the counties of Eddy and Lea), with the charter to attract safe 
and environmentally friendly industries that will create well-paying jobs in the region. This 
project has zero impact on the oil and gas industry in region.  

The Energy Industry has experience cycles of boom and bust so economic diversification 
is needed to absorb the bust time as was experienced with the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Focus group participants believe that the Energy Industry has a significant influence on 
growing southeast New Mexico and has opportunities to diversify and become a leader 
in the development of clean energy technology based on products and solutions 
available in southeast New Mexico. Carbon capture and storage was identified as an 
opportunity as it is a way of reducing carbon emissions which could be key to helping to 
tackle global warming. Partnering with New Mexico Energy Minerals and Natural 
Resources Department on their efforts to inventory the renewable resources and 
educational programs on clean energy was recommended.  Also expanding the energy 
market with small modular reactors (SMRs) as one possible pathway to provide needed 
carbon free power along with working with hydrogen development companies using the 
spectacular rock formations and new technology will boost oil production creating 
opportunities.  Attracting business activity such as investment professionals, lawyers and 
custom computer programming services would generate new jobs and revenue into the 
region. These businesses currently support the Energy sector, but their services are 
contracted outside the region which was revealed in the Leakage Analysis 

“Seizing Our Potential”, the New Mexico State Energy Plan from 2015 focuses on the 
key principle that New Mexico cannot afford to exclude any energy assets from its 
portfolio of development opportunities. Currently the NM Energy Conservation and 
Management Division is inventorying the renewable resources in the state and 
educational programs on clean energy. They plan to connect with private industry and 
identify programs that help meet demands to support jobs in NM. Southeast New Mexico 
has been a leader in the Energy Industry for a long time and progressive leadership 
exploring new industries in nuclear, solar, and biofuels is already in motion.   
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Opportunities     ENERGY (Fossil and Renewable) 

Opportunities that exist for growing the Energy (fossil and renewable) Industry 
today and in the future considering the key factors of infrastructure, technology, 
workforce, finance laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs could include: 
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Being on the cutting edge of 
developing more workforce 
training oportunities with 

renewable energy 
technologies

Technical Career education 
in the K12 system to expand 
the workforce. Hobbs CTE 

has become a leader

Evaluate how oil & Gas 
performs: look at the 

efficiencies and effectiveness 
of the industry.  Possible 

funding to support scientists, 
engieers, corporations to set 

up in NM

Support the development of 
alternative ideas in our fossil 

fuel industry.  Convert 
soybean oil and animal fat 

into biodiesel and sell on the 
market

Lea County EDC doing 
work with water cleanup. 

Potential new water source 
with innovative research

Recruit Corporate Offices 
and supporting servcies to 

the area where production is 
strong
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Challenges     ENERGY (Fossil and Renewable) 

Challenges that exist for growing the Energy (fossil and renewable) Industry 
Cluster today and in the future considering key factors of infrastructure, 
technology, workforce, finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs.  

 
Rules & 
Regulations 

#1 Challenge - NM Environment Dept Ozone Precursor rule – Rules & 
Regulations are probably the greatest challenge to the oil & gas fossil 
fuel industry right now. Legislative Finance Committee sent a letter to 
the NM Environment Department stating that if that rule is adopted as 

Collaborate with State and Federal to 
reducd carbon in the atmosphere. 
Carbon will have components in 

different areas that can be expanded 
for opportunities in economic activity

Opportunity in our basin is good 
for oil  production which has 
fueled local economies and 

represent 98% of all jobs in Hobbs, 
Artesia and Carlsbad all related to 

fossil fuels 

Improve the regulatory 
environment to take advantage of 
the spectacular rock formations 
for continued production. The 
technology developed fits well 

with economics and  new 
development

Renewable energy technologies 
promote interest in the trades at the 

University and College level and 
supports workfoce locally

High Schools developing career 
technical education . Hobbs has 

become a leader in CTE and a good 
example to follow

Federal and State researching the 
eficiences and effectiveness of the 

industry resulting and that research is 
happening in Hobbs

Seek federal funds to recruit 
scientists, engineers, corporation to 

locate in our region  and devise 
strategies that would encourage  

corporate offices to come  becasue 
that is where the information is 

coming from

Support development of alternative ideas in 
our own fossil fuel industry. Local refinery 

is amid a $350M Bio Diesel expansion 
adding rail facilities as well as Bio Diesel 

procssing to convert soybean oil and animal 
fat into biodiesel and sell on market

Being on the cutting edge of 
developing more workforce 

training opportunities including 
renewable energy technologies 

and promote interest in the trades 
at the college and university level 
which would keep dollars local

High Schools developing career 
technical education expanding the 

needed workforce, not just for 
fossil fuels but renewable and 

other jobs as well.  Hobbs CTE 
has become a leader in this area 

Innovative research on water cleanup; 
produced water than could provide a 
whole extra stream of opportuntiies
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is, it would be a $1.4 billion negative impact to the State. It is 
recommended that input should be obtained from NMED’s Air Quality 
Department. 
 
The State’s regulatory and policy environment deterred business 
leaders in the industry. If you were rationally looking at the situation 
because the US will use oil for several years of coming, no matter how 
fast we try to transfer into renewable energy and as a result, every 
barrel that is used should be produced here not somewhere else that 
results in more emissions into the atmosphere 
 
Interior:  Halted new leases and reviewing federal oil and gas program.   
White House: Issued Executive Order to address climate crisis.  A long-
lasting freeze on new leasing would curb royalties and revenue New 
Mexico  uses that pays for schools, Medicaid and public safety.  Impacts 
of Federal Leasing Ban:  $1.5 B in state revenue at risk; 36,000 jobs lost 
per year by 2024; $12.5 B in lost capital projects; $207.7 B in lost GDP 
over 20 years.   (NMOGA – State of NM Oil & Gas).    
 

 
Workforce 
 

Getting a willing workforce, specifically in the service industry such as 
roustabouts or the pulling units. 
ICE coming in and companies lose workers because they were illegal, 
but that was the only way they could keep a lot of their companies 
operating. The Dairy Industry is also suffering from this issue  
 

 
 
Global 
Change 

NM is a small percentage of the issue worldwide. We need to get 
people to understand are we being willing impact our economy on that 
fraction of a percentage?  
BLM showed a study that identified that every barrel and mcf of gas 
produced in the US resulted in less emissions than any barrel or mcf 
produced around the world, but at the same time when gas prices rise 
at the pump, President Biden calls on Saudi Arabia to increase 
production when he should have called on the Midland basin or 
Permian Basin to increase production.  We are being regulated out of 
business and yet, the barrels that US will need in the  
future are cleaner barrels with less emissions if they are produced here 
than anywhere else.   
 
Interior halted new leases and reviewing federal oil and gas program. 
Executive Order issued to address climate crisis.  Long lasting freeze 
on new leasing would curb royalties and revenue for NM used to pay 
for schools, Medicaid and public safety. $1.5B revenue at risk and 
3,000 jobs lost per year by 2024; $12.5B in lost capital project; 
$207.7B lost in GDP over 20 years.  
 
Split out Fossil Fuels from Renewables as most all jobs in Energy are 
related to Fossil as is the benefit to the State of NM 
 

 
Leakage 

Corporate Offices located outside the region primarily in Midland and 
Houston.  The State’s regulator and policy environment deterred 
previous efforts.  Evaluate how to compete with the State of Texas  
BLM study identified that every barrel and mcf of gas produced in the 
US resulted in less emission than any barrel or mcf produced around 
the world. Many people prefer Texas, not only because of taxing 
strategies, but also the education system and other reasons.    
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Cooperative Leakage: We are seeing more mergers and offices 
moving out.  On top of regulations, we are seeing less oil & gas 
independence forming new companies and younger generations 
getting into energy sector to start their own companies.  Opportunity 
lies in analyzing what Texas is doing and what we are not doing to 
keep these corporate offices and businesses. 

 
 
Solutions to Address the Challenges     ENERGY (Fossil and Renewable) 

Solutions that can be adopted to capture the opportunities and address the 
challenges for growing the Energy (fossil and renewable) Industry Cluster today 
and in the future considering key factors such as infrastructure, technology, 
workforce, finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs, and other. 

 

Regulatory 
Environment

• Improve the regulator environment that has been develope to support efforts of 
the American Petroleum Institue to boost oil production at home before looking 
overseas

•Support the development of alternative ideas in our own fossil fuel industry such 
as the Bio Diesel expansion

Alternate 
programs

•Build on relationships with the State to take advantage of idea to use Natrual gas 
to produce blue hydrogen as a more desirable alternative to green hydrogen 
given the large volumes of pure water is not feasible 

•Connect private industry with program; conduct a gap analysis to identify where 
we are not meeting demands and support keeping the jobs in NM, Connect 
private industry with with programs 

•Develop a campaign to generate more educated people that can immediately 
jump into localjobs      

•Develop more workforce training opportunities including renewable energy 
technologies and promote interest in the trades

•NM Energy Mineral and Natural Resources Economic Energy Diversification 
Coordinator is inventorying renewable resources and educational programs.  

Create 
Capacity

•Consider having a small nuclear reactor serving the region, possibly 
microreactors which are noncarbon emitting and are advanced reactor. This can 
be done with investment creating more capacity with a rerliabiity facotr

•Conduct a gap analysis to determine where we are not meeting demands to keep 
jobs in NM

•Develop a research center dedicated to the exploration of efficient and cleaner 
extraction of resources including oil, gas and water usage. Collaborate with 
national parnters who are working to improveresource extraction methodologies  
as well as efficient processes and use of materials
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GOAL Energy (Fossil Renewable)   Priorities Recommendations and Strategies     
Become 
Recognized as a 
Leader in the 
Development of 
Clean Technology  
 

Analyze the feasibility, cost effectiveness, logistics, market analysis and 
recommended types of Hydrogen projects to provide electricity since 
Hydrogen can be sold on the open market and produce hydrogen for use 
in the production of chemical projects.  
 
Devise strategies to support studies by scientists, engineers, 
corporations to set up in Lea and Eddy County to collect data and 
encourage corporate offices to locate in the region. 
 
Work with Hydrogen development companies to locate in southeast NM. 
Explore the use of natural gas to produce blue hydrogen as a more 
desirable alternative to green hydrogen since it uses less pure water.  
 
Explore having a small nuclear reactor serving the region possibly 
microreactors as they are noncarbon emitting and are advance reactors 
 
Carbon Capture should be considered whenever energy related planning 
or projects are being considered.  
 
Develop a research center dedicated to the exploration of efficient and 
cleaner extraction of resources including oil, gas and water usage. 
Collaborate with national partners who are working to improve resource 
extraction methodologies as well as efficient processes and use of 
materials 
 

Create 
Capacity and 
Reliability for 
New Business  
Opportunities 
 

Explore having a small nuclear reactor serving the region possibly 
microreactors and invite investors to create more capacity with a 
reliability factor 
 
Support the development of alternative ideas in our own fossil fuel 
industry such as the $350M Bio Diesel expansion which is adding rail 
facilities as well as a whole Bio Diesel processing facility to convert 
soybean oil and animal fat into biodiesel and sell to the California 
market. 
 
Innovative research on water cleanup; produced water, that could 
provide a whole extra stream of opportunities (Lea County) 
 
Promote the development of hydrogen production facility using natural 
gas as part of the NM renewable energy transition plan 
 

Become 
Recognized 
as a Leader in 
the 
Development 
of Clean  
 

.  
Work with Energy Minerals and Natural Resources Department's 
Economic and Energy Diversification Coordinator on inventorying 
renewable resources and educational programs on clean energy.  
Identify in a gap analysis how to meet the demands of the industry and 
keep jobs in NM  
 
Implement Regulation Relief of the Oil and Gas Industry before 
the new regulations take effect in 2025 
 
Support efforts of the American Petroleum Institute to boost oil 
production at home before looking overseas 
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Lobby by non-industry groups to show current process results in 
less emissions than foreign production and inform people that we 
can continue to reduce our remaining emissions in the future 
 
Look at the energy mix used for electricity generation and identify 
what kind of mix (fossil fuel and renewable) are needed to make 
up for the changes that seen now and in the future. This energy 
mix should line up with the Energy Transition Act.  
 
Educate Legislators, Regulators and public on Energy Industries, 
new technologies, progress, and benefits to NM 
 
 
Lea County EDC is pursuing a detailed Energy Alternative Study 
to analyze the feasibility, cost effectiveness, logistics, market 
analysis and recommended types of Hydrogen projects to 
provide electricity, produce Hydrogen that can be sold on the 
open market and produce hydrogen for use in the production of 
chemical projects.  
 

Technology 
based on 
Products and 
Solutions 

Lobby for exemptions until alternatives are determined 
 
With the State and Federal priority to transition away from 
dependence of oil & gas, devise strategies to support studies by 
scientists, engineers, corporations to set up in le/Eddy County to 
collect data and encourage organizations to locate their corporate 
office in the region. 
 

Workforce  
Identify workforce training opportunities at the Universities to and 
community college level and include High Schools, CTE to 
support workforce locally. (Hobbs has become a leader in this 
effort and can provide a good example)  
 
Focus groups team up with clean energy private industry 
stakeholders and organizations with clean energy 
degree/certification programs to determine where existing 
programs can be modified to be more effective. Identify where 
there are gaps in training  
 

 

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS  

The transportation industry generates 4,783 jobs in the region and 402 businesses.  
This industry ties directly to the Energy sector and other business activities and 
supports the region as a strong contributor.  The transportation sector is an important 
industry sector in the economy that deals with the movement of people and products. 
These include companies such as airlines, trucking, railroads, shipping, and logistics 
firms, as well as those that provide transportation infrastructure.  With subsidiary 
businesses that use air and rail services and ship out or receive products, this industry 
should be attracted to this region.  
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There is currently an effort to conduct a rail analysis that would give a better option for 
Lea County to connect to the north-east side. The railroad between Alamogordo and 
Capitan, which passed through Tularosa and Carrizozo, was opened in 1899 to serve 
the shippers of coal and gold ore from the mines in Lincoln County. This railroad later 
became part of the Southern Pacific System.  The Cluster analysis reported that 
specialized freight trucking, pipeline transportation of natural gas and refined petroleum 
along with other transit and ground passenger transportation outperformed in this region 
reflecting an opportunity for job growth and economic benefit.   

The airports in the region are also an asset and provide flights that connect to anywhere 
in the US.  The Roswell Air Center has attracted Accent Aviation, a company from 
Arizona who is expanding into Roswell creating 360 jobs and potentially $18 million in 
project costs. Lea County Airport serving United Airlines has daily flights to Houston. 
Also, a contributor to economic benefit is sector. 
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Opportunities    Transportation and Logistics  

Opportunities that exist for growing the Transportation and Logistics Industry Cluster 
today and in the future considering the key factors of infrastructure, technology, 
workforce, finance laws, rules, regulations, policies, and programs. 

 

Challenges      Transportation and Logistics 

Challenges that exist for growing the Transportation and Logistics Cluster today and in 
the future considering key factors of infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws, 
rules, regulations, policies, and programs.  

 

COVID pandemic brought 
opportunity with storage and 

maintenance of planes Airports 
expanding withproject revenue  

and creating new jobs 

Build new Truck Stops with 
accommodations to support CDL 

regulations and benefiting the 
region with more business activity

Improve the quality of rails on east 
side of the state

Lea County looking at conducting a 
Rail Analysis -40 miles from conection 

in Carlsbad and connection in 
Seagraves

Apprernticeship program 
coordinating career education with 

job shadowing for young people who 
want to work in the aviation industry

Recruit Business Activities 
Trucking companies, Shipping 
and Logistic firms,  Property 

and Casualty InsSrance 
Carriers,  Telecommunications 

Carriers, Corporate and 
Managing Offices

Specialized freight trucking, pipeline 
transportation of natural gas and 

refined petroleum along with other 
transit and ground passenger 

transportation outperformed in this 
region reflecting an opportunity for 
job growth and economic benefit.  

Functional classification to 
support proper classification 
for NMDOT and potential 

funding for road 
improvements

Regional Air Service expanding flights 
and connecting anywhere in the US 

Largest commerical aviation industries 
in the southwest

Education: Universities and 
colleges providing 4yr and 2yr 
curriculums with Dual credit 
at the High School students

Opportunity for building a 
workforce 

Lack of CDL drivers and 
regulations on 

hours/electronic log

Workforce shortage -
need to provide financial 
incentives to strengthen 

workforce

Need of having improvements and 
enhancements on State Roads  Hwy 82 

coming out of Artesia - heave truck traffic

Need 4 landes coming out of Lea County, 
Lovington going west

Need investment for 
infrastrucutre improvements 

and enhancements to key 
roads coming into the region

Invest in bypasseses in 
Carlsbad

Regulations for long-haul 
truck drivers:  loss of 73 
jobs due to limited hours 

driving
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Solutions to address Challenges     Transportation and Logistics 

Solutions/strategies that can be adopted to capture the opportunities and address the 
challenges for growing the Transportation and Logistics today and in the future 
considering key factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws, 
rules, regulations, policies, and programs, and other. 
 

 

Workforce 

•Recruit CDL drivers and carriers and study the freight rates for the region and look 
for competive advantages

•Recruit and develop a new workforce; providing financial assistance or incntives to 
strengthen this workforce

•Develop apprenticeship progra coordinating career education with job shadowing for 
young people who want to work in the aviation sector

Invest and 
Leverage Funding

• Lobby the State for an allocation of funding that could be  leveraged with local funds for 
County roads that have high traffic counts and  predominantly serve the oil & gas industry. 

•Create an inventory of the roads that are the higest priority for maintenance and determine a 
budget depending on the severity of the need to improve

•Continue to support NMDOT to seek additional funding to support maintenance and projects

•With Federal funding availalbe, invest in roads that enhance public safety. Consider the cost per 
lane mile (4 lane roads are not necessarily safer than an enhanced 3 lane road

•Assist regional partners by secruing funds for a 5-year rail analysis

Infrastructure 
Improvements

•Conduct the functional classification review to ensure roads are properly classified Traffic 
counts and functional classification by the State will support high traffic county roads that need 
improvement. 

• Improvements and enhancements on State Roads:  4 lanes coming out of Lea County -
Lovington heading west due to heavy truck traffic

•US 380 - highway between Tatum and Roswell would benefit from a lane expansion; passing 
lane or additional driving lane. Invest in bypasses in Carlsbad

• Support infrastrucutre needed to expand the Roswell air Center

•Conduct a rail analysis to give a better option for Lea County to connect to the north-east side

Recruit and Attract 
New Business 

Activity

•Build new truck stops with accomodations to encourage long-haul drivers to 
stop in our region

•Recruit professionals, scieentific and technical servcies to locate in the region

•Recruit storage and general warehousing to locate at the airports

•Recruit companies such as airliens, trucking, railroads, shipping and logistics 
firsm that support transportion. 
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GOAL Transportation           Priorities Recommendations and Strategies     

Invest in road 
Improvements that 
enhance public 
safety and 
contribute to the 
economic benefit 
 

Improve and enhance County roads with high traffic counts and make 
improvements that predominantly serve the oil & gas industry 
 
Work with NMDOT and Counties to address high traffic areas and 
road conditions and coordinate improvements 
 
Communicate and coordinate with the State Legislature and NMDOT 
to reserve or allocate funding annually for road improvements, 
focusing on roads with high traffic counts and contribute to the 
economic benefit of the State but are sparsely populated. 
 
Conduct a functional classification review for Lea and Eddy County to 
ensure that roads are properly classified 
Traffic counts and functional classification by the State could benefit 
the high traffic county roads 
 
With Federal money available, identify road projects and invest in NM 
roads to enhance public safety (short term spending for a long-term 
investment) Consider the cost per lane mile and work with NMDOT to 
identity ways to get the most and best option for public safety and 
economic benefit. Coordinate fiber Installation with road construction  
 
Assist regional partner(s) by securing funds for a 5-year rail analysis  
 
Create an inventory of the roads that are the highest priority for 
maintenance and determine a budget for this funding source 
depending on the severity of the need and work with NMDOT to lobby 
for an allocation of funding  
 
Invest in the bypasses in Carlsbad 
 

Workforce 
 

Recruit and develop a new workforce, possibly proving financial 
assistance or incentives to strengthen the workforce. 
 
Team up with educational hubs and industry leaders to identify where 
there are gaps in education and create opportunities for more NM 
jobs 
 
If the transportation industry is having a difficult time affording truck 
drivers or lack of drivers, EDC could analyze gaps and funding 
opportunities or ways we can sustain the industry in NM 
 
Study the freight rates for the southeast region and use it to recruit 
CDL drivers and carriers 
 

Transportation 
Projects 

Build new Truck Stops with Accommodations to encourage long-haul 
drivers to stop in our region (hours driven -new CDL regulations) 
 
Lea County- potential short line rail connections but will need to 
improve the quality of rails on the east side of the state.  
 
Improvements at Airports to support storage, maintenance, and 
logistics firms 
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DEFENSE AND SECURITY  
Defense and Security account for 6,566 jobs in the region representing 11.9% of all jobs 
and 119 businesses.   The Holloman Air Force Base, located in Holloman AFB, NM in 
Otero County, acts as a center of military command for U.S. military personnel. The 
Military Base houses personnel, conducts training operations for active duty and 
reservist forces, stores equipment, and supports military operations. On the Military 
Base, facilities and infrastructure support the military personnel as well as enables 
research and development, design, production, delivery, and maintenance of military 
weapons systems, subsystems, and components or parts, to meet U.S. military 
requirements. These include Military Base housing and amenities for members of the 
Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marines, or Navy. The growth of the base spurred the 
development of a large local service industry in the form of motels, retail and service 
establishments, wholesale distributors and several small industrial firms, most of which 
are in or around Alamogordo. White Sands Missile Range, also an asset, is DoD’s 
largest, full-instrumented open-air range and provides America’s Armed Forces, allies, 
partners and defense technology innovators with the world’s premier research, 
development, test, evaluation (RDT&E), experimentation, and training facilities to 
ensure our nation’s defense readiness.  Transportation equipment and supplies, 
computer facilities management services, computer system design services, aircraft 
parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing are all industries supporting Defense and 
Security and outperformed.  Opportunities for growing the Defense and Security Cluster 
identified by the Focus Group participants were recruiting aircraft mechanics with 
apprenticeships through NMSU and more ancillary businesses to support the military 
personnel that live in the Alamogordo area. 
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Opportunities     Defense and Security  
Opportunities that exist for growing the Defense and Security Cluster today and in the 
future considering the key factors of infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance laws, 
rules, regulations, policies, and programs.   

Challenges      Defense and Security 

Challenges that exist for growing the Defense and Security Industry today and in the 
future considering key factors of infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws, 
rules, regulations, policies, and programs are: 

 

Aircraft mechanics -
Apprenticeship NMSU -

ACOM

Retired and former military 
personnel from Holloman 
AFB and WSMR that are 

skilled in aerospace, defense 
and homeland security 

industries 

Otero County anattractive 
place for companies that 

develop technologies for the 
aerospace, future combat 
systems, defense contracts 

and Spaceport (SRS)

Landscape, temperature, 
terrain support Afghanistan 

for military training

Collaborate with Roswell

Commercial airliens support 
Research & Development 

and the Missions at 
Holloman

Federal Red Tape:  getting 
approvals and Change in 

Command Staff

Access to the Base

Background Checks 

Quality of Life activites 
needed to support new 

military members and their 
families (night life, recreation, 

family oriented activities / 
events

Workforce

Need to get back to molding 
and mentoring youth and 
invite retiree military to 

participate

Available affordable Housing 
for new military members 

and young people

Vocational Training needed 
for Vocational and 

Cybersecurity

Cost of living more than wages 
support - need to evaluate the 

impact from increase in 
minimum wage

Work from home but need 
broadband connectivity
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Solutions to address Challenges     Defense and Security 

Solutions/strategies that can be adopted to capture the opportunities and address the 
challenges for growing the Defense and Security Industry today and in the future 
considering key factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, finance, laws, 
rules, regulations, policies, and programs, and other. 

 
 

GOALS Defense and Security      Priorities Recommendations and Strategies    

Build Community 
Capacity 
 

Improve the working relationship between base command and local 
governments, major employers and land user in Otero and Lincoln 
Counties on the roles and training mission of Holloman Airforce Base 
(HAFB) over the next five years 
 
Talk to military recruiter and collaborate with schools and universities to 
get younger people involved:  Junior leadership forum, introduction of 
various industries/careers and create a mentorship program  
 
Partner with Boys and Girls Club to address needs of military personnel 
 
Collaborate with Chambers, Small Business Development Center, and 
Base personnel to recruit ancillary businesses to support needs of 
military members and their families 
 

Networking and 
Education

• Improve the working relationship between base command and local governments, 
major employers and land users

•Educate the public on the training mission of HAFB

Workforce and 
Training

•Talk to the military recruiter and collaborate with schools and universities to get 
young people involved:  Junior leadership forum

• Introduce various Industries and career to the High School students through 
mentorships (sucession planning)

•Partner with the Boys & Girls Club

•Collaboration with ENMU and NMSU

Recruit new 
Busines Activities

•Broadband Infrastruce is necessary to support new businesses 

•Affordable housing 

•Recruit aircraft mechanics and service technicians businesses

•Recruit Research and Development , Engineering and Life Sciences businesses

•Recruit Computer Systems Design Services and software publishers 
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Collaborate with Chambers, Small Business Development Center, and 
Base personnel to recruit ancillary businesses to support needs of 
military members and their families 
 

Workforce 
 

Create training and mentorships for employment and civilian career 
opportunities for young people under the age of 25 within distance of 
HAFB by reducing red tape and access issues  
 
Recruit aircraft mechanics with apprenticeships through MSU along with 
more ancillary businesses to support the military personnel 
 
Address the need for affordable housing by working with Housing 
Developers and community leaders  
 
Recruit and assist new childcare businesses into the region 
Collaborate with high schools and Universities/Colleges to educate and 
train employees  
 
Government entities/schools offer free childcare for school age children 
 

 

 

Building community capacity for economic recovery and resilience will require 
diversification and a new approach. It should be a continuous process with a clear 
direction that empowers a collaborative process that builds on existing local assets.  
Capacity building enhances the ability of a community to access outside resources and 
combine them creatively with existing resources toward a shared vision.  Community 
capacity will support regional competitiveness through strategies that enhance business 
formation and growth, job creation and tax base development.  It is important to 
understand the current composition and location of businesses, jobs, and potential 
emerging entrepreneurs in each of the communities. This can reveal how well the 
businesses serve residents and contribute to quality of life and which industries have 
the most potential to drive economic growth in the future. The Drill-down analysis that 
was conducted targets key economic sectors for growth and those industries that are 
performing. Developing a work plan with action activities is needed for regional 
engagement along with having infrastructure capacity and a workforce labor supply to 
the greatest extent possibly that align with ongoing economic development efforts. The 
objective is to create sufficient diversity for the SNMEDD regional economy to be strong 
enough to withstand any future economic vulnerabilities. development efforts.  

 

 

 
Develop a work plan with 

action activities for 
regional engagement

Empower a collaborative 
process that builds on existing 

local assets

Understand the local 
Competitiveness

Create sufficient regional 
diversity to withstand future 

economic vulnerabilities

  Building Community Capacity and Competitiveness 
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As a vibrant region in southeast New Mexico, accelerating economic recovery and creating 
resilience will require that SNMEDD and community leaders seek new ways to enhance 
regional competitiveness to ensure our economies are more resilient to change. This Recovery 
Resilience Plan identifies priority areas for immediate intervention and recommended strategies 
to be implemented.   

Historically, southeast New Mexico’s economy has been dependent upon a few key 
industries These industries include Energy (oil and gas) and Retail; however, it’s 
important to note that the oil & gas industry provides more than 33,000 well-paying jobs 
in our region. Oil and natural gas are integral parts of our economy, and through 
revenues and royalties, this industry contributes more than any other industry to fund 
New Mexico's schools, public safety, and health care.   
The industries of Agribusiness and Defense/Security follow by providing more than 
6,000 jobs; however, the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (Tourism) generate 5,000 
jobs in the region and are a magnet for bringing in visitors and potential new business 
activity.  Collectively, the five industry clusters that were analyzed make up 65% of jobs 
in the region and have opportunity to generate business activity with new jobs and 
income gains if economic strategies are implemented. 
Using the Cluster Analysis approach with an engaged action plan will drive economic 
activity and create jobs.  It can be used to catalyze investments and innovation while 
enhancing the quality of life in the communities where people live and work. The Shift 
Share Analysis that was conducted reported the business activities in each Industry, the 
number of jobs, cumulative and actual growth that occurred along with regional 
performance.  This information along with a leakage analysis of the top 15 industries in 
each cluster provide the details needed to target specific business activity for 
recruitment and or expansion. 
Under Dr. Michael Patrick’s leadership, NMSU developed a Job Creation and Income 
Growth Opportunities Report to supplement the Cluster analysis approach. This Report 
evaluated total business activities in each of the five clusters and identifies the increase 
by industry in employment and labor income gains if there were an additional 10% input 
in-region purchases, thus stimulating economic growth. It shows the direct effect which 
are jobs created by businesses because of the increase of 10% input in-region 
purchases, indirect effect, jobs created by businesses-to-business transactions because 
of the increase of 10% input in purchases in the region and induced effect which are 
jobs created by increased consumer spending. When there is high level of 
employment, the economic growth becomes healthy and more resilient. Hence, small 
businesses can hire additional staff, which empowers economic growth, increased 
consumer spending and overall economic benefit.  
Listed below is a diagram of the economic benefit on each industry with just 10% input 
in-region contributions (purchases).  

   Job Creation and Income Growth Opportunities 
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AGRICULTURE

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1670 Total Jobs

AGRICULTURE

Labor Income

Direct 

$61,153,753

Total Effect 
(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced)  
$89,277,813

DEFENSE

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

684 Total Jobs

DEFENSE

Labor Income

Direct 

$29.604.863

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 
Induced)  

$39,208,957.430

ENERGY

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

11,013 

Total Jobs

ENERGY

Labor Income

Direct 

$764,122.604

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced) 

$1,090,863.455

TRANSPORTATION

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1,107 

Total Jobs

TRANSPORTATION

Labor Income

Direct 

$527,716,694

Total Effect

(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced) 

$37,817,604

TOURISM

Employment

Impact

Direct Effect

Indirect/Induced

1146 

Total Jobs

TOURISM

Labor Income

Direct 

$27,770,792

Total Effect 
(Direct, Indirect, 

Induced)

$37,662,248

Definition of Employment Impact types: 
✓ Direct:  jobs created by businesses as a result of the 10% input in-region 

purchases 

✓ Indirect:  Jobs created by business-to-business transactions as a result of 
the 10% input in-region purchases 

✓ Induced: Jobs created by increased consumer spending as a result of the 
10% input in-region purchases 
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Developing recommendations and strategies as listed in this Recovery Resilience Plan 
is a big step toward creating economic sustainability and resilience in southeast New 
Mexico. To be successful moving forward will take time and leadership from SNMEDD 
Board members and community leaders working in concert to build a vibrant and 
resilient southeast New Mexico.  It will require a dedicated effort and additional activities 
to create an action plan for each of the goals listed. 
It is recommended that SNMEDD champion this effort and work with Economic 
Development Corporations, Small Business Development Centers, community leaders 
and industry experts through a series of workshop activities defining actions needed to 
accomplish the goals listed. Here, people can discuss industry activities, job creation 
and income growth opportunities that will further strengthen their communities and the 
regional economy. This effort can be combined with the Comprehensive Economic 
Development Strategy that is in progress will be updated by December 2022.  
Because of the exceptional ongoing partnerships with the SNMEDD regional 
universities, junior colleges and colleges, New Mexico Economic Development 
Department, the Economic Development Administration, State of New Mexico and other 
strategic partners, Southeast New Mexico has a very bright future and is moving 
forward.  Implementing the recommendations and strategies will bring benefit to 
everyone supporting the unified vision.  

 

 

 

Retain, grow, and 
attract companies 

to promote 
expansion of 
existing and 

emerging business 
sectors. Promote 

local sales and 
purchases, direct 

and indirect to keep 
jobs and revenue in 

the region. 

Build Resilience

Regional 

Competitiveness

Pursue increased 
investment by 
State/Federal 

government for local 
infrastructure 

projects which are 
important to recruit 

or enhance the 
business activity to 

the Region.

Broadband 
Connectivity 

Investment in 

Infrastructure

Promote the 
expansion, 

attraction, and 
retention of 

industries with the 
objective of growing 

the region and 
becoming a 

recognized leader in 
the development of 

clean technology-
based products and 

solutions. 

Promote and Attract 
Environentally Friendly 

Industries

Resources and 
Programs for 

People and 
Businesses

Workforce 
Strategies

Affordable housing

Preparedness and 
Emergency Planning

Create Economic 
Opportunities 

Strengthen the Economic 
Base

Develop action plans  
with EDCs, 

Community Leaders 
and industry experts 

to foster growth

Collaborate with 
Universities and 

Colleges for training 
and education to 

strengthen workforce

Build Community 
Capacity that will 
foster a sense of 
empowerment 

resulting in more 
effective community 

results

Meet with Industry 
leaders and define 
actions needed to 
accopolish goals

Innovate 
and Adapt

Invest in 
Local 
Assets

Connect 
people and 

places

Diversify 
for 

Resilience

Moving forward to build a vibrant and resilient southeast NM economy. 

Outcome – Moving Forward 
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References: Data Sources and Analytics  

Purdue University, Center for Regional Development Southeastern New Mexico Region 
Cluster Drill-down Analysis, July 2021 

New Mexico State University, Dr. Michael Patrick, Community Resource & Economic 

Development Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service, College of Agricultural, Consumer and 

Environmental Sciences 

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), U.S. Department of Commerce. BEA's economists 
produce some of the world's most closely watched statistics, including U.S. gross domestic 
product, better known as GDP, state and local numbers, plus foreign trade and investment 
statistics and industry data. 
 
The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is the standard used by 
Federal statistical agencies in classifying business establishments for the purpose of collecting, 
and publishing data related to the U.S. business economy. 

National unemployment rate NM Workforce Solutions  

 
Esri is an international supplier of geographic information system software, web GIS and 
geodatabase management applications. 

New Mexico Tax Research Institute – Analysis of State revenue from oil and natural 
gas production in New Mexico 

New Mexico Oil and Gas Association.  The State of New Mexico Oil and Gas, Leland Gould, 
Chairman. July 9, 2021 

Upstream Analytics Global Data Oil * Gas 

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue – Monthly Local Government Distribution Reports RP-500 

New Mexico Economic Development Department - Resource Directory and County 
Economic Summaries & Data Profile 
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Attachments 
 

1. SNMEDD Region – Job Creation and Income Growth Opportunities Report prepared by 
NMSU Community Resource & Economic Development Specialist, Cooperative Extension 

Service, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences 

 

 

2. Regional Cluster Drill-Down Analysis – Purdue University Center for Regional Development 

 

 

3. Focus Group Session – Cluster Analysis Presentation  

 

 

 

 



SNMEDD Region
(Chaves, Eddy, Lea, Lincoln, and Otero Counties )

Job Creation and Income Growth Opportunities 
2019 Data

Agriculture and Agribusiness Cluster
Defense Cluster
Energy Cluster
Entertainment & Arts Cluster
Transportation & Logistics Cluster

Attachment 1



Agriculture & Agribusiness Cluster Base Data (2019)

Cluster Industries Total Output Employment Employment Income Average RPC

Grain farming $7,957,310 19 $2,509,483 19.31%
Vegetable and melon farming $5,034,850 49 $4,341,337 24.25%
Fruit farming $1,276,113 10 $771,825 3.45%
Tree nut farming $42,563,266 612 $18,960,374 47.90%
Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production $999,654 7 $609,513 2.79%
Cotton farming $17,784,006 177 $11,635,048 60.47%
All other crop farming $57,223,783 1,217 $38,674,644 91.46%
Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming $251,384,646 987 $78,945,055 91.95%
Dairy cattle and milk production $518,964,267 1,070 $67,980,380 74.19%
Poultry and egg production $2,403,733 3 $249,494 7.46%
Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs $9,960,192 47 $7,061,323 51.69%
Support activities for agriculture and forestry $22,593,643 652 $17,170,972 73.13%
Other animal food manufacturing $22,839,106 23 $1,771,876 9.38%
Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing $1,633,001 4 $115,272 0.06%
Frozen specialties manufacturing $33,121,921 104 $4,403,247 5.95%
Dehydrated food products manufacturing $18,209,514 41 $2,617,350 1.91%
Fluid milk manufacturing $67,583,640 100 $6,629,114 33.86%
Cheese manufacturing $332,919,243 373 $27,591,803 4.91%
Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing $2,673,460 7 $348,363 5.59%
Animal, except poultry, slaughtering $18,042,365 31 $1,162,863 0.63%
Meat processed from carcasses $28,070,653 66 $1,581,632 2.84%
Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing $20,070,956 159 $4,508,857 2.03%
Cookie and cracker manufacturing $238,076 1 $11,136 1.04%
Tortilla manufacturing $6,266,451 28 $1,421,468 60.05%
Other snack food manufacturing $9,787,445 23 $1,186,083 1.59%
Coffee and tea manufacturing $2,153,776 4 $149,458 0.18%
Spice and extract manufacturing $40,050,041 67 $4,833,781 2.29%
All other food manufacturing $9,852,307 28 $1,006,951 0.57%
Bottled and canned soft drinks & water $3,695,378 7 $233,937 1.71%
Manufactured ice $736,176 5 $235,522 40.32%
Breweries $12,014,546 41 $879,444 2.50%
Wineries $4,003,765 16 $280,239 0.28%
Distilleries $992,197 1 $25,277 0.00%
Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing $4,872,144 5 $219,708 1.25%
Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing $551,543 1 $106,503 0.19%
Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies $253,867,011 989 $81,788,335 74.72%

$1,832,390,177 6,969 $392,017,665


IMPLAN SNMNEE REGION Data

				Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports



		3001		1		Oilseed farming		$89,878.46		0		$0.00		0		$(12,283.21)		$0.00		$(665.98)		1.39%		0.15%

		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310.25		10		$626,743.50		10		$1,882,739.74		$2,963,543.28		$(5,731,980.53)		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,849.80		37		$1,482,971.37		11		$2,858,365.90		$(812,849.30)		$(68,332.46)		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,112.89		7		$308,020.42		3		$463,804.45		$386,759.59		$(20,564.02)		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266.45		379		$14,596,491.64		234		$4,363,882.81		$20,963,679.23		$(915,079.24)		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654.21		6		$329,360.12		0		$280,152.60		$151,609.40		$(11,522.73)		2.79%		28.64%

		3007		7		Tobacco farming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		47.44%		4.42%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006.27		160		$8,609,544.49		17		$3,025,503.09		$3,433,743.15		$(278,870.73)		60.47%		2.51%

		3009		9		Sugarcane and sugar beet farming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		55.43%		17.78%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783.36		402		$20,640,783.64		815		$18,033,860.06		$5,178,053.28		$(4,031,041.93)		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646.34		63		$3,901,291.63		923		$75,043,763.39		$47,506,506.90		$(2,039,231.86)		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,266.56		702		$29,773,625.20		368		$38,206,754.95		$61,358,120.56		$(5,461,322.66)		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,732.52		2		$152,360.53		1		$97,133.04		$97,718.45		$(8,941.65)		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,191.96		18		$1,234,750.81		29		$5,826,572.29		$2,571,132.63		$(88,185.49)		51.69%		60.17%

		3015		15		Forestry, forest products, and timber tract production		$880,240.10		9		$632,658.13		0		$0.00		$78,401.73		$4,119.96		46.51%		8.97%

		3016		16		Commercial logging		$4,386,959.50		15		$946,784.45		20		$2,101,459.24		$129,665.33		$43,013.43		65.31%		12.11%

		3017		17		Commercial fishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.12%		46.33%

		3018		18		Commercial hunting and trapping		$5,784,586.27		1		$56,924.70		20		$4,117,700.76		$536,068.91		$289,603.60		90.12%		31.23%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643.12		233		$14,955,186.34		419		$2,215,785.26		$(652,044.67)		$506,204.90		73.13%		94.64%

		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693.38		2,149		$354,790,042.97		1,811		$277,615,668.54		$2,401,746,016.07		$530,289,898.86		59.24%		31.97%

		3021		21		Coal mining		$9,423,616.66		0		$0.00		43		$(56,463.98)		$0.00		$1,626,747.21		0.26%		0.61%

		3022		22		Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3023		23		Iron ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3024		24		Gold ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3025		25		Silver ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3026		26		Uranium-radium-vanadium ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,408.96		39		$4,477,529.69		6		$(3,246.86)		$4,230,850.25		$1,183,993.23		38.10%		4.65%

		3028		28		Stone mining and quarrying		$16,285,553.43		30		$2,286,063.80		1		$(10,779.05)		$7,244,387.07		$1,104,758.68		67.12%		91.74%

		3029		29		Sand and gravel mining		$27,274,331.17		79		$5,341,913.35		13		$(9,246.72)		$6,108,129.67		$3,143,808.73		84.71%		44.91%

		3030		30		Other clay, ceramic, refractory minerals mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		18.09%		13.90%

		3031		31		Potash, soda, and borate mineral mining		$229,328,011.71		537		$63,110,207.28		141		$(479,550.48)		$42,596,281.87		$16,097,973.33		98.21%		25.03%

		3032		32		Phosphate rock mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		75.14%		88.86%

		3033		33		Other chemical and fertilizer mineral mining		$29,630,138.58		72		$7,122,012.87		3		$(32,493.25)		$9,003,503.10		$2,773,577.97		7.23%		3.66%

		3034		34		Other nonmetallic minerals		$25,080,505.43		82		$4,536,279.21		1		$(17,742.42)		$5,967,974.21		$2,789,423.44		64.25%		21.59%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,869.62		2,495		$268,252,273.96		401		$22,070,473.20		$240,819,357.98		$80,129,549.90		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,852.78		11,447		$1,036,316,151.59		923		$34,040,270.25		$333,164,157.15		$148,512,057.83		90.68%		3.87%

		3037		37		Metal mining services		$525,781,269.08		261		$40,202,595.26		195		$29,848,168.64		$253,484,182.30		$57,279,804.67		97.55%		8.85%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,200.51		350		$44,382,685.72		196		$29,846,307.06		$273,107,282.41		$62,997,485.82		97.95%		9.19%

		3039		39		Electric power generation - Hydroelectric		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		27.89%		99.63%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,702.74		56		$7,362,233.02		11		$(155,175.67)		$13,158,159.32		$8,051,809.60		0.00%		0.00%

		3041		41		Electric power generation - Nuclear		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3042		42		Electric power generation - Solar		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3043		43		Electric power generation - Wind		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3044		44		Electric power generation - Geothermal		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,149.76		5		$685,308.15		0		$(1,925.43)		$1,582,534.68		$592,224.94		0.00%		0.00%

		3046		46		Electric power generation - All other		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493.43		439		$51,925,731.36		24		$(280,744.73)		$96,043,481.10		$32,730,091.69		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064.14		245		$32,817,399.41		18		$(272,643.96)		$42,546,434.93		$12,310,824.21		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,876.81		155		$10,578,616.50		3		$(85,660.68)		$7,989,682.15		$2,530,500.58		96.60%		45.64%

		3050		50		Construction of new health care structures		$48,415,269.77		342		$21,205,427.33		69		$4,623,003.27		$3,262,330.18		$459,050.17		100.00%		100.00%

		3051		51		Construction of new manufacturing structures		$73,075,871.33		527		$32,672,789.06		108		$6,586,859.51		$(1,983,318.03)		$613,317.29		100.00%		100.00%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		219		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3053		53		Construction of new educational and vocational structures		$110,391,299.53		766		$47,762,706.19		134		$8,854,154.67		$12,570,855.52		$936,653.20		100.00%		100.00%

		3054		54		Construction of new highways and streets		$141,696,436.09		796		$49,367,947.24		154		$10,305,611.28		$16,330,064.79		$1,270,389.58		100.00%		100.00%

		3055		55		Construction of new commercial structures, including farm structures		$172,150,714.44		1,280		$77,536,761.14		259		$17,068,361.69		$734,602.87		$2,134,529.01		100.00%		100.00%

		3056		56		Construction of other new nonresidential structures		$140,159,726.29		756		$46,310,530.85		157		$9,888,227.25		$6,185,436.36		$1,386,821.45		100.00%		100.00%

		3057		57		Construction of new single-family residential structures		$307,797,464.97		2,178		$134,607,703.20		458		$30,234,598.35		$17,675,815.16		$3,427,983.56		100.00%		100.00%

		3058		58		Construction of new multifamily residential structures		$68,395,571.39		660		$40,823,616.15		137		$9,137,178.56		$4,797,717.86		$712,841.73		100.00%		100.00%

		3059		59		Construction of other new residential structures		$287,935,327.76		1,008		$62,428,534.20		203		$13,624,844.97		$53,317,261.15		$4,324,782.69		100.00%		100.00%

		3060		60		Maintenance and repair construction of nonresidential structures		$194,021,605.94		771		$47,777,217.11		158		$10,595,371.43		$22,977,998.27		$2,698,761.88		57.69%		99.94%

		3061		61		Maintenance and repair construction of residential structures		$90,762,645.97		386		$23,057,885.58		85		$4,983,485.05		$9,689,655.20		$1,904,928.76		90.35%		63.82%

		3062		62		Maintenance and repair construction of highways, streets, bridges, and tunnels		$33,869,033.41		134		$8,392,208.21		27		$1,801,102.48		$4,057,983.36		$500,140.39		42.69%		78.02%

		3063		63		Dog and cat food manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.59%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,105.95		21		$1,703,786.36		2		$68,089.53		$1,104,899.71		$244,230.29		9.38%		72.62%

		3065		65		Flour milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.13%		88.99%

		3066		66		Rice milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.31%		73.88%

		3067		67		Malt manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.46%

		3068		68		Wet corn milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		93.96%

		3069		69		Soybean and other oilseed processing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.13%

		3070		70		Fats and oils refining and blending		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.86%

		3071		71		Breakfast cereal manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.28%

		3072		72		Beet sugar manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.41%		97.94%

		3073		73		Sugar cane mills and refining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		4.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,000.82		3		$81,671.70		2		$33,600.65		$44,622.49		$3,964.23		0.06%		0.37%

		3075		75		Chocolate and confectionery manufacturing from cacao beans		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.26%

		3076		76		Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.64%

		3077		77		Frozen fruits, juices and vegetables manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.25%		51.30%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921.10		94		$4,156,348.92		10		$246,898.44		$1,913,564.88		$59,582.28		5.95%		3.21%

		3079		79		Canned fruits and vegetables manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.35%

		3080		80		Canned specialties		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.33%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514.01		41		$2,551,134.61		0		$66,215.44		$2,414,963.56		$33,137.07		1.91%		1.04%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243.22		302		$26,312,087.86		71		$1,279,715.09		$12,163,206.49		$727,857.23		4.91%		2.13%

		3083		83		Dry, condensed, and evaporated dairy product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.07%		2.66%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640.01		88		$5,958,896.68		11		$670,217.01		$4,420,290.78		$174,367.20		33.86%		17.69%

		3085		85		Creamery butter manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.19%		80.01%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460.15		7		$317,311.91		1		$31,050.70		$140,436.89		$7,425.73		5.59%		8.20%

		3087		87		Frozen cakes and other pastries manufacturing		$10,237,806.24		120		$3,576,992.65		4		$163,872.19		$684,252.47		$896,894.50		1.04%		1.48%

		3088		88		Poultry processing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.09%		8.13%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365.09		29		$1,093,470.64		2		$69,391.92		$252,795.89		$61,686.89		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,652.73		58		$1,484,305.39		7		$97,326.59		$(34,205.81)		$72,510.14		2.84%		5.96%

		3091		91		Rendering and meat byproduct processing		$397,185.66		1		$57,226.12		0		$0.00		$13,029.19		$2,886.75		0.17%		0.85%

		3092		92		Seafood product preparation and packaging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		3.89%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,955.50		147		$4,295,727.10		12		$213,129.58		$1,459,461.39		$733,794.55		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076.27		1		$6,383.53		0		$4,752.18		$3,651.13		$725.72		1.04%		9.92%

		3095		95		Dry pasta, mixes, and dough manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.57%		4.06%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,450.86		25		$1,310,237.70		3		$111,230.60		$337,885.12		$14,419.13		60.05%		35.93%

		3097		97		Roasted nuts and peanut butter manufacturing		$4,888,817.57		10		$661,720.58		0		$0.00		$810,317.87		$8,654.29		1.68%		3.60%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445.08		22		$1,149,960.55		1		$36,122.41		$280,646.70		$5,089.84		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,775.55		3		$147,190.26		0		$2,267.57		$153,447.66		$5,304.88		0.18%		0.92%

		3100		100		Flavoring syrup and concentrate manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		0.28%

		3101		101		Mayonnaise, dressing, and sauce manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.41%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,040.95		67		$4,760,351.02		0		$73,429.55		$3,743,052.60		$92,326.98		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307.13		27		$982,190.93		1		$24,760.18		$516,765.36		$20,838.45		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,377.88		6		$209,743.03		1		$24,193.85		$158,946.57		$14,234.29		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176.24		5		$222,073.46		0		$13,448.34		$(94,841.90)		$2,524.85		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546.04		36		$761,208.82		5		$118,235.47		$867,200.49		$461,598.02		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,764.64		12		$271,534.71		5		$8,704.60		$176,815.37		$53,734.99		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,196.50		1		$25,277.13		0		$0.00		$71,743.17		$151,441.47		0.00%		0.07%

		3109		109		Tobacco product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3110		110		Fiber, yarn, and thread mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3111		111		Broadwoven fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		77.65%

		3112		112		Narrow fabric mills and schiffli machine embroidery		$73,333.11		0		$0.00		1		$1,498.81		$0.00		$209.08		0.01%		0.04%

		3113		113		Nonwoven fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.11%

		3114		114		Knit fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.62%		7.48%

		3115		115		Textile and fabric finishing mills		$434,725.46		2		$15,828.01		0		$5,471.41		$11,139.57		$1,323.66		0.01%		0.03%

		3116		116		Fabric coating mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.89%		17.76%

		3117		117		Carpet and rug mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.59%		81.71%

		3118		118		Curtain and linen mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.69%

		3119		119		Textile bag and canvas mills		$166,782.25		0		$0.00		1		$52,773.53		$0.00		$449.57		0.01%		0.59%

		3120		120		Rope, cordage, twine, tire cord and tire fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		2.09%

		3121		121		Other textile product mills		$1,830,803.30		7		$299,610.24		7		$45,337.66		$133,533.42		$5,266.82		0.03%		0.20%

		3122		122		Hosiery and sock mills		$91,344.10		1		$23,789.20		0		$0.00		$14,210.16		$11,240.84		0.01%		0.16%

		3123		123		Other apparel knitting mills		$63,661.65		1		$23,234.35		0		$0.00		$(3,967.21)		$1,473.73		0.00%		0.00%

		3124		124		Cut and sew apparel contractors		$452,463.08		1		$23,262.16		6		$129,736.49		$(874.50)		$11,428.49		0.01%		0.34%

		3125		125		Men's and boys' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$82,840.04		1		$23,556.08		0		$0.00		$3,586.88		$4,855.45		0.00%		0.23%

		3126		126		Women's and girls' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$118,775.25		1		$23,346.25		0		$0.00		$(7,560.01)		$2,835.87		0.00%		0.24%

		3127		127		Other cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$106,223.77		1		$23,708.99		0		$0.00		$5,601.30		$8,020.67		0.01%		0.22%

		3128		128		Apparel accessories and other apparel manufacturing		$394,250.20		2		$56,335.16		2		$46,155.29		$(19,144.85)		$8,188.42		0.01%		0.14%

		3129		129		Leather and hide tanning and finishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.44%		10.70%

		3130		130		Footwear manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		16.68%

		3131		131		Other leather and allied product manufacturing		$669,415.71		2		$44,558.81		6		$44,617.01		$(5,687.57)		$4,123.62		0.02%		0.20%

		3132		132		Sawmills		$3,331,597.23		11		$237,000.03		1		$163,381.60		$144,243.41		$19,016.44		4.17%		16.53%

		3133		133		Wood preservation		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		34.45%

		3134		134		Veneer and plywood manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		44.03%

		3135		135		Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing		$695,800.65		2		$38,912.18		1		$104,511.20		$20,289.68		$3,415.27		0.86%		10.64%

		3136		136		Reconstituted wood product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		11.41%

		3137		137		Wood windows and door manufacturing		$2,119,403.07		7		$161,709.94		4		$181,440.00		$64,719.61		$12,277.87		14.02%		63.89%

		3138		138		Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing		$418,160.32		1		$22,500.20		1		$45,366.41		$20,476.00		$2,473.63		10.09%		86.98%

		3139		139		Other millwork, including flooring		$2,118,669.42		9		$210,032.96		2		$169,168.58		$137,460.41		$12,108.84		11.96%		46.96%

		3140		140		Wood container and pallet manufacturing		$652,871.12		4		$58,442.28		1		$79,314.18		$23,731.40		$3,610.30		3.28%		42.03%

		3141		141		Manufactured home (mobile home) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		97.35%

		3142		142		Prefabricated wood building manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.19%		74.21%

		3143		143		All other miscellaneous wood product manufacturing		$302,535.20		1		$32,337.07		0		$13,305.24		$18,214.74		$1,926.61		1.74%		55.03%

		3144		144		Pulp mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3145		145		Paper mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		97.06%

		3146		146		Paperboard mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3147		147		Paperboard container manufacturing		$779,658.03		0		$0.00		2		$(214,755.13)		$0.00		$2,994.17		0.21%		6.52%

		3148		148		Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.24%

		3149		149		Stationery product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		18.35%

		3150		150		Sanitary paper product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		93.91%

		3151		151		All other converted paper product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.26%

		3152		152		Printing		$13,061,650.89		58		$2,215,614.14		46		$94,349.85		$1,076,724.17		$100,732.28		1.03%		3.77%

		3153		153		Support activities for printing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.32%		1.80%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,818.88		546		$100,702,546.53		14		$15,346,506.92		$605,427,736.18		$12,844,683.81		67.49%		15.07%

		3155		155		Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing		$11,201,021.03		14		$902,761.17		0		$0.00		$420,657.97		$22,295.46		53.58%		81.53%

		3156		156		Asphalt shingle and coating materials manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		6.16%		98.16%

		3157		157		Petroleum lubricating oil and grease manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		26.95%		30.38%

		3158		158		All other petroleum and coal products manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		85.89%

		3159		159		Petrochemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.83%		1.04%

		3160		160		Industrial gas manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		4.67%		97.88%

		3161		161		Synthetic dye and pigment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		10.92%

		3162		162		Other basic inorganic chemical manufacturing		$176,256,631.34		143		$30,646,906.89		51		$2,359,254.89		$17,483,336.07		$1,008,435.95		14.72%		4.04%

		3163		163		Other basic organic chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.05%

		3164		164		Plastics material and resin manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.18%

		3165		165		Synthetic rubber manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.01%

		3166		166		Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,143.89		4		$198,232.51		1		$21,475.26		$127,111.05		$32,915.93		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543.31		1		$106,503.10		0		$0.00		$49,915.08		$3,455.14		0.19%		1.07%

		3169		169		Fertilizer mixing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3170		170		Pesticide and other agricultural chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.32%		64.95%

		3171		171		Medicinal and botanical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3172		172		Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.69%

		3173		173		In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3174		174		Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.01%

		3175		175		Paint and coating manufacturing		$5,831,341.15		7		$646,471.34		2		$48,973.47		$298,674.45		$33,166.78		0.53%		1.77%

		3176		176		Adhesive manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		2.59%

		3177		177		Soap and other detergent manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.15%		1.74%

		3178		178		Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing		$3,748,720.43		7		$764,109.46		1		$26,281.57		$187,294.99		$21,613.56		0.45%		0.95%

		3179		179		Surface active agent manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.18%		0.66%

		3180		180		Toilet preparation manufacturing		$337,541.97		0		$0.00		1		$1,029.43		$0.00		$3,233.84		0.00%		0.26%

		3181		181		Printing ink manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		0.71%

		3182		182		Explosives manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3183		183		Custom compounding of purchased resins		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		91.88%

		3184		184		Photographic film and chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		85.75%

		3185		185		Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing		$4,409,605.06		5		$548,312.09		2		$100,423.84		$171,574.15		$26,047.25		0.64%		8.98%

		3186		186		Plastics packaging materials and unlaminated film and sheet manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.51%

		3187		187		Unlaminated plastics profile shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.95%

		3188		188		Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		$107,086,001.72		160		$9,049,190.64		8		$(3,100,718.11)		$31,680,352.88		$402,891.31		14.27%		3.45%

		3189		189		Laminated plastics plate, sheet (except packaging), and shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		0.93%

		3190		190		Polystyrene foam product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.69%

		3191		191		Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.36%

		3192		192		Plastics bottle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.10%

		3193		193		Other plastics product manufacturing		$8,903,081.34		36		$1,099,155.84		1		$(5,332,601.60)		$1,042,064.22		$42,561.46		0.28%		2.17%

		3194		194		Tire manufacturing		$5,759,462.59		13		$706,666.30		0		$0.00		$729,094.37		$24,935.39		1.57%		10.86%

		3195		195		Rubber and plastics hoses and belting manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.67%

		3196		196		Other rubber product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.21%

		3197		197		Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		0.93%

		3198		198		Brick, tile, and other structural clay product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.57%		14.42%

		3199		199		Flat glass manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3200		200		Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.46%		1.63%

		3201		201		Glass container manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3202		202		Glass product manufacturing made of purchased glass		$3,586,521.80		26		$724,416.39		8		$(3,794,124.22)		$1,500,381.38		$36,204.76		0.86%		1.29%

		3203		203		Cement manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		98.85%

		3204		204		Ready-mix concrete manufacturing		$58,074,612.35		123		$10,916,453.44		22		$(22,600,306.21)		$22,557,083.73		$244,130.23		83.19%		65.96%

		3205		205		Concrete block and brick manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.96%		92.80%

		3206		206		Concrete pipe manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.24%		93.15%

		3207		207		Other concrete product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.30%		91.24%

		3208		208		Lime manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.33%		98.37%

		3209		209		Gypsum product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.89%		90.95%

		3210		210		Abrasive product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		26.35%

		3211		211		Cut stone and stone product manufacturing		$1,079,446.81		24		$1,586,538.95		5		$(6,322,333.87)		$878,811.79		$17,366.72		12.55%		86.17%

		3212		212		Ground or treated mineral and earth manufacturing		$10,522,505.06		9		$326,975.15		23		$(367,464.05)		$1,647,568.63		$72,324.21		20.03%		16.37%

		3213		213		Mineral wool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3214		214		Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.44%		28.81%

		3215		215		Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.03%

		3216		216		Iron, steel pipe and tube manufacturing from purchased steel		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3217		217		Rolled steel shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3218		218		Steel wire drawing		$2,131,724.91		6		$163,858.02		0		$0.00		$48,299.67		$10,210.01		0.13%		1.49%

		3219		219		Alumina refining and primary aluminum production		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		0.19%

		3220		220		Secondary smelting and alloying of aluminum		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3221		221		Aluminum sheet, plate, and foil manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		3.88%

		3222		222		Other aluminum rolling, drawing and extruding		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		3.25%

		3223		223		Nonferrous metal (exc aluminum) smelting and refining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		0.10%

		3224		224		Copper rolling, drawing, extruding and alloying		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		9.25%

		3225		225		Nonferrous metal, except copper and aluminum, shaping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		0.71%

		3226		226		Secondary processing of other nonferrous metals		$1,926,955.50		0		$0.00		3		$(76,570.83)		$0.00		$7,948.70		0.00%		0.00%

		3227		227		Ferrous metal foundries		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.12%

		3228		228		Nonferrous metal foundries		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		99.32%

		3229		229		Custom roll forming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.61%		5.30%

		3230		230		Crown and closure manufacturing and metal stamping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		1.17%

		3231		231		Iron and steel forging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		6.25%

		3232		232		Nonferrous forging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		4.61%

		3233		233		Cutlery, utensil, pot, and pan manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		92.99%

		3234		234		Handtool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		56.89%

		3235		235		Prefabricated metal buildings and components manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		13.43%

		3236		236		Fabricated structural metal manufacturing		$10,962,864.36		33		$2,696,658.63		0		$(7,472.50)		$343,180.20		$68,969.01		2.09%		9.55%

		3237		237		Plate work manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		3.65%

		3238		238		Metal window and door manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		6.71%

		3239		239		Sheet metal work manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		10.82%

		3240		240		Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing		$1,101,572.32		5		$192,552.32		1		$2,726.62		$16,186.99		$7,484.99		0.22%		2.01%

		3241		241		Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.41%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153.22		48		$3,486,217.30		0		$0.00		$248,173.59		$84,606.75		0.16%		0.17%

		3243		243		Metal cans manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.99%

		3244		244		Metal barrels, drums and pails manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		14.32%

		3245		245		Hardware manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.28%

		3246		246		Spring and wire product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		8.60%

		3247		247		Machine shops		$12,656,674.07		63		$4,140,140.73		25		$373,561.01		$245,302.16		$80,262.20		16.38%		1.62%

		3248		248		Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		4.01%

		3249		249		Metal heat treating		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		10.81%

		3250		250		Metal coating and nonprecious engraving		$5,427,426.91		20		$1,722,343.34		0		$0.00		$355,218.42		$30,743.15		2.06%		3.42%

		3251		251		Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal		$3,645,266.03		19		$1,230,127.80		6		$100,687.94		$42,718.97		$21,637.82		2.61%		4.09%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,334.76		5		$455,021.41		0		$0.00		$69,299.69		$9,466.16		0.21%		6.54%

		3253		253		Plumbing fixture fitting and trim manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		45.41%

		3254		254		Ball and roller bearing manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.30%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,101.56		1		$80,286.88		0		$3,569.80		$22,758.54		$4,847.98		0.02%		0.74%

		3256		256		Ammunition, except for small arms, manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.00%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,530.83		6		$323,465.27		0		$0.00		$77,121.82		$12,827.01		0.02%		0.36%

		3258		258		Fabricated pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		17.79%

		3259		259		Other fabricated metal manufacturing		$4,504,954.42		17		$991,786.00		5		$179,142.36		$90,909.52		$32,308.95		1.27%		6.94%

		3260		260		Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.15%		54.83%

		3261		261		Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		92.41%

		3262		262		Construction machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		54.87%

		3263		263		Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.70%		17.25%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,179.96		49		$4,236,416.46		10		$429,494.19		$1,824,697.28		$144,345.45		51.90%		88.94%

		3265		265		Semiconductor machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		28.95%

		3266		266		Food product machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		6.52%

		3267		267		Sawmill, woodworking, and paper machinery		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		52.63%

		3268		268		Printing machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		79.50%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513.36		2		$140,077.19		0		$0.00		$26,513.08		$2,138.82		0.02%		0.61%

		3270		270		Optical instrument and lens manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3271		271		Photographic and photocopying equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		54.65%

		3272		272		Other commercial service industry machinery manufacturing		$2,531,550.18		6		$243,343.27		3		$58,362.27		$94,025.33		$11,197.04		0.11%		1.35%

		3273		273		Air purification and ventilation equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.36%

		3274		274		Heating equipment (except warm air furnaces) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		6.91%

		3275		275		Air conditioning, refrigeration, and warm air heating equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		4.47%

		3276		276		Industrial mold manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.11%		18.07%

		3277		277		Special tool, die, jig, and fixture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.38%		70.03%

		3278		278		Cutting tool and machine tool accessory manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		47.72%

		3279		279		Machine tool manufacturing		$651,278.26		2		$113,540.74		0		$2,596.70		$19,870.64		$2,345.70		0.04%		1.20%

		3280		280		Rolling mill and other metalworking machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.61%		45.39%

		3281		281		Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		67.66%

		3282		282		Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing		$4,361,272.07		15		$1,047,286.10		0		$0.00		$320,657.37		$14,907.42		0.04%		0.05%

		3283		283		Mechanical power transmission equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.03%

		3284		284		Other engine equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.18%

		3285		285		Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing		$1,666,189.15		4		$267,383.31		0		$1,405.25		$125,915.53		$6,496.69		0.04%		0.41%

		3286		286		Air and gas compressor manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.12%

		3287		287		Elevator and moving stairway manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		14.24%

		3288		288		Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.44%

		3289		289		Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.71%

		3290		290		Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.25%

		3291		291		Power-driven handtool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		91.37%

		3292		292		Welding and soldering equipment manufacturing		$1,463,404.70		3		$224,171.94		2		$8,261.62		$63,039.60		$5,617.89		0.06%		0.35%

		3293		293		Packaging machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.35%

		3294		294		Industrial process furnace and oven manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		77.27%

		3295		295		Fluid power cylinder and actuator manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		2.56%

		3296		296		Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.30%

		3297		297		Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing		$1,721,290.44		2		$584,809.61		4		$22,785.88		$82,713.89		$5,101.97		0.01%		0.27%

		3298		298		Electronic computer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.34%

		3299		299		Computer storage device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.10%

		3300		300		Computer terminals and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.16%

		3301		301		Telephone apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.09%

		3302		302		Broadcast and wireless communications equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.52%

		3303		303		Other communications equipment manufacturing		$147,214.86		0		$19,733.07		0		$0.00		$11,828.74		$1,476.66		0.00%		0.08%

		3304		304		Audio and video equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		22.22%

		3305		305		Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		2.59%

		3306		306		Bare printed circuit board manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.04%

		3307		307		Semiconductor and related device manufacturing		$3,680,505.32		0		$0.00		10		$29,961.63		$0.00		$52,716.41		0.00%		0.02%

		3308		308		Capacitor, resistor, coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing		$7,693,079.64		29		$2,471,981.46		0		$0.00		$727,573.83		$54,172.02		0.15%		0.05%

		3309		309		Electronic connector manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		6.61%

		3310		310		Other electronic component manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.04%

		3311		311		Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		7.70%

		3312		312		Search, detection, and navigation instruments manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.17%

		3313		313		Automatic environmental control manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.07%

		3314		314		Industrial process variable instruments manufacturing		$1,658,749.71		6		$224,187.07		0		$0.00		$102,797.59		$19,408.92		0.01%		0.10%

		3315		315		Totalizing fluid meter and counting device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.31%

		3316		316		Electricity and signal testing instruments manufacturing		$23,085,413.34		48		$4,083,489.48		0		$0.00		$1,990,550.08		$215,092.46		0.26%		0.24%

		3317		317		Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.76%

		3318		318		Irradiation apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.44%

		3319		319		Watch, clock, and other measuring and controlling device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.26%

		3320		320		Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		83.83%

		3321		321		Software and other prerecorded and record reproducing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		84.59%

		3322		322		Electric lamp bulb and part manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.34%

		3323		323		Lighting fixture manufacturing		$2,752,309.22		7		$225,677.67		3		$6,955.29		$235,440.72		$47,348.53		0.01%		0.16%

		3324		324		Small electrical appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		26.63%

		3325		325		Household cooking appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.41%

		3326		326		Household refrigerator and home freezer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3327		327		Household laundry equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.07%

		3328		328		Other major household appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		89.37%

		3329		329		Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.67%

		3330		330		Motor and generator manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.86%

		3331		331		Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.40%

		3332		332		Relay and industrial control manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.57%

		3333		333		Storage battery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3334		334		Primary battery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		46.29%

		3335		335		Fiber optic cable manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.66%

		3336		336		Other communication and energy wire manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		51.98%

		3337		337		Wiring device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.24%

		3338		338		Carbon and graphite product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		34.26%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331.49		50		$3,778,510.77		3		$90,240.56		$1,379,185.23		$226,370.41		0.22%		0.31%

		3340		340		Automobile manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		30.93%

		3341		341		Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		69.70%

		3342		342		Heavy duty truck manufacturing		$5,193,128.01		4		$350,844.24		0		$0.00		$923,915.76		$64,967.15		1.12%		12.71%

		3343		343		Motor vehicle body manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		54.75%

		3344		344		Truck trailer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		19.13%

		3345		345		Motor home manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3346		346		Travel trailer and camper manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		42.04%

		3347		347		Motor vehicle gasoline engine and engine parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		4.98%

		3348		348		Motor vehicle electrical and electronic equipment manufacturing		$455,159.81		1		$48,597.23		0		$0.00		$37,600.29		$9,815.53		0.05%		6.12%

		3349		349		Motor vehicle transmission and power train parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.91%

		3350		350		Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.19%

		3351		351		Motor vehicle metal stamping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.21%		4.25%

		3352		352		Other motor vehicle parts manufacturing		$691,269.03		2		$31,627.34		0		$0.00		$23,606.21		$11,620.97		0.05%		3.82%

		3353		353		Motor vehicle steering, suspension component (except spring), and brake systems manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		21.18%

		3354		354		Aircraft manufacturing		$6,440,729.95		0		$0.00		10		$(38,425.66)		$0.00		$53,396.89		0.02%		0.93%

		3355		355		Aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.08%

		3356		356		Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.12%

		3357		357		Guided missile and space vehicle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.29%

		3358		358		Propulsion units and parts for space vehicles and guided missiles manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		16.65%

		3359		359		Railroad rolling stock manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		17.53%

		3360		360		Ship building and repairing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		95.16%

		3361		361		Boat building		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		61.22%

		3362		362		Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3363		363		Military armored vehicle, tank, and tank component manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		89.50%

		3364		364		All other transportation equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		95.44%

		3365		365		Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing		$1,711,630.22		11		$627,265.25		1		$(78,666.03)		$14,441.14		$3,490.49		0.10%		1.04%

		3366		366		Upholstered household furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3367		367		Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing		$1,077,219.46		3		$50,738.60		8		$1,021.49		$618.38		$2,864.13		0.03%		0.37%

		3368		368		Other household nonupholstered furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.29%

		3369		369		Institutional furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		7.51%

		3370		370		Wood office furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.22%

		3371		371		Custom architectural woodwork and millwork		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.47%

		3372		372		Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.72%

		3373		373		Showcase, partition, shelving, and locker manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.05%

		3374		374		Mattress manufacturing		$5,381,623.40		15		$513,752.11		3		$127,484.47		$23,702.46		$12,351.56		0.61%		0.89%

		3375		375		Blind and shade manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		8.52%

		3376		376		Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.19%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873.43		6		$207,723.15		4		$114,965.83		$84,203.63		$11,365.34		0.01%		0.14%

		3378		378		Dental equipment and supplies manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.21%

		3379		379		Ophthalmic goods manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.13%

		3380		380		Dental laboratories		$68,089.05		1		$16,977.42		0		$8,412.22		$161.20		$306.98		0.00%		0.13%

		3381		381		Jewelry and silverware manufacturing		$3,877,617.91		15		$478,424.92		8		$269,419.76		$126,978.19		$45,251.80		0.98%		2.92%

		3382		382		Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.82%

		3383		383		Doll, toy, and game manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3384		384		Office supplies (except paper) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		4.15%

		3385		385		Sign manufacturing		$2,812,181.99		15		$886,487.89		6		$168,951.64		$(165,855.17)		$9,524.11		0.07%		0.38%

		3386		386		Gasket, packing, and sealing device manufacturing		$2,523,549.72		9		$588,362.54		5		$57,743.49		$68,448.19		$9,505.49		2.37%		5.43%

		3387		387		Musical instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		79.25%

		3388		388		Fasteners, buttons, needles, and pins manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.29%		10.35%

		3389		389		Broom, brush, and mop manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		91.60%

		3390		390		Burial casket manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		100.00%

		3391		391		All other miscellaneous manufacturing		$807,957.78		4		$256,633.81		0		$0.00		$27,396.85		$2,543.05		0.20%		5.61%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,177.51		132		$10,335,559.60		11		$1,114,876.49		$8,582,107.59		$1,472,893.42		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450.10		92		$5,887,827.65		13		$260,786.14		$2,205,760.12		$989,515.56		15.35%		77.36%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,369.86		75		$8,472,671.18		14		$547,849.78		$7,483,684.22		$1,224,733.64		20.18%		76.65%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,010.84		901		$77,372,693.31		88		$4,415,641.80		$45,469,029.37		$10,829,579.61		74.72%		63.22%

		3396		396		Wholesale - Other durable goods merchant wholesalers		$105,550,439.89		449		$28,630,662.86		38		$1,381,142.65		$12,489,128.59		$4,450,873.46		49.38%		86.28%

		3397		397		Wholesale - Drugs and druggists’ sundries		$13,404,044.77		24		$1,354,851.44		5		$58,895.25		$1,809,320.34		$246,386.64		12.17%		90.87%

		3398		398		Wholesale - Grocery and related product wholesalers		$30,205,818.60		168		$9,621,232.74		17		$429,538.01		$2,281,612.93		$456,645.52		22.96%		92.73%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,612.68		343		$25,728,893.51		20		$1,446,490.30		$4,312,925.36		$269,412,029.12		87.21%		74.05%

		3400		400		Wholesale - Other nondurable goods merchant wholesalers		$131,501,514.86		491		$31,772,660.44		14		$1,423,850.59		$14,944,851.72		$14,143,268.50		43.11%		92.03%

		3401		401		Wholesale - Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers		$4,715,217.76		28		$3,571,752.64		3		$459,165.68		$74,659.84		$26,496.15		5.71%		89.40%

		3402		402		Retail - Motor vehicle and parts dealers		$120,455,547.08		766		$46,321,014.70		77		$7,601,457.35		$14,619,884.66		$15,779,875.96		95.51%		74.38%

		3403		403		Retail - Furniture and home furnishings stores		$28,197,621.04		287		$10,862,866.69		61		$351,725.09		$1,138,133.63		$3,358,162.16		59.98%		99.79%

		3404		404		Retail - Electronics and appliance stores		$33,405,252.99		350		$15,782,413.37		37		$496,917.03		$(477,058.62)		$3,411,779.50		78.42%		99.04%

		3405		405		Retail - Building material and garden equipment and supplies stores		$146,780,813.97		1,260		$48,125,989.79		37		$1,930,728.19		$26,772,978.70		$21,074,115.23		97.43%		91.56%

		3406		406		Retail - Food and beverage stores		$133,929,662.12		1,841		$53,076,225.29		82		$3,152,416.48		$11,064,395.77		$11,471,476.97		94.83%		98.44%

		3407		407		Retail - Health and personal care stores		$62,988,776.25		587		$27,630,766.75		143		$4,696,539.61		$4,754,846.80		$3,722,023.90		75.89%		99.83%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671.24		1,230		$35,301,699.82		19		$2,101,885.81		$9,449,283.00		$19,046,927.10		98.66%		54.64%

		3409		409		Retail - Clothing and clothing accessories stores		$54,216,588.48		431		$11,682,865.98		156		$6,029,386.05		$3,454,023.55		$5,608,543.99		55.56%		98.41%

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991.17		255		$5,999,386.37		156		$491,514.08		$657,116.91		$2,573,319.52		50.45%		99.90%

		3411		411		Retail - General merchandise stores		$226,307,841.09		2,928		$94,647,335.15		31		$1,044,911.67		$13,918,317.06		$29,853,602.92		99.60%		67.70%

		3412		412		Retail - Miscellaneous store retailers		$78,725,996.01		706		$27,850,833.10		799		$12,148,757.60		$44,260.57		$8,591,661.87		94.32%		76.96%

		3413		413		Retail - Nonstore retailers		$150,521,508.02		200		$8,740,507.52		953		$4,130,004.80		$32,688,853.24		$10,975,857.50		62.12%		98.81%

		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		70		$2,709,148.83		38		$2,719,941.24		$3,934,967.41		$6,564,049.40		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		71		$8,959,124.84		0		$(766,652.58)		$26,888,622.32		$654,814.24		56.07%		75.74%

		3416		416		Water transportation		$6,654,288.95		0		$0.00		7		$3,137,837.12		$0.00		$12,823.50		10.92%		66.83%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,216		$293,133,711.31		581		$48,314,004.86		$64,888,188.77		$10,176,587.65		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		229		$6,289,292.80		471		$4,159,946.36		$1,889,982.87		$810,720.94		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		226		$13,161,376.61		208		$170,377.60		$6,422,182.96		$350,431.27		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		165		$11,343,663.23		254		$647,892.36		$1,222,084.56		$303,327.61		31.48%		99.71%

		3423		423		Newspaper publishers		$8,269,970.50		58		$2,079,103.65		33		$1,020,063.59		$2,693,745.41		$201,937.14		57.80%		86.75%

		3424		424		Periodical publishers		$1,875,718.63		10		$370,886.35		4		$59,963.89		$374,435.14		$50,479.52		12.29%		90.08%

		3425		425		Book publishers		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.22%		88.33%

		3426		426		Directory, mailing list, and other publishers		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.10%		97.47%

		3427		427		Greeting card publishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3428		428		Software publishers		$879,645.60		2		$145,604.00		4		$147,614.35		$346,938.91		$49,572.19		1.28%		96.86%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075.11		295		$11,071,985.64		31		$213,614.82		$11,185,006.80		$9,157,788.20		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708.11		4		$185,784.84		2		$14,291.06		$1,478,260.62		$927,189.56		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,914.90		126		$4,329,728.56		16		$717,643.00		$539,016.62		$668,982.25		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,728.73		5		$413,356.39		1		$8,404.50		$964,281.24		$184,446.29		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,153.55		323		$23,499,865.26		32		$4,427,986.46		$14,331,221.90		$8,957,722.18		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355.05		91		$6,592,956.57		17		$2,284,543.10		$23,076,061.46		$8,059,603.99		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,113.83		15		$1,802,449.53		2		$934,582.96		$327,947.96		$305,713.10		23.83%		96.92%

		3436		436		Data processing, hosting, and related services		$23,605,582.67		36		$1,912,766.23		25		$53,280.87		$2,345,448.42		$474,101.19		6.08%		98.16%

		3437		437		News syndicates, libraries, archives and all other information services		$2,567,367.09		11		$329,498.67		2		$219,250.35		$300,960.84		$40,766.83		22.84%		92.84%

		3438		438		Internet publishing and broadcasting and web search portals		$1,920,345.04		2		$107,310.54		0		$0.00		$198,348.95		$19,658.12		1.69%		95.38%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382.03		190		$10,833,357.70		10		$615,157.14		$1,427,261.09		$936,863.40		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,342.87		91		$14,539,139.20		202		$818,923.53		$(1,721,227.41)		$98,381.58		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,825.78		1,279		$75,865,178.09		60		$2,502,461.75		$67,552,516.61		$6,529,061.14		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,498.84		81		$4,788,901.51		515		$1,572,126.72		$1,340,379.40		$457,832.35		15.68%		90.53%

		3443		443		Direct life insurance carriers		$9,527,861.28		43		$3,269,946.68		5		$38,711.64		$1,465,911.49		$594,090.60		14.06%		92.51%

		3444		444		Insurance carriers, except direct life		$203,897,870.63		321		$23,444,952.47		130		$1,609,865.93		$27,049,337.48		$10,520,682.47		31.76%		93.20%

		3445		445		Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related activities		$141,842,409.43		495		$27,965,987.10		109		$2,713,636.99		$9,754,189.47		$1,029,959.75		73.17%		99.78%

		3446		446		Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles		$81,577,279.07		178		$12,233,481.68		99		$1,026,368.57		$2,070,297.59		$67,027.21		64.68%		99.77%

		3447		447		Other real estate		$684,001,617.68		668		$33,867,077.25		2,470		$42,222,019.27		$230,577,253.98		$8,665,940.76		74.31%		98.25%

		3448		448		Tenant-occupied housing		$256,521,943.15		131		$4,907,491.06		457		$7,963,223.20		$203,047,185.20		$14,248,380.14		64.18%		98.68%

		3449		449		Owner-occupied dwellings		$1,143,887,011.39		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$779,292,747.03		$121,791,620.54		100.00%		100.00%

		3450		450		Automotive equipment rental and leasing		$23,868,074.56		64		$3,364,517.65		17		$280,832.59		$12,149,773.61		$1,950,073.06		34.44%		97.17%

		3451		451		General and consumer goods rental except video tapes and discs		$25,772,847.61		202		$8,256,521.52		34		$469,422.50		$938,554.10		$3,087,377.52		85.54%		95.98%

		3452		452		Video tape and disc rental		$10,645,625.31		70		$3,419,866.39		11		$264,777.94		$2,178,312.63		$996,061.36		91.40%		84.84%

		3453		453		Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment rental and leasing		$445,703,305.82		802		$70,188,110.61		78		$2,041,345.47		$271,060,791.53		$18,570,616.25		98.64%		51.66%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147.02		6		$683,812.56		7		$1,302,329.41		$29,308,155.44		$355,602.34		26.76%		55.80%

		3455		455		Legal services		$82,758,626.51		459		$26,649,421.51		280		$3,296,306.66		$10,365,400.91		$1,179,138.14		20.72%		95.86%

		3456		456		Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services		$68,201,484.34		411		$22,060,772.02		112		$3,371,271.55		$17,247,966.39		$2,099,693.47		27.98%		99.08%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3458		458		Specialized design services		$1,220,385.18		5		$232,355.02		4		$15,538.12		$301,899.07		$156,546.52		8.27%		99.69%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531.38		170		$13,279,926.19		58		$842,020.73		$3,091,134.27		$1,048,147.38		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,744.97		35		$3,760,496.09		21		$314,857.27		$23,993.08		$394,158.61		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489.50		50		$4,389,816.46		13		$375,647.09		$5,337,873.78		$916,779.43		16.31%		94.95%

		3462		462		Management consulting services		$17,708,965.29		111		$8,136,337.70		31		$878,956.47		$520,658.25		$525,353.42		7.04%		85.16%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640.04		300		$23,218,371.89		78		$4,007,774.56		$2,062,013.93		$1,475,272.95		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		123		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3465		465		Advertising, public relations, and related services		$11,138,536.53		47		$1,286,581.64		56		$241,868.82		$1,197,644.62		$643,417.37		17.99%		96.75%

		3466		466		Photographic services		$3,746,079.07		14		$563,057.15		1		$25,254.36		$1,434,103.40		$428,282.45		49.76%		98.64%

		3467		467		Veterinary services		$20,165,287.48		198		$7,077,830.58		37		$582,181.93		$3,878,626.71		$828,131.14		79.87%		98.27%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,666.81		336		$32,318,775.33		86		$3,342,332.07		$60,080,680.80		$3,006,906.21		78.43%		57.05%

		3469		469		Management of companies and enterprises		$80,605,995.90		347		$31,221,025.85		95		$3,734,595.36		$4,523,049.11		$881,736.62		14.32%		97.70%

		3470		470		Office administrative services		$9,899,384.76		75		$6,130,968.28		91		$1,225,911.97		$(4,175,748.00)		$113,805.71		13.64%		99.82%

		3471		471		Facilities support services		$246,558,703.42		1,114		$63,767,192.04		490		$8,071,529.32		$32,006,584.14		$2,518,523.58		99.91%		21.66%

		3472		472		Employment services		$149,952,268.79		1,376		$53,853,402.36		624		$9,276,094.57		$26,484,794.32		$1,783,997.01		52.10%		97.03%

		3473		473		Business support services		$24,527,000.28		292		$11,323,947.35		159		$1,599,508.09		$(2,394,789.03)		$502,457.22		27.24%		98.87%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,233.62		16		$800,952.24		4		$83,662.96		$242,357.14		$41,098.59		3.75%		98.75%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180.20		213		$7,890,372.62		149		$1,427,057.25		$(422,271.18)		$435,071.38		31.82%		99.78%

		3476		476		Services to buildings		$53,184,810.29		617		$14,692,592.53		179		$2,337,975.08		$5,109,402.01		$1,857,754.38		42.97%		99.35%

		3477		477		Landscape and horticultural services		$15,296,839.22		156		$4,874,910.18		63		$775,797.39		$937,953.99		$596,773.74		23.41%		99.26%

		3478		478		Other support services		$8,062,571.29		61		$3,112,774.60		10		$165,959.32		$693,144.18		$123,341.74		11.91%		98.36%

		3479		479		Waste management and remediation services		$390,396,730.99		1,310		$148,639,203.63		20		$2,587,312.45		$85,051,913.78		$17,258,337.64		94.72%		48.62%

		3480		480		Elementary and secondary schools		$9,493,852.09		135		$6,984,781.72		109		$1,005,159.46		$(447,574.15)		$257,833.48		48.77%		99.96%

		3481		481		Junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional schools		$4,137,542.70		39		$1,481,956.35		31		$235,060.04		$847,435.76		$134,980.69		56.37%		96.49%

		3482		482		Other educational services		$60,622,274.54		398		$28,416,599.68		241		$1,541,885.90		$3,239,146.37		$1,545,241.24		72.71%		98.51%

		3483		483		Offices of physicians		$186,879,668.53		1,234		$100,188,374.29		203		$13,930,860.30		$4,923,371.29		$2,276,855.15		46.08%		99.73%

		3484		484		Offices of dentists		$72,158,292.98		542		$33,857,909.67		71		$4,692,288.90		$11,556,883.06		$661,555.68		69.44%		99.58%

		3485		485		Offices of other health practitioners		$60,437,740.03		527		$24,893,142.79		58		$3,684,443.70		$14,933,203.84		$1,009,229.72		71.18%		99.36%

		3486		486		Outpatient care centers		$62,314,405.09		408		$34,614,967.84		100		$6,362,965.50		$(3,346,234.11)		$611,392.41		56.06%		96.13%

		3487		487		Medical and diagnostic laboratories		$25,666,058.72		122		$10,320,933.06		28		$1,513,710.63		$6,142,688.17		$276,610.61		65.17%		95.02%

		3488		488		Home health care services		$61,529,458.70		1,610		$35,709,234.11		80		$4,974,866.91		$(1,860,948.25)		$1,176,860.46		74.61%		99.32%

		3489		489		Other ambulatory health care services		$35,145,816.90		226		$18,286,077.90		43		$2,673,545.54		$2,643,958.19		$289,948.35		97.26%		79.53%

		3490		490		Hospitals		$539,672,122.01		2,697		$250,002,240.29		2		$455,049.77		$44,589,491.29		$4,656,060.83		67.89%		99.85%

		3491		491		Nursing and community care facilities		$118,961,223.29		1,434		$60,765,876.12		26		$667,854.77		$5,642,871.42		$1,693,683.23		73.76%		97.13%

		3492		492		Residential mental retardation, mental health, substance abuse and other facilities		$32,466,415.92		455		$18,802,911.07		13		$221,676.35		$1,317,911.42		$317,962.11		73.90%		89.91%

		3493		493		Individual and family services		$71,499,791.42		1,813		$43,322,948.60		161		$4,829,027.24		$(4,094,104.04)		$2,312,234.24		87.41%		88.91%

		3494		494		Child day care services		$45,275,884.81		713		$18,158,960.73		52		$1,717,600.72		$12,411,841.86		$1,909,534.23		98.54%		77.93%

		3495		495		Community food, housing, and other relief services, including rehabilitation services		$33,855,919.23		399		$14,000,093.35		36		$1,145,592.74		$(292,986.07)		$994,146.94		79.83%		85.78%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,709.75		48		$1,484,256.44		452		$516,173.01		$864,160.52		$386,705.95		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048.32		18		$603,667.54		89		$262,726.07		$(286,710.26)		$50,802.73		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631.39		4		$95,301.51		15		$177,188.88		$53,369.44		$30,155.55		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716.11		4		$292,270.59		107		$228,325.90		$1,239,236.29		$353,517.84		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959.09		77		$2,352,449.01		667		$1,161,280.40		$2,994,982.85		$1,003,095.11		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764.49		46		$1,255,456.12		0		$1,119.07		$303,450.63		$29,804.45		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,584.91		40		$1,915,134.83		4		$52,243.38		$582,208.43		$525,508.52		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,413.95		533		$14,132,765.82		59		$197,351.46		$20,855,847.09		$5,501,897.71		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049.38		288		$7,220,625.52		53		$516,883.47		$(619,382.04)		$1,228,991.06		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253.36		158		$2,403,796.22		20		$237,260.54		$180,588.30		$589,476.26		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,083.81		55		$1,063,747.59		5		$107,218.15		$221,816.75		$259,342.05		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081.12		1,341		$35,905,589.69		138		$274,859.74		$22,340,369.12		$11,338,075.75		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,037.67		237		$11,335,230.59		24		$82,728.58		$4,163,744.95		$969,140.65		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436.05		3,783		$85,303,400.97		228		$8,151,387.99		$32,685,156.62		$14,732,768.84		84.01%		95.35%

		3510		510		Limited-service restaurants		$414,322,112.00		5,154		$107,848,824.90		288		$7,963,651.23		$49,593,266.27		$26,296,885.21		92.17%		76.24%

		3511		511		All other food and drinking places		$93,926,462.83		1,401		$38,757,185.26		81		$2,899,587.95		$14,120,636.06		$5,383,019.98		71.95%		99.64%

		3512		512		Automotive repair and maintenance, except car washes		$139,314,634.16		1,151		$61,094,839.56		229		$13,287,322.27		$(3,107,370.11)		$26,084,556.00		96.67%		93.35%

		3513		513		Car washes		$111,384,874.95		798		$39,355,909.23		93		$7,270,508.95		$11,653,090.69		$16,070,743.48		98.55%		68.52%

		3514		514		Electronic and precision equipment repair and maintenance		$13,335,954.98		60		$5,065,134.33		46		$1,403,361.46		$280,376.12		$1,106,951.19		16.58%		99.91%

		3515		515		Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment repair and maintenance		$129,389,316.69		872		$71,451,347.90		594		$25,517,118.13		$(41,078,193.89)		$18,852,941.01		97.21%		37.24%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399.33		83		$3,685,599.93		38		$970,302.98		$2,818,896.77		$2,256,388.26		40.65%		99.92%

		3517		517		Personal care services		$16,237,748.80		149		$3,330,177.30		301		$7,784,567.76		$(1,473,111.70)		$2,500,445.50		47.82%		99.93%

		3518		518		Death care services		$8,976,267.56		79		$2,644,192.16		206		$4,885,320.98		$(3,105,331.61)		$1,587,428.40		97.42%		70.48%

		3519		519		Dry-cleaning and laundry services		$28,734,827.61		257		$8,640,938.82		655		$18,808,523.96		$(10,748,901.82)		$4,935,894.42		97.50%		40.81%

		3520		520		Other personal services		$12,812,823.51		105		$3,477,441.68		121		$2,248,567.45		$1,046,995.07		$1,993,879.01		52.74%		99.84%

		3521		521		Religious organizations		$104,798,765.51		1,290		$42,490,487.57		125		$1,443,460.20		$(24,844,867.14)		$0.00		77.35%		93.02%

		3522		522		Grantmaking, giving, and social advocacy organizations		$58,736,932.06		201		$8,934,449.57		36		$345,307.14		$20,172,162.75		$5,932,463.36		66.74%		96.70%

		3523		523		Business and professional associations		$12,580,342.23		54		$2,635,762.21		10		$94,445.10		$1,951,195.83		$1,639,255.81		32.59%		99.50%

		3524		524		Labor and civic organizations		$47,718,987.45		335		$6,744,076.55		30		$318,062.30		$11,712,737.63		$5,722,207.27		73.85%		93.74%

		3525		525		Private households		$11,470,543.50		819		$11,470,543.50		0		$0.00		$(0.00)		$0.00		91.90%		93.12%

		3526		526		Postal service		$29,204,764.14		339		$27,197,120.52		0		$0.00		$33,120.37		$0.00		78.90%		88.80%

		3527		527		Federal electric utilities		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3528		528		Other federal government enterprises		$43,857,218.44		170		$3,387,998.29		0		$0.00		$23,941,683.98		$(8,041,002.61)		68.11%		7.32%

		3529		529		State government passenger transit		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3530		530		State government electric utilities		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3531		531		Other state government enterprises		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		5.03%		99.59%

		3532		532		Local government passenger transit		$7,721,032.81		110		$6,109,775.48		0		$0.00		$(10,479,831.91)		$(340.59)		0.00%		0.00%

		3533		533		Local government electric utilities		$25,036,123.37		46		$4,926,817.48		0		$0.00		$7,570,903.85		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3534		534		Other local government enterprises		$612,588,116.87		2,016		$130,158,341.00		0		$0.00		$157,587,987.48		$(5,867,260.42)		98.67%		33.49%

		3535		535		* Not an industry (Used and secondhand goods)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		43.53%		96.81%

		3536		536		* Not an industry (Scrap)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		78.07%		3.24%

		3537		537		* Not an industry (Rest of world adjustment)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3538		538		* Not an industry (Noncomparable foreign imports)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3539		539		* Employment and payroll of state govt, education		$67,755,330.62		1,140		$59,284,634.26		0		$0.00		$8,470,696.36		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3540		540		* Employment and payroll of state govt, hospitals and health services		$34,653,130.09		454		$30,142,396.61		0		$0.00		$4,510,733.48		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3541		541		* Employment and payroll of state govt, other services		$109,368,057.96		1,512		$95,108,024.16		0		$0.00		$14,260,033.80		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3542		542		* Employment and payroll of local govt, education		$452,173,213.87		6,244		$392,150,303.98		0		$0.00		$60,022,909.89		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3543		543		* Employment and payroll of local govt, hospitals and health services		$10,967,846.25		183		$9,624,728.80		0		$0.00		$1,343,117.44		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3544		544		* Employment and payroll of local govt, other services		$325,888,292.78		4,284		$282,229,296.83		0		$0.00		$43,658,995.95		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,574.87		5,413		$482,289,473.53		0		$0.00		$2,168,460,101.34		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3546		546		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, non-military		$604,024,036.77		2,278		$253,668,499.00		0		$0.00		$350,355,537.77		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%



								$36,986,040,301.00		124,882		$8,130,227,217.27		27,316		$1,085,961,541.05		$10,206,885,301.92		$1,913,363,426.83





Defenses

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports



		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		$219.32		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,334.76		5		$455,021.41		$0.00		$0.00		$69,299.69		$9,466.16		0.21%		6.54%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,101.56		1		$80,286.88		$0.30		$3,569.80		$22,758.54		$4,847.98		0.02%		0.74%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,530.83		6		$323,465.27		$0.00		$0.00		$77,121.82		$12,827.01		0.02%		0.36%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873.43		6		$207,723.15		$3.72		$114,965.83		$84,203.63		$11,365.34		0.01%		0.14%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,177.51		132		$10,335,559.60		$10.62		$1,114,876.49		$8,582,107.59		$1,472,893.42		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450.10		92		$5,887,827.65		$13.47		$260,786.14		$2,205,760.12		$989,515.56		15.35%		77.36%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531.38		170		$13,279,926.19		$57.52		$842,020.73		$3,091,134.27		$1,048,147.38		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,744.97		35		$3,760,496.09		$21.18		$314,857.27		$23,993.08		$394,158.61		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489.50		50		$4,389,816.46		$12.95		$375,647.09		$5,337,873.78		$916,779.43		16.31%		94.95%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		$123.24		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180.20		213		$7,890,372.62		$149.46		$1,427,057.25		$(422,271.18)		$435,071.38		31.82%		99.78%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399.33		83		$3,685,599.93		$37.53		$970,302.98		$2,818,896.77		$2,256,388.26		40.65%		99.92%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,574.87		5,413		$482,289,473.53		$0.00		$0.00		$2,168,460,101.34		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%



		SNMEED Regional Data



		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Employment		Employment		Average RPC		Average RSC

												 Income



		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,224		1,664		$122,978,672		100.00%		100.00%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,335		5		$455,021		0.21%		6.54%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,102		1		$83,857		0.02%		0.74%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,531		6		$323,465		0.02%		0.36%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873		9		$322,689		0.01%		0.14%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,178		142		$11,450,436		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450		105		$6,148,614		15.35%		77.36%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531		227		$14,121,947		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,745		56		$4,075,353		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489		63		$4,765,464		16.31%		94.95%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,547		962		$73,878,715		18.64%		60.79%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180		362		$9,317,430		31.82%		99.78%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399		120		$4,655,903		40.65%		99.92%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,575		5,413		$482,289,474		100.00%		100.00%

								$3,280,665,159		9,137		$734,867,040		27.75%

														22.19%





Transportation & Logistics

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		70		$2,709,148.83		38		$2,719,941.24		$3,934,967.41		$6,564,049.40		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		71		$8,959,124.84		0		$(766,652.58)		$26,888,622.32		$654,814.24		56.07%		75.74%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,216		$293,133,711.31		581		$48,314,004.86		$64,888,188.77		$10,176,587.65		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		229		$6,289,292.80		471		$4,159,946.36		$1,889,982.87		$810,720.94		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		226		$13,161,376.61		208		$170,377.60		$6,422,182.96		$350,431.27		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		165		$11,343,663.23		254		$647,892.36		$1,222,084.56		$303,327.61		31.48%		99.71%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Employment		Employment Income		Average RPC		Average RSC



		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		108		$5,429,090.07		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		72		$8,192,472.26		56.07%		75.74%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,797		$341,447,716.18		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		700		$10,449,239.16		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		558		$82,976,283.62		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		543		$28,199,776.49		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		433		$13,331,754.20		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		419		$11,991,555.59		31.48%		99.71%

								1,148,834,265		6,630		502,017,888		54.87%





Agribusiness

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310.25		10		$626,743.50		10		$1,882,739.74		$2,963,543.28		$(5,731,980.53)		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,849.80		37		$1,482,971.37		11		$2,858,365.90		$(812,849.30)		$(68,332.46)		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,112.89		7		$308,020.42		3		$463,804.45		$386,759.59		$(20,564.02)		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266.45		379		$14,596,491.64		234		$4,363,882.81		$20,963,679.23		$(915,079.24)		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654.21		6		$329,360.12		0		$280,152.60		$151,609.40		$(11,522.73)		2.79%		28.64%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006.27		160		$8,609,544.49		17		$3,025,503.09		$3,433,743.15		$(278,870.73)		60.47%		2.51%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783.36		402		$20,640,783.64		815		$18,033,860.06		$5,178,053.28		$(4,031,041.93)		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646.34		63		$3,901,291.63		923		$75,043,763.39		$47,506,506.90		$(2,039,231.86)		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,266.56		702		$29,773,625.20		368		$38,206,754.95		$61,358,120.56		$(5,461,322.66)		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,732.52		2		$152,360.53		1		$97,133.04		$97,718.45		$(8,941.65)		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,191.96		18		$1,234,750.81		29		$5,826,572.29		$2,571,132.63		$(88,185.49)		51.69%		60.17%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643.12		233		$14,955,186.34		419		$2,215,785.26		$(652,044.67)		$506,204.90		73.13%		94.64%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,105.95		21		$1,703,786.36		2		$68,089.53		$1,104,899.71		$244,230.29		9.38%		72.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,000.82		3		$81,671.70		2		$33,600.65		$44,622.49		$3,964.23		0.06%		0.37%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921.10		94		$4,156,348.92		10		$246,898.44		$1,913,564.88		$59,582.28		5.95%		3.21%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514.01		41		$2,551,134.61		0		$66,215.44		$2,414,963.56		$33,137.07		1.91%		1.04%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640.01		88		$5,958,896.68		11		$670,217.01		$4,420,290.78		$174,367.20		33.86%		17.69%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243.22		302		$26,312,087.86		71		$1,279,715.09		$12,163,206.49		$727,857.23		4.91%		2.13%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460.15		7		$317,311.91		1		$31,050.70		$140,436.89		$7,425.73		5.59%		8.20%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365.09		29		$1,093,470.64		2		$69,391.92		$252,795.89		$61,686.89		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,652.73		58		$1,484,305.39		7		$97,326.59		$(34,205.81)		$72,510.14		2.84%		5.96%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,955.50		147		$4,295,727.10		12		$213,129.58		$1,459,461.39		$733,794.55		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076.27		1		$6,383.53		0		$4,752.18		$3,651.13		$725.72		1.04%		9.92%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,450.86		25		$1,310,237.70		3		$111,230.60		$337,885.12		$14,419.13		60.05%		35.93%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445.08		22		$1,149,960.55		1		$36,122.41		$280,646.70		$5,089.84		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,775.55		3		$147,190.26		0		$2,267.57		$153,447.66		$5,304.88		0.18%		0.92%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,040.95		67		$4,760,351.02		0		$73,429.55		$3,743,052.60		$92,326.98		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307.13		27		$982,190.93		1		$24,760.18		$516,765.36		$20,838.45		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,377.88		6		$209,743.03		1		$24,193.85		$158,946.57		$14,234.29		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176.24		5		$222,073.46		0		$13,448.34		$(94,841.90)		$2,524.85		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546.04		36		$761,208.82		5		$118,235.47		$867,200.49		$461,598.02		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,764.64		12		$271,534.71		5		$8,704.60		$176,815.37		$53,734.99		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,196.50		1		$25,277.13		0		$0.00		$71,743.17		$151,441.47		0.00%		0.07%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,143.89		4		$198,232.51		1		$21,475.26		$127,111.05		$32,915.93		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543.31		1		$106,503.10		0		$0.00		$49,915.08		$3,455.14		0.19%		1.07%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,010.84		901		$77,372,693.31		88		$4,415,641.80		$45,469,029.37		$10,829,579.61		74.72%		63.22%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Cluster Industries		Total Output		Employment		Employment Income		Average RPC		Average RSC



		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310		19		$2,509,483		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,850		49		$4,341,337		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,113		10		$771,825		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266		612		$18,960,374		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654		7		$609,513		2.79%		28.64%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006		177		$11,635,048		60.47%		2.51%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783		1,217		$38,674,644		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646		987		$78,945,055		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,267		1,070		$67,980,380		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,733		3		$249,494		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,192		47		$7,061,323		51.69%		60.17%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643		652		$17,170,972		73.13%		94.64%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,106		23		$1,771,876		9.38%		72.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,001		4		$115,272		0.06%		0.37%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921		104		$4,403,247		5.95%		3.21%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514		41		$2,617,350		1.91%		1.04%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640		100		$6,629,114		33.86%		17.69%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243		373		$27,591,803		4.91%		2.13%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460		7		$348,363		5.59%		8.20%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365		31		$1,162,863		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,653		66		$1,581,632		2.84%		5.96%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,956		159		$4,508,857		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076		1		$11,136		1.04%		9.92%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,451		28		$1,421,468		60.05%		35.93%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445		23		$1,186,083		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,776		4		$149,458		0.18%		0.92%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,041		67		$4,833,781		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307		28		$1,006,951		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,378		7		$233,937		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176		5		$235,522		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546		41		$879,444		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,765		16		$280,239		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,197		1		$25,277		0.00%		0.07%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,144		5		$219,708		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543		1		$106,503		0.19%		1.07%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,011		989		$81,788,335		74.72%		63.22%



								$1,832,390,177		6,969		$392,017,665





Energy 

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693.38		2,149		$354,790,042.97		1,811		$277,615,668.54		$2,401,746,016.07		$530,289,898.86		59.24%		31.97%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,869.62		2,495		$268,252,273.96		401		$22,070,473.20		$240,819,357.98		$80,129,549.90		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,852.78		11,447		$1,036,316,151.59		923		$34,040,270.25		$333,164,157.15		$148,512,057.83		90.68%		3.87%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,408.96		39		$4,477,529.69		6		$(3,246.86)		$4,230,850.25		$1,183,993.23		38.10%		4.65%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,200.51		350		$44,382,685.72		196		$29,846,307.06		$273,107,282.41		$62,997,485.82		97.95%		9.19%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,702.74		56		$7,362,233.02		11		$(155,175.67)		$13,158,159.32		$8,051,809.60		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,149.76		5		$685,308.15		0		$(1,925.43)		$1,582,534.68		$592,224.94		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493.43		439		$51,925,731.36		24		$(280,744.73)		$96,043,481.10		$32,730,091.69		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064.14		245		$32,817,399.41		18		$(272,643.96)		$42,546,434.93		$12,310,824.21		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,876.81		155		$10,578,616.50		3		$(85,660.68)		$7,989,682.15		$2,530,500.58		96.60%		45.64%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		219		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,818.88		546		$100,702,546.53		14		$15,346,506.92		$605,427,736.18		$12,844,683.81		67.49%		15.07%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153.22		48		$3,486,217.30		0		$0.00		$248,173.59		$84,606.75		0.16%		0.17%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,179.96		49		$4,236,416.46		10		$429,494.19		$1,824,697.28		$144,345.45		51.90%		88.94%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513.36		2		$140,077.19		0		$0.00		$26,513.08		$2,138.82		0.02%		0.61%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331.49		50		$3,778,510.77		3		$90,240.56		$1,379,185.23		$226,370.41		0.22%		0.31%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,369.86		75		$8,472,671.18		14		$547,849.78		$7,483,684.22		$1,224,733.64		20.18%		76.65%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,612.68		343		$25,728,893.51		20		$1,446,490.30		$4,312,925.36		$269,412,029.12		87.21%		74.05%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671.24		1,230		$35,301,699.82		19		$2,101,885.81		$9,449,283.00		$19,046,927.10		98.66%		54.64%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382.03		190		$10,833,357.70		10		$615,157.14		$1,427,261.09		$936,863.40		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,342.87		91		$14,539,139.20		202		$818,923.53		$(1,721,227.41)		$98,381.58		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,825.78		1,279		$75,865,178.09		60		$2,502,461.75		$67,552,516.61		$6,529,061.14		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,498.84		81		$4,788,901.51		515		$1,572,126.72		$1,340,379.40		$457,832.35		15.68%		90.53%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147.02		6		$683,812.56		7		$1,302,329.41		$29,308,155.44		$355,602.34		26.76%		55.80%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640.04		300		$23,218,371.89		78		$4,007,774.56		$2,062,013.93		$1,475,272.95		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		123		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,666.81		336		$32,318,775.33		86		$3,342,332.07		$60,080,680.80		$3,006,906.21		78.43%		57.05%

		SNMEED Regional Data
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		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693		3,960		$632,405,712		59.24%		31.97%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,870		2,896		$290,322,747		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,853		12,369		$1,070,356,422		90.68%		3.87%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,409		45		$4,474,283		38.10%		4.65%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,201		546		$74,228,993		97.95%		9.19%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,703		67		$7,207,057		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,150		6		$683,383		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493		464		$51,644,987		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064		263		$32,544,755		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,877		158		$10,492,956		96.60%		45.64%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,224		1,664		$122,978,672		100.00%		100.00%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,714		1,868		$142,965,656		33.64%		91.96%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,819		559		$116,049,053		67.49%		15.07%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153		48		$3,486,217		0.16%		0.17%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,180		60		$4,665,911		51.90%		88.94%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513		2		$140,077		0.02%		0.61%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331		53		$3,868,751		0.22%		0.31%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,370		89		$9,020,521		20.18%		76.65%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,613		363		$27,175,384		87.21%		74.05%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671		1,249		$37,403,586		98.66%		54.64%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,433		558		$82,976,284		72.03%		93.36%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382		200		$11,448,515		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,343		294		$15,358,063		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,826		1,339		$78,367,640		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,499		596		$6,361,028		15.68%		90.53%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147		13		$1,986,142		26.76%		55.80%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,714		1,868		$142,965,656		33.64%		91.96%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640		377		$27,226,146		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,547		962		$73,878,715		18.64%		60.79%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,667		423		$35,661,107		78.43%		57.05%



								$17,039,779,097		33,360		$3,118,344,418









Entertainment & Arts

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991.17		255		$5,999,386.37		156		$491,514.08		$657,116.91		$2,573,319.52		50.45%		99.90%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075.11		295		$11,071,985.64		31		$213,614.82		$11,185,006.80		$9,157,788.20		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708.11		4		$185,784.84		2		$14,291.06		$1,478,260.62		$927,189.56		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,914.90		126		$4,329,728.56		16		$717,643.00		$539,016.62		$668,982.25		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,728.73		5		$413,356.39		1		$8,404.50		$964,281.24		$184,446.29		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,153.55		323		$23,499,865.26		32		$4,427,986.46		$14,331,221.90		$8,957,722.18		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355.05		91		$6,592,956.57		17		$2,284,543.10		$23,076,061.46		$8,059,603.99		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,113.83		15		$1,802,449.53		2		$934,582.96		$327,947.96		$305,713.10		23.83%		96.92%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,233.62		16		$800,952.24		4		$83,662.96		$242,357.14		$41,098.59		3.75%		98.75%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,709.75		48		$1,484,256.44		452		$516,173.01		$864,160.52		$386,705.95		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048.32		18		$603,667.54		89		$262,726.07		$(286,710.26)		$50,802.73		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631.39		4		$95,301.51		15		$177,188.88		$53,369.44		$30,155.55		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716.11		4		$292,270.59		107		$228,325.90		$1,239,236.29		$353,517.84		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959.09		77		$2,352,449.01		667		$1,161,280.40		$2,994,982.85		$1,003,095.11		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764.49		46		$1,255,456.12		0		$1,119.07		$303,450.63		$29,804.45		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,584.91		40		$1,915,134.83		4		$52,243.38		$582,208.43		$525,508.52		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,413.95		533		$14,132,765.82		59		$197,351.46		$20,855,847.09		$5,501,897.71		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049.38		288		$7,220,625.52		53		$516,883.47		$(619,382.04)		$1,228,991.06		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253.36		158		$2,403,796.22		20		$237,260.54		$180,588.30		$589,476.26		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,083.81		55		$1,063,747.59		5		$107,218.15		$221,816.75		$259,342.05		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081.12		1,341		$35,905,589.69		138		$274,859.74		$22,340,369.12		$11,338,075.75		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,037.67		237		$11,335,230.59		24		$82,728.58		$4,163,744.95		$969,140.65		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436.05		3,783		$85,303,400.97		228		$8,151,387.99		$32,685,156.62		$14,732,768.84		84.01%		95.35%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Cluster Industries		Total Output		Employment		Employment		Average		Average RSC

												Income		RPC

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991		411		$6,490,900		50.45%		99.90%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384		543		$28,199,776		83.11%		88.17%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075		326		$11,285,600		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708		6		$200,076		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,915		142		$5,047,372		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,729		6		$421,761		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,154		355		$27,927,852		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355		108		$8,877,500		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,114		17		$2,737,032		23.83%		96.92%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,234		20		$884,615		3.75%		98.75%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,710		500		$2,000,429		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048		108		$866,394		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631		19		$272,490		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716		111		$520,596		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959		744		$3,513,729		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764		46		$1,256,575		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,585		45		$1,967,378		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,414		592		$14,330,117		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049		341		$7,737,509		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253		179		$2,641,057		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,084		60		$1,170,966		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081		1,479		$36,180,449		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,038		261		$11,417,959		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436		4,011		$93,454,789		84.01%		95.35%



								$1,095,416,428		10,430		$269,402,924		43.89%







Agriculture & Agribusiness Cluster
Employment & Labor Income Gains

with selected additional 10 % in-region Contributions

Copyright 2021   Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.

• Note: Definition of employment impact types

• Direct: jobs created by businesses as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region 

• Indirect: jobs created by business-to-business transactions as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

• Induced: jobs created by increased consumer spending as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

Impact Type Employment Labor Income

Direct Effect 1,071 $61,153,753 
Indirect Effect 348 $17,717,189 
Induced Effect 252 $10,406,871 

Total Effect 1,670 $89,277,813 



Agriculture & Agribusiness Cluster
Industries by Employment Gain

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Agriculture & Agribussiness Cluster Industries Direct Indirect Induced Total
Effects Effects Effects Effects

2 - Grain farming 6 0 0 6
3 - Vegetable and melon farming 17 0 0 17
4 - Fruit farming 1 0 0 1
5 - Tree nut farming 355 0 0 355
6 - Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production 1 0 0 1
8 - Cotton farming 124 0 0 124
10 - All other crop farming 0 25 0 25
11 - Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming 0 9 0 9
12 - Dairy cattle and milk production 0 43 0 43
13 - Poultry and egg production 0 0 0 0
14 - Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs 29 0 0 29
19 - Support activities for agriculture and forestry 0 54 0 54
64 - Other animal food manufacturing 4 0 0 4
74 - Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing 0 0 0 0
78 - Frozen specialties manufacturing 17 0 0 17
81 - Dehydrated food products manufacturing 5 0 0 5
84 - Fluid milk manufacturing 44 0 0 44
82 - Cheese manufacturing 56 0 0 56
86 - Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing 1 0 0 1
89 - Animal, except poultry, slaughtering 3 0 0 3
90 - Meat processed from carcasses 8 0 0 8
93 - Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing 19 0 0 19
94 - Cookie and cracker manufacturing 0 0 0 0
96 - Tortilla manufacturing 19 0 0 19
98 - Other snack food manufacturing 3 0 0 3
99 - Coffee and tea manufacturing 0 0 0 0
102 - Spice and extract manufacturing 8 0 0 8
103 - All other food manufacturing 3 0 0 3
104 - Bottled and canned soft drinks & water 1 0 0 1
105 - Manufactured ice 3 0 0 3
106 - Breweries 5 0 0 5
107 - Wineries 2 0 0 2
108 - Distilleries 0 0 0 0
167 - Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing 1 0 0 1
168 - Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing 0 0 0 0
395 - Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies 0 3 0 3

735 133 1 869


industries_by_impact

				Impact		1 - Direct		2 - Indirect		3 - Induced

				Industry Display		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment

		1		5 - Tree nut farming		354.52		0		0		354.52

		2		396 - Wholesale - Other durable goods merchant wholesalers		289.06		0		0		289.06

				8 - Cotton farming		124.49		0		0		124.49

		4		82 - Cheese manufacturing		55.56		0		0		55.56

		5		19 - Support activities for agriculture and forestry		0		53.8		0.07		53.87

		6		84 - Fluid milk manufacturing		43.66		0		0		43.66

		7		12 - Dairy cattle and milk production		0		43.11		0.03		43.14

		8		447 - Other real estate		0		27.03		5.59		32.62

		9		14 - Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		28.97		0		0		28.97

		10		16 - Commercial logging		26.54		0		0		26.54

		11		10 - All other crop farming		0		24.77		0.26		25.02

		12		417 - Truck transportation		0		22.85		2.01		24.86

		13		509 - Full-service restaurants		0		5.23		17.43		22.66

		14		510 - Limited-service restaurants		0		2.12		18.67		20.78

		15		96 - Tortilla manufacturing		19.39		0		0		19.39

		16		93 - Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		19.08		0		0		19.08

		17		3 - Vegetable and melon farming		16.75		0		0		16.75

		18		78 - Frozen specialties manufacturing		16.53		0		0		16.53

		19		472 - Employment services		0		13.14		3.12		16.25

		20		490 - Hospitals		0		0		14.63		14.63

		21		87 - Frozen cakes and other pastries manufacturing		13.67		0		0		13.67

		22		421 - Couriers and messengers		0		12.19		0.68		12.87

		23		398 - Wholesale - Grocery and related product wholesalers		0		11.17		0.43		11.6

		24		411 - Retail - General merchandise stores		0		0.76		9.82		10.58

		25		512 - Automotive repair and maintenance, except car washes		0		5.22		4.68		9.9

		26		406 - Retail - Food and beverage stores		0		0.18		9.5		9.68

		27		493 - Individual and family services		0		0		9.49		9.49

		28		488 - Home health care services		0		0		9.28		9.28

		29		400 - Wholesale - Other nondurable goods merchant wholesalers		0		8.16		0.99		9.14

		30		11 - Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		0		8.82		0.02		8.84

		31		526 - Postal service		0		7.99		0.65		8.65

		32		90 - Meat processed from carcasses		8.42		0		0		8.42

		33		102 - Spice and extract manufacturing		8.23		0		0		8.23

		34		534 - Other local government enterprises		0		4.84		3.2		8.04

		35		515 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment repair and maintenance		0		7		0.79		7.79

		36		511 - All other food and drinking places		0		1.53		6.22		7.75

		37		483 - Offices of physicians		0		0		7.72		7.72

		38		420 - Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		0		6.98		0.7		7.68

		39		422 - Warehousing and storage		0		6.59		1.02		7.61

		40		441 - Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		0		3.35		3.67		7.02

		41		521 - Religious organizations		0		0		6.94		6.94

		42		413 - Retail - Nonstore retailers		0		0.5		5.49		5.98

		43		412 - Retail - Miscellaneous store retailers		0		0.26		5.64		5.9

		44		491 - Nursing and community care facilities		0		0		5.7		5.7

		45		2 - Grain farming		5.65		0		0		5.65

		46		476 - Services to buildings		0		4.65		0.91		5.56

		47		15 - Forestry, forest products, and timber tract production		5.3		0		0		5.3

		48		469 - Management of companies and enterprises		0		4.63		0.5		5.12

		49		106 - Breweries		5.09		0		0		5.09

		50		81 - Dehydrated food products manufacturing		4.9		0		0		4.9

		51		64 - Other animal food manufacturing		4.36		0		0		4.36

		52		513 - Car washes		0		1.67		2.67		4.34

		53		408 - Retail - Gasoline stores		0		1.62		2.7		4.33

		54		405 - Retail - Building material and garden equipment and supplies stores		0		1.98		2.1		4.08

		55		525 - Private households		0		0		4.03		4.03

		56		407 - Retail - Health and personal care stores		0		0.01		3.69		3.7

		57		473 - Business support services		0		3.19		0.47		3.66

		58		456 - Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services		0		3		0.6		3.6

		59		479 - Waste management and remediation services		0		2.81		0.77		3.59

		60		402 - Retail - Motor vehicle and parts dealers		0		0.68		2.89		3.56

		61		445 - Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related activities		0		2.16		1.38		3.53

		62		500 - Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		0		0.83		2.69		3.52

		63		494 - Child day care services		0		0		3.42		3.42

		64		455 - Legal services		0		2.34		0.99		3.33

		65		89 - Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		3.3		0		0		3.3

		66		484 - Offices of dentists		0		0		3.19		3.19

		67		485 - Offices of other health practitioners		0		0		3.13		3.13

		68		395 - Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		0		2.81		0.18		3

		69		60 - Maintenance and repair construction of nonresidential structures		0		2.3		0.67		2.97

		70		418 - Transit and ground passenger transportation		0		1.07		1.87		2.94

		71		409 - Retail - Clothing and clothing accessories stores		0		0		2.93		2.93

		72		103 - All other food manufacturing		2.92		0		0		2.92

		73		519 - Dry-cleaning and laundry services		0		1.62		1.25		2.87

		74		105 - Manufactured ice		2.66		0		0		2.66

		75		98 - Other snack food manufacturing		2.64		0		0		2.64

		76		486 - Outpatient care centers		0		0		2.54		2.54

		77		475 - Investigation and security services		0		1.86		0.58		2.44

		78		448 - Tenant-occupied housing		0		0		2.44		2.44

		79		517 - Personal care services		0		0		2.32		2.32

		80		444 - Insurance carriers, except direct life		0		1.02		1.29		2.32

		81		482 - Other educational services		0		0.11		2.14		2.24

		82		410 - Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		0		0.16		2		2.16

		83		496 - Performing arts companies		0		0.34		1.79		2.13

		84		47 - Electric power transmission and distribution		0		1.58		0.54		2.12

		85		495 - Community food, housing, and other relief services, including rehabilitation services		0		0		2.01		2.01

		86		492 - Residential mental retardation, mental health, substance abuse and other facilities		0		0		2		2

		87		404 - Retail - Electronics and appliance stores		0		0.07		1.87		1.94

		88		524 - Labor and civic organizations		0		0		1.91		1.91

		89		453 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment rental and leasing		0		1.67		0.17		1.83

		90		403 - Retail - Furniture and home furnishings stores		0		0.12		1.69		1.81

		91		463 - Environmental and other technical consulting services		0		1.35		0.43		1.77

		92		107 - Wineries		1.65		0		0		1.65

		93		442 - Other financial investment activities		0		0.27		1.37		1.64

		94		503 - Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		0		0.01		1.63		1.63

		95		451 - General and consumer goods rental except video tapes and discs		0		0.83		0.81		1.63

		96		431 - Radio and television broadcasting		0		1.34		0.28		1.62

		97		477 - Landscape and horticultural services		0		1.2		0.41		1.62

		98		468 - Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		0		1.4		0.21		1.61

		99		439 - Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		0		0.8		0.8		1.6

		100		457 - Architectural, engineering, and related services		0		1.31		0.26		1.57

		101		520 - Other personal services		0		0.45		1.07		1.52

		102		504 - Other amusement and recreation industries		0		0.11		1.39		1.5

		103		61 - Maintenance and repair construction of residential structures		0		0.07		1.42		1.49

		104		433 - Wired telecommunications carriers		0		0.72		0.74		1.47

		105		465 - Advertising, public relations, and related services		0		1.24		0.2		1.45

		106		480 - Elementary and secondary schools		0		0		1.43		1.43

		107		446 - Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles		0		0.02		1.39		1.42

		108		4 - Fruit farming		1.37		0		0		1.37

		109		440 - Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		0		0.48		0.83		1.31

		110		467 - Veterinary services		0		0.2		1.08		1.29

		111		522 - Grantmaking, giving, and social advocacy organizations		0		0		1.22		1.22

		112		86 - Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		1.17		0		0		1.17

		113		97 - Roasted nuts and peanut butter manufacturing		1.13		0		0		1.13

		114		489 - Other ambulatory health care services		0		0		1.12		1.12

		115		471 - Facilities support services		0		0.88		0.22		1.1

		116		423 - Newspaper publishers		0		0.75		0.24		1

		117		505 - Fitness and recreational sports centers		0		0.1		0.87		0.97

		118		48 - Natural gas distribution		0		0.71		0.24		0.95

		119		450 - Automotive equipment rental and leasing		0		0.63		0.25		0.88

		120		518 - Death care services		0		0		0.87		0.87

		121		6 - Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		0.85		0		0		0.85

		122		104 - Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		0.84		0		0		0.84

		123		462 - Management consulting services		0		0.66		0.14		0.8

		124		516 - Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		0		0.5		0.29		0.79

		125		393 - Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		0		0.54		0.24		0.78

		126		429 - Motion picture and video industries		0		0.21		0.55		0.76

		127		487 - Medical and diagnostic laboratories		0		0		0.76		0.76

		128		399 - Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		0		0.47		0.27		0.75

		129		20 - Oil and gas extraction		0		0.48		0.27		0.75

		130		497 - Commercial Sports Except Racing		0		0.29		0.45		0.74

		131		499 - Independent artists, writers, and performers		0		0.53		0.16		0.7

		132		392 - Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		0		0.46		0.24		0.69

		133		401 - Wholesale - Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers		0		0.65		0.04		0.69

		134		470 - Office administrative services		0		0.51		0.13		0.64

		135		167 - Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		0.58		0		0		0.58

		136		514 - Electronic and precision equipment repair and maintenance		0		0.49		0.08		0.57

		137		434 - Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		0		0.32		0.23		0.56

		138		478 - Other support services		0		0.47		0.07		0.54

		139		415 - Rail transportation		0		0.45		0.04		0.49

		140		532 - Local government passenger transit		0		0.17		0.29		0.46

		141		13 - Poultry and egg production		0.45		0		0		0.45

		142		419 - Pipeline transportation		0		0.3		0.14		0.44

		143		74 - Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		0.44		0		0		0.44

		144		414 - Air transportation		0		0.22		0.18		0.4

		145		49 - Water, sewage and other systems		0		0.24		0.16		0.39

		146		481 - Junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional schools		0		0.06		0.32		0.38

		147		523 - Business and professional associations		0		0.15		0.23		0.38

		148		464 - Scientific research and development services		0		0.09		0.28		0.37

		149		99 - Coffee and tea manufacturing		0.36		0		0		0.36

		150		152 - Printing		0		0.3		0.05		0.35

		151		452 - Video tape and disc rental		0		0		0.33		0.33

		152		506 - Bowling centers		0		0		0.31		0.31

		153		40 - Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		0		0.23		0.08		0.31

		154		397 - Wholesale - Drugs and druggistsâ€™ sundries		0		0.18		0.12		0.3

		155		394 - Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		0		0.2		0.07		0.27

		156		528 - Other federal government enterprises		0		0.12		0.15		0.27

		157		154 - Petroleum refineries		0		0.16		0.1		0.26

		158		461 - Other computer related services, including facilities management		0		0.21		0.04		0.25

		159		501 - Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		0		0		0.25		0.25

		160		443 - Direct life insurance carriers		0		0		0.23		0.24

		161		533 - Local government electric utilities		0		0.16		0.05		0.21

		162		498 - Racing and Track Operation		0		0.1		0.09		0.19

		163		502 - Amusement parks and arcades		0		0		0.18		0.18

		164		436 - Data processing, hosting, and related services		0		0.1		0.06		0.16

		165		108 - Distilleries		0.14		0		0		0.14

		166		424 - Periodical publishers		0		0.09		0.04		0.14

		167		459 - Custom computer programming services		0		0.11		0.03		0.13

		168		466 - Photographic services		0		0.05		0.07		0.12

		169		435 - Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		0		0.07		0.03		0.1

		170		91 - Rendering and meat byproduct processing		0.1		0		0		0.1

		171		94 - Cookie and cracker manufacturing		0.1		0		0		0.1

		172		28 - Stone mining and quarrying		0		0.08		0.01		0.08

		173		204 - Ready-mix concrete manufacturing		0		0.05		0.04		0.08

		174		460 - Computer systems design services		0		0.07		0.01		0.08

		175		385 - Sign manufacturing		0		0.06		0.01		0.07

		176		458 - Specialized design services		0		0.05		0.01		0.06

		177		168 - Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		0.06		0		0		0.06

		178		474 - Travel arrangement and reservation services		0		0.02		0.03		0.05

		179		31 - Potash, soda, and borate mineral mining		0		0.05		0		0.05

		180		432 - Cable and other subscription programming		0		0.04		0.01		0.05

		181		437 - News syndicates, libraries, archives and all other information services		0		0.01		0.04		0.05

		182		454 - Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		0		0.04		0		0.04

		183		211 - Cut stone and stone product manufacturing		0		0.01		0.03		0.04

		184		34 - Other nonmetallic minerals		0		0.03		0		0.03

		185		18 - Commercial hunting and trapping		0		0		0.03		0.03

		186		45 - Electric power generation - Biomass		0		0.02		0.01		0.03

		187		137 - Wood windows and door manufacturing		0		0.02		0		0.02

		188		29 - Sand and gravel mining		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		189		428 - Software publishers		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		190		438 - Internet publishing and broadcasting and web search portals		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		191		430 - Sound recording industries		0		0		0.02		0.02

		192		416 - Water transportation		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		193		37 - Metal mining services		0		0.01		0		0.01

		194		139 - Other millwork, including flooring		0		0.01		0		0.01

		195		259 - Other fabricated metal manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		196		193 - Other plastics product manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		197		507 - Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		0		0		0.01		0.01

		198		247 - Machine shops		0		0.01		0		0.01

		199		155 - Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		200		140 - Wood container and pallet manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		201		162 - Other basic inorganic chemical manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		202		143 - All other miscellaneous wood product manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		203		36 - Support activities for oil and gas operations		0		0.01		0		0.01

		204		147 - Paperboard container manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		205		38 - Other nonmetallic minerals services		0		0.01		0		0.01

		206		194 - Tire manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		207		27 - Other metal ore mining		0		0.01		0		0.01

		208		178 - Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		209		188 - Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		210		33 - Other chemical and fertilizer mineral mining		0		0		0		0

		211		132 - Sawmills		0		0		0		0

		212		386 - Gasket, packing, and sealing device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		213		251 - Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal		0		0		0		0

		214		381 - Jewelry and silverware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		215		212 - Ground or treated mineral and earth manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		216		250 - Metal coating and nonprecious engraving		0		0		0		0

		217		185 - Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		218		264 - Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		219		508 - Other accommodations		0		0		0		0

		220		202 - Glass product manufacturing made of purchased glass		0		0		0		0

		221		236 - Fabricated structural metal manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		222		138 - Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing		0		0		0		0

		223		21 - Coal mining		0		0		0		0

		224		121 - Other textile product mills		0		0		0		0

		225		352 - Other motor vehicle parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		226		365 - Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		227		62 - Maintenance and repair construction of highways, streets, bridges, and tunnels		0		0		0		0

		228		367 - Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		229		391 - All other miscellaneous manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		230		374 - Mattress manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		231		242 - Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		232		240 - Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		233		35 - Drilling oil and gas wells		0		0		0		0

		234		135 - Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		235		175 - Paint and coating manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		236		348 - Motor vehicle electrical and electronic equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		237		112 - Narrow fabric mills and schiffli machine embroidery		0		0		0		0

		238		252 - Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		239		218 - Steel wire drawing		0		0		0		0

		240		1 - Oilseed farming		0		0		0		0

		241		272 - Other commercial service industry machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		242		339 - All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		243		128 - Apparel accessories and other apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		244		124 - Cut and sew apparel contractors		0		0		0		0

		245		308 - Capacitor, resistor, coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		246		131 - Other leather and allied product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		247		119 - Textile bag and canvas mills		0		0		0		0

		248		307 - Semiconductor and related device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		249		323 - Lighting fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		250		282 - Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		251		377 - Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		252		115 - Textile and fabric finishing mills		0		0		0		0

		253		123 - Other apparel knitting mills		0		0		0		0

		254		257 - Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		255		180 - Toilet preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		256		297 - Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		257		279 - Machine tool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		258		316 - Electricity and signal testing instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		259		292 - Welding and soldering equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		260		314 - Industrial process variable instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		261		126 - Women's and girls' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		262		127 - Other cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		263		125 - Men's and boys' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		264		342 - Heavy duty truck manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		265		255 - Small arms ammunition manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		266		285 - Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		267		122 - Hosiery and sock mills		0		0		0		0

		268		380 - Dental laboratories		0		0		0		0

		269		269 - All other industrial machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		270		226 - Secondary processing of other nonferrous metals		0		0		0		0

		271		303 - Other communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		272		354 - Aircraft manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		273		7 - Tobacco farming		0		0		0		0

		274		9 - Sugarcane and sugar beet farming		0		0		0		0

		275		17 - Commercial fishing		0		0		0		0

		276		22 - Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining		0		0		0		0

		277		23 - Iron ore mining		0		0		0		0

		278		24 - Gold ore mining		0		0		0		0

		279		25 - Silver ore mining		0		0		0		0

		280		26 - Uranium-radium-vanadium ore mining		0		0		0		0

		281		30 - Other clay, ceramic, refractory minerals mining		0		0		0		0

		282		32 - Phosphate rock mining		0		0		0		0

		283		39 - Electric power generation - Hydroelectric		0		0		0		0

		284		41 - Electric power generation - Nuclear		0		0		0		0

		285		42 - Electric power generation - Solar		0		0		0		0

		286		43 - Electric power generation - Wind		0		0		0		0

		287		44 - Electric power generation - Geothermal		0		0		0		0

		288		46 - Electric power generation - All other		0		0		0		0

		289		50 - Construction of new health care structures		0		0		0		0

		290		51 - Construction of new manufacturing structures		0		0		0		0

		291		52 - Construction of new power and communication structures		0		0		0		0

		292		53 - Construction of new educational and vocational structures		0		0		0		0

		293		54 - Construction of new highways and streets		0		0		0		0

		294		55 - Construction of new commercial structures, including farm structures		0		0		0		0

		295		56 - Construction of other new nonresidential structures		0		0		0		0

		296		57 - Construction of new single-family residential structures		0		0		0		0

		297		58 - Construction of new multifamily residential structures		0		0		0		0

		298		59 - Construction of other new residential structures		0		0		0		0

		299		63 - Dog and cat food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		300		65 - Flour milling		0		0		0		0

		301		66 - Rice milling		0		0		0		0

		302		67 - Malt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		303		68 - Wet corn milling		0		0		0		0

		304		69 - Soybean and other oilseed processing		0		0		0		0

		305		70 - Fats and oils refining and blending		0		0		0		0

		306		71 - Breakfast cereal manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		307		72 - Beet sugar manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		308		73 - Sugar cane mills and refining		0		0		0		0

		309		75 - Chocolate and confectionery manufacturing from cacao beans		0		0		0		0

		310		76 - Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate		0		0		0		0

		311		77 - Frozen fruits, juices and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		312		79 - Canned fruits and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		313		80 - Canned specialties		0		0		0		0

		314		83 - Dry, condensed, and evaporated dairy product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		315		85 - Creamery butter manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		316		88 - Poultry processing		0		0		0		0

		317		92 - Seafood product preparation and packaging		0		0		0		0

		318		95 - Dry pasta, mixes, and dough manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		319		100 - Flavoring syrup and concentrate manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		320		101 - Mayonnaise, dressing, and sauce manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		321		109 - Tobacco product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		322		110 - Fiber, yarn, and thread mills		0		0		0		0

		323		111 - Broadwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		324		113 - Nonwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		325		114 - Knit fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		326		116 - Fabric coating mills		0		0		0		0

		327		117 - Carpet and rug mills		0		0		0		0

		328		118 - Curtain and linen mills		0		0		0		0

		329		120 - Rope, cordage, twine, tire cord and tire fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		330		129 - Leather and hide tanning and finishing		0		0		0		0

		331		130 - Footwear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		332		133 - Wood preservation		0		0		0		0

		333		134 - Veneer and plywood manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		334		136 - Reconstituted wood product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		335		141 - Manufactured home (mobile home) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		336		142 - Prefabricated wood building manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		337		144 - Pulp mills		0		0		0		0

		338		145 - Paper mills		0		0		0		0

		339		146 - Paperboard mills		0		0		0		0

		340		148 - Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		341		149 - Stationery product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		342		150 - Sanitary paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		343		151 - All other converted paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		344		153 - Support activities for printing		0		0		0		0

		345		156 - Asphalt shingle and coating materials manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		346		157 - Petroleum lubricating oil and grease manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		347		158 - All other petroleum and coal products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		348		159 - Petrochemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		349		160 - Industrial gas manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		350		161 - Synthetic dye and pigment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		351		163 - Other basic organic chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		352		164 - Plastics material and resin manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		353		165 - Synthetic rubber manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		354		166 - Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		355		169 - Fertilizer mixing		0		0		0		0

		356		170 - Pesticide and other agricultural chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		357		171 - Medicinal and botanical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		358		172 - Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		359		173 - In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		360		174 - Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		361		176 - Adhesive manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		362		177 - Soap and other detergent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		363		179 - Surface active agent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		364		181 - Printing ink manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		365		182 - Explosives manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		366		183 - Custom compounding of purchased resins		0		0		0		0

		367		184 - Photographic film and chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		368		186 - Plastics packaging materials and unlaminated film and sheet manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		369		187 - Unlaminated plastics profile shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		370		189 - Laminated plastics plate, sheet (except packaging), and shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		371		190 - Polystyrene foam product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		372		191 - Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		373		192 - Plastics bottle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		374		195 - Rubber and plastics hoses and belting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		375		196 - Other rubber product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		376		197 - Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		377		198 - Brick, tile, and other structural clay product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		378		199 - Flat glass manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		379		200 - Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		380		201 - Glass container manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		381		203 - Cement manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		382		205 - Concrete block and brick manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		383		206 - Concrete pipe manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		384		207 - Other concrete product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		385		208 - Lime manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		386		209 - Gypsum product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		387		210 - Abrasive product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		388		213 - Mineral wool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		389		214 - Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		390		215 - Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		391		216 - Iron, steel pipe and tube manufacturing from purchased steel		0		0		0		0

		392		217 - Rolled steel shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		393		219 - Alumina refining and primary aluminum production		0		0		0		0

		394		220 - Secondary smelting and alloying of aluminum		0		0		0		0

		395		221 - Aluminum sheet, plate, and foil manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		396		222 - Other aluminum rolling, drawing and extruding		0		0		0		0

		397		223 - Nonferrous metal (exc aluminum) smelting and refining		0		0		0		0

		398		224 - Copper rolling, drawing, extruding and alloying		0		0		0		0

		399		225 - Nonferrous metal, except copper and aluminum, shaping		0		0		0		0

		400		227 - Ferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		401		228 - Nonferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		402		229 - Custom roll forming		0		0		0		0

		403		230 - Crown and closure manufacturing and metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		404		231 - Iron and steel forging		0		0		0		0

		405		232 - Nonferrous forging		0		0		0		0

		406		233 - Cutlery, utensil, pot, and pan manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		407		234 - Handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		408		235 - Prefabricated metal buildings and components manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		409		237 - Plate work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		410		238 - Metal window and door manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		411		239 - Sheet metal work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		412		241 - Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		413		243 - Metal cans manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		414		244 - Metal barrels, drums and pails manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		415		245 - Hardware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		416		246 - Spring and wire product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		417		248 - Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		418		249 - Metal heat treating		0		0		0		0

		419		253 - Plumbing fixture fitting and trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		420		254 - Ball and roller bearing manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		421		256 - Ammunition, except for small arms, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		422		258 - Fabricated pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		423		260 - Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		424		261 - Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		425		262 - Construction machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		426		263 - Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		427		265 - Semiconductor machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		428		266 - Food product machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		429		267 - Sawmill, woodworking, and paper machinery		0		0		0		0

		430		268 - Printing machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		431		270 - Optical instrument and lens manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		432		271 - Photographic and photocopying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		433		273 - Air purification and ventilation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		434		274 - Heating equipment (except warm air furnaces) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		435		275 - Air conditioning, refrigeration, and warm air heating equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		436		276 - Industrial mold manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		437		277 - Special tool, die, jig, and fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		438		278 - Cutting tool and machine tool accessory manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		439		280 - Rolling mill and other metalworking machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		440		281 - Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		441		283 - Mechanical power transmission equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		442		284 - Other engine equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		443		286 - Air and gas compressor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		444		287 - Elevator and moving stairway manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		445		288 - Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		446		289 - Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		447		290 - Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		448		291 - Power-driven handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		449		293 - Packaging machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		450		294 - Industrial process furnace and oven manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		451		295 - Fluid power cylinder and actuator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		452		296 - Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		453		298 - Electronic computer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		454		299 - Computer storage device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		455		300 - Computer terminals and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		456		301 - Telephone apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		457		302 - Broadcast and wireless communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		458		304 - Audio and video equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		459		305 - Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		460		306 - Bare printed circuit board manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		461		309 - Electronic connector manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		462		310 - Other electronic component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		463		311 - Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		464		312 - Search, detection, and navigation instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		465		313 - Automatic environmental control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		466		315 - Totalizing fluid meter and counting device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		467		317 - Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		468		318 - Irradiation apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		469		319 - Watch, clock, and other measuring and controlling device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		470		320 - Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		471		321 - Software and other prerecorded and record reproducing		0		0		0		0

		472		322 - Electric lamp bulb and part manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		473		324 - Small electrical appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		474		325 - Household cooking appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		475		326 - Household refrigerator and home freezer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		476		327 - Household laundry equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		477		328 - Other major household appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		478		329 - Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		479		330 - Motor and generator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		480		331 - Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		481		332 - Relay and industrial control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		482		333 - Storage battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		483		334 - Primary battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		484		335 - Fiber optic cable manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		485		336 - Other communication and energy wire manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		486		337 - Wiring device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		487		338 - Carbon and graphite product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		488		340 - Automobile manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		489		341 - Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		490		343 - Motor vehicle body manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		491		344 - Truck trailer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		492		345 - Motor home manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		493		346 - Travel trailer and camper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		494		347 - Motor vehicle gasoline engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		495		349 - Motor vehicle transmission and power train parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		496		350 - Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		497		351 - Motor vehicle metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		498		353 - Motor vehicle steering, suspension component (except spring), and brake systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		499		355 - Aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		500		356 - Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		501		357 - Guided missile and space vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		502		358 - Propulsion units and parts for space vehicles and guided missiles manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		503		359 - Railroad rolling stock manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		504		360 - Ship building and repairing		0		0		0		0

		505		361 - Boat building		0		0		0		0

		506		362 - Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		507		363 - Military armored vehicle, tank, and tank component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		508		364 - All other transportation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		509		366 - Upholstered household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		510		368 - Other household nonupholstered furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		511		369 - Institutional furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		512		370 - Wood office furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		513		371 - Custom architectural woodwork and millwork		0		0		0		0

		514		372 - Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		515		373 - Showcase, partition, shelving, and locker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		516		375 - Blind and shade manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		517		376 - Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		518		378 - Dental equipment and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		519		379 - Ophthalmic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		520		382 - Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		521		383 - Doll, toy, and game manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		522		384 - Office supplies (except paper) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		523		387 - Musical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		524		388 - Fasteners, buttons, needles, and pins manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		525		389 - Broom, brush, and mop manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		526		390 - Burial casket manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		527		425 - Book publishers		0		0		0		0

		528		426 - Directory, mailing list, and other publishers		0		0		0		0

		529		427 - Greeting card publishing		0		0		0		0

		530		449 - Owner-occupied dwellings		0		0		0		0

		531		527 - Federal electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		532		529 - State government passenger transit		0		0		0		0

		533		530 - State government electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		534		531 - Other state government enterprises		0		0		0		0

		535		535 - * Not an industry (Used and secondhand goods)		0		0		0		0

		536		536 - * Not an industry (Scrap)		0		0		0		0

		537		537 - * Not an industry (Rest of world adjustment)		0		0		0		0

		538		538 - * Not an industry (Noncomparable foreign imports)		0		0		0		0

		539		539 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, education		0		0		0		0

		540		540 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		541		541 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		542		542 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, education		0		0		0		0

		543		543 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		544		544 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		545		545 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		0		0		0		0

		546		546 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, non-military		0		0		0		0

						1,070.92		347.82		251.74		1,670.48





agribusiness cluster base data

				Agriculture & Agribussiness Cluster Industries		Direct		Indirect		Induced		Total

						Effects		Effects		Effects		Effects



		45		2 - Grain farming		6		0		0		6

		17		3 - Vegetable and melon farming		17		0		0		17

		108		4 - Fruit farming		1		0		0		1

		1		5 - Tree nut farming		355		0		0		355

		121		6 - Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		1		0		0		1

		3		8 - Cotton farming		124		0		0		124

		11		10 - All other crop farming		0		25		0		25

		30		11 - Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		0		9		0		9

		7		12 - Dairy cattle and milk production		0		43		0		43

		141		13 - Poultry and egg production		0		0		0		0

		9		14 - Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		29		0		0		29

		5		19 - Support activities for agriculture and forestry		0		54		0		54

		51		64 - Other animal food manufacturing		4		0		0		4

		143		74 - Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		18		78 - Frozen specialties manufacturing		17		0		0		17

		50		81 - Dehydrated food products manufacturing		5		0		0		5

		6		84 - Fluid milk manufacturing		44		0		0		44

		4		82 - Cheese manufacturing		56		0		0		56

		112		86 - Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		1		0		0		1

		65		89 - Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		3		0		0		3

		32		90 - Meat processed from carcasses		8		0		0		8

		16		93 - Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		19		0		0		19

		171		94 - Cookie and cracker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		15		96 - Tortilla manufacturing		19		0		0		19

		75		98 - Other snack food manufacturing		3		0		0		3

		149		99 - Coffee and tea manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		33		102 - Spice and extract manufacturing		8		0		0		8

		72		103 - All other food manufacturing		3		0		0		3

		122		104 - Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		1		0		0		1

		74		105 - Manufactured ice		3		0		0		3

		49		106 - Breweries		5		0		0		5

		92		107 - Wineries		2		0		0		2

		165		108 - Distilleries		0		0		0		0

		135		167 - Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		1		0		0		1

		177		168 - Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		68		395 - Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		0		3		0		3

						735		133		1		869







Agriculture & Agribusiness Cluster 
Before and “After”

Cluster Industries Total Output Output
Total Output 

Pct Employment Employment Empl Pct Employment  Income Employment  Income

(million $) After Change After Change (million $) After

(million $) (million $) 

Grain farming $5,034,850 $6,851,594 36.1% 49 66 34.3% $4,341,337 $4,876,443

Vegetable and melon farming $1,276,113 $1,456,938 14.2% 10 12 13.5% $771,825 $815,471

Fruit farming $42,563,266 $68,526,580 61.0% 612 967 57.9% $18,960,374 $27,864,139

Tree nut farming $999,654 $1,134,354 13.5% 7 7 12.8% $609,513 $653,893

Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production $17,784,006 $30,987,245 74.2% 177 301 70.5% $11,635,048 $18,026,963

Cotton farming $57,223,783 $58,463,813 2.2% 1217 1242 2.1% $38,674,644 $39,121,926

All other crop farming $251,384,646 $253,780,673 1.0% 987 995 0.9% $78,945,055 $78,982,239

Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming $518,964,267 $541,220,598 4.3% 1070 1113 4.0% $67,980,380 $69,257,254

Dairy cattle and milk production $2,403,733 $2,850,232 18.6% 3 32 1135.3% $249,494 $277,795

Poultry and egg production $9,960,192 $16,497,110 65.6% 47 76 61.7% $7,061,323 $7,871,695

Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs $22,593,643 $24,520,694 8.5% 652 705 8.3% $17,170,972 $18,446,525

Support activities for agriculture and forestry $22,839,106 $27,650,486 21.1% 23 27 19.4% $1,771,876 $2,130,803

Other animal food manufacturing $1,633,001 $1,808,140 10.7% 4 5 10.1% $115,272 $124,032

Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing $33,121,921 $38,725,225 16.9% 104 120 16.0% $4,403,247 $5,106,385

Frozen specialties manufacturing $18,209,514 $20,509,780 12.6% 41 46 11.9% $2,617,350 $2,939,615

Dehydrated food products manufacturing $67,583,640 $98,830,659 46.2% 100 143 43.9% $6,629,114 $9,384,185

Fluid milk manufacturing $332,919,243 $385,244,929 15.7% 373 428 14.9% $27,591,803 $31,727,335

Cheese manufacturing $2,673,460 $3,112,818 16.4% 7 9 15.6% $348,363 $400,510

Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing $18,042,365 $20,089,995 11.3% 31 34 10.6% $1,162,863 $1,286,961

Animal, except poultry, slaughtering $28,070,653 $31,918,716 13.7% 66 74 12.8% $1,581,632 $1,785,108

Meat processed from carcasses $20,070,956 $22,572,094 12.5% 159 178 12.0% $4,508,857 $5,044,168

Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing $238,076 $265,303 11.4% 1 1 11.0% $11,136 $11,866

Cookie and cracker manufacturing $6,266,451 $10,813,543 72.6% 28 47 70.1% $1,421,468 $2,372,209

Tortilla manufacturing $9,787,445 $10,968,216 12.1% 23 25 11.6% $1,186,083 $1,324,816

Other snack food manufacturing $2,153,776 $2,381,999 10.6% 4 4 10.2% $149,458 $165,055

Coffee and tea manufacturing $40,050,041 $45,173,553 12.8% 67 75 12.3% $4,833,781 $5,442,762

Spice and extract manufacturing $9,852,307 $10,936,298 11.0% 28 31 10.6% $1,006,951 $1,115,016

All other food manufacturing $3,695,378 $4,144,590 12.2% 7 8 11.7% $233,937 $259,433

Bottled and canned soft drinks & water $736,176 $1,120,731 52.2% 5 8 50.3% $235,522 $351,526

Manufactured ice $12,014,546 $13,573,570 13.0% 41 46 12.5% $879,444 $978,220

Breweries $4,003,765 $4,431,029 10.7% 16 18 10.3% $280,239 $309,216

Wineries $992,197 $1,095,196 10.4% 1 2 10.0% $25,277 $27,901

Distilleries $4,872,144 $5,472,613 12.3% 5 6 11.3% $219,708 $244,139

Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing $551,543 $613,114 11.2% 1 1 10.2% $106,503 $118,392

Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing $253,867,011 $9,796,477 -96.1% 989 992 0.3% $81,788,335 $82,031,082

Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies

$1,824,432,867 $1,777,538,900 18.1% 6,950 7,842 51.7% $389,508,182 $420,875,077



Defense Cluster Base Data (2019)
Cluster Industries Total Output Employment Employment Average RPC

Income

Construction of new power and communication structures $282,289,224 1,664 $122,978,672 100.00%

Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing $1,520,335 5 $455,021 0.21%

Small arms ammunition manufacturing $324,102 1 $83,857 0.02%

Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing $1,453,531 6 $323,465 0.02%

Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing $2,273,873 9 $322,689 0.01%

Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies $49,853,178 142 $11,450,436 58.89%

Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies $22,496,450 105 $6,148,614 15.35%

Custom computer programming services $27,242,531 227 $14,121,947 3.97%

Computer systems design services $5,957,745 56 $4,075,353 2.57%

Other computer related services, including facilities management $17,966,489 63 $4,765,464 16.31%

Scientific research and development services $188,472,547 962 $73,878,715 18.64%

Investigation and security services $15,767,180 362 $9,317,430 31.82%

Personal and household goods repair and maintenance $14,298,399 120 $4,655,903 40.65%

* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military $2,650,749,575 5,413 $482,289,474 

$3,280,665,159 9,137 $734,867,040 



Defense Cluster 
Employment & Labor Income Gains 

with selected additional 10 % in-region Contributions

Copyright 2021   Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.

• Note: Definition of employment impact types

• Direct: jobs created by businesses as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region 

• Indirect: jobs created by business-to-business transactions as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

• Induced: jobs created by increased consumer spending as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

Impact Type Employment Labor Income

Direct Effect 457 $29,604,863 

Indirect Effect 117 $5,050,938 

Induced Effect 110 $4,555,156 

Total Effect 684 $39,208,957430 



Defense Cluster 
Industries by Employment Gain 

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Defense Cluster Industries Direct Indirect Induced Total
Effects Effects Effects Effects

Construction of new manufacturing structures 0 0 0 0 
Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing 0 0 0 0 
Small arms ammunition manufacturing 0 0 0 0 
Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing 1 0 0 1 
Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing 1 0 0 1 
Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies 92 0 0 92 
Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies 17 0 0 17 
Custom computer programming services 10 0 0 10 
Computer systems design services 2 0 0 2 
Other computer related services, including facilities management 11 0 0 11 
Scientific research and development services 197 0 0 197 
Investigation and security services 127 0 0 127 
Personal and household goods repair and maintenance 0 0 0 0 
* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military 0 0 0 0 

458 0 0 458 



Defense Cluster Before and “After”
Cluster Industries Total Output Total Output Output Pct Employment Employment Emp. Pct

Employment  
Income Employment  Income Emp. Inc, Pct

After change After change After change

Construction of new power and communication structures $282,289,224 $338,607,516 20.0% 1,664 1,664 0% $122,978,672 $122,978,672 0%

Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing $1,520,335 $1,684,771 10.8% 5 5 9% $455,021 $504,236 10%

Small arms ammunition manufacturing $324,102 $358,503 10.6% 1 1 9% $83,857 $92,379 9%

Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing $1,453,531 $1,607,816 10.6% 6 6 9% $323,465 $357,800 10%

Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing $2,273,873 $2,509,100 10.3% 9 10 9% $322,689 $344,177 6%

Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and 
supplies $49,853,178 $85,385,318 71.3% 142 240 41% $11,450,436 $18,816,959 39%

Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and 
supplies $22,496,450 $28,396,617 26.2% 105 122 14% $6,148,614 $7,692,820 20%

Custom computer programming services $27,242,531 $31,053,485 14.0% 227 259 12% $14,121,947 $15,979,674 12%

Computer systems design services $5,957,745 $6,707,651 12.6% 56 63 11% $4,075,353 $4,548,690 10%

Other computer related services, including facilities 
management $17,966,489 $22,699,897 26.3% 63 80 21% $4,765,464 $5,921,994 20%

Scientific research and development services $188,472,547 $244,790,839 29.9% 962 1,238 22% $73,878,715 $94,907,513 22%

Investigation and security services $15,767,180 $22,724,596 44.1% 362 514 29% $9,317,430 $12,799,131 27%

Personal and household goods repair and maintenance $14,298,399 $14,369,397 0.5% 120 121 0% $4,655,903 $4,674,204 0%

All Non-militay Industries $629,915,584 $800,895,508 27.1% 3,724 4,324 14% $252,577,567 $289,618,248 13%

* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military $2,650,749,575 $2,650,749,575 0.0% 5,413 5,413 0% $482,289,474 $482,289,474 

$3,280,665,159 $3,451,645,083 5.2% 9,137 9,737 6% $734,867,040 $771,907,722 

Military share of cluster Industries 81% 77% 59% 56% 66% 62%



Energy Cluster Base Data (2019)
Cluster Industries Total Output Employment Employment Average

Income  RPC

Oil and gas extraction $4,903,690,693 3,960 $632,405,712 59.24%
Drilling oil and gas wells $1,188,688,870 2,896 $290,322,747 98.16%
Support activities for oil and gas operations $3,084,877,853 12,369 $1,070,356,422 90.68%
Other metal ore mining $18,064,409 45 $4,474,283 38.10%
Other nonmetallic minerals services $574,919,201 546 $74,228,993 97.95%
Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel $85,022,703 67 $7,207,057 0.00%
Electric power generation - Biomass $8,272,150 6 $683,383 0.00%
Electric power transmission and distribution $526,835,493 464 $51,644,987 97.32%
Natural gas distribution $207,775,064 263 $32,544,755 99.36%
Water, sewage and other systems $44,733,877 158 $10,492,956 96.60%
Construction of new power and communication structures $282,289,224 1,664 $122,978,672 100.00%
Architectural, engineering, and related services $305,276,714 1,868 $142,965,656 33.64%
Petroleum refineries $3,781,193,819 559 $116,049,053 67.49%
Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing $12,746,153 48 $3,486,217 0.16%
Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing $27,313,180 60 $4,665,911 51.90%
All other industrial machinery manufacturing $602,513 2 $140,077 0.02%
All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing $16,698,331 53 $3,868,751 0.22%
Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods $39,727,370 89 $9,020,521 20.18%
Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products $368,503,613 363 $27,175,384 87.21%
Retail - Gasoline stores $126,657,671 1,249 $37,403,586 98.66%
Pipeline transportation $194,198,433 558 $82,976,284 72.03%
Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities $30,722,382 200 $11,448,515 25.10%
Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage $32,957,343 294 $15,358,063 37.58%
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation $371,568,826 1,339 $78,367,640 54.38%
Other financial investment activities $84,844,499 596 $6,361,028 15.68%
Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets $34,769,147 13 $1,986,142 26.76%
Architectural, engineering, and related services $305,276,714 1,868 $142,965,656 33.64%
Environmental and other technical consulting services $47,056,640 377 $27,226,146 83.95%
Scientific research and development services $188,472,547 962 $73,878,715 18.64%
Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services $146,023,667 423 $35,661,107 78.43%

$17,039,779,097 33,360 $3,118,344,418


IMPLAN SNMNEE REGION Data

				Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports



		3001		1		Oilseed farming		$89,878.46		0		$0.00		0		$(12,283.21)		$0.00		$(665.98)		1.39%		0.15%

		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310.25		10		$626,743.50		10		$1,882,739.74		$2,963,543.28		$(5,731,980.53)		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,849.80		37		$1,482,971.37		11		$2,858,365.90		$(812,849.30)		$(68,332.46)		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,112.89		7		$308,020.42		3		$463,804.45		$386,759.59		$(20,564.02)		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266.45		379		$14,596,491.64		234		$4,363,882.81		$20,963,679.23		$(915,079.24)		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654.21		6		$329,360.12		0		$280,152.60		$151,609.40		$(11,522.73)		2.79%		28.64%

		3007		7		Tobacco farming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		47.44%		4.42%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006.27		160		$8,609,544.49		17		$3,025,503.09		$3,433,743.15		$(278,870.73)		60.47%		2.51%

		3009		9		Sugarcane and sugar beet farming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		55.43%		17.78%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783.36		402		$20,640,783.64		815		$18,033,860.06		$5,178,053.28		$(4,031,041.93)		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646.34		63		$3,901,291.63		923		$75,043,763.39		$47,506,506.90		$(2,039,231.86)		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,266.56		702		$29,773,625.20		368		$38,206,754.95		$61,358,120.56		$(5,461,322.66)		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,732.52		2		$152,360.53		1		$97,133.04		$97,718.45		$(8,941.65)		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,191.96		18		$1,234,750.81		29		$5,826,572.29		$2,571,132.63		$(88,185.49)		51.69%		60.17%

		3015		15		Forestry, forest products, and timber tract production		$880,240.10		9		$632,658.13		0		$0.00		$78,401.73		$4,119.96		46.51%		8.97%

		3016		16		Commercial logging		$4,386,959.50		15		$946,784.45		20		$2,101,459.24		$129,665.33		$43,013.43		65.31%		12.11%

		3017		17		Commercial fishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.12%		46.33%

		3018		18		Commercial hunting and trapping		$5,784,586.27		1		$56,924.70		20		$4,117,700.76		$536,068.91		$289,603.60		90.12%		31.23%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643.12		233		$14,955,186.34		419		$2,215,785.26		$(652,044.67)		$506,204.90		73.13%		94.64%

		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693.38		2,149		$354,790,042.97		1,811		$277,615,668.54		$2,401,746,016.07		$530,289,898.86		59.24%		31.97%

		3021		21		Coal mining		$9,423,616.66		0		$0.00		43		$(56,463.98)		$0.00		$1,626,747.21		0.26%		0.61%

		3022		22		Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3023		23		Iron ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3024		24		Gold ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3025		25		Silver ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3026		26		Uranium-radium-vanadium ore mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,408.96		39		$4,477,529.69		6		$(3,246.86)		$4,230,850.25		$1,183,993.23		38.10%		4.65%

		3028		28		Stone mining and quarrying		$16,285,553.43		30		$2,286,063.80		1		$(10,779.05)		$7,244,387.07		$1,104,758.68		67.12%		91.74%

		3029		29		Sand and gravel mining		$27,274,331.17		79		$5,341,913.35		13		$(9,246.72)		$6,108,129.67		$3,143,808.73		84.71%		44.91%

		3030		30		Other clay, ceramic, refractory minerals mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		18.09%		13.90%

		3031		31		Potash, soda, and borate mineral mining		$229,328,011.71		537		$63,110,207.28		141		$(479,550.48)		$42,596,281.87		$16,097,973.33		98.21%		25.03%

		3032		32		Phosphate rock mining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		75.14%		88.86%

		3033		33		Other chemical and fertilizer mineral mining		$29,630,138.58		72		$7,122,012.87		3		$(32,493.25)		$9,003,503.10		$2,773,577.97		7.23%		3.66%

		3034		34		Other nonmetallic minerals		$25,080,505.43		82		$4,536,279.21		1		$(17,742.42)		$5,967,974.21		$2,789,423.44		64.25%		21.59%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,869.62		2,495		$268,252,273.96		401		$22,070,473.20		$240,819,357.98		$80,129,549.90		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,852.78		11,447		$1,036,316,151.59		923		$34,040,270.25		$333,164,157.15		$148,512,057.83		90.68%		3.87%

		3037		37		Metal mining services		$525,781,269.08		261		$40,202,595.26		195		$29,848,168.64		$253,484,182.30		$57,279,804.67		97.55%		8.85%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,200.51		350		$44,382,685.72		196		$29,846,307.06		$273,107,282.41		$62,997,485.82		97.95%		9.19%

		3039		39		Electric power generation - Hydroelectric		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		27.89%		99.63%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,702.74		56		$7,362,233.02		11		$(155,175.67)		$13,158,159.32		$8,051,809.60		0.00%		0.00%

		3041		41		Electric power generation - Nuclear		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3042		42		Electric power generation - Solar		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3043		43		Electric power generation - Wind		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3044		44		Electric power generation - Geothermal		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,149.76		5		$685,308.15		0		$(1,925.43)		$1,582,534.68		$592,224.94		0.00%		0.00%

		3046		46		Electric power generation - All other		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493.43		439		$51,925,731.36		24		$(280,744.73)		$96,043,481.10		$32,730,091.69		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064.14		245		$32,817,399.41		18		$(272,643.96)		$42,546,434.93		$12,310,824.21		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,876.81		155		$10,578,616.50		3		$(85,660.68)		$7,989,682.15		$2,530,500.58		96.60%		45.64%

		3050		50		Construction of new health care structures		$48,415,269.77		342		$21,205,427.33		69		$4,623,003.27		$3,262,330.18		$459,050.17		100.00%		100.00%

		3051		51		Construction of new manufacturing structures		$73,075,871.33		527		$32,672,789.06		108		$6,586,859.51		$(1,983,318.03)		$613,317.29		100.00%		100.00%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		219		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3053		53		Construction of new educational and vocational structures		$110,391,299.53		766		$47,762,706.19		134		$8,854,154.67		$12,570,855.52		$936,653.20		100.00%		100.00%

		3054		54		Construction of new highways and streets		$141,696,436.09		796		$49,367,947.24		154		$10,305,611.28		$16,330,064.79		$1,270,389.58		100.00%		100.00%

		3055		55		Construction of new commercial structures, including farm structures		$172,150,714.44		1,280		$77,536,761.14		259		$17,068,361.69		$734,602.87		$2,134,529.01		100.00%		100.00%

		3056		56		Construction of other new nonresidential structures		$140,159,726.29		756		$46,310,530.85		157		$9,888,227.25		$6,185,436.36		$1,386,821.45		100.00%		100.00%

		3057		57		Construction of new single-family residential structures		$307,797,464.97		2,178		$134,607,703.20		458		$30,234,598.35		$17,675,815.16		$3,427,983.56		100.00%		100.00%

		3058		58		Construction of new multifamily residential structures		$68,395,571.39		660		$40,823,616.15		137		$9,137,178.56		$4,797,717.86		$712,841.73		100.00%		100.00%

		3059		59		Construction of other new residential structures		$287,935,327.76		1,008		$62,428,534.20		203		$13,624,844.97		$53,317,261.15		$4,324,782.69		100.00%		100.00%

		3060		60		Maintenance and repair construction of nonresidential structures		$194,021,605.94		771		$47,777,217.11		158		$10,595,371.43		$22,977,998.27		$2,698,761.88		57.69%		99.94%

		3061		61		Maintenance and repair construction of residential structures		$90,762,645.97		386		$23,057,885.58		85		$4,983,485.05		$9,689,655.20		$1,904,928.76		90.35%		63.82%

		3062		62		Maintenance and repair construction of highways, streets, bridges, and tunnels		$33,869,033.41		134		$8,392,208.21		27		$1,801,102.48		$4,057,983.36		$500,140.39		42.69%		78.02%

		3063		63		Dog and cat food manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.59%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,105.95		21		$1,703,786.36		2		$68,089.53		$1,104,899.71		$244,230.29		9.38%		72.62%

		3065		65		Flour milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.13%		88.99%

		3066		66		Rice milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.31%		73.88%

		3067		67		Malt manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.46%

		3068		68		Wet corn milling		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		93.96%

		3069		69		Soybean and other oilseed processing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.13%

		3070		70		Fats and oils refining and blending		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.86%

		3071		71		Breakfast cereal manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.28%

		3072		72		Beet sugar manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.41%		97.94%

		3073		73		Sugar cane mills and refining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		4.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,000.82		3		$81,671.70		2		$33,600.65		$44,622.49		$3,964.23		0.06%		0.37%

		3075		75		Chocolate and confectionery manufacturing from cacao beans		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.26%

		3076		76		Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.64%

		3077		77		Frozen fruits, juices and vegetables manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.25%		51.30%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921.10		94		$4,156,348.92		10		$246,898.44		$1,913,564.88		$59,582.28		5.95%		3.21%

		3079		79		Canned fruits and vegetables manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.35%

		3080		80		Canned specialties		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.33%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514.01		41		$2,551,134.61		0		$66,215.44		$2,414,963.56		$33,137.07		1.91%		1.04%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243.22		302		$26,312,087.86		71		$1,279,715.09		$12,163,206.49		$727,857.23		4.91%		2.13%

		3083		83		Dry, condensed, and evaporated dairy product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.07%		2.66%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640.01		88		$5,958,896.68		11		$670,217.01		$4,420,290.78		$174,367.20		33.86%		17.69%

		3085		85		Creamery butter manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.19%		80.01%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460.15		7		$317,311.91		1		$31,050.70		$140,436.89		$7,425.73		5.59%		8.20%

		3087		87		Frozen cakes and other pastries manufacturing		$10,237,806.24		120		$3,576,992.65		4		$163,872.19		$684,252.47		$896,894.50		1.04%		1.48%

		3088		88		Poultry processing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.09%		8.13%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365.09		29		$1,093,470.64		2		$69,391.92		$252,795.89		$61,686.89		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,652.73		58		$1,484,305.39		7		$97,326.59		$(34,205.81)		$72,510.14		2.84%		5.96%

		3091		91		Rendering and meat byproduct processing		$397,185.66		1		$57,226.12		0		$0.00		$13,029.19		$2,886.75		0.17%		0.85%

		3092		92		Seafood product preparation and packaging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		3.89%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,955.50		147		$4,295,727.10		12		$213,129.58		$1,459,461.39		$733,794.55		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076.27		1		$6,383.53		0		$4,752.18		$3,651.13		$725.72		1.04%		9.92%

		3095		95		Dry pasta, mixes, and dough manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.57%		4.06%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,450.86		25		$1,310,237.70		3		$111,230.60		$337,885.12		$14,419.13		60.05%		35.93%

		3097		97		Roasted nuts and peanut butter manufacturing		$4,888,817.57		10		$661,720.58		0		$0.00		$810,317.87		$8,654.29		1.68%		3.60%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445.08		22		$1,149,960.55		1		$36,122.41		$280,646.70		$5,089.84		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,775.55		3		$147,190.26		0		$2,267.57		$153,447.66		$5,304.88		0.18%		0.92%

		3100		100		Flavoring syrup and concentrate manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		0.28%

		3101		101		Mayonnaise, dressing, and sauce manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.41%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,040.95		67		$4,760,351.02		0		$73,429.55		$3,743,052.60		$92,326.98		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307.13		27		$982,190.93		1		$24,760.18		$516,765.36		$20,838.45		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,377.88		6		$209,743.03		1		$24,193.85		$158,946.57		$14,234.29		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176.24		5		$222,073.46		0		$13,448.34		$(94,841.90)		$2,524.85		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546.04		36		$761,208.82		5		$118,235.47		$867,200.49		$461,598.02		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,764.64		12		$271,534.71		5		$8,704.60		$176,815.37		$53,734.99		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,196.50		1		$25,277.13		0		$0.00		$71,743.17		$151,441.47		0.00%		0.07%

		3109		109		Tobacco product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3110		110		Fiber, yarn, and thread mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3111		111		Broadwoven fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		77.65%

		3112		112		Narrow fabric mills and schiffli machine embroidery		$73,333.11		0		$0.00		1		$1,498.81		$0.00		$209.08		0.01%		0.04%

		3113		113		Nonwoven fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.11%

		3114		114		Knit fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.62%		7.48%

		3115		115		Textile and fabric finishing mills		$434,725.46		2		$15,828.01		0		$5,471.41		$11,139.57		$1,323.66		0.01%		0.03%

		3116		116		Fabric coating mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.89%		17.76%

		3117		117		Carpet and rug mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.59%		81.71%

		3118		118		Curtain and linen mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.69%

		3119		119		Textile bag and canvas mills		$166,782.25		0		$0.00		1		$52,773.53		$0.00		$449.57		0.01%		0.59%

		3120		120		Rope, cordage, twine, tire cord and tire fabric mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		2.09%

		3121		121		Other textile product mills		$1,830,803.30		7		$299,610.24		7		$45,337.66		$133,533.42		$5,266.82		0.03%		0.20%

		3122		122		Hosiery and sock mills		$91,344.10		1		$23,789.20		0		$0.00		$14,210.16		$11,240.84		0.01%		0.16%

		3123		123		Other apparel knitting mills		$63,661.65		1		$23,234.35		0		$0.00		$(3,967.21)		$1,473.73		0.00%		0.00%

		3124		124		Cut and sew apparel contractors		$452,463.08		1		$23,262.16		6		$129,736.49		$(874.50)		$11,428.49		0.01%		0.34%

		3125		125		Men's and boys' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$82,840.04		1		$23,556.08		0		$0.00		$3,586.88		$4,855.45		0.00%		0.23%

		3126		126		Women's and girls' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$118,775.25		1		$23,346.25		0		$0.00		$(7,560.01)		$2,835.87		0.00%		0.24%

		3127		127		Other cut and sew apparel manufacturing		$106,223.77		1		$23,708.99		0		$0.00		$5,601.30		$8,020.67		0.01%		0.22%

		3128		128		Apparel accessories and other apparel manufacturing		$394,250.20		2		$56,335.16		2		$46,155.29		$(19,144.85)		$8,188.42		0.01%		0.14%

		3129		129		Leather and hide tanning and finishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.44%		10.70%

		3130		130		Footwear manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		16.68%

		3131		131		Other leather and allied product manufacturing		$669,415.71		2		$44,558.81		6		$44,617.01		$(5,687.57)		$4,123.62		0.02%		0.20%

		3132		132		Sawmills		$3,331,597.23		11		$237,000.03		1		$163,381.60		$144,243.41		$19,016.44		4.17%		16.53%

		3133		133		Wood preservation		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		34.45%

		3134		134		Veneer and plywood manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		44.03%

		3135		135		Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing		$695,800.65		2		$38,912.18		1		$104,511.20		$20,289.68		$3,415.27		0.86%		10.64%

		3136		136		Reconstituted wood product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		11.41%

		3137		137		Wood windows and door manufacturing		$2,119,403.07		7		$161,709.94		4		$181,440.00		$64,719.61		$12,277.87		14.02%		63.89%

		3138		138		Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing		$418,160.32		1		$22,500.20		1		$45,366.41		$20,476.00		$2,473.63		10.09%		86.98%

		3139		139		Other millwork, including flooring		$2,118,669.42		9		$210,032.96		2		$169,168.58		$137,460.41		$12,108.84		11.96%		46.96%

		3140		140		Wood container and pallet manufacturing		$652,871.12		4		$58,442.28		1		$79,314.18		$23,731.40		$3,610.30		3.28%		42.03%

		3141		141		Manufactured home (mobile home) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		97.35%

		3142		142		Prefabricated wood building manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.19%		74.21%

		3143		143		All other miscellaneous wood product manufacturing		$302,535.20		1		$32,337.07		0		$13,305.24		$18,214.74		$1,926.61		1.74%		55.03%

		3144		144		Pulp mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3145		145		Paper mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		97.06%

		3146		146		Paperboard mills		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3147		147		Paperboard container manufacturing		$779,658.03		0		$0.00		2		$(214,755.13)		$0.00		$2,994.17		0.21%		6.52%

		3148		148		Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.24%

		3149		149		Stationery product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		18.35%

		3150		150		Sanitary paper product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		93.91%

		3151		151		All other converted paper product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.26%

		3152		152		Printing		$13,061,650.89		58		$2,215,614.14		46		$94,349.85		$1,076,724.17		$100,732.28		1.03%		3.77%

		3153		153		Support activities for printing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.32%		1.80%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,818.88		546		$100,702,546.53		14		$15,346,506.92		$605,427,736.18		$12,844,683.81		67.49%		15.07%

		3155		155		Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing		$11,201,021.03		14		$902,761.17		0		$0.00		$420,657.97		$22,295.46		53.58%		81.53%

		3156		156		Asphalt shingle and coating materials manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		6.16%		98.16%

		3157		157		Petroleum lubricating oil and grease manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		26.95%		30.38%

		3158		158		All other petroleum and coal products manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		85.89%

		3159		159		Petrochemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.83%		1.04%

		3160		160		Industrial gas manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		4.67%		97.88%

		3161		161		Synthetic dye and pigment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		10.92%

		3162		162		Other basic inorganic chemical manufacturing		$176,256,631.34		143		$30,646,906.89		51		$2,359,254.89		$17,483,336.07		$1,008,435.95		14.72%		4.04%

		3163		163		Other basic organic chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		0.05%

		3164		164		Plastics material and resin manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.18%

		3165		165		Synthetic rubber manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.01%

		3166		166		Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,143.89		4		$198,232.51		1		$21,475.26		$127,111.05		$32,915.93		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543.31		1		$106,503.10		0		$0.00		$49,915.08		$3,455.14		0.19%		1.07%

		3169		169		Fertilizer mixing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3170		170		Pesticide and other agricultural chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.32%		64.95%

		3171		171		Medicinal and botanical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3172		172		Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.69%

		3173		173		In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3174		174		Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.01%

		3175		175		Paint and coating manufacturing		$5,831,341.15		7		$646,471.34		2		$48,973.47		$298,674.45		$33,166.78		0.53%		1.77%

		3176		176		Adhesive manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		2.59%

		3177		177		Soap and other detergent manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.15%		1.74%

		3178		178		Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing		$3,748,720.43		7		$764,109.46		1		$26,281.57		$187,294.99		$21,613.56		0.45%		0.95%

		3179		179		Surface active agent manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.18%		0.66%

		3180		180		Toilet preparation manufacturing		$337,541.97		0		$0.00		1		$1,029.43		$0.00		$3,233.84		0.00%		0.26%

		3181		181		Printing ink manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		0.71%

		3182		182		Explosives manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3183		183		Custom compounding of purchased resins		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		91.88%

		3184		184		Photographic film and chemical manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		85.75%

		3185		185		Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing		$4,409,605.06		5		$548,312.09		2		$100,423.84		$171,574.15		$26,047.25		0.64%		8.98%

		3186		186		Plastics packaging materials and unlaminated film and sheet manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.51%

		3187		187		Unlaminated plastics profile shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.95%

		3188		188		Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		$107,086,001.72		160		$9,049,190.64		8		$(3,100,718.11)		$31,680,352.88		$402,891.31		14.27%		3.45%

		3189		189		Laminated plastics plate, sheet (except packaging), and shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		0.93%

		3190		190		Polystyrene foam product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.69%

		3191		191		Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.36%

		3192		192		Plastics bottle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.10%

		3193		193		Other plastics product manufacturing		$8,903,081.34		36		$1,099,155.84		1		$(5,332,601.60)		$1,042,064.22		$42,561.46		0.28%		2.17%

		3194		194		Tire manufacturing		$5,759,462.59		13		$706,666.30		0		$0.00		$729,094.37		$24,935.39		1.57%		10.86%

		3195		195		Rubber and plastics hoses and belting manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.67%

		3196		196		Other rubber product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.21%

		3197		197		Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		0.93%

		3198		198		Brick, tile, and other structural clay product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.57%		14.42%

		3199		199		Flat glass manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3200		200		Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.46%		1.63%

		3201		201		Glass container manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3202		202		Glass product manufacturing made of purchased glass		$3,586,521.80		26		$724,416.39		8		$(3,794,124.22)		$1,500,381.38		$36,204.76		0.86%		1.29%

		3203		203		Cement manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.14%		98.85%

		3204		204		Ready-mix concrete manufacturing		$58,074,612.35		123		$10,916,453.44		22		$(22,600,306.21)		$22,557,083.73		$244,130.23		83.19%		65.96%

		3205		205		Concrete block and brick manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.96%		92.80%

		3206		206		Concrete pipe manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		3.24%		93.15%

		3207		207		Other concrete product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.30%		91.24%

		3208		208		Lime manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.33%		98.37%

		3209		209		Gypsum product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.89%		90.95%

		3210		210		Abrasive product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		26.35%

		3211		211		Cut stone and stone product manufacturing		$1,079,446.81		24		$1,586,538.95		5		$(6,322,333.87)		$878,811.79		$17,366.72		12.55%		86.17%

		3212		212		Ground or treated mineral and earth manufacturing		$10,522,505.06		9		$326,975.15		23		$(367,464.05)		$1,647,568.63		$72,324.21		20.03%		16.37%

		3213		213		Mineral wool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3214		214		Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.44%		28.81%

		3215		215		Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.03%

		3216		216		Iron, steel pipe and tube manufacturing from purchased steel		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3217		217		Rolled steel shape manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3218		218		Steel wire drawing		$2,131,724.91		6		$163,858.02		0		$0.00		$48,299.67		$10,210.01		0.13%		1.49%

		3219		219		Alumina refining and primary aluminum production		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		0.19%

		3220		220		Secondary smelting and alloying of aluminum		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3221		221		Aluminum sheet, plate, and foil manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		3.88%

		3222		222		Other aluminum rolling, drawing and extruding		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		3.25%

		3223		223		Nonferrous metal (exc aluminum) smelting and refining		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		0.10%

		3224		224		Copper rolling, drawing, extruding and alloying		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		9.25%

		3225		225		Nonferrous metal, except copper and aluminum, shaping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		0.71%

		3226		226		Secondary processing of other nonferrous metals		$1,926,955.50		0		$0.00		3		$(76,570.83)		$0.00		$7,948.70		0.00%		0.00%

		3227		227		Ferrous metal foundries		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.12%

		3228		228		Nonferrous metal foundries		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		99.32%

		3229		229		Custom roll forming		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		1.61%		5.30%

		3230		230		Crown and closure manufacturing and metal stamping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		1.17%

		3231		231		Iron and steel forging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		6.25%

		3232		232		Nonferrous forging		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		4.61%

		3233		233		Cutlery, utensil, pot, and pan manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		92.99%

		3234		234		Handtool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		56.89%

		3235		235		Prefabricated metal buildings and components manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		13.43%

		3236		236		Fabricated structural metal manufacturing		$10,962,864.36		33		$2,696,658.63		0		$(7,472.50)		$343,180.20		$68,969.01		2.09%		9.55%

		3237		237		Plate work manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		3.65%

		3238		238		Metal window and door manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		6.71%

		3239		239		Sheet metal work manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		10.82%

		3240		240		Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing		$1,101,572.32		5		$192,552.32		1		$2,726.62		$16,186.99		$7,484.99		0.22%		2.01%

		3241		241		Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.41%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153.22		48		$3,486,217.30		0		$0.00		$248,173.59		$84,606.75		0.16%		0.17%

		3243		243		Metal cans manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.99%

		3244		244		Metal barrels, drums and pails manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		14.32%

		3245		245		Hardware manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.28%

		3246		246		Spring and wire product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		8.60%

		3247		247		Machine shops		$12,656,674.07		63		$4,140,140.73		25		$373,561.01		$245,302.16		$80,262.20		16.38%		1.62%

		3248		248		Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.12%		4.01%

		3249		249		Metal heat treating		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		10.81%

		3250		250		Metal coating and nonprecious engraving		$5,427,426.91		20		$1,722,343.34		0		$0.00		$355,218.42		$30,743.15		2.06%		3.42%

		3251		251		Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal		$3,645,266.03		19		$1,230,127.80		6		$100,687.94		$42,718.97		$21,637.82		2.61%		4.09%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,334.76		5		$455,021.41		0		$0.00		$69,299.69		$9,466.16		0.21%		6.54%

		3253		253		Plumbing fixture fitting and trim manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		45.41%

		3254		254		Ball and roller bearing manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.30%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,101.56		1		$80,286.88		0		$3,569.80		$22,758.54		$4,847.98		0.02%		0.74%

		3256		256		Ammunition, except for small arms, manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.00%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,530.83		6		$323,465.27		0		$0.00		$77,121.82		$12,827.01		0.02%		0.36%

		3258		258		Fabricated pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.13%		17.79%

		3259		259		Other fabricated metal manufacturing		$4,504,954.42		17		$991,786.00		5		$179,142.36		$90,909.52		$32,308.95		1.27%		6.94%

		3260		260		Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.15%		54.83%

		3261		261		Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		92.41%

		3262		262		Construction machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.04%		54.87%

		3263		263		Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.70%		17.25%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,179.96		49		$4,236,416.46		10		$429,494.19		$1,824,697.28		$144,345.45		51.90%		88.94%

		3265		265		Semiconductor machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		28.95%

		3266		266		Food product machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		6.52%

		3267		267		Sawmill, woodworking, and paper machinery		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		52.63%

		3268		268		Printing machinery and equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		79.50%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513.36		2		$140,077.19		0		$0.00		$26,513.08		$2,138.82		0.02%		0.61%

		3270		270		Optical instrument and lens manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3271		271		Photographic and photocopying equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		54.65%

		3272		272		Other commercial service industry machinery manufacturing		$2,531,550.18		6		$243,343.27		3		$58,362.27		$94,025.33		$11,197.04		0.11%		1.35%

		3273		273		Air purification and ventilation equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.36%

		3274		274		Heating equipment (except warm air furnaces) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		6.91%

		3275		275		Air conditioning, refrigeration, and warm air heating equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		4.47%

		3276		276		Industrial mold manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.11%		18.07%

		3277		277		Special tool, die, jig, and fixture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.38%		70.03%

		3278		278		Cutting tool and machine tool accessory manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.07%		47.72%

		3279		279		Machine tool manufacturing		$651,278.26		2		$113,540.74		0		$2,596.70		$19,870.64		$2,345.70		0.04%		1.20%

		3280		280		Rolling mill and other metalworking machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.61%		45.39%

		3281		281		Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		67.66%

		3282		282		Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing		$4,361,272.07		15		$1,047,286.10		0		$0.00		$320,657.37		$14,907.42		0.04%		0.05%

		3283		283		Mechanical power transmission equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.03%

		3284		284		Other engine equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.18%

		3285		285		Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing		$1,666,189.15		4		$267,383.31		0		$1,405.25		$125,915.53		$6,496.69		0.04%		0.41%

		3286		286		Air and gas compressor manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.12%

		3287		287		Elevator and moving stairway manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		14.24%

		3288		288		Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.44%

		3289		289		Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.71%

		3290		290		Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.25%

		3291		291		Power-driven handtool manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		91.37%

		3292		292		Welding and soldering equipment manufacturing		$1,463,404.70		3		$224,171.94		2		$8,261.62		$63,039.60		$5,617.89		0.06%		0.35%

		3293		293		Packaging machinery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.35%

		3294		294		Industrial process furnace and oven manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		77.27%

		3295		295		Fluid power cylinder and actuator manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		2.56%

		3296		296		Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.30%

		3297		297		Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing		$1,721,290.44		2		$584,809.61		4		$22,785.88		$82,713.89		$5,101.97		0.01%		0.27%

		3298		298		Electronic computer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.34%

		3299		299		Computer storage device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.10%

		3300		300		Computer terminals and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		3.16%

		3301		301		Telephone apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.09%

		3302		302		Broadcast and wireless communications equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.52%

		3303		303		Other communications equipment manufacturing		$147,214.86		0		$19,733.07		0		$0.00		$11,828.74		$1,476.66		0.00%		0.08%

		3304		304		Audio and video equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		22.22%

		3305		305		Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		2.59%

		3306		306		Bare printed circuit board manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.04%

		3307		307		Semiconductor and related device manufacturing		$3,680,505.32		0		$0.00		10		$29,961.63		$0.00		$52,716.41		0.00%		0.02%

		3308		308		Capacitor, resistor, coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing		$7,693,079.64		29		$2,471,981.46		0		$0.00		$727,573.83		$54,172.02		0.15%		0.05%

		3309		309		Electronic connector manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		6.61%

		3310		310		Other electronic component manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.04%

		3311		311		Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		7.70%

		3312		312		Search, detection, and navigation instruments manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.17%

		3313		313		Automatic environmental control manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.07%

		3314		314		Industrial process variable instruments manufacturing		$1,658,749.71		6		$224,187.07		0		$0.00		$102,797.59		$19,408.92		0.01%		0.10%

		3315		315		Totalizing fluid meter and counting device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.31%

		3316		316		Electricity and signal testing instruments manufacturing		$23,085,413.34		48		$4,083,489.48		0		$0.00		$1,990,550.08		$215,092.46		0.26%		0.24%

		3317		317		Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.76%

		3318		318		Irradiation apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.44%

		3319		319		Watch, clock, and other measuring and controlling device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.26%

		3320		320		Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		83.83%

		3321		321		Software and other prerecorded and record reproducing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		84.59%

		3322		322		Electric lamp bulb and part manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		1.34%

		3323		323		Lighting fixture manufacturing		$2,752,309.22		7		$225,677.67		3		$6,955.29		$235,440.72		$47,348.53		0.01%		0.16%

		3324		324		Small electrical appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		26.63%

		3325		325		Household cooking appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.41%

		3326		326		Household refrigerator and home freezer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3327		327		Household laundry equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.07%

		3328		328		Other major household appliance manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		89.37%

		3329		329		Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.67%

		3330		330		Motor and generator manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.86%

		3331		331		Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.40%

		3332		332		Relay and industrial control manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		0.57%

		3333		333		Storage battery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3334		334		Primary battery manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		46.29%

		3335		335		Fiber optic cable manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.66%

		3336		336		Other communication and energy wire manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		51.98%

		3337		337		Wiring device manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.24%

		3338		338		Carbon and graphite product manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		34.26%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331.49		50		$3,778,510.77		3		$90,240.56		$1,379,185.23		$226,370.41		0.22%		0.31%

		3340		340		Automobile manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		30.93%

		3341		341		Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		69.70%

		3342		342		Heavy duty truck manufacturing		$5,193,128.01		4		$350,844.24		0		$0.00		$923,915.76		$64,967.15		1.12%		12.71%

		3343		343		Motor vehicle body manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		54.75%

		3344		344		Truck trailer manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.10%		19.13%

		3345		345		Motor home manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3346		346		Travel trailer and camper manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		42.04%

		3347		347		Motor vehicle gasoline engine and engine parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		4.98%

		3348		348		Motor vehicle electrical and electronic equipment manufacturing		$455,159.81		1		$48,597.23		0		$0.00		$37,600.29		$9,815.53		0.05%		6.12%

		3349		349		Motor vehicle transmission and power train parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.91%

		3350		350		Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.19%

		3351		351		Motor vehicle metal stamping		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.21%		4.25%

		3352		352		Other motor vehicle parts manufacturing		$691,269.03		2		$31,627.34		0		$0.00		$23,606.21		$11,620.97		0.05%		3.82%

		3353		353		Motor vehicle steering, suspension component (except spring), and brake systems manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		21.18%

		3354		354		Aircraft manufacturing		$6,440,729.95		0		$0.00		10		$(38,425.66)		$0.00		$53,396.89		0.02%		0.93%

		3355		355		Aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.08%

		3356		356		Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.12%

		3357		357		Guided missile and space vehicle manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.29%

		3358		358		Propulsion units and parts for space vehicles and guided missiles manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		16.65%

		3359		359		Railroad rolling stock manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.03%		17.53%

		3360		360		Ship building and repairing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		95.16%

		3361		361		Boat building		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		61.22%

		3362		362		Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3363		363		Military armored vehicle, tank, and tank component manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		89.50%

		3364		364		All other transportation equipment manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		95.44%

		3365		365		Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing		$1,711,630.22		11		$627,265.25		1		$(78,666.03)		$14,441.14		$3,490.49		0.10%		1.04%

		3366		366		Upholstered household furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3367		367		Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing		$1,077,219.46		3		$50,738.60		8		$1,021.49		$618.38		$2,864.13		0.03%		0.37%

		3368		368		Other household nonupholstered furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		2.29%

		3369		369		Institutional furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		7.51%

		3370		370		Wood office furniture manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.22%

		3371		371		Custom architectural woodwork and millwork		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.47%

		3372		372		Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.01%		1.72%

		3373		373		Showcase, partition, shelving, and locker manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.05%

		3374		374		Mattress manufacturing		$5,381,623.40		15		$513,752.11		3		$127,484.47		$23,702.46		$12,351.56		0.61%		0.89%

		3375		375		Blind and shade manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.02%		8.52%

		3376		376		Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.19%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873.43		6		$207,723.15		4		$114,965.83		$84,203.63		$11,365.34		0.01%		0.14%

		3378		378		Dental equipment and supplies manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		1.21%

		3379		379		Ophthalmic goods manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.13%

		3380		380		Dental laboratories		$68,089.05		1		$16,977.42		0		$8,412.22		$161.20		$306.98		0.00%		0.13%

		3381		381		Jewelry and silverware manufacturing		$3,877,617.91		15		$478,424.92		8		$269,419.76		$126,978.19		$45,251.80		0.98%		2.92%

		3382		382		Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		2.82%

		3383		383		Doll, toy, and game manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.53%

		3384		384		Office supplies (except paper) manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.06%		4.15%

		3385		385		Sign manufacturing		$2,812,181.99		15		$886,487.89		6		$168,951.64		$(165,855.17)		$9,524.11		0.07%		0.38%

		3386		386		Gasket, packing, and sealing device manufacturing		$2,523,549.72		9		$588,362.54		5		$57,743.49		$68,448.19		$9,505.49		2.37%		5.43%

		3387		387		Musical instrument manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.05%		79.25%

		3388		388		Fasteners, buttons, needles, and pins manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.29%		10.35%

		3389		389		Broom, brush, and mop manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		91.60%

		3390		390		Burial casket manufacturing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.08%		100.00%

		3391		391		All other miscellaneous manufacturing		$807,957.78		4		$256,633.81		0		$0.00		$27,396.85		$2,543.05		0.20%		5.61%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,177.51		132		$10,335,559.60		11		$1,114,876.49		$8,582,107.59		$1,472,893.42		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450.10		92		$5,887,827.65		13		$260,786.14		$2,205,760.12		$989,515.56		15.35%		77.36%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,369.86		75		$8,472,671.18		14		$547,849.78		$7,483,684.22		$1,224,733.64		20.18%		76.65%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,010.84		901		$77,372,693.31		88		$4,415,641.80		$45,469,029.37		$10,829,579.61		74.72%		63.22%

		3396		396		Wholesale - Other durable goods merchant wholesalers		$105,550,439.89		449		$28,630,662.86		38		$1,381,142.65		$12,489,128.59		$4,450,873.46		49.38%		86.28%

		3397		397		Wholesale - Drugs and druggists’ sundries		$13,404,044.77		24		$1,354,851.44		5		$58,895.25		$1,809,320.34		$246,386.64		12.17%		90.87%

		3398		398		Wholesale - Grocery and related product wholesalers		$30,205,818.60		168		$9,621,232.74		17		$429,538.01		$2,281,612.93		$456,645.52		22.96%		92.73%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,612.68		343		$25,728,893.51		20		$1,446,490.30		$4,312,925.36		$269,412,029.12		87.21%		74.05%

		3400		400		Wholesale - Other nondurable goods merchant wholesalers		$131,501,514.86		491		$31,772,660.44		14		$1,423,850.59		$14,944,851.72		$14,143,268.50		43.11%		92.03%

		3401		401		Wholesale - Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers		$4,715,217.76		28		$3,571,752.64		3		$459,165.68		$74,659.84		$26,496.15		5.71%		89.40%

		3402		402		Retail - Motor vehicle and parts dealers		$120,455,547.08		766		$46,321,014.70		77		$7,601,457.35		$14,619,884.66		$15,779,875.96		95.51%		74.38%

		3403		403		Retail - Furniture and home furnishings stores		$28,197,621.04		287		$10,862,866.69		61		$351,725.09		$1,138,133.63		$3,358,162.16		59.98%		99.79%

		3404		404		Retail - Electronics and appliance stores		$33,405,252.99		350		$15,782,413.37		37		$496,917.03		$(477,058.62)		$3,411,779.50		78.42%		99.04%

		3405		405		Retail - Building material and garden equipment and supplies stores		$146,780,813.97		1,260		$48,125,989.79		37		$1,930,728.19		$26,772,978.70		$21,074,115.23		97.43%		91.56%

		3406		406		Retail - Food and beverage stores		$133,929,662.12		1,841		$53,076,225.29		82		$3,152,416.48		$11,064,395.77		$11,471,476.97		94.83%		98.44%

		3407		407		Retail - Health and personal care stores		$62,988,776.25		587		$27,630,766.75		143		$4,696,539.61		$4,754,846.80		$3,722,023.90		75.89%		99.83%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671.24		1,230		$35,301,699.82		19		$2,101,885.81		$9,449,283.00		$19,046,927.10		98.66%		54.64%

		3409		409		Retail - Clothing and clothing accessories stores		$54,216,588.48		431		$11,682,865.98		156		$6,029,386.05		$3,454,023.55		$5,608,543.99		55.56%		98.41%

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991.17		255		$5,999,386.37		156		$491,514.08		$657,116.91		$2,573,319.52		50.45%		99.90%

		3411		411		Retail - General merchandise stores		$226,307,841.09		2,928		$94,647,335.15		31		$1,044,911.67		$13,918,317.06		$29,853,602.92		99.60%		67.70%

		3412		412		Retail - Miscellaneous store retailers		$78,725,996.01		706		$27,850,833.10		799		$12,148,757.60		$44,260.57		$8,591,661.87		94.32%		76.96%

		3413		413		Retail - Nonstore retailers		$150,521,508.02		200		$8,740,507.52		953		$4,130,004.80		$32,688,853.24		$10,975,857.50		62.12%		98.81%

		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		70		$2,709,148.83		38		$2,719,941.24		$3,934,967.41		$6,564,049.40		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		71		$8,959,124.84		0		$(766,652.58)		$26,888,622.32		$654,814.24		56.07%		75.74%

		3416		416		Water transportation		$6,654,288.95		0		$0.00		7		$3,137,837.12		$0.00		$12,823.50		10.92%		66.83%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,216		$293,133,711.31		581		$48,314,004.86		$64,888,188.77		$10,176,587.65		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		229		$6,289,292.80		471		$4,159,946.36		$1,889,982.87		$810,720.94		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		226		$13,161,376.61		208		$170,377.60		$6,422,182.96		$350,431.27		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		165		$11,343,663.23		254		$647,892.36		$1,222,084.56		$303,327.61		31.48%		99.71%

		3423		423		Newspaper publishers		$8,269,970.50		58		$2,079,103.65		33		$1,020,063.59		$2,693,745.41		$201,937.14		57.80%		86.75%

		3424		424		Periodical publishers		$1,875,718.63		10		$370,886.35		4		$59,963.89		$374,435.14		$50,479.52		12.29%		90.08%

		3425		425		Book publishers		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.22%		88.33%

		3426		426		Directory, mailing list, and other publishers		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		2.10%		97.47%

		3427		427		Greeting card publishing		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3428		428		Software publishers		$879,645.60		2		$145,604.00		4		$147,614.35		$346,938.91		$49,572.19		1.28%		96.86%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075.11		295		$11,071,985.64		31		$213,614.82		$11,185,006.80		$9,157,788.20		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708.11		4		$185,784.84		2		$14,291.06		$1,478,260.62		$927,189.56		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,914.90		126		$4,329,728.56		16		$717,643.00		$539,016.62		$668,982.25		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,728.73		5		$413,356.39		1		$8,404.50		$964,281.24		$184,446.29		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,153.55		323		$23,499,865.26		32		$4,427,986.46		$14,331,221.90		$8,957,722.18		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355.05		91		$6,592,956.57		17		$2,284,543.10		$23,076,061.46		$8,059,603.99		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,113.83		15		$1,802,449.53		2		$934,582.96		$327,947.96		$305,713.10		23.83%		96.92%

		3436		436		Data processing, hosting, and related services		$23,605,582.67		36		$1,912,766.23		25		$53,280.87		$2,345,448.42		$474,101.19		6.08%		98.16%

		3437		437		News syndicates, libraries, archives and all other information services		$2,567,367.09		11		$329,498.67		2		$219,250.35		$300,960.84		$40,766.83		22.84%		92.84%

		3438		438		Internet publishing and broadcasting and web search portals		$1,920,345.04		2		$107,310.54		0		$0.00		$198,348.95		$19,658.12		1.69%		95.38%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382.03		190		$10,833,357.70		10		$615,157.14		$1,427,261.09		$936,863.40		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,342.87		91		$14,539,139.20		202		$818,923.53		$(1,721,227.41)		$98,381.58		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,825.78		1,279		$75,865,178.09		60		$2,502,461.75		$67,552,516.61		$6,529,061.14		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,498.84		81		$4,788,901.51		515		$1,572,126.72		$1,340,379.40		$457,832.35		15.68%		90.53%

		3443		443		Direct life insurance carriers		$9,527,861.28		43		$3,269,946.68		5		$38,711.64		$1,465,911.49		$594,090.60		14.06%		92.51%

		3444		444		Insurance carriers, except direct life		$203,897,870.63		321		$23,444,952.47		130		$1,609,865.93		$27,049,337.48		$10,520,682.47		31.76%		93.20%

		3445		445		Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related activities		$141,842,409.43		495		$27,965,987.10		109		$2,713,636.99		$9,754,189.47		$1,029,959.75		73.17%		99.78%

		3446		446		Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles		$81,577,279.07		178		$12,233,481.68		99		$1,026,368.57		$2,070,297.59		$67,027.21		64.68%		99.77%

		3447		447		Other real estate		$684,001,617.68		668		$33,867,077.25		2,470		$42,222,019.27		$230,577,253.98		$8,665,940.76		74.31%		98.25%

		3448		448		Tenant-occupied housing		$256,521,943.15		131		$4,907,491.06		457		$7,963,223.20		$203,047,185.20		$14,248,380.14		64.18%		98.68%

		3449		449		Owner-occupied dwellings		$1,143,887,011.39		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$779,292,747.03		$121,791,620.54		100.00%		100.00%

		3450		450		Automotive equipment rental and leasing		$23,868,074.56		64		$3,364,517.65		17		$280,832.59		$12,149,773.61		$1,950,073.06		34.44%		97.17%

		3451		451		General and consumer goods rental except video tapes and discs		$25,772,847.61		202		$8,256,521.52		34		$469,422.50		$938,554.10		$3,087,377.52		85.54%		95.98%

		3452		452		Video tape and disc rental		$10,645,625.31		70		$3,419,866.39		11		$264,777.94		$2,178,312.63		$996,061.36		91.40%		84.84%

		3453		453		Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment rental and leasing		$445,703,305.82		802		$70,188,110.61		78		$2,041,345.47		$271,060,791.53		$18,570,616.25		98.64%		51.66%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147.02		6		$683,812.56		7		$1,302,329.41		$29,308,155.44		$355,602.34		26.76%		55.80%

		3455		455		Legal services		$82,758,626.51		459		$26,649,421.51		280		$3,296,306.66		$10,365,400.91		$1,179,138.14		20.72%		95.86%

		3456		456		Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services		$68,201,484.34		411		$22,060,772.02		112		$3,371,271.55		$17,247,966.39		$2,099,693.47		27.98%		99.08%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3458		458		Specialized design services		$1,220,385.18		5		$232,355.02		4		$15,538.12		$301,899.07		$156,546.52		8.27%		99.69%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531.38		170		$13,279,926.19		58		$842,020.73		$3,091,134.27		$1,048,147.38		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,744.97		35		$3,760,496.09		21		$314,857.27		$23,993.08		$394,158.61		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489.50		50		$4,389,816.46		13		$375,647.09		$5,337,873.78		$916,779.43		16.31%		94.95%

		3462		462		Management consulting services		$17,708,965.29		111		$8,136,337.70		31		$878,956.47		$520,658.25		$525,353.42		7.04%		85.16%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640.04		300		$23,218,371.89		78		$4,007,774.56		$2,062,013.93		$1,475,272.95		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		123		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3465		465		Advertising, public relations, and related services		$11,138,536.53		47		$1,286,581.64		56		$241,868.82		$1,197,644.62		$643,417.37		17.99%		96.75%

		3466		466		Photographic services		$3,746,079.07		14		$563,057.15		1		$25,254.36		$1,434,103.40		$428,282.45		49.76%		98.64%

		3467		467		Veterinary services		$20,165,287.48		198		$7,077,830.58		37		$582,181.93		$3,878,626.71		$828,131.14		79.87%		98.27%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,666.81		336		$32,318,775.33		86		$3,342,332.07		$60,080,680.80		$3,006,906.21		78.43%		57.05%

		3469		469		Management of companies and enterprises		$80,605,995.90		347		$31,221,025.85		95		$3,734,595.36		$4,523,049.11		$881,736.62		14.32%		97.70%

		3470		470		Office administrative services		$9,899,384.76		75		$6,130,968.28		91		$1,225,911.97		$(4,175,748.00)		$113,805.71		13.64%		99.82%

		3471		471		Facilities support services		$246,558,703.42		1,114		$63,767,192.04		490		$8,071,529.32		$32,006,584.14		$2,518,523.58		99.91%		21.66%

		3472		472		Employment services		$149,952,268.79		1,376		$53,853,402.36		624		$9,276,094.57		$26,484,794.32		$1,783,997.01		52.10%		97.03%

		3473		473		Business support services		$24,527,000.28		292		$11,323,947.35		159		$1,599,508.09		$(2,394,789.03)		$502,457.22		27.24%		98.87%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,233.62		16		$800,952.24		4		$83,662.96		$242,357.14		$41,098.59		3.75%		98.75%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180.20		213		$7,890,372.62		149		$1,427,057.25		$(422,271.18)		$435,071.38		31.82%		99.78%

		3476		476		Services to buildings		$53,184,810.29		617		$14,692,592.53		179		$2,337,975.08		$5,109,402.01		$1,857,754.38		42.97%		99.35%

		3477		477		Landscape and horticultural services		$15,296,839.22		156		$4,874,910.18		63		$775,797.39		$937,953.99		$596,773.74		23.41%		99.26%

		3478		478		Other support services		$8,062,571.29		61		$3,112,774.60		10		$165,959.32		$693,144.18		$123,341.74		11.91%		98.36%

		3479		479		Waste management and remediation services		$390,396,730.99		1,310		$148,639,203.63		20		$2,587,312.45		$85,051,913.78		$17,258,337.64		94.72%		48.62%

		3480		480		Elementary and secondary schools		$9,493,852.09		135		$6,984,781.72		109		$1,005,159.46		$(447,574.15)		$257,833.48		48.77%		99.96%

		3481		481		Junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional schools		$4,137,542.70		39		$1,481,956.35		31		$235,060.04		$847,435.76		$134,980.69		56.37%		96.49%

		3482		482		Other educational services		$60,622,274.54		398		$28,416,599.68		241		$1,541,885.90		$3,239,146.37		$1,545,241.24		72.71%		98.51%

		3483		483		Offices of physicians		$186,879,668.53		1,234		$100,188,374.29		203		$13,930,860.30		$4,923,371.29		$2,276,855.15		46.08%		99.73%

		3484		484		Offices of dentists		$72,158,292.98		542		$33,857,909.67		71		$4,692,288.90		$11,556,883.06		$661,555.68		69.44%		99.58%

		3485		485		Offices of other health practitioners		$60,437,740.03		527		$24,893,142.79		58		$3,684,443.70		$14,933,203.84		$1,009,229.72		71.18%		99.36%

		3486		486		Outpatient care centers		$62,314,405.09		408		$34,614,967.84		100		$6,362,965.50		$(3,346,234.11)		$611,392.41		56.06%		96.13%

		3487		487		Medical and diagnostic laboratories		$25,666,058.72		122		$10,320,933.06		28		$1,513,710.63		$6,142,688.17		$276,610.61		65.17%		95.02%

		3488		488		Home health care services		$61,529,458.70		1,610		$35,709,234.11		80		$4,974,866.91		$(1,860,948.25)		$1,176,860.46		74.61%		99.32%

		3489		489		Other ambulatory health care services		$35,145,816.90		226		$18,286,077.90		43		$2,673,545.54		$2,643,958.19		$289,948.35		97.26%		79.53%

		3490		490		Hospitals		$539,672,122.01		2,697		$250,002,240.29		2		$455,049.77		$44,589,491.29		$4,656,060.83		67.89%		99.85%

		3491		491		Nursing and community care facilities		$118,961,223.29		1,434		$60,765,876.12		26		$667,854.77		$5,642,871.42		$1,693,683.23		73.76%		97.13%

		3492		492		Residential mental retardation, mental health, substance abuse and other facilities		$32,466,415.92		455		$18,802,911.07		13		$221,676.35		$1,317,911.42		$317,962.11		73.90%		89.91%

		3493		493		Individual and family services		$71,499,791.42		1,813		$43,322,948.60		161		$4,829,027.24		$(4,094,104.04)		$2,312,234.24		87.41%		88.91%

		3494		494		Child day care services		$45,275,884.81		713		$18,158,960.73		52		$1,717,600.72		$12,411,841.86		$1,909,534.23		98.54%		77.93%

		3495		495		Community food, housing, and other relief services, including rehabilitation services		$33,855,919.23		399		$14,000,093.35		36		$1,145,592.74		$(292,986.07)		$994,146.94		79.83%		85.78%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,709.75		48		$1,484,256.44		452		$516,173.01		$864,160.52		$386,705.95		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048.32		18		$603,667.54		89		$262,726.07		$(286,710.26)		$50,802.73		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631.39		4		$95,301.51		15		$177,188.88		$53,369.44		$30,155.55		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716.11		4		$292,270.59		107		$228,325.90		$1,239,236.29		$353,517.84		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959.09		77		$2,352,449.01		667		$1,161,280.40		$2,994,982.85		$1,003,095.11		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764.49		46		$1,255,456.12		0		$1,119.07		$303,450.63		$29,804.45		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,584.91		40		$1,915,134.83		4		$52,243.38		$582,208.43		$525,508.52		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,413.95		533		$14,132,765.82		59		$197,351.46		$20,855,847.09		$5,501,897.71		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049.38		288		$7,220,625.52		53		$516,883.47		$(619,382.04)		$1,228,991.06		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253.36		158		$2,403,796.22		20		$237,260.54		$180,588.30		$589,476.26		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,083.81		55		$1,063,747.59		5		$107,218.15		$221,816.75		$259,342.05		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081.12		1,341		$35,905,589.69		138		$274,859.74		$22,340,369.12		$11,338,075.75		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,037.67		237		$11,335,230.59		24		$82,728.58		$4,163,744.95		$969,140.65		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436.05		3,783		$85,303,400.97		228		$8,151,387.99		$32,685,156.62		$14,732,768.84		84.01%		95.35%

		3510		510		Limited-service restaurants		$414,322,112.00		5,154		$107,848,824.90		288		$7,963,651.23		$49,593,266.27		$26,296,885.21		92.17%		76.24%

		3511		511		All other food and drinking places		$93,926,462.83		1,401		$38,757,185.26		81		$2,899,587.95		$14,120,636.06		$5,383,019.98		71.95%		99.64%

		3512		512		Automotive repair and maintenance, except car washes		$139,314,634.16		1,151		$61,094,839.56		229		$13,287,322.27		$(3,107,370.11)		$26,084,556.00		96.67%		93.35%

		3513		513		Car washes		$111,384,874.95		798		$39,355,909.23		93		$7,270,508.95		$11,653,090.69		$16,070,743.48		98.55%		68.52%

		3514		514		Electronic and precision equipment repair and maintenance		$13,335,954.98		60		$5,065,134.33		46		$1,403,361.46		$280,376.12		$1,106,951.19		16.58%		99.91%

		3515		515		Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment repair and maintenance		$129,389,316.69		872		$71,451,347.90		594		$25,517,118.13		$(41,078,193.89)		$18,852,941.01		97.21%		37.24%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399.33		83		$3,685,599.93		38		$970,302.98		$2,818,896.77		$2,256,388.26		40.65%		99.92%

		3517		517		Personal care services		$16,237,748.80		149		$3,330,177.30		301		$7,784,567.76		$(1,473,111.70)		$2,500,445.50		47.82%		99.93%

		3518		518		Death care services		$8,976,267.56		79		$2,644,192.16		206		$4,885,320.98		$(3,105,331.61)		$1,587,428.40		97.42%		70.48%

		3519		519		Dry-cleaning and laundry services		$28,734,827.61		257		$8,640,938.82		655		$18,808,523.96		$(10,748,901.82)		$4,935,894.42		97.50%		40.81%

		3520		520		Other personal services		$12,812,823.51		105		$3,477,441.68		121		$2,248,567.45		$1,046,995.07		$1,993,879.01		52.74%		99.84%

		3521		521		Religious organizations		$104,798,765.51		1,290		$42,490,487.57		125		$1,443,460.20		$(24,844,867.14)		$0.00		77.35%		93.02%

		3522		522		Grantmaking, giving, and social advocacy organizations		$58,736,932.06		201		$8,934,449.57		36		$345,307.14		$20,172,162.75		$5,932,463.36		66.74%		96.70%

		3523		523		Business and professional associations		$12,580,342.23		54		$2,635,762.21		10		$94,445.10		$1,951,195.83		$1,639,255.81		32.59%		99.50%

		3524		524		Labor and civic organizations		$47,718,987.45		335		$6,744,076.55		30		$318,062.30		$11,712,737.63		$5,722,207.27		73.85%		93.74%

		3525		525		Private households		$11,470,543.50		819		$11,470,543.50		0		$0.00		$(0.00)		$0.00		91.90%		93.12%

		3526		526		Postal service		$29,204,764.14		339		$27,197,120.52		0		$0.00		$33,120.37		$0.00		78.90%		88.80%

		3527		527		Federal electric utilities		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3528		528		Other federal government enterprises		$43,857,218.44		170		$3,387,998.29		0		$0.00		$23,941,683.98		$(8,041,002.61)		68.11%		7.32%

		3529		529		State government passenger transit		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3530		530		State government electric utilities		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3531		531		Other state government enterprises		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		5.03%		99.59%

		3532		532		Local government passenger transit		$7,721,032.81		110		$6,109,775.48		0		$0.00		$(10,479,831.91)		$(340.59)		0.00%		0.00%

		3533		533		Local government electric utilities		$25,036,123.37		46		$4,926,817.48		0		$0.00		$7,570,903.85		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3534		534		Other local government enterprises		$612,588,116.87		2,016		$130,158,341.00		0		$0.00		$157,587,987.48		$(5,867,260.42)		98.67%		33.49%

		3535		535		* Not an industry (Used and secondhand goods)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		43.53%		96.81%

		3536		536		* Not an industry (Scrap)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		78.07%		3.24%

		3537		537		* Not an industry (Rest of world adjustment)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3538		538		* Not an industry (Noncomparable foreign imports)		$0.00		0		$0.00		0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		0.00%		0.00%

		3539		539		* Employment and payroll of state govt, education		$67,755,330.62		1,140		$59,284,634.26		0		$0.00		$8,470,696.36		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3540		540		* Employment and payroll of state govt, hospitals and health services		$34,653,130.09		454		$30,142,396.61		0		$0.00		$4,510,733.48		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3541		541		* Employment and payroll of state govt, other services		$109,368,057.96		1,512		$95,108,024.16		0		$0.00		$14,260,033.80		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3542		542		* Employment and payroll of local govt, education		$452,173,213.87		6,244		$392,150,303.98		0		$0.00		$60,022,909.89		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3543		543		* Employment and payroll of local govt, hospitals and health services		$10,967,846.25		183		$9,624,728.80		0		$0.00		$1,343,117.44		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3544		544		* Employment and payroll of local govt, other services		$325,888,292.78		4,284		$282,229,296.83		0		$0.00		$43,658,995.95		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,574.87		5,413		$482,289,473.53		0		$0.00		$2,168,460,101.34		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%

		3546		546		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, non-military		$604,024,036.77		2,278		$253,668,499.00		0		$0.00		$350,355,537.77		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%



								$36,986,040,301.00		124,882		$8,130,227,217.27		27,316		$1,085,961,541.05		$10,206,885,301.92		$1,913,363,426.83





Defenses

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports



		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		$219.32		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,334.76		5		$455,021.41		$0.00		$0.00		$69,299.69		$9,466.16		0.21%		6.54%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,101.56		1		$80,286.88		$0.30		$3,569.80		$22,758.54		$4,847.98		0.02%		0.74%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,530.83		6		$323,465.27		$0.00		$0.00		$77,121.82		$12,827.01		0.02%		0.36%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873.43		6		$207,723.15		$3.72		$114,965.83		$84,203.63		$11,365.34		0.01%		0.14%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,177.51		132		$10,335,559.60		$10.62		$1,114,876.49		$8,582,107.59		$1,472,893.42		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450.10		92		$5,887,827.65		$13.47		$260,786.14		$2,205,760.12		$989,515.56		15.35%		77.36%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531.38		170		$13,279,926.19		$57.52		$842,020.73		$3,091,134.27		$1,048,147.38		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,744.97		35		$3,760,496.09		$21.18		$314,857.27		$23,993.08		$394,158.61		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489.50		50		$4,389,816.46		$12.95		$375,647.09		$5,337,873.78		$916,779.43		16.31%		94.95%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		$123.24		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180.20		213		$7,890,372.62		$149.46		$1,427,057.25		$(422,271.18)		$435,071.38		31.82%		99.78%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399.33		83		$3,685,599.93		$37.53		$970,302.98		$2,818,896.77		$2,256,388.26		40.65%		99.92%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,574.87		5,413		$482,289,473.53		$0.00		$0.00		$2,168,460,101.34		$0.00		100.00%		100.00%
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		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Employment		Employment		Average RPC		Average RSC

												 Income



		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,224		1,664		$122,978,672		100.00%		100.00%

		3252		252		Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		$1,520,335		5		$455,021		0.21%		6.54%

		3255		255		Small arms ammunition manufacturing		$324,102		1		$83,857		0.02%		0.74%

		3257		257		Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		$1,453,531		6		$323,465		0.02%		0.36%

		3377		377		Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		$2,273,873		9		$322,689		0.01%		0.14%

		3392		392		Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		$49,853,178		142		$11,450,436		58.89%		70.63%

		3393		393		Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		$22,496,450		105		$6,148,614		15.35%		77.36%

		3459		459		Custom computer programming services		$27,242,531		227		$14,121,947		3.97%		68.18%

		3460		460		Computer systems design services		$5,957,745		56		$4,075,353		2.57%		96.88%

		3461		461		Other computer related services, including facilities management		$17,966,489		63		$4,765,464		16.31%		94.95%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,547		962		$73,878,715		18.64%		60.79%

		3475		475		Investigation and security services		$15,767,180		362		$9,317,430		31.82%		99.78%

		3516		516		Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		$14,298,399		120		$4,655,903		40.65%		99.92%

		3545		545		* Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		$2,650,749,575		5,413		$482,289,474		100.00%		100.00%

								$3,280,665,159		9,137		$734,867,040		27.75%

														22.19%





Transportation & Logistics

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		70		$2,709,148.83		38		$2,719,941.24		$3,934,967.41		$6,564,049.40		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		71		$8,959,124.84		0		$(766,652.58)		$26,888,622.32		$654,814.24		56.07%		75.74%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,216		$293,133,711.31		581		$48,314,004.86		$64,888,188.77		$10,176,587.65		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		229		$6,289,292.80		471		$4,159,946.36		$1,889,982.87		$810,720.94		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		226		$13,161,376.61		208		$170,377.60		$6,422,182.96		$350,431.27		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		165		$11,343,663.23		254		$647,892.36		$1,222,084.56		$303,327.61		31.48%		99.71%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Employment		Employment Income		Average RPC		Average RSC



		3414		414		Air transportation		$34,544,519.82		108		$5,429,090.07		11.33%		77.43%

		3415		415		Rail transportation		$51,150,722.07		72		$8,192,472.26		56.07%		75.74%

		3417		417		Truck transportation		$707,981,848.88		3,797		$341,447,716.18		86.80%		39.48%

		3418		418		Transit and ground passenger transportation		$20,355,044.03		700		$10,449,239.16		41.22%		97.69%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		558		$82,976,283.62		72.03%		93.36%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		543		$28,199,776.49		83.11%		88.17%

		3421		421		Couriers and messengers		$35,715,966.43		433		$13,331,754.20		56.93%		84.63%

		3422		422		Warehousing and storage		$31,925,346.48		419		$11,991,555.59		31.48%		99.71%

								1,148,834,265		6,630		502,017,888		54.87%





Agribusiness

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310.25		10		$626,743.50		10		$1,882,739.74		$2,963,543.28		$(5,731,980.53)		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,849.80		37		$1,482,971.37		11		$2,858,365.90		$(812,849.30)		$(68,332.46)		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,112.89		7		$308,020.42		3		$463,804.45		$386,759.59		$(20,564.02)		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266.45		379		$14,596,491.64		234		$4,363,882.81		$20,963,679.23		$(915,079.24)		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654.21		6		$329,360.12		0		$280,152.60		$151,609.40		$(11,522.73)		2.79%		28.64%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006.27		160		$8,609,544.49		17		$3,025,503.09		$3,433,743.15		$(278,870.73)		60.47%		2.51%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783.36		402		$20,640,783.64		815		$18,033,860.06		$5,178,053.28		$(4,031,041.93)		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646.34		63		$3,901,291.63		923		$75,043,763.39		$47,506,506.90		$(2,039,231.86)		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,266.56		702		$29,773,625.20		368		$38,206,754.95		$61,358,120.56		$(5,461,322.66)		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,732.52		2		$152,360.53		1		$97,133.04		$97,718.45		$(8,941.65)		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,191.96		18		$1,234,750.81		29		$5,826,572.29		$2,571,132.63		$(88,185.49)		51.69%		60.17%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643.12		233		$14,955,186.34		419		$2,215,785.26		$(652,044.67)		$506,204.90		73.13%		94.64%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,105.95		21		$1,703,786.36		2		$68,089.53		$1,104,899.71		$244,230.29		9.38%		72.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,000.82		3		$81,671.70		2		$33,600.65		$44,622.49		$3,964.23		0.06%		0.37%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921.10		94		$4,156,348.92		10		$246,898.44		$1,913,564.88		$59,582.28		5.95%		3.21%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514.01		41		$2,551,134.61		0		$66,215.44		$2,414,963.56		$33,137.07		1.91%		1.04%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640.01		88		$5,958,896.68		11		$670,217.01		$4,420,290.78		$174,367.20		33.86%		17.69%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243.22		302		$26,312,087.86		71		$1,279,715.09		$12,163,206.49		$727,857.23		4.91%		2.13%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460.15		7		$317,311.91		1		$31,050.70		$140,436.89		$7,425.73		5.59%		8.20%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365.09		29		$1,093,470.64		2		$69,391.92		$252,795.89		$61,686.89		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,652.73		58		$1,484,305.39		7		$97,326.59		$(34,205.81)		$72,510.14		2.84%		5.96%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,955.50		147		$4,295,727.10		12		$213,129.58		$1,459,461.39		$733,794.55		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076.27		1		$6,383.53		0		$4,752.18		$3,651.13		$725.72		1.04%		9.92%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,450.86		25		$1,310,237.70		3		$111,230.60		$337,885.12		$14,419.13		60.05%		35.93%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445.08		22		$1,149,960.55		1		$36,122.41		$280,646.70		$5,089.84		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,775.55		3		$147,190.26		0		$2,267.57		$153,447.66		$5,304.88		0.18%		0.92%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,040.95		67		$4,760,351.02		0		$73,429.55		$3,743,052.60		$92,326.98		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307.13		27		$982,190.93		1		$24,760.18		$516,765.36		$20,838.45		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,377.88		6		$209,743.03		1		$24,193.85		$158,946.57		$14,234.29		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176.24		5		$222,073.46		0		$13,448.34		$(94,841.90)		$2,524.85		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546.04		36		$761,208.82		5		$118,235.47		$867,200.49		$461,598.02		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,764.64		12		$271,534.71		5		$8,704.60		$176,815.37		$53,734.99		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,196.50		1		$25,277.13		0		$0.00		$71,743.17		$151,441.47		0.00%		0.07%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,143.89		4		$198,232.51		1		$21,475.26		$127,111.05		$32,915.93		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543.31		1		$106,503.10		0		$0.00		$49,915.08		$3,455.14		0.19%		1.07%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,010.84		901		$77,372,693.31		88		$4,415,641.80		$45,469,029.37		$10,829,579.61		74.72%		63.22%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Employment		Employment Income		Average RPC		Average RSC



		3002		2		Grain farming		$7,957,310		19		$2,509,483		19.31%		85.15%

		3003		3		Vegetable and melon farming		$5,034,850		49		$4,341,337		24.25%		83.41%

		3004		4		Fruit farming		$1,276,113		10		$771,825		3.45%		42.36%

		3005		5		Tree nut farming		$42,563,266		612		$18,960,374		47.90%		5.75%

		3006		6		Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		$999,654		7		$609,513		2.79%		28.64%

		3008		8		Cotton farming		$17,784,006		177		$11,635,048		60.47%		2.51%

		3010		10		All other crop farming		$57,223,783		1,217		$38,674,644		91.46%		28.45%

		3011		11		Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		$251,384,646		987		$78,945,055		91.95%		21.94%

		3012		12		Dairy cattle and milk production		$518,964,267		1,070		$67,980,380		74.19%		19.25%

		3013		13		Poultry and egg production		$2,403,733		3		$249,494		7.46%		15.40%

		3014		14		Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		$9,960,192		47		$7,061,323		51.69%		60.17%

		3019		19		Support activities for agriculture and forestry		$22,593,643		652		$17,170,972		73.13%		94.64%

		3064		64		Other animal food manufacturing		$22,839,106		23		$1,771,876		9.38%		72.62%

		3074		74		Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		$1,633,001		4		$115,272		0.06%		0.37%

		3078		78		Frozen specialties manufacturing		$33,121,921		104		$4,403,247		5.95%		3.21%

		3081		81		Dehydrated food products manufacturing		$18,209,514		41		$2,617,350		1.91%		1.04%

		3084		84		Fluid milk manufacturing		$67,583,640		100		$6,629,114		33.86%		17.69%

		3082		82		Cheese manufacturing		$332,919,243		373		$27,591,803		4.91%		2.13%

		3086		86		Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		$2,673,460		7		$348,363		5.59%		8.20%

		3089		89		Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		$18,042,365		31		$1,162,863		0.63%		2.39%

		3090		90		Meat processed from carcasses		$28,070,653		66		$1,581,632		2.84%		5.96%

		3093		93		Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		$20,070,956		159		$4,508,857		2.03%		4.74%

		3094		94		Cookie and cracker manufacturing		$238,076		1		$11,136		1.04%		9.92%

		3096		96		Tortilla manufacturing		$6,266,451		28		$1,421,468		60.05%		35.93%

		3098		98		Other snack food manufacturing		$9,787,445		23		$1,186,083		1.59%		3.45%

		3099		99		Coffee and tea manufacturing		$2,153,776		4		$149,458		0.18%		0.92%

		3102		102		Spice and extract manufacturing		$40,050,041		67		$4,833,781		2.29%		0.86%

		3103		103		All other food manufacturing		$9,852,307		28		$1,006,951		0.57%		1.18%

		3104		104		Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		$3,695,378		7		$233,937		1.71%		17.06%

		3105		105		Manufactured ice		$736,176		5		$235,522		40.32%		53.16%

		3106		106		Breweries		$12,014,546		41		$879,444		2.50%		6.73%

		3107		107		Wineries		$4,003,765		16		$280,239		0.28%		1.50%

		3108		108		Distilleries		$992,197		1		$25,277		0.00%		0.07%

		3167		167		Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		$4,872,144		5		$219,708		1.25%		2.33%

		3168		168		Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		$551,543		1		$106,503		0.19%		1.07%

		3395		395		Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		$253,867,011		989		$81,788,335		74.72%		63.22%



								$1,832,390,177		6,969		$392,017,665		22.27%





Energy 

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693.38		2,149		$354,790,042.97		1,811		$277,615,668.54		$2,401,746,016.07		$530,289,898.86		59.24%		31.97%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,869.62		2,495		$268,252,273.96		401		$22,070,473.20		$240,819,357.98		$80,129,549.90		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,852.78		11,447		$1,036,316,151.59		923		$34,040,270.25		$333,164,157.15		$148,512,057.83		90.68%		3.87%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,408.96		39		$4,477,529.69		6		$(3,246.86)		$4,230,850.25		$1,183,993.23		38.10%		4.65%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,200.51		350		$44,382,685.72		196		$29,846,307.06		$273,107,282.41		$62,997,485.82		97.95%		9.19%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,702.74		56		$7,362,233.02		11		$(155,175.67)		$13,158,159.32		$8,051,809.60		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,149.76		5		$685,308.15		0		$(1,925.43)		$1,582,534.68		$592,224.94		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493.43		439		$51,925,731.36		24		$(280,744.73)		$96,043,481.10		$32,730,091.69		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064.14		245		$32,817,399.41		18		$(272,643.96)		$42,546,434.93		$12,310,824.21		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,876.81		155		$10,578,616.50		3		$(85,660.68)		$7,989,682.15		$2,530,500.58		96.60%		45.64%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,223.92		1,445		$112,336,730.73		219		$10,641,941.46		$58,953,856.67		$8,017,940.06		100.00%		100.00%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,818.88		546		$100,702,546.53		14		$15,346,506.92		$605,427,736.18		$12,844,683.81		67.49%		15.07%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153.22		48		$3,486,217.30		0		$0.00		$248,173.59		$84,606.75		0.16%		0.17%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,179.96		49		$4,236,416.46		10		$429,494.19		$1,824,697.28		$144,345.45		51.90%		88.94%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513.36		2		$140,077.19		0		$0.00		$26,513.08		$2,138.82		0.02%		0.61%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331.49		50		$3,778,510.77		3		$90,240.56		$1,379,185.23		$226,370.41		0.22%		0.31%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,369.86		75		$8,472,671.18		14		$547,849.78		$7,483,684.22		$1,224,733.64		20.18%		76.65%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,612.68		343		$25,728,893.51		20		$1,446,490.30		$4,312,925.36		$269,412,029.12		87.21%		74.05%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671.24		1,230		$35,301,699.82		19		$2,101,885.81		$9,449,283.00		$19,046,927.10		98.66%		54.64%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,432.58		552		$82,646,609.57		6		$329,674.05		$35,817,111.13		$26,927,107.73		72.03%		93.36%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382.03		190		$10,833,357.70		10		$615,157.14		$1,427,261.09		$936,863.40		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,342.87		91		$14,539,139.20		202		$818,923.53		$(1,721,227.41)		$98,381.58		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,825.78		1,279		$75,865,178.09		60		$2,502,461.75		$67,552,516.61		$6,529,061.14		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,498.84		81		$4,788,901.51		515		$1,572,126.72		$1,340,379.40		$457,832.35		15.68%		90.53%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147.02		6		$683,812.56		7		$1,302,329.41		$29,308,155.44		$355,602.34		26.76%		55.80%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,713.62		1,405		$128,242,050.12		464		$14,723,605.38		$28,264,461.61		$7,598,642.10		33.64%		91.96%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640.04		300		$23,218,371.89		78		$4,007,774.56		$2,062,013.93		$1,475,272.95		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,546.95		839		$70,374,135.47		123		$3,504,580.02		$7,386,735.44		$3,297,905.04		18.64%		60.79%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,666.81		336		$32,318,775.33		86		$3,342,332.07		$60,080,680.80		$3,006,906.21		78.43%		57.05%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Cluster Industries		Total Output		Employment 		Employment 		Average		Average RSC

												Income		 RPC



		3020		20		Oil and gas extraction		$4,903,690,693		3,960		$632,405,712		59.24%		31.97%

		3035		35		Drilling oil and gas wells		$1,188,688,870		2,896		$290,322,747		98.16%		4.12%

		3036		36		Support activities for oil and gas operations		$3,084,877,853		12,369		$1,070,356,422		90.68%		3.87%

		3027		27		Other metal ore mining		$18,064,409		45		$4,474,283		38.10%		4.65%

		3038		38		Other nonmetallic minerals services		$574,919,201		546		$74,228,993		97.95%		9.19%

		3040		40		Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		$85,022,703		67		$7,207,057		0.00%		0.00%

		3045		45		Electric power generation - Biomass		$8,272,150		6		$683,383		0.00%		0.00%

		3047		47		Electric power transmission and distribution		$526,835,493		464		$51,644,987		97.32%		53.82%

		3048		48		Natural gas distribution		$207,775,064		263		$32,544,755		99.36%		49.80%

		3049		49		Water, sewage and other systems		$44,733,877		158		$10,492,956		96.60%		45.64%

		3052		52		Construction of new power and communication structures		$282,289,224		1,664		$122,978,672		100.00%		100.00%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,714		1,868		$142,965,656		33.64%		91.96%

		3154		154		Petroleum refineries		$3,781,193,819		559		$116,049,053		67.49%		15.07%

		3242		242		Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		$12,746,153		48		$3,486,217		0.16%		0.17%

		3264		264		Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		$27,313,180		60		$4,665,911		51.90%		88.94%

		3269		269		All other industrial machinery manufacturing		$602,513		2		$140,077		0.02%		0.61%

		3339		339		All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		$16,698,331		53		$3,868,751		0.22%		0.31%

		3394		394		Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		$39,727,370		89		$9,020,521		20.18%		76.65%

		3399		399		Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		$368,503,613		363		$27,175,384		87.21%		74.05%

		3408		408		Retail - Gasoline stores		$126,657,671		1,249		$37,403,586		98.66%		54.64%

		3419		419		Pipeline transportation		$194,198,433		558		$82,976,284		72.03%		93.36%

		3439		439		Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		$30,722,382		200		$11,448,515		25.10%		96.14%

		3440		440		Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		$32,957,343		294		$15,358,063		37.58%		87.65%

		3441		441		Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		$371,568,826		1,339		$78,367,640		54.38%		95.39%

		3442		442		Other financial investment activities		$84,844,499		596		$6,361,028		15.68%		90.53%

		3454		454		Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		$34,769,147		13		$1,986,142		26.76%		55.80%

		3457		457		Architectural, engineering, and related services		$305,276,714		1,868		$142,965,656		33.64%		91.96%

		3463		463		Environmental and other technical consulting services		$47,056,640		377		$27,226,146		83.95%		66.06%

		3464		464		Scientific research and development services		$188,472,547		962		$73,878,715		18.64%		60.79%

		3468		468		Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		$146,023,667		423		$35,661,107		78.43%		57.05%



								$17,039,779,097		33,360		$3,118,344,418









Entertainment & Arts

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Description		Total Output		Wage & Salary		Employee 		Proprietor		Proprietor		Other Property		Tax on Production 		Average RPC		Average RSC

										 Employment		Compensation		 Employment		 Income		 Income		& Imports

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991.17		255		$5,999,386.37		156		$491,514.08		$657,116.91		$2,573,319.52		50.45%		99.90%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384.20		462		$27,300,705.36		81		$899,071.13		$2,244,705.54		$1,516,737.33		83.11%		88.17%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075.11		295		$11,071,985.64		31		$213,614.82		$11,185,006.80		$9,157,788.20		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708.11		4		$185,784.84		2		$14,291.06		$1,478,260.62		$927,189.56		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,914.90		126		$4,329,728.56		16		$717,643.00		$539,016.62		$668,982.25		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,728.73		5		$413,356.39		1		$8,404.50		$964,281.24		$184,446.29		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,153.55		323		$23,499,865.26		32		$4,427,986.46		$14,331,221.90		$8,957,722.18		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355.05		91		$6,592,956.57		17		$2,284,543.10		$23,076,061.46		$8,059,603.99		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,113.83		15		$1,802,449.53		2		$934,582.96		$327,947.96		$305,713.10		23.83%		96.92%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,233.62		16		$800,952.24		4		$83,662.96		$242,357.14		$41,098.59		3.75%		98.75%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,709.75		48		$1,484,256.44		452		$516,173.01		$864,160.52		$386,705.95		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048.32		18		$603,667.54		89		$262,726.07		$(286,710.26)		$50,802.73		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631.39		4		$95,301.51		15		$177,188.88		$53,369.44		$30,155.55		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716.11		4		$292,270.59		107		$228,325.90		$1,239,236.29		$353,517.84		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959.09		77		$2,352,449.01		667		$1,161,280.40		$2,994,982.85		$1,003,095.11		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764.49		46		$1,255,456.12		0		$1,119.07		$303,450.63		$29,804.45		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,584.91		40		$1,915,134.83		4		$52,243.38		$582,208.43		$525,508.52		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,413.95		533		$14,132,765.82		59		$197,351.46		$20,855,847.09		$5,501,897.71		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049.38		288		$7,220,625.52		53		$516,883.47		$(619,382.04)		$1,228,991.06		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253.36		158		$2,403,796.22		20		$237,260.54		$180,588.30		$589,476.26		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,083.81		55		$1,063,747.59		5		$107,218.15		$221,816.75		$259,342.05		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081.12		1,341		$35,905,589.69		138		$274,859.74		$22,340,369.12		$11,338,075.75		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,037.67		237		$11,335,230.59		24		$82,728.58		$4,163,744.95		$969,140.65		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436.05		3,783		$85,303,400.97		228		$8,151,387.99		$32,685,156.62		$14,732,768.84		84.01%		95.35%

		SNMEED Regional Data

		Implan Code		Industry Code		Cluster Industries		Total Output		Employment		Employment		Average		Average RSC

												Income		RPC

		3410		410		Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		$19,281,991		411		$6,490,900		50.45%		99.90%

		3420		420		Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		$72,962,384		543		$28,199,776		83.11%		88.17%

		3429		429		Motion picture and video industries		$76,877,075		326		$11,285,600		62.41%		72.14%

		3430		430		Sound recording industries		$4,202,708		6		$200,076		35.19%		80.62%

		3431		431		Radio and television broadcasting		$41,144,915		142		$5,047,372		22.49%		99.04%

		3432		432		Cable and other subscription programming		$6,712,729		6		$421,761		14.99%		99.58%

		3433		433		Wired telecommunications carriers		$127,122,154		355		$27,927,852		50.92%		96.49%

		3434		434		Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		$160,411,355		108		$8,877,500		76.68%		88.93%

		3435		435		Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		$7,694,114		17		$2,737,032		23.83%		96.92%

		3474		474		Travel arrangement and reservation services		$3,046,234		20		$884,615		3.75%		98.75%

		3496		496		Performing arts companies		$17,795,710		500		$2,000,429		71.31%		72.23%

		3497		497		Commercial Sports Except Racing		$2,600,048		108		$866,394		27.98%		98.81%

		3498		498		Racing and Track Operation		$1,072,631		19		$272,490		22.51%		98.16%

		3499		499		Independent artists, writers, and performers		$6,633,716		111		$520,596		11.19%		98.87%

		3500		500		Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		$41,841,959		744		$3,513,729		90.16%		83.56%

		3501		501		Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		$3,449,764		46		$1,256,575		40.90%		98.89%

		3502		502		Amusement parks and arcades		$4,168,585		45		$1,967,378		33.00%		74.55%

		3503		503		Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		$70,335,414		592		$14,330,117		90.63%		56.05%

		3504		504		Other amusement and recreation industries		$17,313,049		341		$7,737,509		54.10%		91.49%

		3505		505		Fitness and recreational sports centers		$7,534,253		179		$2,641,057		34.81%		99.92%

		3506		506		Bowling centers		$3,388,084		60		$1,170,966		68.77%		99.93%

		3507		507		Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		$127,928,081		1,479		$36,180,449		0.10%		0.13%

		3508		508		Other accommodations		$21,772,038		261		$11,417,959		0.08%		0.13%

		3509		509		Full-service restaurants		$250,127,436		4,011		$93,454,789		84.01%		95.35%



								$1,095,416,428		10,430		$269,402,924		43.89%







Energy Cluster 
Employment & Labor Income Gains 

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Impact Type Employment Labor Income

Direct Effect 5,235 $764,122,604 
Indirect Effect 2,977 $212,319,302 
Induced Effect 2,802 $114,421,549 

Total Effect 11,013 $1,090,863,455 

Copyright 202_  Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.

• Note: Definition of employment impact types

• Direct: jobs created by businesses as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region 

• Indirect: jobs created by business-to-business transactions as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

• Induced: jobs created by increased consumer spending as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region



Energy Cluster 
Industries by Employment Gain

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions
Energy Cluster  Industries Direct Indirect Induced Total

Effects Effects Effects Effects

20 - Oil and gas extraction 2,742 0 0 2,742
457 - Architectural, engineering, and related services 815 0 0 815
154 - Petroleum refineries 433 0 0 433
419 - Pipeline transportation 0 299 1 300
464 - Scientific research and development services 276 0 0 276
442 - Other financial investment activities 153 0 0 153
441 - Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation 0 79 40 120
399 - Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products 0 95 3 98
408 - Retail - Gasoline stores 0 12 31 43
47 - Electric power transmission and distribution 0 36 6 42
440 - Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage 0 33 7 40
468 - Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services 0 36 2 38
264 - Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing 37 0 0 37
463 - Environmental and other technical consulting services 0 29 5 34
48 - Natural gas distribution 0 29 3 32
36 - Support activities for oil and gas operations 0 27 0 27
394 - Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods 27 0 0 27
27 - Other metal ore mining 22 0 0 22
439 - Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities 0 6 9 15
49 - Water, sewage and other systems 0 13 2 14
40 - Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel 7 0 0 7
242 - Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing 5 0 0 5
454 - Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets 0 1 0 1
38 - Other nonmetallic minerals services 0 1 0 1
45 - Electric power generation - Biomass 1 0 0 1
269 - All other industrial machinery manufacturing 0 0 0 0
35 - Drilling oil and gas wells 0 0 0 0
52 - Construction of new power and communication structures 0 0 0 0
339 - All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing 0 0 0 0

4,517 696 109 5,321


industries_by_impact

				Impact		1 - Direct		2 - Indirect		3 - Induced

				Industry Display		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment

		1		20 - Oil and gas extraction		2,741.81		0		0		2,741.81

		2		457 - Architectural, engineering, and related services		815.39		0		0		815.39

		3		154 - Petroleum refineries		433.38		0		0		433.38

		4		419 - Pipeline transportation		0		299.06		0.87		299.93

		5		417 - Truck transportation		0		274.61		22.54		297.14

		6		464 - Scientific research and development services		275.57		0		0		275.57

		7		509 - Full-service restaurants		0		70.45		198.78		269.23

		8		510 - Limited-service restaurants		0		26.56		213.5		240.06

		9		446 - Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles		206.75		0		0		206.75

		10		472 - Employment services		0		164.45		34.38		198.83

		11		447 - Other real estate		0		132.3		61.8		194.1

		12		444 - Insurance carriers, except direct life		188.43		0		0		188.43

		13		445 - Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related activities		0		183.29		2.44		185.73

		14		490 - Hospitals		0		0		168.03		168.03

		15		60 - Maintenance and repair construction of nonresidential structures		0		149.65		7.2		156.85

		16		442 - Other financial investment activities		153.16		0		0		153.16

		17		441 - Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		0		79.23		40.45		119.68

		18		411 - Retail - General merchandise stores		0		5.05		112.55		117.6

		19		534 - Other local government enterprises		0		79.59		36.23		115.81

		20		487 - Medical and diagnostic laboratories		112.56		0		0		112.56

		21		469 - Management of companies and enterprises		0		106.69		5.41		112.1

		22		406 - Retail - Food and beverage stores		0		1.45		108.89		110.34

		23		493 - Individual and family services		0		0		109.14		109.14

		24		488 - Home health care services		0		0		106.33		106.33

		25		512 - Automotive repair and maintenance, except car washes		0		49.22		53.4		102.62

		26		399 - Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		0		94.8		2.89		97.69

		27		511 - All other food and drinking places		0		19.24		71.33		90.56

		28		483 - Offices of physicians		0		0		88.59		88.59

		29		62 - Maintenance and repair construction of highways, streets, bridges, and tunnels		84.87		0		0		84.87

		30		479 - Waste management and remediation services		0		72.36		8.61		80.98

		31		476 - Services to buildings		0		70.86		10.09		80.95

		32		521 - Religious organizations		0		0		79.72		79.72

		33		413 - Retail - Nonstore retailers		0		10.67		62.88		73.55

		34		395 - Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		0		67.83		2.03		69.86

		35		453 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment rental and leasing		0		66.36		1.75		68.11

		36		412 - Retail - Miscellaneous store retailers		0		3.24		64.69		67.94

		37		405 - Retail - Building material and garden equipment and supplies stores		0		42.49		24.03		66.52

		38		491 - Nursing and community care facilities		0		0		65.08		65.08

		39		459 - Custom computer programming services		0		63.1		0.21		63.31

		40		455 - Legal services		0		52.43		10.62		63.05

		41		420 - Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		0		54.99		7.88		62.87

		42		34 - Other nonmetallic minerals		61.85		0		0		61.85

		43		515 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment repair and maintenance		0		52.89		8.71		61.61

		44		456 - Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services		0		41.57		6.36		47.92

		45		525 - Private households		0		0		46.45		46.45

		46		513 - Car washes		0		14.99		30.59		45.58

		47		475 - Investigation and security services		0		37.88		6.47		44.35

		48		408 - Retail - Gasoline stores		0		11.67		30.97		42.64

		49		407 - Retail - Health and personal care stores		0		0.11		42.3		42.41

		50		47 - Electric power transmission and distribution		0		36.06		5.92		41.98

		51		440 - Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		0		32.94		7.46		40.4

		52		494 - Child day care services		0		0		39.43		39.43

		53		402 - Retail - Motor vehicle and parts dealers		0		5.69		33.07		38.76

		54		468 - Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		0		36.3		2.17		38.47

		55		500 - Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		0		7.36		30.85		38.21

		56		396 - Wholesale - Other durable goods merchant wholesalers		0		30.39		7.59		37.98

		57		418 - Transit and ground passenger transportation		0		16.74		21.13		37.87

		58		264 - Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		36.93		0		0		36.93

		59		484 - Offices of dentists		0		0		36.54		36.54

		60		485 - Offices of other health practitioners		0		0		35.87		35.87

		61		473 - Business support services		0		29.31		5.32		34.63

		62		463 - Environmental and other technical consulting services		0		29.39		4.5		33.9

		63		409 - Retail - Clothing and clothing accessories stores		0		0.02		33.55		33.56

		64		421 - Couriers and messengers		0		24.48		7.69		32.17

		65		400 - Wholesale - Other nondurable goods merchant wholesalers		0		20.8		11.31		32.11

		66		48 - Natural gas distribution		0		28.99		2.61		31.6

		67		526 - Postal service		0		22.51		7.36		29.86

		68		486 - Outpatient care centers		0		0		29.15		29.15

		69		448 - Tenant-occupied housing		0		0		27.86		27.86

		70		36 - Support activities for oil and gas operations		0		27.13		0		27.13

		71		422 - Warehousing and storage		0		15.17		11.78		26.96

		72		394 - Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		26.77		0		0		26.77

		73		517 - Personal care services		0		0		26.66		26.66

		74		482 - Other educational services		0		0.76		24.54		25.29

		75		477 - Landscape and horticultural services		0		19.36		4.66		24.02

		76		410 - Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		0		1		22.94		23.95

		77		28 - Stone mining and quarrying		23.84		0		0		23.84

		78		496 - Performing arts companies		0		3.16		20.55		23.72

		79		495 - Community food, housing, and other relief services, including rehabilitation services		0		0		23.15		23.15

		80		492 - Residential mental retardation, mental health, substance abuse and other facilities		0		0		22.89		22.89

		81		404 - Retail - Electronics and appliance stores		0		0.94		21.42		22.36

		82		524 - Labor and civic organizations		0		0		21.92		21.92

		83		27 - Other metal ore mining		21.51		0		0		21.51

		84		403 - Retail - Furniture and home furnishings stores		0		1		19.37		20.38

		85		433 - Wired telecommunications carriers		0		11.61		8.39		19.99

		86		451 - General and consumer goods rental except video tapes and discs		0		10.13		9.06		19.19

		87		503 - Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		0		0.11		18.63		18.73

		88		519 - Dry-cleaning and laundry services		0		4.28		14.38		18.66

		89		61 - Maintenance and repair construction of residential structures		0		1.19		16.29		17.49

		90		471 - Facilities support services		0		14.91		2.39		17.3

		91		504 - Other amusement and recreation industries		0		1.04		16.02		17.06

		92		480 - Elementary and secondary schools		0		0		16.63		16.63

		93		439 - Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		0		6.05		9.06		15.11

		94		49 - Water, sewage and other systems		0		12.66		1.74		14.39

		95		522 - Grantmaking, giving, and social advocacy organizations		0		0.01		13.99		14

		96		520 - Other personal services		0		1.34		12.3		13.64

		97		415 - Rail transportation		0		13.09		0.39		13.48

		98		489 - Other ambulatory health care services		0		0.01		12.89		12.9

		99		33 - Other chemical and fertilizer mineral mining		12.85		0		0		12.85

		100		467 - Veterinary services		0		0.07		12.49		12.56

		101		462 - Management consulting services		0		10.62		1.48		12.1

		102		431 - Radio and television broadcasting		0		8.85		3.16		12

		103		443 - Direct life insurance carriers		11.48		0		0		11.48

		104		505 - Fitness and recreational sports centers		0		0.86		9.99		10.85

		105		518 - Death care services		0		0		9.97		9.97

		106		429 - Motion picture and video industries		0		2.77		6.3		9.07

		107		470 - Office administrative services		0		6.39		1.43		7.82

		108		497 - Commercial Sports Except Racing		0		2.33		5.17		7.5

		109		516 - Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		0		4.19		3.29		7.48

		110		465 - Advertising, public relations, and related services		0		5.01		2.27		7.27

		111		450 - Automotive equipment rental and leasing		0		4.42		2.83		7.25

		112		523 - Business and professional associations		0		4.21		2.53		6.74

		113		40 - Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		6.69		0		0		6.69

		114		392 - Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		0		3.68		2.72		6.4

		115		532 - Local government passenger transit		0		2.64		3.31		5.95

		116		423 - Newspaper publishers		0		3.09		2.75		5.84

		117		398 - Wholesale - Grocery and related product wholesalers		0		0.68		5.06		5.74

		118		434 - Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		0		2.92		2.65		5.57

		119		528 - Other federal government enterprises		0		4.03		1.5		5.52

		120		15 - Forestry, forest products, and timber tract production		5.3		0		0		5.3

		121		393 - Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		0		2.35		2.79		5.14

		122		242 - Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		4.9		0		0		4.9

		123		401 - Wholesale - Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers		4.9		0		0		4.9

		124		461 - Other computer related services, including facilities management		0		4.18		0.46		4.64

		125		21 - Coal mining		4.45		0		0		4.45

		126		499 - Independent artists, writers, and performers		0		2.56		1.85		4.41

		127		478 - Other support services		0		3.37		0.82		4.19

		128		533 - Local government electric utilities		0		3.56		0.59		4.15

		129		481 - Junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional schools		0		0.23		3.74		3.98

		130		460 - Computer systems design services		0		3.8		0.14		3.94

		131		452 - Video tape and disc rental		0		0.07		3.82		3.89

		132		10 - All other crop farming		0		0.75		3.07		3.82

		133		514 - Electronic and precision equipment repair and maintenance		0		2.92		0.88		3.81

		134		414 - Air transportation		0		1.6		2.07		3.66

		135		506 - Bowling centers		0		0		3.59		3.59

		136		19 - Support activities for agriculture and forestry		0		2.14		1.35		3.49

		137		204 - Ready-mix concrete manufacturing		0		3.03		0.41		3.44

		138		501 - Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		0		0		2.84		2.84

		139		3 - Vegetable and melon farming		0		0.02		2.1		2.12

		140		502 - Amusement parks and arcades		0		0.01		2.1		2.11

		141		5 - Tree nut farming		0		0.03		1.79		1.81

		142		152 - Printing		0		1.21		0.56		1.77

		143		397 - Wholesale - Drugs and druggistsâ€™ sundries		0		0.34		1.33		1.68

		144		436 - Data processing, hosting, and related services		0		0.98		0.68		1.66

		145		458 - Specialized design services		0		1.43		0.13		1.56

		146		466 - Photographic services		0		0.3		0.83		1.13

		147		435 - Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		0		0.73		0.35		1.08

		148		498 - Racing and Track Operation		0		0		1.05		1.06

		149		162 - Other basic inorganic chemical manufacturing		0		1.01		0.01		1.02

		150		29 - Sand and gravel mining		0		0.9		0.1		1.01

		151		424 - Periodical publishers		0		0.43		0.48		0.91

		152		454 - Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		0		0.77		0.05		0.82

		153		155 - Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing		0		0.69		0.05		0.75

		154		14 - Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		0		0.16		0.54		0.7

		155		12 - Dairy cattle and milk production		0		0.06		0.61		0.67

		156		38 - Other nonmetallic minerals services		0		0.58		0.01		0.59

		157		45 - Electric power generation - Biomass		0.58		0		0		0.58

		158		236 - Fabricated structural metal manufacturing		0		0.57		0.01		0.57

		159		474 - Travel arrangement and reservation services		0		0.25		0.31		0.56

		160		437 - News syndicates, libraries, archives and all other information services		0		0.08		0.44		0.52

		161		84 - Fluid milk manufacturing		0		0.01		0.51		0.52

		162		211 - Cut stone and stone product manufacturing		0		0.15		0.34		0.49

		163		432 - Cable and other subscription programming		0		0.34		0.12		0.47

		164		416 - Water transportation		0		0.38		0.08		0.46

		165		96 - Tortilla manufacturing		0		0		0.45		0.45

		166		11 - Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		0		0.11		0.34		0.45

		167		93 - Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		0		0.01		0.38		0.38

		168		18 - Commercial hunting and trapping		0		0		0.37		0.37

		169		135 - Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing		0.34		0		0		0.34

		170		385 - Sign manufacturing		0		0.23		0.11		0.34

		171		137 - Wood windows and door manufacturing		0		0.22		0.05		0.28

		172		428 - Software publishers		0		0.08		0.16		0.25

		173		269 - All other industrial machinery manufacturing		0.24		0		0		0.24

		174		37 - Metal mining services		0		0.23		0.01		0.24

		175		188 - Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0.2		0.03		0.23

		176		78 - Frozen specialties manufacturing		0		0		0.22		0.22

		177		430 - Sound recording industries		0		0.04		0.17		0.21

		178		8 - Cotton farming		0		0.03		0.18		0.2

		179		139 - Other millwork, including flooring		0		0.15		0.04		0.19

		180		4 - Fruit farming		0		0		0.18		0.18

		181		185 - Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing		0		0.17		0		0.17

		182		247 - Machine shops		0		0.14		0.02		0.16

		183		82 - Cheese manufacturing		0		0		0.15		0.16

		184		106 - Breweries		0		0		0.15		0.15

		185		35 - Drilling oil and gas wells		0		0.15		0		0.15

		186		105 - Manufactured ice		0		0		0.14		0.14

		187		438 - Internet publishing and broadcasting and web search portals		0		0.08		0.06		0.14

		188		90 - Meat processed from carcasses		0		0		0.13		0.14

		189		251 - Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal		0		0.12		0		0.13

		190		507 - Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		0		0.04		0.08		0.12

		191		259 - Other fabricated metal manufacturing		0		0.11		0.01		0.12

		192		87 - Frozen cakes and other pastries manufacturing		0		0		0.11		0.11

		193		252 - Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		0		0.1		0		0.1

		194		6 - Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		0		0.01		0.08		0.09

		195		250 - Metal coating and nonprecious engraving		0		0.08		0		0.08

		196		31 - Potash, soda, and borate mineral mining		0		0.07		0.01		0.08

		197		132 - Sawmills		0		0.06		0.01		0.07

		198		104 - Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		0		0		0.06		0.06

		199		194 - Tire manufacturing		0		0.02		0.03		0.06

		200		193 - Other plastics product manufacturing		0		0.04		0.02		0.06

		201		2 - Grain farming		0		0.01		0.05		0.05

		202		386 - Gasket, packing, and sealing device manufacturing		0		0.04		0.01		0.05

		203		140 - Wood container and pallet manufacturing		0		0.01		0.04		0.05

		204		218 - Steel wire drawing		0		0.05		0		0.05

		205		381 - Jewelry and silverware manufacturing		0		0		0.04		0.04

		206		98 - Other snack food manufacturing		0		0		0.04		0.04

		207		16 - Commercial logging		0		0.03		0		0.03

		208		102 - Spice and extract manufacturing		0		0		0.03		0.03

		209		64 - Other animal food manufacturing		0		0.01		0.03		0.03

		210		89 - Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		0		0		0.03		0.03

		211		86 - Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		0		0		0.02		0.03

		212		212 - Ground or treated mineral and earth manufacturing		0		0.02		0.01		0.02

		213		103 - All other food manufacturing		0		0		0.02		0.02

		214		202 - Glass product manufacturing made of purchased glass		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		215		508 - Other accommodations		0		0		0.02		0.02

		216		97 - Roasted nuts and peanut butter manufacturing		0		0		0.02		0.02

		217		13 - Poultry and egg production		0		0		0.02		0.02

		218		138 - Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing		0		0.01		0		0.02

		219		167 - Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		0		0.02		0		0.02

		220		143 - All other miscellaneous wood product manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.02

		221		121 - Other textile product mills		0		0		0.01		0.02

		222		107 - Wineries		0		0		0.01		0.01

		223		240 - Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		224		81 - Dehydrated food products manufacturing		0		0		0.01		0.01

		225		365 - Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		226		178 - Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		227		391 - All other miscellaneous manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		228		175 - Paint and coating manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		229		374 - Mattress manufacturing		0		0		0.01		0.01

		230		147 - Paperboard container manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		231		272 - Other commercial service industry machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		232		352 - Other motor vehicle parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		233		94 - Cookie and cracker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		234		297 - Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		235		285 - Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		236		339 - All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		237		367 - Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		238		348 - Motor vehicle electrical and electronic equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		239		314 - Industrial process variable instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		240		257 - Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		241		279 - Machine tool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		242		99 - Coffee and tea manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		243		74 - Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		244		131 - Other leather and allied product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		245		323 - Lighting fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		246		124 - Cut and sew apparel contractors		0		0		0		0

		247		282 - Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		248		128 - Apparel accessories and other apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		249		377 - Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		250		119 - Textile bag and canvas mills		0		0		0		0

		251		112 - Narrow fabric mills and schiffli machine embroidery		0		0		0		0

		252		308 - Capacitor, resistor, coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		253		226 - Secondary processing of other nonferrous metals		0		0		0		0

		254		180 - Toilet preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		255		307 - Semiconductor and related device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		256		91 - Rendering and meat byproduct processing		0		0		0		0

		257		168 - Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		258		108 - Distilleries		0		0		0		0

		259		255 - Small arms ammunition manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		260		342 - Heavy duty truck manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		261		123 - Other apparel knitting mills		0		0		0		0

		262		292 - Welding and soldering equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		263		316 - Electricity and signal testing instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		264		126 - Women's and girls' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		265		127 - Other cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		266		125 - Men's and boys' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		267		115 - Textile and fabric finishing mills		0		0		0		0

		268		122 - Hosiery and sock mills		0		0		0		0

		269		380 - Dental laboratories		0		0		0		0

		270		1 - Oilseed farming		0		0		0		0

		271		354 - Aircraft manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		272		303 - Other communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		273		7 - Tobacco farming		0		0		0		0

		274		9 - Sugarcane and sugar beet farming		0		0		0		0

		275		17 - Commercial fishing		0		0		0		0

		276		22 - Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining		0		0		0		0

		277		23 - Iron ore mining		0		0		0		0

		278		24 - Gold ore mining		0		0		0		0

		279		25 - Silver ore mining		0		0		0		0

		280		26 - Uranium-radium-vanadium ore mining		0		0		0		0

		281		30 - Other clay, ceramic, refractory minerals mining		0		0		0		0

		282		32 - Phosphate rock mining		0		0		0		0

		283		39 - Electric power generation - Hydroelectric		0		0		0		0

		284		41 - Electric power generation - Nuclear		0		0		0		0

		285		42 - Electric power generation - Solar		0		0		0		0

		286		43 - Electric power generation - Wind		0		0		0		0

		287		44 - Electric power generation - Geothermal		0		0		0		0

		288		46 - Electric power generation - All other		0		0		0		0

		289		50 - Construction of new health care structures		0		0		0		0

		290		51 - Construction of new manufacturing structures		0		0		0		0

		291		52 - Construction of new power and communication structures		0		0		0		0

		292		53 - Construction of new educational and vocational structures		0		0		0		0

		293		54 - Construction of new highways and streets		0		0		0		0

		294		55 - Construction of new commercial structures, including farm structures		0		0		0		0

		295		56 - Construction of other new nonresidential structures		0		0		0		0

		296		57 - Construction of new single-family residential structures		0		0		0		0

		297		58 - Construction of new multifamily residential structures		0		0		0		0

		298		59 - Construction of other new residential structures		0		0		0		0

		299		63 - Dog and cat food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		300		65 - Flour milling		0		0		0		0

		301		66 - Rice milling		0		0		0		0

		302		67 - Malt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		303		68 - Wet corn milling		0		0		0		0

		304		69 - Soybean and other oilseed processing		0		0		0		0

		305		70 - Fats and oils refining and blending		0		0		0		0

		306		71 - Breakfast cereal manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		307		72 - Beet sugar manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		308		73 - Sugar cane mills and refining		0		0		0		0

		309		75 - Chocolate and confectionery manufacturing from cacao beans		0		0		0		0

		310		76 - Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate		0		0		0		0

		311		77 - Frozen fruits, juices and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		312		79 - Canned fruits and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		313		80 - Canned specialties		0		0		0		0

		314		83 - Dry, condensed, and evaporated dairy product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		315		85 - Creamery butter manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		316		88 - Poultry processing		0		0		0		0

		317		92 - Seafood product preparation and packaging		0		0		0		0

		318		95 - Dry pasta, mixes, and dough manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		319		100 - Flavoring syrup and concentrate manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		320		101 - Mayonnaise, dressing, and sauce manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		321		109 - Tobacco product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		322		110 - Fiber, yarn, and thread mills		0		0		0		0

		323		111 - Broadwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		324		113 - Nonwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		325		114 - Knit fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		326		116 - Fabric coating mills		0		0		0		0

		327		117 - Carpet and rug mills		0		0		0		0

		328		118 - Curtain and linen mills		0		0		0		0

		329		120 - Rope, cordage, twine, tire cord and tire fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		330		129 - Leather and hide tanning and finishing		0		0		0		0

		331		130 - Footwear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		332		133 - Wood preservation		0		0		0		0

		333		134 - Veneer and plywood manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		334		136 - Reconstituted wood product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		335		141 - Manufactured home (mobile home) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		336		142 - Prefabricated wood building manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		337		144 - Pulp mills		0		0		0		0

		338		145 - Paper mills		0		0		0		0

		339		146 - Paperboard mills		0		0		0		0

		340		148 - Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		341		149 - Stationery product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		342		150 - Sanitary paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		343		151 - All other converted paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		344		153 - Support activities for printing		0		0		0		0

		345		156 - Asphalt shingle and coating materials manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		346		157 - Petroleum lubricating oil and grease manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		347		158 - All other petroleum and coal products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		348		159 - Petrochemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		349		160 - Industrial gas manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		350		161 - Synthetic dye and pigment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		351		163 - Other basic organic chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		352		164 - Plastics material and resin manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		353		165 - Synthetic rubber manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		354		166 - Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		355		169 - Fertilizer mixing		0		0		0		0

		356		170 - Pesticide and other agricultural chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		357		171 - Medicinal and botanical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		358		172 - Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		359		173 - In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		360		174 - Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		361		176 - Adhesive manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		362		177 - Soap and other detergent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		363		179 - Surface active agent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		364		181 - Printing ink manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		365		182 - Explosives manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		366		183 - Custom compounding of purchased resins		0		0		0		0

		367		184 - Photographic film and chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		368		186 - Plastics packaging materials and unlaminated film and sheet manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		369		187 - Unlaminated plastics profile shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		370		189 - Laminated plastics plate, sheet (except packaging), and shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		371		190 - Polystyrene foam product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		372		191 - Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		373		192 - Plastics bottle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		374		195 - Rubber and plastics hoses and belting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		375		196 - Other rubber product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		376		197 - Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		377		198 - Brick, tile, and other structural clay product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		378		199 - Flat glass manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		379		200 - Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		380		201 - Glass container manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		381		203 - Cement manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		382		205 - Concrete block and brick manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		383		206 - Concrete pipe manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		384		207 - Other concrete product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		385		208 - Lime manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		386		209 - Gypsum product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		387		210 - Abrasive product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		388		213 - Mineral wool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		389		214 - Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		390		215 - Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		391		216 - Iron, steel pipe and tube manufacturing from purchased steel		0		0		0		0

		392		217 - Rolled steel shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		393		219 - Alumina refining and primary aluminum production		0		0		0		0

		394		220 - Secondary smelting and alloying of aluminum		0		0		0		0

		395		221 - Aluminum sheet, plate, and foil manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		396		222 - Other aluminum rolling, drawing and extruding		0		0		0		0

		397		223 - Nonferrous metal (exc aluminum) smelting and refining		0		0		0		0

		398		224 - Copper rolling, drawing, extruding and alloying		0		0		0		0

		399		225 - Nonferrous metal, except copper and aluminum, shaping		0		0		0		0

		400		227 - Ferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		401		228 - Nonferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		402		229 - Custom roll forming		0		0		0		0

		403		230 - Crown and closure manufacturing and metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		404		231 - Iron and steel forging		0		0		0		0

		405		232 - Nonferrous forging		0		0		0		0

		406		233 - Cutlery, utensil, pot, and pan manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		407		234 - Handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		408		235 - Prefabricated metal buildings and components manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		409		237 - Plate work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		410		238 - Metal window and door manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		411		239 - Sheet metal work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		412		241 - Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		413		243 - Metal cans manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		414		244 - Metal barrels, drums and pails manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		415		245 - Hardware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		416		246 - Spring and wire product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		417		248 - Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		418		249 - Metal heat treating		0		0		0		0

		419		253 - Plumbing fixture fitting and trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		420		254 - Ball and roller bearing manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		421		256 - Ammunition, except for small arms, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		422		258 - Fabricated pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		423		260 - Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		424		261 - Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		425		262 - Construction machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		426		263 - Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		427		265 - Semiconductor machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		428		266 - Food product machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		429		267 - Sawmill, woodworking, and paper machinery		0		0		0		0

		430		268 - Printing machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		431		270 - Optical instrument and lens manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		432		271 - Photographic and photocopying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		433		273 - Air purification and ventilation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		434		274 - Heating equipment (except warm air furnaces) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		435		275 - Air conditioning, refrigeration, and warm air heating equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		436		276 - Industrial mold manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		437		277 - Special tool, die, jig, and fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		438		278 - Cutting tool and machine tool accessory manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		439		280 - Rolling mill and other metalworking machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		440		281 - Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		441		283 - Mechanical power transmission equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		442		284 - Other engine equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		443		286 - Air and gas compressor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		444		287 - Elevator and moving stairway manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		445		288 - Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		446		289 - Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		447		290 - Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		448		291 - Power-driven handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		449		293 - Packaging machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		450		294 - Industrial process furnace and oven manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		451		295 - Fluid power cylinder and actuator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		452		296 - Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		453		298 - Electronic computer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		454		299 - Computer storage device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		455		300 - Computer terminals and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		456		301 - Telephone apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		457		302 - Broadcast and wireless communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		458		304 - Audio and video equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		459		305 - Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		460		306 - Bare printed circuit board manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		461		309 - Electronic connector manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		462		310 - Other electronic component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		463		311 - Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		464		312 - Search, detection, and navigation instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		465		313 - Automatic environmental control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		466		315 - Totalizing fluid meter and counting device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		467		317 - Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		468		318 - Irradiation apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		469		319 - Watch, clock, and other measuring and controlling device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		470		320 - Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		471		321 - Software and other prerecorded and record reproducing		0		0		0		0

		472		322 - Electric lamp bulb and part manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		473		324 - Small electrical appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		474		325 - Household cooking appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		475		326 - Household refrigerator and home freezer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		476		327 - Household laundry equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		477		328 - Other major household appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		478		329 - Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		479		330 - Motor and generator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		480		331 - Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		481		332 - Relay and industrial control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		482		333 - Storage battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		483		334 - Primary battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		484		335 - Fiber optic cable manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		485		336 - Other communication and energy wire manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		486		337 - Wiring device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		487		338 - Carbon and graphite product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		488		340 - Automobile manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		489		341 - Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		490		343 - Motor vehicle body manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		491		344 - Truck trailer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		492		345 - Motor home manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		493		346 - Travel trailer and camper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		494		347 - Motor vehicle gasoline engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		495		349 - Motor vehicle transmission and power train parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		496		350 - Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		497		351 - Motor vehicle metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		498		353 - Motor vehicle steering, suspension component (except spring), and brake systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		499		355 - Aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		500		356 - Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		501		357 - Guided missile and space vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		502		358 - Propulsion units and parts for space vehicles and guided missiles manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		503		359 - Railroad rolling stock manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		504		360 - Ship building and repairing		0		0		0		0

		505		361 - Boat building		0		0		0		0

		506		362 - Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		507		363 - Military armored vehicle, tank, and tank component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		508		364 - All other transportation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		509		366 - Upholstered household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		510		368 - Other household nonupholstered furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		511		369 - Institutional furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		512		370 - Wood office furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		513		371 - Custom architectural woodwork and millwork		0		0		0		0

		514		372 - Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		515		373 - Showcase, partition, shelving, and locker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		516		375 - Blind and shade manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		517		376 - Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		518		378 - Dental equipment and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		519		379 - Ophthalmic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		520		382 - Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		521		383 - Doll, toy, and game manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		522		384 - Office supplies (except paper) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		523		387 - Musical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		524		388 - Fasteners, buttons, needles, and pins manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		525		389 - Broom, brush, and mop manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		526		390 - Burial casket manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		527		425 - Book publishers		0		0		0		0

		528		426 - Directory, mailing list, and other publishers		0		0		0		0

		529		427 - Greeting card publishing		0		0		0		0

		530		449 - Owner-occupied dwellings		0		0		0		0

		531		527 - Federal electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		532		529 - State government passenger transit		0		0		0		0

		533		530 - State government electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		534		531 - Other state government enterprises		0		0		0		0

		535		535 - * Not an industry (Used and secondhand goods)		0		0		0		0

		536		536 - * Not an industry (Scrap)		0		0		0		0

		537		537 - * Not an industry (Rest of world adjustment)		0		0		0		0

		538		538 - * Not an industry (Noncomparable foreign imports)		0		0		0		0

		539		539 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, education		0		0		0		0

		540		540 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		541		541 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		542		542 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, education		0		0		0		0

		543		543 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		544		544 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		545		545 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		0		0		0		0

		546		546 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, non-military		0		0		0		0

						5,234.56		2,976.57		2,801.75		11,012.87





energy cluster base data





		Energy Cluster  Industries 		Direct		Indirect		Induced		Total

				Effects		Effects		Effects		Effects



		20 - Oil and gas extraction		2,742		0		0		2,742

		457 - Architectural, engineering, and related services		815		0		0		815

		154 - Petroleum refineries		433		0		0		433

		419 - Pipeline transportation		0		299		1		300

		464 - Scientific research and development services		276		0		0		276

		442 - Other financial investment activities		153		0		0		153

		441 - Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		0		79		40		120

		399 - Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		0		95		3		98

		408 - Retail - Gasoline stores		0		12		31		43

		47 - Electric power transmission and distribution		0		36		6		42

		440 - Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		0		33		7		40

		468 - Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		0		36		2		38

		264 - Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		37		0		0		37

		463 - Environmental and other technical consulting services		0		29		5		34

		48 - Natural gas distribution		0		29		3		32

		36 - Support activities for oil and gas operations		0		27		0		27

		394 - Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		27		0		0		27

		27 - Other metal ore mining		22		0		0		22

		439 - Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		0		6		9		15

		49 - Water, sewage and other systems		0		13		2		14

		40 - Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		7		0		0		7

		242 - Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		5		0		0		5

		454 - Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		0		1		0		1

		38 - Other nonmetallic minerals services		0		1		0		1

		45 - Electric power generation - Biomass		1		0		0		1

		269 - All other industrial machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		35 - Drilling oil and gas wells		0		0		0		0

		52 - Construction of new power and communication structures		0		0		0		0

		339 - All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

				4,517		696		109		5,321







Energy Cluster Before and “After” 
Cluster Industries Total Output Total Output Output Pct Employment Employment Emp. Pct Employment  Income

Employment  
Income Emp. Inc Pct

(million $) after Impact Change After Change (million $) After Change

(million $) (million $)

Oil and gas extraction $4,904 $8,930 82.11% 3,960 6,702 69.24% $632 $924 46.06%

Drilling oil and gas wells $1,189 $1,189 0.01% 2,896 2,896 0.00% $290 $290 0.01%

Support activities for oil and gas operations $3,085 $7 -99.77% 12,369 12,396 0.22% $1,070 $1,073 0.23%

Other metal ore mining $18 $28 57.53% 45 67 49.19% $4 $7 57.57%

Other nonmetallic minerals services $575 $576 0.11% 546 547 0.18% $74 $74 0.07%

Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel $85 $94 10.64% 67 74 10.46% $7 $8 10.87%

Electric power generation - Biomass $8 $9 10.64% 6 7 17.32% $1 $1 10.64%

Electric power transmission and distribution $527 $578 9.64% 464 506 9.06% $52 $57 9.69%

Natural gas distribution $208 $235 12.92% 263 295 12.15% $33 $37 13.02%

Water, sewage and other systems $45 $49 9.44% 158 172 8.86% $10 $11 9.16%

Construction of new power and communication structures $282 $282 0.00% 1,664 1,664 0.00% $123 $123 0.00%

Architectural, engineering, and related services $305 $447 46.42% 1,868 2,683 43.62% $143 $202 41.64%

Petroleum refineries $3,781 $7,065 86.84% 559 992 77.42% $116 $204 75.36%

Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing $13 $14 10.67% 48 53 10.36% $3 $4 10.67%

Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing $27 $45 65.74% 60 97 62.02% $5 $7 59.69%

All other industrial machinery manufacturing $1 $1 0.26% 2 2 0.00% $0 $0 10.04%

All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing $17 $17 0.01% 53 53 0.00% $4 $4 0.01%

Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods $40 $52 31.22% 89 116 30.44% $9 $12 29.33%

Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products $369 $471 27.82% 363 461 26.98% $27 $7 -73.66%

Retail - Gasoline stores $127 $131 3.54% 1,249 1,292 3.44% $37 $45 19.14%

Pipeline transportation $194 $308 58.35% 558 858 53.74% $83 $143 71.75%

Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities $31 $33 7.58% 200 215 7.51% $11 $12 7.18%

Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage $33 $38 13.99% 294 334 13.61% $15 $17 13.24%

Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation $372 $372 0.00% 1,339 1,459 8.96% $78 $85 8.68%

Other financial investment activities $85 $85 0.00% 596 749 25.65% $6 $8 19.67%

Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets $35 $35 0.00% 13 14 7.76% $2 $2 2.31%

Architectural, engineering, and related services $305 $447 46.42% 1,868 2,683 43.62% $143 $202 41.64%

Environmental and other technical consulting services $47 $52 9.58% 377 411 9.01% $27 $29 8.17%

Scientific research and development services $188 $245 29.88% 962 1,238 28.68% $74 $95 28.46%

Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services $146 $147 0.45% 423 461 8.99% $36 $38 7.22%

$17,040 $21,979 17.74% 33,360 39,498 21.28% $3,118 $3,722 17.93%



Entertainment & Arts Cluster Base Data (2019)

Cluster Industries Total Output Employment Employment Average
Income RPC

Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and bookstores $19,281,991 411 $6,490,900 50.45%
Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation $72,962,384 543 $28,199,776 83.11%
Motion picture and video industries $76,877,075 326 $11,285,600 62.41%
Sound recording industries $4,202,708 6 $200,076 35.19%
Radio and television broadcasting $41,144,915 142 $5,047,372 22.49%
Cable and other subscription programming $6,712,729 6 $421,761 14.99%
Wired telecommunications carriers $127,122,154 355 $27,927,852 50.92%
Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite) $160,411,355 108 $8,877,500 76.68%
Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications $7,694,114 17 $2,737,032 23.83%
Travel arrangement and reservation services $3,046,234 20 $884,615 3.75%
Performing arts companies $17,795,710 500 $2,000,429 71.31%
Commercial Sports Except Racing $2,600,048 108 $866,394 27.98%
Racing and Track Operation $1,072,631 19 $272,490 22.51%
Independent artists, writers, and performers $6,633,716 111 $520,596 11.19%
Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures $41,841,959 744 $3,513,729 90.16%
Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks $3,449,764 46 $1,256,575 40.90%
Amusement parks and arcades $4,168,585 45 $1,967,378 33.00%
Gambling industries (except casino hotels) $70,335,414 592 $14,330,117 90.63%
Other amusement and recreation industries $17,313,049 341 $7,737,509 54.10%
Fitness and recreational sports centers $7,534,253 179 $2,641,057 34.81%
Bowling centers $3,388,084 60 $1,170,966 68.77%
Hotels and motels, including casino hotels $127,928,081 1,479 $36,180,449 0.10%
Other accommodations $21,772,038 261 $11,417,959 0.08%
Full-service restaurants $250,127,436 4,011 $93,454,789 84.01%

$1,095,416,428 10,430 $269,402,924 



Entertainment & Arts Cluster
Employment & Labor Income Gains

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Impact Type Employment Labor Income

Direct Effect 1,146 $27,770,792
Indirect Effect 154 $5,543,907
Induced Effect 103 $4,347,549

Total Effect 1,404 $37,662,248

Copyright 2021  Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.

• Note: Definition of employment impact types

• Direct: jobs created by businesses as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region 

• Indirect: jobs created by business-to-business transactions as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

• Induced: jobs created by increased consumer spending as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region



Entertainment & Arts Cluster
Industries by Employment Gain

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Entertainment Cluster Industries Direct indirect Induced Total
Effects Effects Effects Effects

410 - Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores 248 0 0 248
420 - Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation 0 2 0 2
429 - Motion picture and video industries 236 0 0 236
430 - Sound recording industries 3 0 0 3
431 - Radio and television broadcasting 46 0 0 46
432 - Cable and other subscription programming 1 0 0 1
433 - Wired telecommunications carriers 0 1 0 1
434 - Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite) 0 0 0 0
435 - Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications 0 0 0 0
474 - Travel arrangement and reservation services 3 0 0 3
500 - Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures 0 31 1 32
497 - Commercial Sports Except Racing 41 0 0 41
498 - Racing and Track Operation 6 0 0 6
499 - Independent artists, writers, and performers 23 0 0 23
496 - Performing arts companies 0 2 1 2
501 - Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks 24 0 0 24
502 - Amusement parks and arcades 19 0 0 19
503 - Gambling industries (except casino hotels) 0 0 1 1
504 - Other amusement and recreation industries 219 0 0 219
505 - Fitness and recreational sports centers 80 0 0 80
506 - Bowling centers 47 0 0 47
507 - Hotels and motels, including casino hotels 149 0 0 149
447 - Other real estate 0 25 2 28
509 - Full-service restaurants 0 4 7 11

1,146 65 13 1,224


industries_by_impact

				Impact		1 - Direct		2 - Indirect		3 - Induced

				Industry Display		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment		Impact Employment

		1		410 - Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		248.4		0		0		248.4

		2		429 - Motion picture and video industries		236.31		0		0		236.31

		3		504 - Other amusement and recreation industries		218.71		0		0		218.71

		4		507 - Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		149.39		0		0		149.39

		5		505 - Fitness and recreational sports centers		80.11		0		0		80.11

		6		506 - Bowling centers		47.37		0		0		47.37

		7		431 - Radio and television broadcasting		46.09		0		0		46.09

		8		497 - Commercial Sports Except Racing		40.94		0		0		40.94

		9		500 - Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		0		31.12		1.05		32.17

		10		447 - Other real estate		0		25.33		2.3		27.64

		11		501 - Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		23.5		0		0		23.5

		12		499 - Independent artists, writers, and performers		23.45		0		0		23.45

		13		502 - Amusement parks and arcades		19.24		0		0		19.24

		14		511 - All other food and drinking places		0		9.49		2.6		12.09

		15		472 - Employment services		0		10.45		1.3		11.76

		16		509 - Full-service restaurants		0		3.88		7.3		11.18

		17		510 - Limited-service restaurants		0		1.3		7.88		9.18

		18		498 - Racing and Track Operation		6.21		0		0		6.21

		19		490 - Hospitals		0		0		6.11		6.11

		20		411 - Retail - General merchandise stores		0		0.32		4.14		4.46

		21		534 - Other local government enterprises		0		3.02		1.35		4.37

		22		476 - Services to buildings		0		3.91		0.38		4.29

		23		406 - Retail - Food and beverage stores		0		0.07		4		4.07

		24		441 - Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation		0		2.51		1.54		4.05

		25		493 - Individual and family services		0		0		3.95		3.95

		26		488 - Home health care services		0		0		3.91		3.91

		27		512 - Automotive repair and maintenance, except car washes		0		1.47		1.97		3.44

		28		417 - Truck transportation		0		2.55		0.85		3.4

		29		422 - Warehousing and storage		0		2.86		0.43		3.29

		30		483 - Offices of physicians		0		0		3.24		3.24

		31		526 - Postal service		0		2.82		0.28		3.1

		32		521 - Religious organizations		0		0		2.9		2.9

		33		418 - Transit and ground passenger transportation		0		2.09		0.78		2.87

		34		421 - Couriers and messengers		0		2.56		0.29		2.85

		35		445 - Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related activities		0		2.26		0.58		2.84

		36		474 - Travel arrangement and reservation services		2.82		0		0		2.82

		37		413 - Retail - Nonstore retailers		0		0.46		2.31		2.77

		38		412 - Retail - Miscellaneous store retailers		0		0.37		2.38		2.75

		39		468 - Marketing research and all other miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services		0		2.61		0.09		2.69

		40		482 - Other educational services		0		1.76		0.89		2.64

		41		430 - Sound recording industries		2.54		0		0		2.54

		42		515 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment repair and maintenance		0		2.17		0.33		2.5

		43		496 - Performing arts companies		0		1.75		0.74		2.49

		44		491 - Nursing and community care facilities		0		0		2.45		2.45

		45		453 - Commercial and industrial machinery and equipment rental and leasing		0		2.26		0.07		2.32

		46		420 - Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		0		1.8		0.3		2.09

		47		465 - Advertising, public relations, and related services		0		2.01		0.08		2.09

		48		456 - Accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping, and payroll services		0		1.82		0.25		2.08

		49		455 - Legal services		0		1.63		0.42		2.05

		50		60 - Maintenance and repair construction of nonresidential structures		0		1.62		0.28		1.9

		51		469 - Management of companies and enterprises		0		1.66		0.21		1.87

		52		479 - Waste management and remediation services		0		1.52		0.32		1.84

		53		519 - Dry-cleaning and laundry services		0		1.3		0.52		1.83

		54		405 - Retail - Building material and garden equipment and supplies stores		0		0.81		0.88		1.69

		55		525 - Private households		0		0		1.66		1.66

		56		513 - Car washes		0		0.52		1.13		1.65

		57		407 - Retail - Health and personal care stores		0		0.02		1.55		1.57

		58		451 - General and consumer goods rental except video tapes and discs		0		1.12		0.34		1.46

		59		47 - Electric power transmission and distribution		0		1.21		0.23		1.44

		60		494 - Child day care services		0		0		1.41		1.41

		61		463 - Environmental and other technical consulting services		0		1.22		0.18		1.4

		62		432 - Cable and other subscription programming		1.39		0		0		1.39

		63		402 - Retail - Motor vehicle and parts dealers		0		0.14		1.22		1.35

		64		484 - Offices of dentists		0		0		1.34		1.34

		65		444 - Insurance carriers, except direct life		0		0.78		0.55		1.33

		66		485 - Offices of other health practitioners		0		0		1.32		1.32

		67		423 - Newspaper publishers		0		1.21		0.1		1.31

		68		475 - Investigation and security services		0		1.06		0.24		1.3

		69		408 - Retail - Gasoline stores		0		0.13		1.14		1.27

		70		409 - Retail - Clothing and clothing accessories stores		0		0		1.23		1.24

		71		473 - Business support services		0		1		0.2		1.2

		72		400 - Wholesale - Other nondurable goods merchant wholesalers		0		0.77		0.42		1.19

		73		477 - Landscape and horticultural services		0		0.99		0.17		1.16

		74		486 - Outpatient care centers		0		0		1.07		1.07

		75		448 - Tenant-occupied housing		0		0		1.04		1.04

		76		517 - Personal care services		0		0		0.98		0.98

		77		433 - Wired telecommunications carriers		0		0.59		0.31		0.9

		78		396 - Wholesale - Other durable goods merchant wholesalers		0		0.6		0.28		0.88

		79		457 - Architectural, engineering, and related services		0		0.77		0.11		0.88

		80		404 - Retail - Electronics and appliance stores		0		0.09		0.79		0.88

		81		492 - Residential mental retardation, mental health, substance abuse and other facilities		0		0		0.84		0.84

		82		495 - Community food, housing, and other relief services, including rehabilitation services		0		0		0.84		0.84

		83		403 - Retail - Furniture and home furnishings stores		0		0.12		0.71		0.83

		84		524 - Labor and civic organizations		0		0		0.8		0.8

		85		471 - Facilities support services		0		0.69		0.09		0.78

		86		440 - Securities and commodity contracts intermediation and brokerage		0		0.4		0.34		0.74

		87		442 - Other financial investment activities		0		0.18		0.56		0.73

		88		439 - Nondepository credit intermediation and related activities		0		0.37		0.33		0.71

		89		503 - Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		0		0		0.69		0.7

		90		61 - Maintenance and repair construction of residential structures		0		0.05		0.6		0.64

		91		520 - Other personal services		0		0.18		0.45		0.63

		92		446 - Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles		0		0.02		0.58		0.61

		93		480 - Elementary and secondary schools		0		0		0.58		0.58

		94		470 - Office administrative services		0		0.47		0.05		0.52

		95		522 - Grantmaking, giving, and social advocacy organizations		0		0		0.51		0.51

		96		489 - Other ambulatory health care services		0		0.03		0.47		0.5

		97		152 - Printing		0		0.47		0.02		0.49

		98		450 - Automotive equipment rental and leasing		0		0.39		0.1		0.49

		99		462 - Management consulting services		0		0.42		0.06		0.48

		100		467 - Veterinary services		0		0		0.45		0.45

		101		532 - Local government passenger transit		0		0.33		0.12		0.45

		102		395 - Wholesale - Machinery, equipment, and supplies		0		0.33		0.08		0.41

		103		516 - Personal and household goods repair and maintenance		0		0.26		0.12		0.38

		104		518 - Death care services		0		0		0.37		0.37

		105		478 - Other support services		0		0.31		0.03		0.34

		106		398 - Wholesale - Grocery and related product wholesalers		0		0.15		0.19		0.33

		107		487 - Medical and diagnostic laboratories		0		0		0.32		0.32

		108		434 - Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		0		0.18		0.1		0.28

		109		48 - Natural gas distribution		0		0.15		0.1		0.25

		110		514 - Electronic and precision equipment repair and maintenance		0		0.22		0.03		0.25

		111		20 - Oil and gas extraction		0		0.13		0.11		0.24

		112		399 - Wholesale - Petroleum and petroleum products		0		0.11		0.12		0.22

		113		40 - Electric power generation - Fossil  fuel		0		0.17		0.03		0.21

		114		393 - Wholesale - Professional and commercial equipment and supplies		0		0.1		0.1		0.2

		115		528 - Other federal government enterprises		0		0.13		0.06		0.19

		116		523 - Business and professional associations		0		0.09		0.1		0.19

		117		414 - Air transportation		0		0.09		0.08		0.17

		118		392 - Wholesale - Motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and supplies		0		0.06		0.1		0.16

		119		49 - Water, sewage and other systems		0		0.1		0.07		0.16

		120		424 - Periodical publishers		0		0.14		0.02		0.16

		121		419 - Pipeline transportation		0		0.09		0.06		0.15

		122		481 - Junior colleges, colleges, universities, and professional schools		0		0.02		0.13		0.15

		123		533 - Local government electric utilities		0		0.12		0.02		0.15

		124		10 - All other crop farming		0		0.03		0.11		0.15

		125		452 - Video tape and disc rental		0		0		0.14		0.14

		126		464 - Scientific research and development services		0		0.02		0.12		0.13

		127		14 - Animal production, except cattle and poultry and eggs		0		0.11		0.02		0.13

		128		461 - Other computer related services, including facilities management		0		0.1		0.02		0.12

		129		443 - Direct life insurance carriers		0		0.01		0.1		0.1

		130		385 - Sign manufacturing		0		0.09		0		0.1

		131		436 - Data processing, hosting, and related services		0		0.07		0.03		0.09

		132		204 - Ready-mix concrete manufacturing		0		0.07		0.02		0.09

		133		154 - Petroleum refineries		0		0.04		0.04		0.08

		134		3 - Vegetable and melon farming		0		0		0.08		0.08

		135		5 - Tree nut farming		0		0		0.07		0.07

		136		459 - Custom computer programming services		0		0.06		0.01		0.07

		137		394 - Wholesale - Household appliances and electrical and electronic goods		0		0.04		0.03		0.07

		138		401 - Wholesale - Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers		0		0.05		0.02		0.07

		139		397 - Wholesale - Drugs and druggistsâ€™ sundries		0		0.02		0.05		0.06

		140		19 - Support activities for agriculture and forestry		0		0.01		0.05		0.06

		141		466 - Photographic services		0		0.02		0.03		0.05

		142		415 - Rail transportation		0		0.03		0.02		0.05

		143		435 - Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		0		0.03		0.01		0.04

		144		460 - Computer systems design services		0		0.04		0.01		0.04

		145		137 - Wood windows and door manufacturing		0		0.03		0		0.03

		146		106 - Breweries		0		0.03		0.01		0.03

		147		12 - Dairy cattle and milk production		0		0.01		0.02		0.03

		148		454 - Lessors of nonfinancial intangible assets		0		0.03		0		0.03

		149		438 - Internet publishing and broadcasting and web search portals		0		0.02		0		0.03

		150		437 - News syndicates, libraries, archives and all other information services		0		0.01		0.02		0.03

		151		84 - Fluid milk manufacturing		0		0.01		0.02		0.02

		152		93 - Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		153		458 - Specialized design services		0		0.01		0.01		0.02

		154		45 - Electric power generation - Biomass		0		0.02		0		0.02

		155		96 - Tortilla manufacturing		0		0		0.02		0.02

		156		11 - Beef cattle ranching and farming, including feedlots and dual-purpose ranching and farming		0		0		0.01		0.02

		157		139 - Other millwork, including flooring		0		0.02		0		0.02

		158		211 - Cut stone and stone product manufacturing		0		0		0.01		0.02

		159		29 - Sand and gravel mining		0		0.01		0		0.02

		160		18 - Commercial hunting and trapping		0		0		0.01		0.01

		161		28 - Stone mining and quarrying		0		0.01		0		0.01

		162		428 - Software publishers		0		0		0.01		0.01

		163		105 - Manufactured ice		0		0		0.01		0.01

		164		78 - Frozen specialties manufacturing		0		0		0.01		0.01

		165		8 - Cotton farming		0		0		0.01		0.01

		166		82 - Cheese manufacturing		0		0		0.01		0.01

		167		4 - Fruit farming		0		0		0.01		0.01

		168		155 - Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		169		259 - Other fabricated metal manufacturing		0		0.01		0		0.01

		170		87 - Frozen cakes and other pastries manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		171		188 - Plastics pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		172		193 - Other plastics product manufacturing		0		0		0		0.01

		173		90 - Meat processed from carcasses		0		0		0		0.01

		174		140 - Wood container and pallet manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		175		104 - Bottled and canned soft drinks & water		0		0		0		0

		176		103 - All other food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		177		6 - Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production		0		0		0		0

		178		416 - Water transportation		0		0		0		0

		179		132 - Sawmills		0		0		0		0

		180		247 - Machine shops		0		0		0		0

		181		37 - Metal mining services		0		0		0		0

		182		102 - Spice and extract manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		183		36 - Support activities for oil and gas operations		0		0		0		0

		184		2 - Grain farming		0		0		0		0

		185		89 - Animal, except poultry, slaughtering		0		0		0		0

		186		98 - Other snack food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		187		143 - All other miscellaneous wood product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		188		86 - Ice cream and frozen dessert manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		189		138 - Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing		0		0		0		0

		190		236 - Fabricated structural metal manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		191		16 - Commercial logging		0		0		0		0

		192		381 - Jewelry and silverware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		193		194 - Tire manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		194		64 - Other animal food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		195		121 - Other textile product mills		0		0		0		0

		196		38 - Other nonmetallic minerals services		0		0		0		0

		197		107 - Wineries		0		0		0		0

		198		212 - Ground or treated mineral and earth manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		199		162 - Other basic inorganic chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		200		34 - Other nonmetallic minerals		0		0		0		0

		201		386 - Gasket, packing, and sealing device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		202		202 - Glass product manufacturing made of purchased glass		0		0		0		0

		203		97 - Roasted nuts and peanut butter manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		204		365 - Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		205		264 - Oil and gas field machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		206		13 - Poultry and egg production		0		0		0		0

		207		31 - Potash, soda, and borate mineral mining		0		0		0		0

		208		251 - Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal		0		0		0		0

		209		81 - Dehydrated food products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		210		250 - Metal coating and nonprecious engraving		0		0		0		0

		211		391 - All other miscellaneous manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		212		135 - Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		213		175 - Paint and coating manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		214		147 - Paperboard container manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		215		185 - Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		216		252 - Valve and fittings, other than plumbing, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		217		21 - Coal mining		0		0		0		0

		218		33 - Other chemical and fertilizer mineral mining		0		0		0		0

		219		178 - Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		220		62 - Maintenance and repair construction of highways, streets, bridges, and tunnels		0		0		0		0

		221		240 - Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		222		242 - Metal tank (heavy gauge) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		223		272 - Other commercial service industry machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		224		374 - Mattress manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		225		367 - Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		226		99 - Coffee and tea manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		227		94 - Cookie and cracker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		228		167 - Nitrogenous fertilizer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		229		508 - Other accommodations		0		0		0		0

		230		15 - Forestry, forest products, and timber tract production		0		0		0		0

		231		352 - Other motor vehicle parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		232		35 - Drilling oil and gas wells		0		0		0		0

		233		74 - Nonchocolate confectionery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		234		119 - Textile bag and canvas mills		0		0		0		0

		235		348 - Motor vehicle electrical and electronic equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		236		115 - Textile and fabric finishing mills		0		0		0		0

		237		112 - Narrow fabric mills and schiffli machine embroidery		0		0		0		0

		238		108 - Distilleries		0		0		0		0

		239		131 - Other leather and allied product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		240		124 - Cut and sew apparel contractors		0		0		0		0

		241		323 - Lighting fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		242		128 - Apparel accessories and other apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		243		27 - Other metal ore mining		0		0		0		0

		244		339 - All other miscellaneous electrical equipment and component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		245		218 - Steel wire drawing		0		0		0		0

		246		377 - Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		247		282 - Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		248		297 - Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general purpose machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		249		257 - Small arms, ordnance, and accessories manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		250		180 - Toilet preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		251		308 - Capacitor, resistor, coil, transformer, and other inductor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		252		314 - Industrial process variable instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		253		91 - Rendering and meat byproduct processing		0		0		0		0

		254		168 - Phosphatic fertilizer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		255		123 - Other apparel knitting mills		0		0		0		0

		256		255 - Small arms ammunition manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		257		127 - Other cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		258		307 - Semiconductor and related device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		259		279 - Machine tool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		260		125 - Men's and boys' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		261		126 - Women's and girls' cut and sew apparel manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		262		292 - Welding and soldering equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		263		122 - Hosiery and sock mills		0		0		0		0

		264		380 - Dental laboratories		0		0		0		0

		265		316 - Electricity and signal testing instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		266		1 - Oilseed farming		0		0		0		0

		267		285 - Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		268		269 - All other industrial machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		269		342 - Heavy duty truck manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		270		226 - Secondary processing of other nonferrous metals		0		0		0		0

		271		303 - Other communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		272		354 - Aircraft manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		273		7 - Tobacco farming		0		0		0		0

		274		9 - Sugarcane and sugar beet farming		0		0		0		0

		275		17 - Commercial fishing		0		0		0		0

		276		22 - Copper, nickel, lead, and zinc mining		0		0		0		0

		277		23 - Iron ore mining		0		0		0		0

		278		24 - Gold ore mining		0		0		0		0

		279		25 - Silver ore mining		0		0		0		0

		280		26 - Uranium-radium-vanadium ore mining		0		0		0		0

		281		30 - Other clay, ceramic, refractory minerals mining		0		0		0		0

		282		32 - Phosphate rock mining		0		0		0		0

		283		39 - Electric power generation - Hydroelectric		0		0		0		0

		284		41 - Electric power generation - Nuclear		0		0		0		0

		285		42 - Electric power generation - Solar		0		0		0		0

		286		43 - Electric power generation - Wind		0		0		0		0

		287		44 - Electric power generation - Geothermal		0		0		0		0

		288		46 - Electric power generation - All other		0		0		0		0

		289		50 - Construction of new health care structures		0		0		0		0

		290		51 - Construction of new manufacturing structures		0		0		0		0

		291		52 - Construction of new power and communication structures		0		0		0		0

		292		53 - Construction of new educational and vocational structures		0		0		0		0

		293		54 - Construction of new highways and streets		0		0		0		0

		294		55 - Construction of new commercial structures, including farm structures		0		0		0		0

		295		56 - Construction of other new nonresidential structures		0		0		0		0

		296		57 - Construction of new single-family residential structures		0		0		0		0

		297		58 - Construction of new multifamily residential structures		0		0		0		0

		298		59 - Construction of other new residential structures		0		0		0		0

		299		63 - Dog and cat food manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		300		65 - Flour milling		0		0		0		0

		301		66 - Rice milling		0		0		0		0

		302		67 - Malt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		303		68 - Wet corn milling		0		0		0		0

		304		69 - Soybean and other oilseed processing		0		0		0		0

		305		70 - Fats and oils refining and blending		0		0		0		0

		306		71 - Breakfast cereal manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		307		72 - Beet sugar manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		308		73 - Sugar cane mills and refining		0		0		0		0

		309		75 - Chocolate and confectionery manufacturing from cacao beans		0		0		0		0

		310		76 - Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate		0		0		0		0

		311		77 - Frozen fruits, juices and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		312		79 - Canned fruits and vegetables manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		313		80 - Canned specialties		0		0		0		0

		314		83 - Dry, condensed, and evaporated dairy product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		315		85 - Creamery butter manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		316		88 - Poultry processing		0		0		0		0

		317		92 - Seafood product preparation and packaging		0		0		0		0

		318		95 - Dry pasta, mixes, and dough manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		319		100 - Flavoring syrup and concentrate manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		320		101 - Mayonnaise, dressing, and sauce manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		321		109 - Tobacco product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		322		110 - Fiber, yarn, and thread mills		0		0		0		0

		323		111 - Broadwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		324		113 - Nonwoven fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		325		114 - Knit fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		326		116 - Fabric coating mills		0		0		0		0

		327		117 - Carpet and rug mills		0		0		0		0

		328		118 - Curtain and linen mills		0		0		0		0

		329		120 - Rope, cordage, twine, tire cord and tire fabric mills		0		0		0		0

		330		129 - Leather and hide tanning and finishing		0		0		0		0

		331		130 - Footwear manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		332		133 - Wood preservation		0		0		0		0

		333		134 - Veneer and plywood manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		334		136 - Reconstituted wood product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		335		141 - Manufactured home (mobile home) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		336		142 - Prefabricated wood building manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		337		144 - Pulp mills		0		0		0		0

		338		145 - Paper mills		0		0		0		0

		339		146 - Paperboard mills		0		0		0		0

		340		148 - Paper bag and coated and treated paper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		341		149 - Stationery product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		342		150 - Sanitary paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		343		151 - All other converted paper product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		344		153 - Support activities for printing		0		0		0		0

		345		156 - Asphalt shingle and coating materials manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		346		157 - Petroleum lubricating oil and grease manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		347		158 - All other petroleum and coal products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		348		159 - Petrochemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		349		160 - Industrial gas manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		350		161 - Synthetic dye and pigment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		351		163 - Other basic organic chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		352		164 - Plastics material and resin manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		353		165 - Synthetic rubber manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		354		166 - Artificial and synthetic fibers and filaments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		355		169 - Fertilizer mixing		0		0		0		0

		356		170 - Pesticide and other agricultural chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		357		171 - Medicinal and botanical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		358		172 - Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		359		173 - In-vitro diagnostic substance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		360		174 - Biological product (except diagnostic) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		361		176 - Adhesive manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		362		177 - Soap and other detergent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		363		179 - Surface active agent manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		364		181 - Printing ink manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		365		182 - Explosives manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		366		183 - Custom compounding of purchased resins		0		0		0		0

		367		184 - Photographic film and chemical manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		368		186 - Plastics packaging materials and unlaminated film and sheet manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		369		187 - Unlaminated plastics profile shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		370		189 - Laminated plastics plate, sheet (except packaging), and shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		371		190 - Polystyrene foam product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		372		191 - Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		373		192 - Plastics bottle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		374		195 - Rubber and plastics hoses and belting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		375		196 - Other rubber product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		376		197 - Pottery, ceramics, and plumbing fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		377		198 - Brick, tile, and other structural clay product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		378		199 - Flat glass manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		379		200 - Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		380		201 - Glass container manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		381		203 - Cement manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		382		205 - Concrete block and brick manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		383		206 - Concrete pipe manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		384		207 - Other concrete product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		385		208 - Lime manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		386		209 - Gypsum product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		387		210 - Abrasive product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		388		213 - Mineral wool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		389		214 - Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral products manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		390		215 - Iron and steel mills and ferroalloy manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		391		216 - Iron, steel pipe and tube manufacturing from purchased steel		0		0		0		0

		392		217 - Rolled steel shape manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		393		219 - Alumina refining and primary aluminum production		0		0		0		0

		394		220 - Secondary smelting and alloying of aluminum		0		0		0		0

		395		221 - Aluminum sheet, plate, and foil manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		396		222 - Other aluminum rolling, drawing and extruding		0		0		0		0

		397		223 - Nonferrous metal (exc aluminum) smelting and refining		0		0		0		0

		398		224 - Copper rolling, drawing, extruding and alloying		0		0		0		0

		399		225 - Nonferrous metal, except copper and aluminum, shaping		0		0		0		0

		400		227 - Ferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		401		228 - Nonferrous metal foundries		0		0		0		0

		402		229 - Custom roll forming		0		0		0		0

		403		230 - Crown and closure manufacturing and metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		404		231 - Iron and steel forging		0		0		0		0

		405		232 - Nonferrous forging		0		0		0		0

		406		233 - Cutlery, utensil, pot, and pan manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		407		234 - Handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		408		235 - Prefabricated metal buildings and components manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		409		237 - Plate work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		410		238 - Metal window and door manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		411		239 - Sheet metal work manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		412		241 - Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		413		243 - Metal cans manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		414		244 - Metal barrels, drums and pails manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		415		245 - Hardware manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		416		246 - Spring and wire product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		417		248 - Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		418		249 - Metal heat treating		0		0		0		0

		419		253 - Plumbing fixture fitting and trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		420		254 - Ball and roller bearing manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		421		256 - Ammunition, except for small arms, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		422		258 - Fabricated pipe and pipe fitting manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		423		260 - Farm machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		424		261 - Lawn and garden equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		425		262 - Construction machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		426		263 - Mining machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		427		265 - Semiconductor machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		428		266 - Food product machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		429		267 - Sawmill, woodworking, and paper machinery		0		0		0		0

		430		268 - Printing machinery and equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		431		270 - Optical instrument and lens manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		432		271 - Photographic and photocopying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		433		273 - Air purification and ventilation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		434		274 - Heating equipment (except warm air furnaces) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		435		275 - Air conditioning, refrigeration, and warm air heating equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		436		276 - Industrial mold manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		437		277 - Special tool, die, jig, and fixture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		438		278 - Cutting tool and machine tool accessory manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		439		280 - Rolling mill and other metalworking machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		440		281 - Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		441		283 - Mechanical power transmission equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		442		284 - Other engine equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		443		286 - Air and gas compressor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		444		287 - Elevator and moving stairway manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		445		288 - Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		446		289 - Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		447		290 - Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		448		291 - Power-driven handtool manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		449		293 - Packaging machinery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		450		294 - Industrial process furnace and oven manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		451		295 - Fluid power cylinder and actuator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		452		296 - Fluid power pump and motor manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		453		298 - Electronic computer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		454		299 - Computer storage device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		455		300 - Computer terminals and other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		456		301 - Telephone apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		457		302 - Broadcast and wireless communications equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		458		304 - Audio and video equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		459		305 - Printed circuit assembly (electronic assembly) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		460		306 - Bare printed circuit board manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		461		309 - Electronic connector manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		462		310 - Other electronic component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		463		311 - Electromedical and electrotherapeutic apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		464		312 - Search, detection, and navigation instruments manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		465		313 - Automatic environmental control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		466		315 - Totalizing fluid meter and counting device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		467		317 - Analytical laboratory instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		468		318 - Irradiation apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		469		319 - Watch, clock, and other measuring and controlling device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		470		320 - Blank magnetic and optical recording media manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		471		321 - Software and other prerecorded and record reproducing		0		0		0		0

		472		322 - Electric lamp bulb and part manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		473		324 - Small electrical appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		474		325 - Household cooking appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		475		326 - Household refrigerator and home freezer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		476		327 - Household laundry equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		477		328 - Other major household appliance manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		478		329 - Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		479		330 - Motor and generator manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		480		331 - Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		481		332 - Relay and industrial control manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		482		333 - Storage battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		483		334 - Primary battery manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		484		335 - Fiber optic cable manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		485		336 - Other communication and energy wire manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		486		337 - Wiring device manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		487		338 - Carbon and graphite product manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		488		340 - Automobile manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		489		341 - Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		490		343 - Motor vehicle body manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		491		344 - Truck trailer manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		492		345 - Motor home manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		493		346 - Travel trailer and camper manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		494		347 - Motor vehicle gasoline engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		495		349 - Motor vehicle transmission and power train parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		496		350 - Motor vehicle seating and interior trim manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		497		351 - Motor vehicle metal stamping		0		0		0		0

		498		353 - Motor vehicle steering, suspension component (except spring), and brake systems manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		499		355 - Aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		500		356 - Other aircraft parts and auxiliary equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		501		357 - Guided missile and space vehicle manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		502		358 - Propulsion units and parts for space vehicles and guided missiles manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		503		359 - Railroad rolling stock manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		504		360 - Ship building and repairing		0		0		0		0

		505		361 - Boat building		0		0		0		0

		506		362 - Motorcycle, bicycle, and parts manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		507		363 - Military armored vehicle, tank, and tank component manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		508		364 - All other transportation equipment manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		509		366 - Upholstered household furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		510		368 - Other household nonupholstered furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		511		369 - Institutional furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		512		370 - Wood office furniture manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		513		371 - Custom architectural woodwork and millwork		0		0		0		0

		514		372 - Office furniture, except wood, manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		515		373 - Showcase, partition, shelving, and locker manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		516		375 - Blind and shade manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		517		376 - Surgical and medical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		518		378 - Dental equipment and supplies manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		519		379 - Ophthalmic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		520		382 - Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		521		383 - Doll, toy, and game manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		522		384 - Office supplies (except paper) manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		523		387 - Musical instrument manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		524		388 - Fasteners, buttons, needles, and pins manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		525		389 - Broom, brush, and mop manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		526		390 - Burial casket manufacturing		0		0		0		0

		527		425 - Book publishers		0		0		0		0

		528		426 - Directory, mailing list, and other publishers		0		0		0		0

		529		427 - Greeting card publishing		0		0		0		0

		530		449 - Owner-occupied dwellings		0		0		0		0

		531		527 - Federal electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		532		529 - State government passenger transit		0		0		0		0

		533		530 - State government electric utilities		0		0		0		0

		534		531 - Other state government enterprises		0		0		0		0

		535		535 - * Not an industry (Used and secondhand goods)		0		0		0		0

		536		536 - * Not an industry (Scrap)		0		0		0		0

		537		537 - * Not an industry (Rest of world adjustment)		0		0		0		0

		538		538 - * Not an industry (Noncomparable foreign imports)		0		0		0		0

		539		539 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, education		0		0		0		0

		540		540 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		541		541 - * Employment and payroll of state govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		542		542 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, education		0		0		0		0

		543		543 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, hospitals and health services		0		0		0		0

		544		544 - * Employment and payroll of local govt, other services		0		0		0		0

		545		545 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, military		0		0		0		0

		546		546 - * Employment and payroll of federal govt, non-military		0		0		0		0

						1,146.47		153.99		103.35		1,403.81





entertainment cluster base data

				Entertainment Cluster Industries		Direct		indirect		Induced		Total

						Effects		Effects		Effects		Effects



		1		410 - Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores		248		0		0		248

		46		420 - Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation		0		2		0		2

		2		429 - Motion picture and video industries		236		0		0		236

		41		430 - Sound recording industries		3		0		0		3

		7		431 - Radio and television broadcasting		46		0		0		46

		62		432 - Cable and other subscription programming		1		0		0		1

		77		433 - Wired telecommunications carriers		0		1		0		1

		108		434 - Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite)		0		0		0		0

		143		435 - Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications		0		0		0		0

		36		474 - Travel arrangement and reservation services		3		0		0		3

		9		500 - Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures		0		31		1		32

		8		497 - Commercial Sports Except Racing		41		0		0		41

		18		498 - Racing and Track Operation		6		0		0		6

		12		499 - Independent artists, writers, and performers		23		0		0		23

		43		496 - Performing arts companies		0		2		1		2

		11		501 - Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks		24		0		0		24

		13		502 - Amusement parks and arcades		19		0		0		19

		89		503 - Gambling industries (except casino hotels)		0		0		1		1

		3		504 - Other amusement and recreation industries		219		0		0		219

		5		505 - Fitness and recreational sports centers		80		0		0		80

		6		506 - Bowling centers		47		0		0		47

		4		507 - Hotels and motels, including casino hotels		149		0		0		149

		10		447 - Other real estate		0		25		2		28

		16		509 - Full-service restaurants		0		4		7		11

						1,146		65		13		1,224







Entertainment & Arts Cluster
Before and “After”

Cluster Industries Total Output Total Output Output Pct Employment  Employment  Emp. Pct Employment  Income Employment  Income Emp. Inc, Pct

after  change after  change after  change

Retail - Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument and book stores $19,281,991 $31,324,849 38.4% 411 659 37.7% $6,490,900 $10,237,907 36.6%

Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation $72,962,384 $73,255,849 0.4% 543 546 0.4% $28,199,776 $28,309,584 0.4%

Motion picture and video industries $76,877,075 $134,108,059 42.7% 326 563 42.0% $11,285,600 $19,528,118 42.2%

Sound recording industries $4,202,708 $6,155,282 31.7% 6 8 31.1% $200,076 $286,391 30.1%

Radio and television broadcasting $41,144,915 $55,042,428 25.2% 142 188 24.5% $5,047,372 $6,509,823 22.5%

Cable and other subscription programming $6,712,729 $8,447,390 20.5% 6 7 20.0% $421,761 $528,578 20.2%

Wired telecommunications carriers $127,122,154 $127,450,648 0.3% 355 356 0.3% $27,927,852 $27,988,577 0.2%

Wireless telecommunications carriers (except satellite) $160,411,355 $160,815,596 0.3% 108 108 0.3% $8,877,500 $8,894,114 0.2%

Satellite, telecommunications resellers, and all other telecommunications $7,694,114 $7,714,410 0.3% 17 17 0.3% $2,737,032 $2,741,787 0.2%

Travel arrangement and reservation services $3,046,234 $3,483,834 12.6% 20 23 12.1% $884,615 $999,674 11.5%

Performing arts companies $17,795,710 $17,887,204 0.5% 500 503 0.5% $2,000,429 $2,008,061 0.4%

Commercial Sports Except Racing $2,600,048 $3,620,692 28.2% 108 149 27.5% $866,394 $1,103,362 21.5%

Racing and Track Operation $1,072,631 $1,433,048 25.2% 19 25 24.5% $272,490 $304,513 10.5%

Independent artists, writers, and performers $6,633,716 $8,084,164 17.9% 111 134 17.5% $520,596 $584,501 10.9%

Promoters of performing arts and sports and agents for public figures $41,841,959 $43,710,606 4.3% 744 776 4.1% $3,513,729 $3,618,789 2.9%

Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks $3,449,764 $5,278,100 34.6% 46 70 33.7% $1,256,575 $1,921,952 34.6%

Amusement parks and arcades $4,168,585 $6,043,474 31.0% 45 64 30.1% $1,967,378 $2,828,741 30.5%

Gambling industries (except casino hotels) $70,335,414 $70,422,277 0.1% 592 593 0.1% $14,330,117 $14,347,571 0.1%

Other amusement and recreation industries $17,313,049 $28,910,178 40.1% 341 560 39.1% $7,737,509 $12,574,238 38.5%

Fitness and recreational sports centers $7,534,253 $11,062,298 31.9% 179 259 30.9% $2,641,057 $3,766,676 29.9%

Bowling centers $3,388,084 $6,176,990 45.1% 60 108 44.1% $1,170,966 $2,046,591 42.8%

Hotels and motels, including casino hotels $127,928,081 $141,369,552 9.5% 1,479 1,628 9.2% $36,180,449 $39,953,069 9.4%

Other accommodations $21,772,038 $27,993,618 22.2% 261 289 9.6% $11,417,959 $11,726,009 2.6%

Full-service restaurants $250,127,436 $250,869,424 0.3% 4,011 4,022 0.3% $93,454,789 $93,707,836 0.3%

All Industries $ 1,095,416,427.64 $  1,230,659,970.51 11.0% 10,430 11,654 10.5% $269,402,924 $296,516,464 9.1%



Transportation & Logistics Cluster Base Data (2019)

Cluster Industries Total Output Employment Employment Average

Income RPC

Air transportation $34,540,000 108 $5,430,000 11.33%

Rail transportation $51,150,000 72 $8,190,000 56.07%

Truck transportation $707,980,000 3,797 $341,450,000 86.80%

Transit and ground passenger transportation $20,360,000 700 $10,450,000 41.22%

Pipeline transportation $194,200,000 558 $82,980,000 72.03%

Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation $72,960,000 543 $28,200,000 83.11%

Couriers and messengers $35,720,000 433 $13,330,000 56.93%

Warehousing and storage $31,930,000 419 $11,990,000 31.48%

$1,148,830,000 6,630 $502,020,000



Transportation & Logistics Cluster 
Employment & Labor Income Gains 

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Copyright 2021_  Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.

• Note: Definition of employment impact types

• Direct: jobs created by businesses as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region 

• Indirect: jobs created by business-to-business transactions as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

• Induced: jobs created by increased consumer spending as result of the 10% increase in contribution level in the region

Impact Type Employment Labor Income

Direct Effect 894 $27,716,694
Indirect Effect 108 $5,536,404
Induced Effect 105 $4,364,506

Total Effect 1,107 $37,817,604



Transportation & Logistics Cluster  
Industries by Employment Gain

with selected additional 10% in-region Contributions

Transportation & Logistics Cluster Industries Direct Indirect Induced Total
Effects Effects Effects Effects

Air Transportation 22 0 0 22
Rail Transportation 47 0 0 47
Truck Transportation 0 2 1 3
Transit and ground passemger  transportation 358 0 0 358
Pipeline Transportation 0 0 0 0

Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for 
transportation 0 18 0 18
Couriers and messengers 290 0 0 290
Warehousing and storage 174 0 0 174

891 20 1 912



Transportation & Logistics  
Cluster Before and “After” 

Cluster Industries Total Output Total Output Output Pct. Employment Employment Emp Pct Employment  Income Employment  Income Em . Inc. Pct

(million $) After Change After Change (million $) After Change

(million $) (million $) 

Air transportation $34.54 $42.36 18.46% 108 131 17.6% $5.43 $6.04 10.1%

Rail transportation $51.15 $87.16 41.31% 72 119 39.8% $8.19 $14.50 43.5%

Truck transportation $707.98 $708.60 0.09% 3,797 3,800 0.1% $341.45 $341.71 0.1%

Transit and ground passenger transportation $20.36 $31.38 35.14% 700 1,058 33.9% $10.45 $13.86 24.6%

Pipeline transportation $194.20 $194.40 0.10% 558 559 0.1% $82.98 $83.06 0.1%

Scenic and sightseeing transportation and support activities for transportation $72.96 $75.50 3.36% 543 561 3.2% $28.20 $29.15 3.3%

Couriers and messengers $35.72 $60.30 40.77% 433 723 40.1% $13.33 $22.39 40.5%

Warehousing and storage $31.93 $45.73 30.18% 419 593 29.3% $11.99 $16.89 29.0%

$1,148.83 $1,245.43 7.76% 6,630 7,544 12.1% $502.02 $527.60 4.8%
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Data Snapshot // SENM

The Southeastern Region is comprised of 
the following New Mexico counties:

• Chaves County

• Eddy County

• Lea County

• Lincoln County

• Otero County

Southeastern New Mexico Region

Introduction



Industry cluster drilldown

Cluster Drilldown
3

1.  Agribusiness, food processing and technology

3. Energy (fossil and renewable)

2. Transportation and logistics 

4.  Defense and Security

Data Snapshot // SENM

5.  Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Visitors



Cluster Drilldown
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Data Snapshot // SENM

Regional Job Growth: 
Three Key Components of the Shift-Share Analysis

National Growth 
Effect

Industrial Mix 
Effect 

Regional 
Competitive 

Effect

Share of regional industry growth 
explained by the growth of the specific 
industry sector at the national level

Explains how much of the regional 
industry’s growth is explained by the 
overall growth of the national economy

Explains how much of the change in a 
given industry is due to some unique 
competitive advantage that the region 
possesses

Expected Change
The sum of the 
industrial mix and the 
national growth 
effects

Note:
The calculations ensure 
no double counting of 
job change effects from 
national to regional 
levels



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Animal Production 2,877 275 -306 -31 -120 -89
Crop Production 1,207 108 -131 -23 28 51
Cheese Manufacturing 567 54 109 162 -20 -182
Farm Labor Contractors and Crew Leaders 292 20 -7 13 75 62

Frozen Specialty Food Manufacturing 121 12 -6 6 -11 -17

Farm Supplies Merchant Wholesalers 86 10 -10 0 -23 -23
Livestock Merchant Wholesalers 80 8 -14 -6 -6 0
Farm and Garden Machinery and Equipment Merchant 
Wholesalers 79 6 -7 -2 19 21

Dried and Dehydrated Food Manufacturing 79 4 3 7 36 28

Breweries 65 0 3 3 Insf. Data 59
Soil Preparation, Planting, and Cultivating 59 5 2 6 7 1
Spice and Extract Manufacturing 53 7 2 10 -24 -33
Other Snack Food Manufacturing 46 3 1 4 11 7
Meat Processed from Carcasses 44 0 0 0 44 44
Postharvest Crop Activities (except Cotton Ginning) 43 2 0 2 21 19

5

Data Snapshot // SENM 

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Note: Upward arrow ( ) indicates regional competitiveness. 

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD
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• Farm Labor Contractors and Crew Leaders
• Breweries
• Crop Production
• Meat Processed from Carcasses
• Dried and Dehydrated Food Manufacturing
• Farm and Garden Machinery and Equipment 

Merchant Wholesalers
• Postharvest Crop Activities (except Cotton 

Ginning)
• Other Snack Food Manufacturing
• Soil Preparation, Planting, and Cultivating

• Cheese Manufacturing
• Animal Production
• Spice and Extract Manufacturing
• Farm Supplies Merchant 

Wholesalers
• Frozen Specialty Food 

Manufacturing
• Livestock Merchant Wholesalers

Industries that Outperformed Industries that Underperformed

Shift-Share Analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology



Leakage analysis: Top 15 Industries by Inputs
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Animal Production $307 27.7% 72.3%

Cheese Manufacturing $150 82.7% 17.3%

Other Animal Food Manufacturing $80 3.6% 96.4%

Crop Production $63 25.6% 74.4%

General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Truckload $20 61.1% 38.9%

General Line Grocery Merchant Wholesalers $20 4.4% 95.6%

Other Grocery and Related Products Merchant Wholesalers $20 32.7% 67.3%

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices $19 5.6% 94.4%

Fluid Milk Manufacturing $12 11.0% 89.0%

General Freight Trucking, Local $10 74.9% 25.1%

Other Chemical and Allied Products Merchant Wholesalers $10 39.7% 60.3%

Soybean and Other Oilseed Processing $10 4.4% 95.6%

Dry, Condensed, and Evaporated Dairy Product Manufacturing $9 0.0% 100.0%

Lessors of Residential Buildings and Dwellings $9 61.6% 38.4%

General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Less Than Truckload $8 72.3% 27.7%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology
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Leakage analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

$0 $50 $100 $150 $200 $250 $300 $350

General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Less Than Truckload

Lessors of Residential Buildings and Dwellings

Dry, Condensed, and Evaporated Dairy Product Manufacturing

Soybean and Other Oilseed Processing

Other Chemical and Allied Products Merchant Wholesalers

General Freight Trucking, Local

Fluid Milk Manufacturing

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices

Other Grocery and Related Products Merchant Wholesalers

General Line Grocery Merchant Wholesalers

General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Truckload

Crop Production

Other Animal Food Manufacturing

Cheese Manufacturing

Animal Production

Millions

Within the Region

Outside of the Region

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology



Top occupations 9

Occupations Jobs 2019 % Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural Managers 2,226 -3% 36.2% $19.05 High school diploma or equivalent 93.5

Farmworkers and Laborers, Crop, Nursery, and 
Greenhouse 857 -13% 14.4% $10.25 No formal educational credential 113

Farmworkers, Farm, Ranch, and Aquacultural 
Animals 396 28% 6.6% $12.79 No formal educational credential 107.3

Food Batchmakers 187 17% 3.6% $17.81 High school diploma or equivalent 111.3

Agricultural Workers, All Other 181 4% 3.0% $14.16 No formal educational credential 107.7

Agricultural Equipment Operators 148 28% 2.5% $14.89 No formal educational credential 102.9

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 98 1% 1.7% $21.60 Postsecondary nondegree award 110.1

Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, 
Hand 91 6% 1.6% $13.37 No formal educational credential 117.2

Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and 
Tenders 84 -22% 1.2% $16.36 High school diploma or equivalent 116.9

Animal Caretakers 75 44% 1.3% $11.60 High school diploma or equivalent 107

Packers and Packagers, Hand 69 12% 1.4% $10.29 No formal educational credential 123.1

Industrial Machinery Mechanics 68 58% 1.4% $30.34 High school diploma or equivalent 109.8

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General 66 6% 1.1% $15.54 High school diploma or equivalent 109.6

First-Line Supervisors of Farming, Fishing, and 
Forestry Workers 65 2% 1.1% $17.48 High school diploma or equivalent 96

First-Line Supervisors of Production and Operating 
Workers 63 15% 1.0% $37.07 High school diploma or equivalent 88.6

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology



Worker demographics 2019
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (48.0%)

o Black or African-American workers (2.0%)

o Asian workers (2.0%)

o White workers (46.8%)

o Others (0.9%)

o Male workers (76%)

o Female workers (24%)

o More than one-quarter (26%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young workers 
(Age 14-24 

years); 10.7%

Prime age workers 
(Age 25 to 54 
years); 63.4%

Matured workers 
(Age 55 + years); 

26.0%

Agribusiness, Food Processing and Technology



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) Trucking, Local 2,009 130 -51 79 585 506
General Freight Trucking, Local 807 58 41 99 175 76
General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Truckload 684 62 23 84 11 -73
Couriers and Express Delivery Services 431 27 153 181 132 -49

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas 425 7 -3 4 347 343

Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) Trucking, Long-
Distance 303 41 -4 37 -141 -178

Other Support Activities for Air Transportation 234 32 43 76 -119 -194
General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Less Than 
Truckload 159 14 9 24 2 -22

Pipeline Transportation of Crude Oil 98 3 1 4 69 65

Rail transportation 95 11 -25 -14 -25 -11
Other Warehousing and Storage 82 4 -7 -3 40 43
Local Messengers and Local Delivery 81 3 33 37 46 10
Motor Vehicle Towing 80 7 6 13 1 -12
Used Household and Office Goods Moving 62 6 -2 4 -4 -8
Scheduled Passenger Air Transportation 58 0 0 1 Insf. Data 52

11

Data Snapshot // SENM 

Transportation and Logistics

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Note: Upward arrow ( ) indicates regional competitiveness. 

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD
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• Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) 
Trucking, Local

• Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas
• General Freight Trucking, Local
• Pipeline Transportation of Crude Oil
• Scheduled Passenger Air Transportation
• Other Warehousing and Storage
• Local Messengers and Local Delivery

• Other Support Activities for Air Transportation
• Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) Trucking, 

Long-Distance
• General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Truckload
• Couriers and Express Delivery Services
• General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Less Than 

Truckload
• Motor Vehicle Towing
• Rail transportation
• Used Household and Office Goods Moving

Industries that Outperformed Industries that Underperformed

Shift-Share Analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Transportation and Logistics



Leakage analysis: Top 15 Industries by Inputs
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Couriers and Express Delivery Services $36 29.4% 70.6%

Freight Transportation Arrangement $31 8.0% 92.0%

Temporary Help Services $27 58.7% 41.3%

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices $23 6.1% 93.9%

General Warehousing and Storage $22 0.9% 99.1%
Petroleum and Petroleum Products Merchant Wholesalers (except 
Bulk Stations and Terminals) $16 53.3% 46.7%

Direct Property and Casualty Insurance Carriers $15 17.1% 82.9%

Other Support Activities for Air Transportation $15 37.7% 62.3%

Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores $14 75.3% 24.7%

US Postal Service $13 51.4% 48.6%

Commercial Banking $12 39.2% 60.8%

Wired Telecommunications Carriers $11 37.5% 62.5%

Direct Health and Medical Insurance Carriers $11 0.0% 100.0%

General Automotive Repair $10 72.5% 27.5%

Rail transportation $10 27.8% 72.2%
Marine Cargo Handling $9 0.0% 100.0%
All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services $8 62.8% 37.2%

General Freight Trucking, Long-Distance, Truckload $7 80.6% 19.4%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Transportation and Logistics
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Leakage analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Occupations Jobs 2019 % Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 2,959 27% 49.7% $21.60 Postsecondary nondegree award 110.1

Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, 
Hand 366 16% 5.9% $13.37 No formal educational credential 117.2

Light Truck Drivers 290 (8%) 5.2% $17.49 High school diploma or equivalent 112.9

Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
Specialists 197 65% 3.1% $23.17 High school diploma or equivalent 114.6

Couriers and Messengers 179 116% 3.5% $14.38 High school diploma or equivalent 105.3

Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except 
Legal, Medical, and Executive 142 26% 1.9% $16.23 High school diploma or equivalent 91.4

Gas Plant Operators 111 311% 2.0% $32.69 High school diploma or equivalent 101.1

First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material 
Moving Workers, Except Aircraft Cargo Handling 
Supervisors

96 3% 1.5% $28.49 High school diploma or equivalent 93.8

Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance 87 12% 1.2% $21.42 High school diploma or equivalent 95.1

General and Operations Managers 83 (5%) 1.3% $42.74 Bachelor's degree 82.2

Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians 78 51% 1.4% $30.89 Postsecondary nondegree award 101.2

Personal Service Managers, All Other; Entertainment 
and Recreation Managers, Except Gambling; and 
Managers, All Other

71 16% 1.3% $28.40 Bachelor's degree 84.5

Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery 
Operators, and Gaugers 69 231% 0.4% $44.02 High school diploma or equivalent 104

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks 54 7% 0.9% $17.83 Some college, no degree 103.6

Office Clerks, General 51 (26%) 0.8% $11.34 High school diploma or equivalent 102

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Transportation and Logistics
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (46.8%)

o Black or African-American workers (5.7%)

o Asian workers (1.2%)

o White workers (44.2%)

o Others (1.3%)

o Male workers (85.5%)

o Female workers (14.5%)

o Nearly one-quarter (25.5%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young workers 
(Age 14-24 

years); 6.1%

Prime age workers 
(Age 25 to 54 
years); 68.4%

Matured workers 
(Age 55 + years); 

25.5%

Transportation and Logistics



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations 12,124 1,053 -3,007 -1,955 639 2,594
Crude Petroleum Extraction 5,491 698 -3,776 -3,079 -2,120 959
Oil and Gas Pipeline and Related Structures Construction 2,829 132 245 377 1,391 1,014
Drilling Oil and Gas Wells 1,653 164 -821 -657 -138 519
Electrical Contractors and Other Wiring Installation 
Contractors 1,514 107 120 227 343 116

Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores 1,376 99 -22 77 297 220
Engineering Services 1,055 29 2 31 741 710

Natural Gas Extraction 770 57 -287 -230 144 373

Plumbing, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Contractors 759 86 127 213 -181 -394
Construction, Mining, and Forestry Machinery and 
Equipment Rental and Leasing 667 53 57 110 90 -20

Petroleum Refineries 600 46 -52 -6 96 101
Power and Communication Line and Related Structures 
Construction 433 22 40 62 193 130

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas 425 7 -3 4 347 343
Electric Power Distribution 408 36 -19 17 19 2
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services 339 19 -6 13 135 122

17

Data Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Note: Upward arrow ( ) indicates regional competitiveness. 

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD
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• Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations
• Oil and Gas Pipeline and Related Structures 

Construction
• Crude Petroleum Extraction
• Engineering Services
• Drilling Oil and Gas Wells
• Natural Gas Extraction
• Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas
• Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
• Power and Communication Line and Related 

Structures Construction
• Other Scientific and Technical Consulting 

Services
• Electrical Contractors and Other Wiring 

Installation Contractors
• Petroleum Refineries
• Electric Power Distribution

• Plumbing, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Contractors
• Construction, Mining, and Forestry Machinery and 

Equipment Rental and Leasing

Industries that Outperformed Industries that Underperformed

Shift-Share Analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Crude Petroleum Extraction $1,422 99.9% 0.1%

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices $439 5.9% 94.1%

Natural Gas Extraction $349 97.2% 2.8%

Petroleum Refineries $226 96.1% 3.9%

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas $194 99.2% 0.8%

Investment Advice $138 2.4% 97.6%

Petroleum and Petroleum Products Merchant Wholesalers (except 
Bulk Stations and Terminals) $133 50.6% 49.4%

Commercial Banking $121 40.3% 59.7%

Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations $120 99.9% 0.1%

Insurance Agencies and Brokerages $117 48.6% 51.4%

Offices of Lawyers $112 12.6% 87.4%

Engineering Services $104 60.2% 39.8%

Custom Computer Programming Services $85 0.6% 99.4%

Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy Manufacturing $76 0.1% 99.9%
Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted 
Works) $75 26.4% 73.6%

Pipeline Transportation of Crude Oil $75 81.4% 18.6%
Electric Power Distribution $64 99.2% 0.8%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
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Leakage analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Occupations Jobs 
2019

% Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Roustabouts, Oil and Gas 3,221 5% 9.2% $16.74 No formal educational credential 123.5

Service Unit Operators, Oil and Gas 1,890 56% 6.7% $31.57 No formal educational credential 106.1

First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades and 
Extraction Workers 1,644 27% 5.0% $29.05 High school diploma or equivalent 106.2

Construction Laborers 1,452 54% 4.5% $16.06 No formal educational credential 131.9

Personal Service Managers, All Other; 
Entertainment and Recreation Managers, Except 
Gambling; and Managers, All Other

1,196 33% 3.8% $28.40 Bachelor's degree 84.5

Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except 
Legal, Medical, and Executive 1,156 44% 3.1% $16.23 High school diploma or equivalent 91.4

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 1,121 34% 3.2% $21.60 Postsecondary nondegree award 110.1

General and Operations Managers 1,039 (4%) 3.1% $42.74 Bachelor's degree 82.2

Cashiers 1,034 25% 3.3% $11.01 No formal educational credential 105.5

Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators 799 54% 2.6% $25.49 High school diploma or equivalent 120.3

Wellhead Pumpers 726 (39%) 2.4% $34.21 High school diploma or equivalent 115.1

Rotary Drill Operators, Oil and Gas 649 (15%) 1.4% $18.23 No formal educational credential 110.9

Derrick Operators, Oil and Gas 619 (41%) 1.6% $22.11 No formal educational credential 106.6

Electricians 595 14% 2.0% $26.69 High school diploma or equivalent 110.3
Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
Managers 467 (50%) 1.4% $27.30 High school diploma or equivalent 83.8

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (41.1%)

o Black or African-American workers (2.8%)

o Asian workers (1.2%)

o White workers (52.1%)

o Others (1.9%)

o American Indian (1.8%)

o Male workers (82.7%)

o Female workers (17.3%)

o Nearly one-quarter (24.8%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young workers 
(Age 14-24 

years); 9.0%

Prime age workers 
(Age 25 to 54 
years); 66.2%

Matured workers 
(Age 55 + years); 

24.8%

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Federal Government, Military 5,067 439 -509 -70 280 350
Power and Communication Line and Related Structures 
Construction 433 22 40 62 193 130

Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and 
Maintenance 164 22 -72 -50 -82 -32

Investigation Services 155 9 2 11 56 45

Security Guards and Patrol Services 148 18 6 25 -53 -78

Automobile and Other Motor Vehicle Merchant 
Wholesalers 102 1 0 1 Insf. Data 94

Transportation Equipment and Supplies (except Motor 
Vehicle) Merchant Wholesalers 98 10 -7 3 -15 -19

Computer Systems Design Services 89 6 6 12 26 14

Computer Facilities Management Services 58 2 4 6 35 28
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, 
and Life Sciences (except Nanotechnology and 
Biotechnology)

57 27 -3 23 -235 -259

Custom Computer Programming Services 55 12 15 27 -73 -100
Security Systems Services (except Locksmiths) 49 5 3 8 -3 -10
Motor Vehicle Supplies and New Parts Merchant 
Wholesalers 30 3 -3 0 -5 -5

Other Computer Related Services 16 3 0 3 -14 -17
Surgical Appliance and Supplies Manufacturing 15 0 0 0 Insf. Data 13

23

Data Snapshot // SENM 

Defense and Security

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD
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• Federal Government, Military
• Power and Communication Line and Related 

Structures Construction
• Automobile and Other Motor Vehicle 

Merchant Wholesalers
• Investigation Services
• Computer Facilities Management Services
• Computer Systems Design Services
• Surgical Appliance and Supplies 

Manufacturing

• Research and Development in the Physical, 
Engineering, and Life Sciences (except 
Nanotechnology and Biotechnology)

• Custom Computer Programming Services
• Security Guards and Patrol Services
• Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and 

Maintenance
• Transportation Equipment and Supplies (except 

Motor Vehicle) Merchant Wholesalers
• Other Computer Related Services
• Security Systems Services (except Locksmiths)
• Motor Vehicle Supplies and New Parts Merchant 

Wholesalers

Industries that Outperformed Industries that Underperformed

Shift-Share Analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Defense and Security



Leakage analysis: Top 15 Industries by Inputs
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Aircraft Manufacturing $114 0.1% 99.9%

Engineering Services $60 54.4% 45.6%

Petroleum Refineries $59 19.0% 81.0%

Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services $58 1.0% 99.0%

Computer Systems Design Services $57 1.1% 98.9%

Ship Building and Repairing $43 0.0% 100.0%

Search, Detection, Navigation, Guidance, Aeronautical, and 
Nautical System and Instrument Manufacturing $35 0.0% 100.0%

Administrative Management and General Management Consulting 
Services $28 3.7% 96.3%

Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Manufacturing $27 0.0% 100.0%

Motor Vehicle Electrical and Electronic Equipment Manufacturing $24 1.1% 98.9%
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life 
Sciences (except Nanotechnology and Biotechnology) $23 9.6% 90.4%

Software Publishers $20 0.3% 99.7%
Electrical Apparatus and Equipment, Wiring Supplies, and Related 
Equipment Merchant Wholesalers $20 3.7% 96.3%

Other Electronic Parts and Equipment Merchant Wholesalers $20 0.0% 100.0%

Custom Computer Programming Services $19 1.7% 98.3%
Motor Vehicle Transmission and Power Train Parts Manufacturing $18 0.0% 100.0%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Defense and Security
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Leakage analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Occupations Jobs 2019 % Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Military-only occupations 2,586 5% 39.7% $18.85 N/A N/A

Security Guards 276 -1% 4.4% $14.47 High school diploma or equivalent 109.8

Aircraft Mechanics and Service Technicians 153 23% 2.4% $30.89 Postsecondary nondegree award 101.2

Logisticians 126 140% 1.9% $39.82 Bachelor's degree 82.1

Airline Pilots, Copilots, and Flight Engineers 109 33% 1.7% $82.46 Bachelor's degree
91.5

Police and Sheriffs Patrol Officers 105 -14% 1.6% $25.68 High school diploma or equivalent 94.5

Construction Laborers 97 127% 1.3% $16.06 No formal educational credential
131.9

Human Resources Specialists 92 2% 1.4% $21.84 Bachelor's degree 83.8
Personal Service Managers, All Other; 
Entertainment and Recreation Managers, Except 
Gambling; and Managers, All Other

86 -16% 1.3% $28.40 Bachelor's degree
84.5

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General 74 10% 1.1% $15.54 High school diploma or equivalent 109.6

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers 69 21% 0.8% $29.95 High school diploma or equivalent 114
Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine 
Specialists 63 40% 0.9% $23.17 High school diploma or equivalent 114.6
First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, 
and Repairers 62 5% 0.9% $33.89 High school diploma or equivalent 94
General and Operations Managers 62 -12% 0.9% $42.74 Bachelor's degree 82.2
Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, 
Except Legal, Medical, and Executive 53 -12% 0.7% $16.23 High school diploma or equivalent 91.4

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Defense and Security
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (21.6%)

o Black or African-American workers (9.3%)

o Asian workers (2.0%)

o White workers (62.0%)

o Others (0.1%)

o American Indian (0.13%)

o Male workers (81.5%)

o Female workers (18.5%)

o Almost one-fifteenth (6.2%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young workers 
(Age 14-24 

years); 31.4%

Prime age workers 
(Age 25 to 54 
years); 62.4%

Matured workers 
(Age 55 + years); 

6.2%

Defense and Security



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Hotels (except Casino Hotels) and Motels 1,925 155 60 215 230 15
Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers 435 31 64 95 95 0
Golf Courses and Country Clubs 286 27 -30 -3 -5 -2
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers 263 24 -5 19 -1 -19

Casinos (except Casino Hotels) 244 43 -126 -82 -229 -147

Casino Hotels 232 0 0 0 232 232
Other Spectator Sports 194 16 48 64 23 -41

RV (Recreational Vehicle) Parks and Campgrounds 152 14 -4 9 2 -8

Radio Stations 145 14 -31 -18 -4 14

Motion Picture Theaters (except Drive-Ins) 133 10 9 19 25 6
All Other Traveler Accommodation 88 7 24 30 16 -14
Bowling Centers 86 4 -4 0 41 41
Promoters of Performing Arts, Sports, and Similar Events 
with Facilities 72 3 6 9 40 31

All Other Amusement and Recreation Industries 68 8 -1 7 -19 -26
Sports Teams and Clubs 66 0 0 0 Insf. Data 66
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Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Visitors

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD
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• Casino Hotels
• Sports Teams and Clubs
• Bowling Centers
• Promoters of Performing Arts, Sports, and 

Similar Events with Facilities
• Hotels (except Casino Hotels) and Motels
• Radio Stations
• Motion Picture Theaters (except Drive-Ins)
• Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers

• Casinos (except Casino Hotels)
• Other Spectator Sports
• All Other Amusement and Recreation Industries
• Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
• All Other Traveler Accommodation
• RV (Recreational Vehicle) Parks and Campgrounds
• Golf Courses and Country Clubs

Industries that Outperformed Industries that Underperformed

Shift-Share Analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Visitors



Leakage analysis: Top 15 Industries by Inputs
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Television Broadcasting $4 5.8% 94.2%

Cable and Other Subscription Programming $4 0.1% 99.9%

Lessors of Residential Buildings and Dwellings $4 72.5% 27.5%

Offices of Lawyers $4 31.6% 68.4%

Offices of Real Estate Agents and Brokers $3 75.1% 24.9%

Lessors of Nonresidential Buildings (except Miniwarehouses) $2 56.9% 43.1%

Sports Teams and Clubs $2 4.4% 95.6%

Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals $2 1.4% 98.6%
Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted 
Works) $2 62.2% 37.8%

Other Activities Related to Real Estate $2 69.4% 30.6%

Temporary Help Services $2 33.8% 66.2%

Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers $2 37.7% 62.3%

Electric Power Distribution $1 99.0% 1.0%

Food Service Contractors $1 75.4% 24.6%

Landscaping Services $1 60.2% 39.8%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Leakage analysis 2019

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Occupations Jobs 2019 % Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Hotel, Motel, and Resort Desk Clerks 548 33% 12.1% $11.18 High school diploma or equivalent 104

Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners 537 -3% 10.9% $10.33 No formal educational credential 124.5

Waiters and Waitresses 238 30% 3.2% $10.32 No formal educational credential 129.8

Lodging Managers 196 25% 4.2% $17.45 High school diploma or equivalent 97.3

Gambling Dealers 145 29% 2.5% $9.75 High school diploma or equivalent 110.9

Musicians and Singers 139 6% 3.3% $26.28 No formal educational credential 89.2

Writers and Authors 138 17% 3.3% $16.60 Bachelor's degree 89.8

Maintenance and Repair Workers, General 115 25% 2.7% $15.54 High school diploma or equivalent 109.6

Cooks, Restaurant 107 59% 1.5% $11.75 No formal educational credential 125

Fast Food and Counter Workers 100 23% 1.5% $10.07 No formal educational credential 130.8

Landscaping and Groundskeeping Workers 99 5% 2.1% $12.32 No formal educational credential 129.1

Exercise Trainers and Group Fitness Instructors 92 36% 2.0% $16.89 High school diploma or equivalent 84.4

Broadcast Announcers and Radio Disc Jockeys 83 5% 2.0% $10.61 Bachelor's degree 92.3

Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and 
Housekeeping Cleaners 80 -5% 1.5% $12.03 No formal educational credential 122.5

Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors, and 
Illustrators 79 72% 2.0% $7.34 Bachelor's degree 89.2

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (30.4%)

o Black or African-American workers (3.6%)

o Asian workers (4.3%)

o White workers (57.5%)

o Others (3%)

o American Indian (3%)

o Male workers (45.7%)

o Female workers (54.3%)

o Almost one-third (30.5%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young workers 
(Age 14-24 

years); 13.2%

Prime age workers 
(Age 25 to 54 
years); 56.2%

Matured workers 
(Age 55 + years); 

30.5%

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation and Visitors
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SNMEDD Economic Recovery and Resilience Plan

Economic Terms and Concepts

Review key economic terms and concepts to facilitate our
understanding of the Purdue University report highlighting the
industry cluster data and trends in the SNMEDD region.

Industry: A group of businesses that produce a particular kind of 
goods or services.

Basic and Non-Basic Industries: Basic industries bring new money
into the community/region. Non-basic industries, generally, do not. 
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Competitive Advantage: Refers to factors (cost, product/service 
differentiation, and niche strategies) that allow a business, 
industry, or industry cluster to produce goods or services better or 
more cheaply than its rivals.

Income and Employment Multipliers: Money spent by 
consumers, businesses, and government in the region can multiply 
into much larger economic impacts (e.g., more business start-ups, 
expansions, jobs, incomes, and a stronger tax base). 
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 Leakage: Consumer and business spending outside the
community/region weakens the income and employment 
multipliers and the ability to increase  jobs and grow incomes.

 Shift-Share Analysis (SAS): Provides information on the growth and
competitiveness of industries in the community/region compared to 
a larger reference area (state, nation). 
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 Industry Clusters: Are groups of interconnected businesses that
drive economic development in the community/region, primarily 
through the export of goods and services. 

Examples:
 California Wine Industry Cluster 
 Oregon Tourism and Hospitality Industry Cluster
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SSA decomposes employment change in the community/ region (over a given 
time period) into three contributing factors: 

 the national growth effect represents the share of local employment growth that can 
be attributed to growth of the national economy.

 the industrial mix effect represents the effects that specific industry trends at the 
national level have had on the change in employment in the locality.

 the competitive effect shows how industrial groups in the locality performed relative 
to those groups at national averages.
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The California Wine Industry Cluster
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The Oregon Tourism & Hospitality Industry Cluster
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NAICS Industry Clusters

1. Advanced Materials
2. Agribusiness, Food Processing and

Technology
3. Apparel and Textiles
4. Arts, Entertainment, Recreation

and Visitor Industries
5. Biomedical/Biotechnical (Life

Sciences)
6. Business and Financial Services
7. Chemicals
8. Computer & Electronic Product

Mfg
9. Defense and Security
10. Education and Knowledge

Creation

11. Electrical Equip, Appliance &
Component Mfg

12. Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
13. Fabricated Metal Product Mfg
14. Forest and Wood Products
15. Glass and Ceramics
16. Information Technology and

Telecommunications
17. Machinery Mfg
18. Mining 
19. Primary Metal Mfg
20. Printing and Publishing
21. Transportation and Logistics
22. Transportation Equipment Mfg
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Top SNMEDD Industry Clusters (TIC)             Jobs     Percent      Establishments   Percent

Agribusiness, Food Processing
and Technology 6,012       10.9 248 9.8

Transportation and Logistics 4,783         8.7 402 16.0

Energy (fossil and renewable) 32,792 59.6              1,476 58.5

Defense and Security 6,566 11.9                 119                    4.7

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation
and Visitors 4,910        8.9 277                  11.0

TIC Total 55,063 2,522

SNMEDD  Region Total 85,028                            3,854 

TIC % of Region 64.8% 65.3%



Industries Jobs 2019
National Trend 

2014-2019
(A)

Industry Trend 
2014-2019

(B)

Cumulative  
Expected  Growth

(C=A+B)

Actual Job 
Growth

2014-2019
(D)

Regional
Performance,

2014-2019
(D-C)

Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations 12,124 1,053 -3,007 -1,955 639 2,594
Crude Petroleum Extraction 5,491 698 -3,776 -3,079 -2,120 959
Oil and Gas Pipeline and Related Structures Construction 2,829 132 245 377 1,391 1,014
Drilling Oil and Gas Wells 1,653 164 -821 -657 -138 519
Electrical Contractors and Other Wiring Installation 
Contractors 1,514 107 120 227 343 116

Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores 1,376 99 -22 77 297 220
Engineering Services 1,055 29 2 31 741 710

Natural Gas Extraction 770 57 -287 -230 144 373

Plumbing, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Contractors 759 86 127 213 -181 -394
Construction, Mining, and Forestry Machinery and 
Equipment Rental and Leasing 667 53 57 110 90 -20

Petroleum Refineries 600 46 -52 -6 96 101
Power and Communication Line and Related Structures 
Construction 433 22 40 62 193 130

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas 425 7 -3 4 347 343
Electric Power Distribution 408 36 -19 17 19 2
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services 339 19 -6 13 135 122
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Data Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)

Shift-Share Analysis (Regional Performance) by Top Industry Sectors

Note: Upward arrow ( ) indicates regional competitiveness. 

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRD



Leakage analysis: Top 15 Industries by Inputs
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Industries
Estimated Input

($ Millions), 2019
% In-Region % Out of Region

Crude Petroleum Extraction $1,422 99.9% 0.1%

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices $439 5.9% 94.1%

Natural Gas Extraction $349 97.2% 2.8%

Petroleum Refineries $226 96.1% 3.9%

Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas $194 99.2% 0.8%

Investment Advice $138 2.4% 97.6%

Petroleum and Petroleum Products Merchant Wholesalers (except 
Bulk Stations and Terminals) $133 50.6% 49.4%

Commercial Banking $121 40.3% 59.7%

Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations $120 99.9% 0.1%

Insurance Agencies and Brokerages $117 48.6% 51.4%

Offices of Lawyers $112 12.6% 87.4%

Engineering Services $104 60.2% 39.8%

Custom Computer Programming Services $85 0.6% 99.4%

Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy Manufacturing $76 0.1% 99.9%
Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except Copyrighted 
Works) $75 26.4% 73.6%

Pipeline Transportation of Crude Oil $75 81.4% 18.6%
Electric Power Distribution $64 99.2% 0.8%

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
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Occupations Jobs 2019 % Change   
2014-2019

% of Total Jobs in 
Cluster 2020

Median Hour 
Earnings Entry level Education Automation

Roustabouts, Oil and Gas 3,221 5% 9.2% $16.74 No formal educational credential 123.5

Service Unit Operators, Oil and Gas 1,890 56% 6.7% $31.57 No formal educational credential 106.1

First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades and 
Extraction Workers 1,644 27% 5.0% $29.05 High school diploma or equivalent 106.2

Construction Laborers 1,452 54% 4.5% $16.06 No formal educational credential 131.9

Personal Service Managers, All Other; 
Entertainment and Recreation Managers, Except 
Gambling; and Managers, All Other

1,196 33% 3.8% $28.40 Bachelor's degree 84.5

Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except 
Legal, Medical, and Executive 1,156 44% 3.1% $16.23 High school diploma or equivalent 91.4

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 1,121 34% 3.2% $21.60 Postsecondary nondegree award 110.1

General and Operations Managers 1,039 (4%) 3.1% $42.74 Bachelor's degree 82.2

Cashiers 1,034 25% 3.3% $11.01 No formal educational credential 105.5

Operating Engineers and Other Construction 
Equipment Operators 799 54% 2.6% $25.49 High school diploma or equivalent 120.3

Wellhead Pumpers 726 (39%) 2.4% $34.21 High school diploma or equivalent 115.1

Rotary Drill Operators, Oil and Gas 649 (15%) 1.4% $18.23 No formal educational credential 110.9

Derrick Operators, Oil and Gas 619 (41%) 1.6% $22.11 No formal educational credential 106.6

Electricians 595 14% 2.0% $26.69 High school diploma or equivalent 110.3
Property, Real Estate, and Community Association 
Managers 467 (50%) 1.4% $27.30 High school diploma or equivalent 83.8

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)



Worker demographics 2019
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Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2021.2 Class of Worker, industry cluster definitions by PCRDData Snapshot // SENM 

o Hispanic workers (41.1%)

o Black or African-American workers (2.8%)

o Asian workers (1.2%)

o White workers (52.1%)

o Others (1.9%)

o American Indian (1.8%)

o Male workers (82.7%)

o Female workers (17.3%)

o Nearly one-quarter (24.8%) of the workforce is comprised of matured (aged 55 years or more) workers.

Young 
workers 

(Age 14-24 …

Prime age 
workers (Age 

25 to 54 
years); 66.2%

Matured 
workers (Age 
55 + years); 

24.8%

Energy (Fossil and Renewable)
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Focus Group Discussion Guidelines 

• Guided discussion of current and future opportunities, 
challenges, solutions, and priorities re: Energy (Fossil and 
Renewable) Transportation & Logistics, Tourism & 
Hospitality, Security and Defense, Agribusiness. 

• Comments will be recorded and distributed to the 
participants following the session for review and 
additional comments.

• These sessions were meant to provide a broad 
understanding of the industry clusters. We will have 
follow-up sessions to drill-down into the details. 
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Discussion Questions
• Opportunities
• Challenges
• Solutions/Strategies
• Priorities (Top Three)

Key Factors
• Infrastructure
• Technology
• Workforce
• Finance
• Laws, rules, regulations
• Polices and programs
• Other
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OPPORTUNITIES

What opportunities exist for growing the Energy (fossil and renewable) 
Industry Cluster today and in the future?

Consider key factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, 
finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies and programs, and other.
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CHALLENGES

What challenges exist for growing the Energy (fossil and renewable) 
Industry Cluster today and in the future?

Consider key factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, 
finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies and programs, and other.
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SOLUTIONS/STRATEGIES

What solutions/strategies can be adopted to capture the opportunities 
and address the challenges for growing the Energy (fossil and 
renewable) Industry Cluster today and in the future?

Consider key factors such as infrastructure, technology, workforce, 
finance, laws, rules, regulations, policies and programs, and other.
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COMMON THEMES 
Lack of workforce
Regulations
Housing for workers
Connectivity and Broadband

TOP THREE PRIORITIES
Focus Group participants are working on their priorities individually

A Summary Report of all groups will be presented on November 22, 2021



BE BOLD. Shape the Future.
New Mexico State University

aces.nmsu.edu

College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences

The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences is an engine for economic and community development
in New Mexico, improving the lives of New Mexicans through academic, research, and Extension programs.

Questions and Comments
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